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STATUS OF THE ARTIFICIAL HEART PROGRAM

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1986

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS AND OVERSIGHT,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in room
2318, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Harold L. Volkmer
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. VOLKMER. Good morning, he Subcommittee on Oversight
and Investigation will come to or

Before we begin I would like to inquire if Dr. Jack Copeland is
present.

Will he acknowledge if he is present?
Does not appear to be here.
OK.
Thank you very much.
Heart disease is the leading cause of death in the United States.

One approach to the treatment of heart disease is the artificial
heart. From its inception- early 1960's the artificial heart

rogram was intended not o- 0 sA-ve the lives of the victims of
heart disease but to also allow those individuals to live healthy and
productive lives in the company of their family and friends.

Largely through federally funded research the artificial heart
program has advanced from a dream to a reality. It has been used
as a permanent device to prolong the lives of Barney Clark, Bill
Schroeder, and others.

Just recently in Minnesota an artificial heart prolonged the life
of Mary Lund thereby enabling her to undergo a human heart
transplant this past weekend. Through the courage of people like
Barney Clark, William Schroeder, and Mary Lund we now under-
stand more fully the potential and the problems associated with
the artificial heart.

Hopefully our greater understanding will further the develop-
ment of an artificial heart that will fulfill the aspirations which
give birth to the artificial heart program.

There are questions that must be asked about the wisdom and
utility of the present artificial heart program. Today we will exam-
ine whether the technology of the artificial heart is advanced
enough to justify its usage in human beings on either a temporary
or permanent- basis.

We will hear about recent artificial heart implants within the
last several days, under emergency conditions. And we will exam-
ine FDA procedures for handling such emergencies.

(1)
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We will examine how use of an artificial heart affects the quality
of life for the recipients and their families. We will review the role
of the Federal Government in overseeing the development of the
artificial heart and in prescribing its use.

Throughout this hearing we will be guided by the concern all
America faces; the development of effective, affordable, and human
means to save the lives of the victims of heart disease.

To assist us in the hearing today are two specialists most often
associated with the artificial heart program, Dr. Robert Jarvik and
Dr. William DeVries. We appreciate their presence and the time
they have taken to be with us.

Dr. Jack Copeland was to have been here, but his presence was
required at the hospital as he just this past Monday implanted yet
another artificial heart. My staff was in contact just last evening,
and he said he may be able to make it.

But we told him if it was necessary for him to attend his patient
we would accept his statement which we have received that will be
made a part of the record, and if we have any questions of him we
will submit them to him in writing.

[The prepared opening statement of Mr. Volkmer follows:]
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fFILE CopyDO NOT REMOVE

CCiflTTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

WASHINGTON, DC

HEARING ON APTIFICIAL HEARTS ' .. L3'.' . :-
OP t STATFMENT ' "

iO) MORNING. THE HEARING WILL COME TO ORDER,

HEART DISEASE IS THE LEADING CAUSE OF DEATH IN THF

t:;lb :',"'ATES. ONE APPROACH TO THE TREATMENT OF HEART

:SEASE-!S THE APT!'ICIAL HEART.

i:-R7U ITS I.'!CEPTION IN THE EARLY 1960'S, THE ARTIF'.IAL

,:EART PROGRAM wAS INTENDED NOT O?$LY TO SAVE THE LIVES OF THE

Vl.I1!MS CF HEART DISEASE, BUT ALSO TO ALLOW THOSE

INDIVIDUALS TO LIVE HEALTHY AND PRODUCTIVE LIvES IN THE

COMPANY CF THEIR FAMILIES AND FRIENDS. LARGELY THROUGi-

f-EDERALI.Y-FUNDED RESEARCH. THE ARTIFICIAL HEART PROGRA:i. HAS

ADVANCED FROM A DREAM TO A REALITY. IT HAS BEEN USED PS A

FCQRANEN7 DEVICE TO PROLONG THE LIVES OF BAFNEY CLARK, BILL

S'rHROEDEF AND OTHERS. JUST RECENTLY IN MINNESOTA, THE

'ART;FIC AL HEART PRONGED THE LIFE OF ?AARY LUND, THEREBY

EcABL:N t HER TO UNDERGO A HUMAN HEART TRANSPLANT TH,. OAST

'WEE
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THROUGH THE COURAGE OF PEOPLE LIKE BARNEY CLARK, BILL

SCHROEDER, AND MARY LUND, WE NOW UNDERSTAND MORE FULLY THE

FOTE14TIAL AND THE PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED W'TH rHE ARTI IC!AL

HEART. HOPEFULLY OUR GREATER UNDERSTANDING WILL FURTHER THE

DEVELOPMlENT OF AN ARTIFICIAL HEART THAT WILL FULFILL THE

ASPIRATiONS WHICH GAVE BIRTH TO THE ART;FIC AL HEART

PROGRAM.

THERE AU QUE-STIONS THAT MUST BE ASKED ABOUT THE WISDOM

AND UTILITY OF THE PRESENT ARTIFICIAL HEART PROGRAM. TODAY

WE WILL EXAMINE WHETHER THE TECHNOLOGY OF THE ARTIFICIAL

HEART IS ADVANCED ENOUGH TO JUSTIFY ITS USAGE IN HUMAN

BEINGS ON EITHER A TEMPOPARY OR PERMANENT BASIS. WE WILL

HEAR ABOUT RECENT ARTIFICIAL HEART PLANTS WITHIN THE LAST

SEVERAL DAYS, UNDER EMERGENCY CONDITIONS, AND WE WILL

EXAMINE FDA's PROCEDURES FOR HAND--ING SUCH EMERGENCIES. WE

WILL EXAMINE HOW USE OF AN ARTIFICIAL HEART AFFECTS THE

QUALITY OF LIFF OF THE RECIPIENTS AND THEIR FAMILIES. WE

WILL REVIEW THE ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMz.NT IN OVERSEEING

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ARTIFICIAL HEART AND IN PRESCRIBING

ITS USE. THROUGHOUT THIS HEARING, WE WILL BE GUIDED BY A

CONCERN ALL A4ERICA SHARES -- THE DEVELOPMENT OF EFFECTIVE,

AFFORCABLE AND HUMANE MEANS TO SAVE THE LIVES OF THE ViCTIMS

OF HEART DISEASE.
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To ASSIST US IN THE HEARING TODAY ARE T10 SPECIALISTS,

MOST OFTEN ASSOCIATED WITH THE ARTIFICIAL HEART PROGRAM --

DR. ROBERT JARVIK AND DR. WILL!AM DEVRIES. WE APPRECIATE

THEIR PRESENCE AND THE TIME THEY HAVE TAKEN TO BE WITH US.

DR. JACK COPELAND WAS TO HAVE BEEN HERE BUT HIS PRESENCE IS

REQ :iRED AT THE HOSPITAL, AS HE JUST THIS PAST MONDAY

FMPLANIED YET ANOTHER ARTIFICIAL HEART. THE SUBCOMMITTEE IS

ALSO PLEASED TO HAVE WITH US TODAY MEL SCHROEDER, THE SON OF

ARTIFICIAL HEART RECIPIENT WILLIAM SCHROEDER.

I WjLL NOW ASK THE FIRST PANEL TO BE SEATED. THE FIRST

P,.NEL WILL BE COMPOSED OF DR. ROBERT JARVIK, THE DEVELOPER

OF THE JARVIK ARTIFICIAL HEART AND PRESIDENT OF SYMBION,

I'.., WHICH MANUFACTURES THE JARVIK HEART; AND DR. SIDNEY WOLFE,

DIRECTOR OF THE PUBLICCITIZEN HEALTH RESEARCH GROUP.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Jack Copeland follows:]
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TOTAL ARTIFICIAL HEART AS A BRIDGE TO HEART TRANSPLANTATION

Jack G. Copeland, M.D.

In March 1985 at the University of Arizona an unauthorized

total artificial heart was implanted in a young man dying of

heart failure following heart tr-nsplantation. The use of this

device which was called the "Phoenix Heart" attracted the large

entourage of media people who had been following the total

artificial heart at Louisville and perhaps over dramatized the

apparent conflict with FDA regulations. Our experience with that

device and the realization that the time has come for a back-up

device in heart transplantation stimulated us to subsequently

seek training in the implantation of the Jarvik-7 heart to

acquire that heart and necessary drive mechanisms to make it

function and to be ready with that device should we ever need to

replace the human heart with a mechanical heart again. We were

the first to be approved to use the Jarvik-7 heart as a bridge to

transplant. In August of 1985 when we felt there was no other

alternative but to use the Jarvik-?, we implanted that device in

a young man named Michael Drummond. It supported him and allowed

marked improvements of his condition over a nine day period until

a donor heart was used to transplant Mr. Drummond and the Jarvik

heart was removed. Michael Drummond is now alive and well at

home with a transplanted heart and planning to return to work as

a Safeway Assistant Manager beginning February 1986. His "bridge
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to transplantation" was the first successful bridge to

transplantation resulting in a survivor in medical and surgical

history. The following discussion outlines some of the important

points relating to the Jarvik-7 heart and the Phoenix Heart as

they relate to bridge to transplantation in our program.

In early March 1985 I would have been perhaps one of the

last cardiothoracic surgeons in the country to espouse the use of

a total artificial heart. As the Director of a successful and

internationally recognized cardiac transplantation program, my

concern was primarily focused on cardiac transplantation as well

as the service operations of a more routine nature which we

perform at the University Medical Center in Tucson. In our

program of heart transplantation we had previously encountered

two patients who, following heart transplantation had died on the

operating room table of failure of the donor heart to function.

Following the second death I had made efforts to obtain an

artificial heart or a left ventricular assist device and found

these were so tightly regulated that it was impossible for us to

become a clinical investigator with one of these devices within a

reasonable period of time. We therefore decided to apply for

money from the National Institutes of Health to develop our own

artificial heart, a primitive form of which had already been

devised by a physician on the staff at the University Medical

Center. This was turned down. We thus had no funding from the

National Institutes of Health for either heart transplantation or
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artificial heart work when our experience with the Phoenix Heart

developed.

The situation we faced when the Phoenix Heart was implanted

was truly an emergency. A young man who had had a heart

transplant approximately 24 hours earlier experienced a cardiac

arrest early the next morning. Resuscitation was prompt,

however, upon opening the man's chest and feeling his heart, it

was clear that it would never beat again on its own. We were

able to maintain the gentleman's pressure, neurologic function

and urinary output with massage of the heart and therefore rushed

him to the operating room, connected into the heart-lung machine

to maintain pressure, and blood flow while we looked frantically

for another donor heart. This included calling every organ

procurement center in the Western United States and notifying the

National Organ Transplant computer system. No hearts were

available. After approximately 2 1/2 hours of time on the heart-

lung machine it became clear that we would have to pronounce this

gentleman dead or try a drastic therapy. I recalled that a

colleague of mine in Phoenix, Arizona was working on a new device

called the "Phoenix Heart". A quick call to him at approximately

5:00 a.m. revealed that such a device was available, was

sterilized, and was scheduled for implantation in a calf the

following day. He was willing to bring it to Tucson and have it

implanted on a temporary basis while we waited for another donor

heart. At that point we notified our hospital administration,
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our investigational review board and made plans to implant the

device. The Phoenix surgeon in question, Dr. Cecil Vaughns,

called the artificial heart center in Salt Lake City and informed

them of our plan. They immediately flew from Salt Lake City in a

Lear jet with a Jarvik-7 in hand and this, in fact, was what

triggered the large following media. They, however, were much

too late for our purposes and by the time they arrived we had

already implanted the Phoenix heart and it was functioning. Our

concern was not for regulations or the FDA, but simply to

maintain the life of our patient. We spent approximately one

hour explaining to his family the dilemma we faced and obtaining

an informed consent. The heart did function for approximately 12

hours. We found another donor heart, and because we were

uncertain as to the dependability of the Phoenix Heart, we

proceeded with a second transplant. Unfortunately our patient

had bacterial pneumonia and sepsis and died approximately 1 1/2

days later.

There is no other Phoenix Heart. The inventor of the

Phoenix Heart, a former employee at the Texas Heart Institute

where he learned his trade, is continuing to develop new models.

However, his device does not differ in its basic mechanism from

the Jarvik-7. To develop a "Phoenix Heart" to the same level of

technology as the Jarvik-7 would take a large amount of money for

engineering and mechanical development as well as a large staff

and even more money for the conduct of required experiments to
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obtain FDA approval for clinical investigation. There is no

funding for the Phoenix Heart, either at the University of

Arizona or at St. Lukes Hosital in Phoenix. It, therefore, is no

more than a side issue at the present time.

There is no doubt, however, that the Phoenix Heart

functioned well when it was implanted in our patient. It

sustained his life, improved his vital functions including blood

pressure, oxygenation, kidney function and even improved his

neurologic function. It is also certain that no damage resulted

to the patient from the Phoenix Heart and my only regret about

the entire experience is that we did not leave the Phoenix Heart

in place for a much longer period of time which would have

allowed the patient to recover from his cardiac arrest and

perhaps allowed us to treat his infectious complications.

At this point in time we were faced with many questions and

treated as experts in the field of artificial heart implantation

even though our experience included only one patient and no

laboratory work whatsoever. We, of course, had maintained an

interest in the area of artificial devices for some time and the

orientation of the Division and my own orientation were the same

with regard to the theoretical role of the total artificial heart

in transplantation. I felt that the bridge to transplant concept

was the only realistic way in which a total artificial heart

could be used in 1985. All the laboratory experiences prior to

this indicated that the total artificial heart was not truly a
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permanent device. None of the hearts had lasted for more than a

year in animals. All had failed due to clot formation, wear of

the pneumatic diaphragm, infection or loss of durability of one

or more valves. Further, the experience with the so-called

"permanent implantation" in Utah and Louisville suggested that if

the total artificial heart was in place long enough some

devastating complication was bound to occur, the most likely

being stroke. We thus evolved a concept of using the total

artificial heart as a bridge to transplantation. The artificial

heart would be used as a last resort and then for a relatively

short time (1-2 weeks).

We were criticized severely by the media and various

bioethicists who claimed that we should have had such a device

on the shelf and available so that an unauthorized device would

not have been used. Obviously this was an impossibility and in

retrospect from my current perspective it is clear that unless we

had had the Phoenix Heart experience we might never have had the

opportunity to go on to train in the use of the Jarvik-7. The

Phoenix Heart experience forced us into the artificial heart

arena in one sense and provided the opportunity for us to make

that transition by stimulating those around us.

We went into the Jarvik heart experience with little money,

no grants, no endowments and only a great deal of enthusiasm from

a small group of individuals and a very receptive institution to

back us up. After training to implant, the Jarvik-7 heart which
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included two separate trips to Salt Lake City and a total of

approximately 8 operations, we devised a human subjects protocol

which was approved locally by our institutional review board and

a protocol which was submitted by Symbion to the FDA. This

protocol was initially rejected, however, on second submission

was accepted. When the case of Michael Drummond came along, we

did not expect to use the Jarvik-?. However, he deteriorated

very rapidly and we felt that he would not survive for more than

48 hours on medical therapy. We could not find a donor heart for

him at that time and therefore we proceeded with implantation of

the Jarvik-7 heart. Our impression from the experiences of

others was that this implantation would be extremely difficult,

that there would be tremendous amount of bleeding, renal failure

would occur, hemolysis or the breakdown of red blood cells would

be a major problem. None of these actually gave us any

difficulty whatsoever. The amount of bleeding from the surgery

was less than that normally encountered following coronary

bypass. There was no renal failure, in fact the patient lost 20

kilograms or approximately 44 pounds of water of the next nine

days while on the Jarvik-7 device. There was only minimal

hemolysis or breakdown of red blood cells and this was never a

clincially apparent problem.

On the seventh day following the implantation of the Jarvik-

7 device, Mike Drummond experienced a transient neurologic

deficit which was a "tiny stroke". There was no evidence on
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brain scanning of any damage to the brain and he has since

completely recovered from this stroke which, for the most part,

consisted of a stuttering and slowing of his-speech. We learned

a great deal from our experience with Michael Drummond. First

that the device works very nicely. Second that the patient on a

Jarvik-7, whohas been very sick, may be expected to recover

rapidly. This recovery in Mr. Drummond's case was marked by an

outpouring of clotting proteins from his liver as well as the

huge loss of water through his kidneys.

There were some problems with our paranoia concerning the

media and we also learned from this. One was that the patient's

chart each week was thinned and older parts of the chart were

removed to a safe in the medical records department. This left

us with only a short-term view of the patient's condition which

was not satisfactory. The reason for this precaution was the

fear that someone would steal his chart. A second precaution was

taken with the way in which his chest x-rays were done. Some of

the x-rays were digitized, making reproduction quite simple and a

reproduction was made simultaneous with the original x-zay. This

also was filed in a secret, locked place. We thus had routine x-

rays as well as digitized x-rays to compare with each other.

Having never seen the digitized x-rays before, we were at a loss

to make complete sense of them and to be sure that Mr. Drummond's

lungs and chest were absolutely normal.
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Our final lesson'from the Drummond experience was that

anticoagulation is a major problem of the artificial heart, that

there are many possibilities for pursuing anticoagulation and

that if we had followed more closely the patient's

anticoagulation status we could probably have prevented his

stroke from occurring.

One would think that the visibility obtained by both of

these experiences would have made it a simple matter to acquire

funds to continue our research in the artificial heart area.

This is far from the truth. In spite of some promising leads

with private philanthropic agencies no money has come forth.

Grant applications for the National Institutes of Health are in

the process of being completed, however, this is a very tedious,

time-consuming procedure and there is no guarantee that it will

result in any reasonable amount of money which would inable us to

pursue our interest in this field. Further, there is no

insurance company in the United States that will fund the

implantation of artificial hearts. The only institution in the

United States that has pledged (by a handshake, not a contract)

to do this is Humana in Louisville and I am unaware of any other

hospital that has made that type of commitment.

At the University Medical Center our intention is to use the

device as a temporary bridge to transplant, the hospital has

indicated that they would follow our progress with these implants

and would not, in the absence of adequate personal results or
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health insurance, charge for the period of time during which the

heart is implanted, but would charge for the preoperative period

as well as the post heart transplant period. We plan, therefore,

to continue our experience and feel quite strongly that we have

new insights into methods for anticoagulation of these patients

which will enable us to be at least as successful as we were with

Mike Drummond and perhaps do even better. We have no intention

to use these devices for permanent implantation. However, anyone

involved with the bridge to transplant program must realize and

must inform his patients that if they become non-candidates for

transplantation while the total artificial heart is in place that

they might become de facto permanent artificial heart recipients.

Considerable changes in the design of the Jarvik-7 heart may

result from our experience with Mike Drummond which has been

documented in detail and is being submitted for publication at

this time. Unfortunately the regulation of artificial hearts in

this country will probably make it necessary to use any second or

third generation of Jarvik-7 hearts in Europe or the orient since

the tedious approval regulations which are also quite costly may

be too much for Symbion, Inc. to handle in this country. Thus, I

suspect that we will fall behind Europe in total artificial heart

technology availability as we have to some extent in valvular

prosthesis availability.
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At the present time it would seem that the use of a total

artificial heart in even a busy heart transplant program would be

a rare and emergency event. It seems to me unfortunate that only

a few programs in the United States and only two programs with

significant numbers of transplants going on (University of

Arizona and Pittsburgh) have access to the Jarvik-7 heart. It

would appear that if the goal of the FDA is to slow the

development of this device, they have succeeded beautifully.

One wonders if the spirit of the law as it was passed in the

days following the thalidomide crisis really was to control the

experimental devices which are currently under such heavy

scrutiny. It would appear to me that local control of

experimental technology by institutional review boards and peer

review and trust in the expertise of those of us who have trained

and dedicated our lives to cardiac surgery and cardiac

transplantation would be a route for the government to follow. I

am not sure what benefit derives from having a group of non-

cardiac surgeons, non-cardiologists review the clinical

indications and determine the clinical settings in which these

devices are to be used. Obviously these devices are expensive,

time consuming and require a disproportionate amount of effort

from the investigators. However, this is no different from any

other new development in the medical field.
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ADDITIONAL QUESrIONS AND ANSWERS FOR THE RECORD

U S HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
z. SUITE 2321 RAYBURN HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING M W

WASHJNGIO& , OC 20551$
(20212 25- 63 771

Dr. Jack Copeland, Professor of Surgery
Arizona Health Sciences Center1501 N. Campbell Ave.
Tucson, AZ 85724

Dear Dr. Copeland,

The Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight appreciates your time and
effort in submitting your written testimony for the February 5, 1986 blaring on
artificial hearts. I regret that you could not participate in the hearing, but
I fully understand the dilemma you faced, and commend you for your decision to
attend your patient. Your written statement will be made a part of the record.

The Subcommittee would appreciate your written responses to the fol lowing
questions

1. Dr. DeYries is working under the auspices of the Humane Corporation, which
bears a majority of the costs associated with the artificial heart. Since
you are at an academic institution and not a private corporation, how are
the costs associated with your artificial heart program handled?

2. You have permission to use the Jarvlk-7 only as a temporary device until a
human heart can be found. Have you apple led for permission to do permanent
heart transplants with the Jarvik-7, and If not, why not?

3. Last year, you used the "Phoenix heart", an unapproved device, In a
bridge-to-transplant situation. What are the basic differences between
that heart and the Jarvlk-7? What is the approval status of the Phoenix
heart at present? WilI data be submitted to FDA for future approval of
this device?

4. Largely as a result of the Implantation of the Phoenix heart, the FDA has
promulgated guidel Ines which describe procedures for the emergency Implant
of artificial hearts. Would your use of the Phoenix heart have compi led
with the FDA requirements that now exist?
- Despi to the success you had w ith the Phoenix heart, It cannot be

used again in a emergency situation until FDA approves It, and It
may take several years for FDA to approve such a device. how will
this affect the artificial heart program's progress?
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5. Bernadette Chayrez has now received two mlnl-Jarvlk hearts, despite FDA's
announced ban on the mlnl-Jarvlk after Its use In Mary Lund. Please
explain why this was necessary and what procedures were fol lowed to get
approval for both Implants.
- Are FDAfs emergency guldel lines unrealistic In light of the

situations you have experienced?
- Did you get what you would regard as fully Informed consent from the

patient or her family? Please briefly describe the points covered
In the Informed consent process.

6. Given that some temporary artificial heart Implants may become permanent,
what guarantee Is there that temporary Implant patients receive the same
protections and rights as patients receiving permanent Implants?
- How would you propose to balance the need for regulation to ensure

maximum patient safety, and the desire of a physician to save a I Ife
In an emergency?

7. Use of the artificial heart on a temporary basis Increases the number of
people waiting for scarce human donor hearts. Do you have any suggestions
on how to fairly allocate such a scarce resource?

8. Do you believe that the Jarvlk-7 artificial heart Is still an experimental
device or should Its use be considered an acceptable medical treatment?

9. It has been suggested that a multi-center review panel be formed to
develop uniform standards related to the artificial heart Implant
protocol, patient selection criteria, and minimum standards for the
Informed consent process Including forms. This panel would Include, among
others, representatives of the artificial heart manufacturers, the
hospitals Involved, and the appropriate physicians. Please comment.

Your responses to the above questions should be submitted by April 24,
1986 to:

Or. Irene Glowinskl
Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight

822 House Annex I
Washington, DO 20515-6307

I want to extend my thanks for your service to the Subcommittee.

Sincerely,

lArod 'L. Volkmer
Chal man
Subcommittee on Investigations
and Oversight
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The University of Arizona

Health Sciences Center
College of Medicine
Oepartment of Surgery
Section of Cardiovascular and

Thoracic Surgery
Tucson, Arizona 85724
(602) 626-6339

April 21, 1986

Dr. Irene Glowinski
Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight
822 House Annex I
Washington, DC 20515-6307

Dear Dr. Glowinski:

Thank you for allowing me to answer your questions. I will
answer them in the order asked.

1. The cost of our artificial heart program at the University
Medical Center in Tucson are handled as follows. Capital
investments in drivers, artificial hearts, a mock-circulation,
and the hiring of various engineering personnel (3), has been
jointly shared by the College of Medicine and the hospital.
Costs for the implants have been covered by the patients and
their insurance companies. There have been some failures to
pay, and these have been written off by the hospital.

2. At present I am not interested in a permanent implantation of
the Jarvik-7 or any other artificial heart. Perhaps once we
obtain a portable drive unit (Heimes driver), I will be more
interested. And certainly, when total implantability is
achieved, either with a ventricular assist device or a total
artificial heart, the appeal for long-term implantation will be
great. In the meantime it seems to me that the
transplantation setting is the best one in which to test the
total artificial heart in 1986.

3. The so-called "Phoenix heart" differs in size and shape from
the Jarvik heart. The current version is smaller than even the
mini-Jarvik, however has a stroke volume of approximately
100cc. The compactness is obtained by changing the shape of
the device making it more elongated. The inlet and outlet
valves of the Phoenix heart at present are St. Jude valves of
29mm and 27mm respectively, the same size, but a different
make from those used in the 3arvik-7 (Medtronic Hall). The
diaphragm in the Phoenix heart is tethered so that it takes on
the shape of a cone or tent that is inflated and deflated. The
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segmented polyurethane membrane is only single thickness.
This device has had very limited testing, has not been
subjected to any FDA protocols, and is first being bench tested
for hemodynamic and durability considerations. At some point
in the future data may be submitted to the FDA for approval
of this heart. I suspect this will take some time, but I am
impressed with the promise of the Phoenix heart for the
future.

4. The Institutional Review Board guidelines do provide for use by
a physician of any device in a life threatening emergency that
he feels may save his patient's life. These guidelines were
written well in advance of our experience with the Phoenix
heart. I believe if we were to use the Phoenix heart or a
similar but unapproved device that they would fall under
current FDA guildelines, but that special communication with
the FDA would not only be warranted but wise. Obviously the
regulatory role of the FDA restricts in many ways the
development of artificial hearts. While the FDA views itself
as stimulating good science and good research, given the
current financial constraints on most research programs and
small businesses involved in artificial heart technology, this
type of restriction is at times overwhelming. I suspect that
there would not be nearly as great a problem if the total
artificial heart had a lower profile, but unfortunately news of
the total artificial heart sells newspapers.

5. In the case of Bernadette Chayrez, the FDA was consulted
daily for approximately five days in a row with regard to the
initial mini-Jarvik implant. They repeatedly gave their
approval for our use of this mini-Jarvik in the first case.
After Mrs. Chayrez's rejection and emergency reimplant, we
also talked with the FDA extensively. Currently the
experience with Mary Lund and Mrs. Chayrez is being used in
lieu of further animal experimentation as proof of the chronic
function of the device. The FDA has accepted this experience
pending data submission.

I feel the FbA guidelines are perhaps too stringent in the case
of the mini-Jarvik which is definitely an efficacious device and
has supported Bernadette Chayrez now for more than 60 days
without any evidence of thromboembolism or device failure.
Hemolysis has been minimal, and the problems we have faced
have been largely those created by rejection and infection.
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I believe we obtained as fully an informed consent as we
possibly could have from Mrs. Chayrez and her family. I have
enclosed a copy of the consent form used. In addition to the
consent form, a question and answer session with the patient
and her mother was recorded and transcribed which covered
the key points regarding what to do if a massive stroke
occurred after implantation. It was decided by the patient and
her mother that in this event they would both want the
machine turned off. Informed consent seems to be a major
issue in the eyes of the highly educated, sophisticated, and
medically aware bioethicists. Unfortunately most lay people
are completely lost after about five minutes of informed
consent discussion. Perhaps informed consent should be
carried out as a classroom procedure with multiple sessions
and teaching. However, time is not always available and a
weighing of all of the points by the patient is impossible since
he has so little understanding for the great complexity of the
field in which we are dealing. I think you will see our
informed consent covers all of the major catastrophies which
could occur. Obviously this is discouraging to the patient and
the family, but all of these points are stressed very carefully,
and in fact in most cases we have read the consent in its
entirety aloud to the patient and explained it word by word
and paragraph by paragraph if necessary. I beieve we have
done everything we can do to fully inform our patients short
of restricting the procedure to recipients who have a full
medical education.

6. There is no guarantee that the patient or his family are going
to understand anything we say about Informed consent or the
procedure. In fact there is no such thing as a guarantee in
any of the biological sciences in medicine or in surgery. I
think a consent form such as we have submitted, plus an
honest discussion of the prospects with the total artificial
heart and of the possible catastrophies and of possible
alternatives in face of catastrophy is all we can do to ensure
that our patient and his family are prepared.

7. 1 don't believe that use of the artificial heart on a temporary
basis increases the number of people waiting for scarce human
donor hearts. On the contrary. If the total artificial heart is
used only in those candidates for heart transplantation who
have been preselected or in patients who have already had
transplants, it does not increase the number. Further, it has
been well documented by numerous papers in the literature and
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anecdotal information from programs around the world that
from 20% to 40% of patients die while they are waiting far a
transplant after having been chosen as an active transplant
candidate. This makes the waiting period for transplantation
the highest mortality in the first year after patient selection.
Higher in fact than the mortality rate expected after
transplantation. Another point which is important and should
be stressed, is that placement of a total heart in a patient
reduces the urgency for transplantation by making him
hemodynamically stable. If we have learned anything from our
three patients, it is that we should not allow any circumstance
to force us into transplantation until the patient's condition is
absolutely perfect for transplantation. If the artificial heart is
put into patients who are not transplant candidates now with
the hope of making them transplant candidates, then your
point would be correct. But to the best of my knowledge, this
is not being done anywhere in the United States or the "world.

8. 1 still believe the Jarvik-7 artificial heart is an experimental
device and should be treated as such until we have more data.
In the history of the world there have only been about 17 or
18 tcmtal artificial heart implants as bridge to transplantation.
Among these there have been less than a dozen Jarvik-7 hearts
implanted. This does not constitute a sufficient data base to
remove the device from its experimental status.

9. Recently all of the principal investigators involved with the
3arvik-7 heart met in Salt Lake City to discuss their
experiences. At the present time there is no consensus on
artificial heart implant protocols, patient selection criteria,
minimum standards for the informed consent process,
treatment with antico-agulation therapy, indications for going
on to transplantation, laboratory data to be obtained in all
patient cases, infectious disease monitoring protocols, etc.
Some of these items, such as a minimum standard for informed
consent could possibly be put together by a committee.
However there are many unknowns which we will have to learn
from experience such as the best anticoagulation protocol,
indications for implantation, and indications for transplantation
after implantation. Perhaps such a panel of people could
decide which issues would be able to be addressed by a
committee and acceptable to all investigators and which issues
are best left to the investigators for the moment until a
consensus is developed from experimentation. To control the
experiment too much at the present time may deny us from
obtaining important information. I believe that committee
directed, goal-oriented research is beneficial but if one looks
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at the history of significant developments in medicine, one
finds that they usually come from the individual struggle and
toil of people who are very dedicated, are searching for an
answer, and are receptive to many forms of information. I do
not believe the committee context is the best for obtaining
information, nor do I believe that goal-orient" research such
as is currently in vogue at the NIH ever do .t it sets out
to do.

Sincerely,

Ja G.opela M.D.

Prbfessor nd Chif

3GC/tle

Enclosures
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Authorization for and Consent to
Zmplantation of the Symbion

Total Artificial Heart

Purposes To prolong human life in patients with terminal heart
disease.

You hav'..been selected for implantation of an artificial
heart (I) because.you have end stage heart disease for which there
is no'further',dQical or surgical treatment available, or (2)
because you.ae' experiencing failure of your transplanted heart;
and ( ) at thi' time, your physical condition im satisfactory
enough to'withetandthe Implant procedure. You are being asked to
give consent'to the-above titled procedure. The purpose of this
procedure.Ls to.'implant a temporary Symbion total artificial heart
"until--a'suiable 'donor heart is available for transplantation and
yo uare' elt to. be an appropriate surgical candidate for
transPlantation .('Theartificial heart proposed for use in your.care is ianexperimental device not yet approved by the FDA for
routine useand a.' uchLte implantation constitutes research. The
purpose of',tbi'..sresearch'is-to study the possiblity that an
artifLal' 'a roong life:.in patents with terminal heart
,disease untilrcardigHtransplantation can be. performed. We
estimate..'that i tS4 0'patients a&year will recieve an artificial

-heart 'as* partyof -this project at the University of Arizona Health
.Sciences Centor,- and.'this project will continue for a period of
'approximatelytfive-years. " The artificial heart will be implanted
only'afteralls'treatment alternatives have been exhausted,
'Inoluding edicati*ns which can improve the function of your own
heart and maintain-your blood pressure, use'of an intra aortic
balloonpump,.'or insertion of a left ventricualr assist device

'(LYAD). The LVAD is also an experimental device which has been
approved for use'incertain medical centers. The intraaortic
ballon pump and the LYAD do not require removal of your own heart
and are designed for use in patients who have a poorly functioning
left ventricle, but an adequate right ventricle. These
alternatives will'be thoroughly discussed with you and/or yourfamily.: • " .e ... ,

-The purpose'of the artificial heart is to maintain life
until suitable donor heart is found. Finding this donor heartmay require a few days to*a few months) the average waiting time
for transplant recipients in our center Is 36 days, with the
longest wait in the last year being 3 months. The artificial heart

..will be implanted with the intention of use ranging from several
days up to three months. While it Is possible that cardiac
transplantation could not be performed within three months, due to
lack of a donor heart, or due to reversible medical complications
such as pulmonary edema (fluid in the lungs), or ongoing infection.
it is unlikely: "Should this occur, the artificial heart will
remain in place'as long as needed, and your hospital stay will be
extended. If you develop irreversible complications such as renal
failure, a massive stroke or infection which cannot be resolved by

.medical or surgical therapy, it is possible that you would no

~1
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longer be a candidate for cardiac transplantation. If this were to
occur, you would be supported by the artificial heart as long as
possible.

Explanation of Procedure

1. Artificial heart implantation

The Symbion total artificial heart has been tested "
extensively in the laboratory and has been successfully
implanted in 5 patients. In animals, the longest implant
has survived 260 days, while in humans one patient
continues to survive after 170 days. The implantation
procedure takes two to three hours and is performed while
the patient is on the heart-lung machine. It oill require
the removal of the right and left ventricles of the your
natural heart. The Symbion heart will then be placed in the
your chest and attached to the right and left atrium, aorta
and pulmonary artery of the natural heart. The surgery
itself will be performed by members of the cardiac
transplant team. The Symbion heart Is attached to two tubes
which pass through the skin and connect to a portable
external drive console which powers the heart with
compressed air. You pill remain in the hospital until it is
possible to replace the artificial heart with a compatible
human donor heart.

2. Other procedures

Blood tests, removing approximately one ounce of blood, 4
times per day for 3 days and then daily.
Administration of antibiotics to prevent Infection at the
time of surgery.
Administration of coumadin, a medication to prevent
formation of blood clots.
Administration of lasix, a medication to reduce any excess
fluid in the body.

3. Post Operative Recovery Period

While awaiting a donor heart, you will remain in the
hospital, attached to the external drive console of the
artificial heart. You will undergo daily physical exams and
laboratory procedures. You may need medications to help
control your blood pressure and diuretics to control your
fluid levels. In addition, you will be taking coumadin, a
blood thinner, which can cause excessive bleeding.
(However, you will be carefully monitored with blood tests
while on this medication.) If an infection develops, you
will be placed on antibiotics. As soon as youare
medically stable, you will be placed on an oral diet and
will ha/e I.Y.'s only as needed.
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4. Risks of the Procedure

a) Bleeding from the operative procedures, possibly
necessitating further surgery.

b) Thromboembolism or blood clots which can form and travel
to other parts of the body and could possibly cause a
stroke or seizure activity.

c0 Infection in the skin, the chest or the mechanLcal heart
valves.

d) Mechanical failure of the artificial heart or one of its
components.

e) Severe anxiety reaction or psychosis; these are
unlikely, but possible.

f) If you weigh les than 150 pounds, it may be difficult
or possible to close the sternum after implantation of
the artificial heart. However, the skin will be closed.

5. Cost of the Procedure

All costs of the procedure, hospital care, and subsequent
follow up shall be borne by you and/or your insurance
company. The expected cost of the Implantation and
subsequent human heart transplantation is approximately
$80,000, which Includes about $54,000 in hospitalization
and $26,000 for surgery, anesthesia, radiology, pathology,
consultants and the cost of the mechanical heart. Your
insurance company may not not cover these costs.

The Symbion total artificial heart Is an Investigational
device designed to prolong life until cardiac transplantation is
possible.Thore is noq guarantee as to the result of the surgery or
the performance of the device itself. Confidentiality of the
patient will be maintained at all times and the Identity of the
patient will be revealed to the public only with the prior consent
of the patient or his family. However, we can not guarantee that
the press will not discover that a transplant is being performed.
In addition, the Food and Drup Administration may examine records
of the device's use at any time.
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Adverse reactions are a possibility in iny research program
despite the use of high standards of care and could occur without
negligence attributable to either the subject or the investigator
involved. Reactions which can be foreseen have been described in
this consent form. However, unforseeable Injury may also occur and
may require care. Financial compensation for research related
injury or for wages or time lost is not available. Further
information is available from Dr. Jack Copeland.

I have read this subject's consent form. The nature, demands,
risks, and benefits of the project have been explained to ze. I
understand that I may ask questions and that I as free to withdraw
from the project at any time without incurring ill will or
affecting my sedical care. I also understand that this consent form
will be filed in an area designated by the Human Subjects Committee
with access restricted to the principal investigator or authored
representatives of the particular department. A copy of this
consent form will be given to me.

Subject's Signature Date

Parent/Guardian Signature (if nessary) Date

I have carefully explained to the subject the nature of the
above project. I hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge
the subject who is signing this consent form understands clearly
the nature, demands, benefits, -and risks involved in his/her
participation. A medical problem or language or educational barrier
has not precluded this understanding.

Investigator's Signature Date
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON. ARIZONA 85724

UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

TIM: This is Tim Icenogle recording events of 2/2/86. The tne is 6:37 p.m.,
and with me is Bernadette Chayrez, Tillie Chayrez, and Annie Nicholson. Do
you understand that this conversation is being recorded, Bernadette?

BERNADETTE: Yes, sir.

TIM: Bernadette, are you In control of your mental functions; that is, are
you alert and can you think clearly?

BERNADETTE: Yes, I can.

TIM: Right now you are being considered for an artificial heart implantation
to treat you for congestive heart failure. Do you understand this?

BERNADETTE: Yes.

TIM: Have the risks and the complications of implantation of the total
artificial heart been explained?

BERNADETTE: Yes - very clear.

TIM: Okay. Mow, Bernadette, should there be a stroke or brain damage
following implantation of the artificial heart, what would you want your
family to do?

BERNADETTE: Turn the machine off.

TIM: Oky. Tillie, are you in agreement with Bernadette's wislies?

TILLIE: Yes.

TIM: Okay.

TIM: Bernadette, do you have any wishes that you'd like to have conveyed?

BERNADETTE: I want the insurance I have at Motorola for $50,000 left for my
parents to take care of my kids.

TIM: Do you want your children to go with your parents?

BERNADETTE: Yes...

TIM: Okay.

BERNADETTE: ... always.

TIM: Did you say always?

BERNADETTE: Yes.

Continued next page
UN.AM.oe MEDICAl] RECORD

60-242 0 - 86 - 2
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85724

UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

TIM: All right. Thank you very much. Do you have any further comments?

BERNADETTE: No.

TIM: Tillie Chayrez, do you have any further comments?

TILLIE: No.

TIM: Okay, thank you very much.

Instructor, Surgery

aie Ni Chay z

Annie Nicholson

-2-

SEDICAL RECORDU4-112-00
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Mr. VOLKMER. I will now ask the first panel to be seated.
The first panel will be composed of Dr. Robert Jarvik, the devel-

oper of the Jarvik artificial heart and president of Symbion, Inc.,
which manufactures the Jarvik heart.

And Dr. Sydney Wolfe, director of Public Citizen Health Re-
search Group.

And before we start with our testimony, I would like to recognize
the ranking minority member, the gentleman from California, Mr.
Packard, for any statement he would like to make.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I believe that we have made tremendous strides in heart and ar-

tificial-or in human and artificial heart implantations. And I com-
mend the researchers, the physicians, and the patients who have
allowed thisprogress to take place.

The need for an artificial heart, either temporary or permanent,
is clearly justified by the simple reality that heart disease is the
leading cause of death in this country.

Prominent researchers and those concerned with the ethics are
raising serious questions about clinical trials and the direction of
artificial heart research. I am pleased that we are examining these
legitimate concerns, which include medical complications, the qual-
ity of life for artificial heart patients, and oversight by the Food
and Drug Administration.

We must be careful, however, to not unduly hinder the advance
of research. A balance certainly must be reached.

I welcome expert opinion on the current state of artificial heart
research and how we can promote continued progress in an ethical
and medically responsible manner.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. VOLKMER. I thank the gentleman from California.
With that I will first mention for the record, Dr. Jarvik, do you

have someone with you today at the table?
Dr. JARVIK. Yes.
Mr. VOLKMER. Would you identify him for the record so we can

have--
Dr. JARVIK. Yes. This is Mr. Don Grabarz, who is vice president

for regulatory affairs for Symbion.
Mr. VOLKMER. Fine.
At this time you may proceed, Dr. Jarvik, with your statement.

STATEMENTS OF DR. ROBERT K. JARVIK, PRESIDENT, SYMBION,
INC., SALT LAKE CITY, UT, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. DON GRA-
BARZ; AND DR. SIDNEY M. WOLFE, DIRECTOR, PUBLIC CITIZEN
HEALTH RESEARCH GROUP, WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. VOLKMER. I would like to point out that all the statements of

all the witnesses will be incorporated in the record in full. And you
may either read the statement in full or you may either summa-
rize.

Dr. Jarvik.
Dr. JARVIR. Thank you.
Chairman Volkmer, committee members, guests, there is a

common reason that we are here today. We have in this country a
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belief in science and technology as a foundation of our heritage and
as a cornerstone of our future.

And we have a dedication to preserve and expand our freedom
and to apply our recognition of the value of each human life to im-
prove our society. The challenge is to bring warmth to science, and
to apply technology in line with our human values, and the chal-
lenge is to combine them to bring them together.

Nowhere is this more apparent than with the artificial heart.
And no time in our history has it been more apparent that Ameri-
cans care about the human side of our scientific efforts.

At NASA's request I served as a judge in the Teacher-in-Space
Program in the selection of the 10 finalists. I first met Christa
McAuliffe at the White House.

I ranked her 101/2 on a final selection scale above any other can-
didate. I voted for her, and I was delighted when she was chosen.

And last week when she died, my thoughts turned to Mary Lund,
another young woman on the brink of it all living with the Jarvik-
7 heart, hoping that they will find her a transplant.

Christa's death was one of a series of events that I felt very per-
sonally. From the selfless willingness to enter the unknown, that
men such as Barney Clark and Bill Schroeder have shown, to the
elation that others with the artificial heart have felt, those who
have truly done well, Leif Stenberg, Michael Drummond, Thomas
Gaidosh.

Michael recently wrote these simple words to me, "Best of luck
in your future with the device that saved my life."

That says it all.
We are here today because the artificial heart can make a differ-

ence. And because there are few frontiers as clear as space. This is
one of them.

But mostly because there is an overwhelming medical need.
Heart disease kills a million Americans each year. As many as all
other diseases combined.

Heart disease will kill 500 people today as we hold these hear-
ings. Another 500 tomorrow morning. And on, and on.

The public cares intensely about medical progress in this field.
Artificial heart has our attention.

It has become a symbolic focus of many efforts to approach the
problem through medical science and technology. But also it may
provide a model of positivism that America can well use.

We do not pretend that the artificial heart is the sole answer.
But it is becoming part of the answer.

Heart disease will only be markedly reduced through a combina-
tion of efforts, including advances in drugs, new methods such as
coronary angioplasty, and above all, preventive medicine.

There is no doubt of the devastating effects of smoking, obesity,
and hypertension. I speak in favor of prevention at every opportu-
nity.

I support legislation to eliminate all cigarette advertising. I don't
smoke, I exercise regularly, and I am only 7 percent body fat.
Something less than obese.

I can't say I live a life entirely free of stress. Editorials such as a
recent one in the New York Times entitled, "The Heart that Fiz-
zled," sometimes send my blood pressure through the roof.
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But after 15 years of work on this program, I have become con-
vinced that artificial hearts will be practical; will provide a high
quality of life for tens of thousands of Americans; and will be cost
effective.

We face many challenges but I am sure we will succeed for these
reasons: Artificial heart technology is fundamentally sound. It
works. It has been developed through decades of intensive research,
the heart-lung machine, the intra-aortic balloon pump, the left
heart assist device, the total artificial heart.

These all share common elements of blood pumping technology
successfully applied in hundreds of thousands of patients each
year. Technology in biomaterials, vascular grafts and prosthetic
heart valves is advanced. Techniques in cardiac surgery and post-
operative care are well developed.

And perhaps, most importantly, many hundreds of talented and
dedicated specialists in medicine, engineering, and numerous relat-
ed fields are willing to continue to work hard to make the artificial
heart program succeed.

The American public wants success. And the goal is undisputed.
A high quality of life available to all our citizens at a reasonable

cost. We know what we are working to accomplish.
I have frequently been referred to as the inventor of the artifi-

cial heart; I am not, although I have invented some crucial ele-
ments of the system.

The basic functional concept dates back to the work of Kolff,
Akutsu, DeBakey, Liotta, Kwan-Gett, and others who contributed
the evolution of this type of blood pump in the late fifties and the
decade of the sixties. We have learned that a very siniple pumping
mechanism can effectively replace the natural heart and that
human patients can be sustained with excellent hemodynamic
function for more than a year.

Perhaps my major technological contribution has been the devel-
opment of the multilayered-graphite lubricated polyurethane dia-
phragm which must flex 40 million cycles a year, (that is 40 million
heart beats) and routinely lasts 4 to 5 years in Jarvik-7 hearts
tested on the mock circulation. Previous polyurethane diaphragms
broke within a month.

I believe we will further improve the design and that highly reli-
able hearts will pump 8 to 10 years without a failure.

Animal research with the Jarvik-7 heart and its predecessors
was funded by the National Institutes of Health for many years.
With this support Dr. Don Olsen and his team at the University of
Utah, made major contributions in surgical techniques postopera-
tive care, and physiological evaluation. NIH is also supporting
many other related programs and there is extensive scientific liter-
ature in the field.

I believe that the level of NIH funding presently planned for the
artificial heart over the next several years represents inadequate
follow-through on the $200 million Government investment in this
technology to date. A greatly expanded program, including clinical
evaluations of pneumatic systems as a step toward the develop-
ment of more desirable electric systems, and would help the United
States retain the leadership which it now holds.
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The decision to begin human studies with the Jarvik-7 heart was
based on our substantiated belief that we could offer real hope of
an extended and improved life to patients who otherwise faced cer-
tain death, and that we could gain important scientific knowledge.

Barney Clark saw the animals with artificial hearts 6 weeks
before his surgery. He understood what to expect and had time to
think about it. His consent was thoroughly informed.

The protocol for this first case took more than 2 years to develop
and approve. Ethical considerations were paramount.

Bear in mind that the basic indication for use of the artificial
heart remains unchanged today. The patient must face imminent
death, when no other medical treatment is judged to have a reason-
able chance of success, an informed consent must be granted by the
patient or a responsible family member.

The artificial heart is not implanted in any patient who is a
transplant candidate and can wait any longer for a donor organ.
Only when waiting for a donor is no longer possible can the artifi-
cial heart be used.

To date six such cases have been done with the Jarvik heart.
Two of the patients are at home and in excellent condition after
the artificial heart was removed and the transplant performed.

The third, Mary Lund, received a transplant 3 days after the
shuttle disaster and is now doing very well. Over the past 3 days
three other patients have received the Jarvik-7 heart as a bridge-
to-transplant; a 39-year old man operated by Dr. Griffith, in Pitts-
burgh; a 40-year old woman operated by Dr. Copeland, in Tucson;
and a 41-year-old man operated by Dr. Frazier and Dr. Cooley in
Houston. All three patients are stable, making progress, and will
hopefully receive transplants within a few weeks.

We have had five cases of permanent use. Bill Schroeder is alive
14 months after the implant. For a time he was in far better condi-
tion than Barney Clark. He has lived in an apartment near the
hospital, and has revisited his home in Jasper, IN. But he has been
severely handicapped by the effects of his strokes, and my respect
for his courage and fortitude is ever increasing.

His family, as well as Dr. DeVries and the Humana team, have
retained their deep commitment to him through such difficult
times. It is a story of both triumph and tragedy.

Murray Haydon has been living almost 1 year with his implant.
Five months after surgery he suffered a stroke from which he com-
pletely recovered in a few days. He is neurologically normal with
no evidence of thromboembolism.

He has had continuing problems with lung function due to a post
surgical bleeding problem when a monitoring catheter was re-
moved. This has nothing to do with the heart itself.

Leif Stenberg survived 7 months. He was in dismal condition
at the time of the implant. He regained strength and he frequently
left the hospital with a portable drive system. He visited friends,
went out to restaurants, and even walked up five flights of stairs to
attend a birthday party at his son's apartment.

He ultimately died following a severe brain hemorrhage, related
to infection and thromboembolism.

Jack Burcham died 10 days after surgery from bleeding, related
in part to poor fit of the heart in his chest. He had a deformity of
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his rib cage which made fit difficult and we did not have a small
size heart available as a backup.

Thus, of the 11 patients, 8 are alive today. The average survival
of the permanent use patients is about 7Y months. Their life ex-
pectancy without it was a matter of hours or days. We have demon-
strated that a high quality of life is possible.

We have learned a great deal about the medical management of
these patients. We have had few equipment problems, and no cata-
strophic device failures.

We well understand the areas in the heart itself that are suscep-
tible to thrombus formation if anticoagulation is not adequate. We
have tested designs in animals which are a significant improve-
ments and are in the process of finalizing a design modifications
which I strongly believe will greatly reduce the risk of stroke.

So far, we have evidence that the artificial heart is free of calcifi-
cation in humans. This has been a severe problem in calves.

I believe future work, both with bridge to transplant and perma-
nent use, is appropriate. There are a wide range of scientific ques-
tions of inherent interest which cannot be answered without many,
many more human cases.

Symbion has trained nine teams in the United States, and four
abroad to implant the heart. The principal investigtors include, Dr.
DeVries, Dr. Copeland, Dr. Joyce, Dr. Griffith, and Dr. Semb, all of
whom successfully implanted the heart in their patients.

Others soon will begin. Dr. Frazier and Dr. Cooley, have just
begun, including Dr. Noon, and Dr. DeBakey, Dr. Gay, Dr. Tector,
and Dr. Vaughn.

Abroad, some leading transplant experts including Dr. English in
Cambridge, England; Dr. Cabrol in Paris, France; and Dr. Koen, in
Ottawa, Canada have completed their training.

The extensive knowledge of these physicians and the commit-
ment of their institutions speaks highly of the confidence the medi-
cal community has that human application of the Jarvik-7 heart is
worthwhile.

It is revealing to consider the history of other new innovations in
medicine. Heart transplant now achieves 70 to 80 percent 1-year
survival with an excellent quality of life. It was not always so.

Of the first 50 patients to undergo human heart transplants,
eight died from thromboembolism or stroke. That is 16 percent.

With the first eight Jarvik-7 heart patients, because I can't count
the last three, which are so recent, of the first eight, one died from
the complications related to thromboembolism or stroke. That is
12 percent.

Of the transplant patients, nine died of heart failure and four
from infection. Of the artificial heart patients, nine have died of
heart failure, two have died from infection.

Most of the early problems with the transplants are the same
problems we are working to overcome, but the public doesn't real-
ize that they are less severe with the artificial heart than with the
initial use of transplant. -

Of the first 50 transplant patients, 21 died in less than a week,
that is 42 percent. None of our artificial heart patients have died in
less than a week. With the initial transplant group, 11 survived
more than 6 months. That is 22 percent.
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With the permanent total heart, three of five have survived more
than 6 months. That is 60 percent, about three times as many long
term survivors as with transplant.

Had the early results with transplant been as good as our initial
artificial heart results, transplant may have become more widely
applied faster.

It is also important to note that although the FDA was not in-
volved, transplant did not become widespread until the medical
community and the public felt that the results warranted it.

The first 15 patients treated with artificial kidneys died within
days, but 250,000 people are now sustained with dialysis for many
years of worthwhile life.

The first cardiac pacemakers were the size of a television set and
were wheeled around with the patient on a cart. They are now
about the size of a stack of three or four silver dollars. They last
reliably for more than 10 years.

There are countless other examples.
We face serious problems regarding Federal review and regula-

tion of the artificial heart. Symbion has made every effort to coop-
erate effectively with the FDA.

Since 1980 we have maintained an extensive correspondence
with us the FDA which now includes over 2,600 pages of do~u-
ments. FDA officials have visited Symbion and participated with us
in several forums dealing with the issues, including a major confer-
ence Symbion sponsored on the artificial heart and public policy.

We have frequently visited FDA officials in Washington. Com-
missioner Young has taken an active personal interest in the pro-
gram-especially the emergency use guidelines.

Artificial heart need not require so much attention from the
FDA. Dr. Dwight Harken, clinical professor of surgery (emeritus),
of Harvard Medical School has said: "A device is safe when it's
safer than the disease it treats and is the best available."

I believe that in appropriate circumstances the artificial heart is
far safer than any other available treatment. I believe the FDA is
having difficulty because the law requires them to assess risk/ben-
efit ratio and judge quality of life. In my view, a risk is acceptable
when the person at risk understands and accepts it.

Very simple.
Regarding quality of life; I believe FDA has no choice but to

decide that life is always preferable to death.
My personal belief is that there are many things worse than

death and that prolonging suffering is one of them. That is not
what the artificial heart does, and if it were, I would not continue
to work with it.

But the decision is subjective-of when the risk of a possible com-
plication is so high that a patient should not be allowed the choice
and the law would thereby mandate his or her death. That decision
should not be a matter of law, it should remain between the pa-
tient and the physician.

I believe that the Medical Devices Act of 1976 is right to require
informed consent to the fullest extent practical.

Patients cannot understand everything and an essential element
must be trust in the physician's judgment. The law must not inter-
fere with the basic doctor/patient relationship of trust and commit-
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ment-long accepted as the basis of medical ethics, and so well ex-
pressed 2,000 years ago in the Oath of Hippocrates.

The 1976 Medical Devices Act provided a mechanism called the
investigational device exemption which was intended to facilitate
the introduction of important new advances. A large portion of the
responsibility for review was placed on the local institutional
review boards.

I believe Congress was wise in that decision and it should not be
changed.

Symbion has taken a clear position regarding emergency use of
life saving methods and devices. That is, that after the institutional
review board has approved use, the device should be available for
use in an emergency-even though the FDA may not have had
time to complete its review. Physicians and teams which may have
made the effort to prepare and obtain IRB approval are placed in
an untenable position that they must deny the use of a new tech-
nology they believe in to their own patients, who may be dying
before their very eyes,

Figuratively, we cannot invent life jackets and then prohibit
their use until we evaluate the straps and buckles and decide
whether they should be yellow or orange. The law should recognize
responsibility for denial of lifesaving technology as well as the need
to insure and maximize the safety of medical devices. We need to
wisely balance these two responsibilities.

I hope Congress will help relieve some of the pressure FDA is
under because of the extensive publicity of the artificial heart.
Usually an investigational device exemption permits testing in sev-
eral hundred or even a thousand patients prior to premarket ap-
proval.

I believe it is proven without a doubt, that the Jarvik-7 heart
does save lives, and that there is now enough data for the FDA to
treat it in the same way other new devices are handled. I believe it
is appropriate to approve additional institutions to study the artifi-
cial heart.

I believe the review of the results of these studies need not be
more strenuous than with other new lifesaving medical devices.
Yet to date, I believe it has been more strenuous. The increased re-
porting requirements that Dr. DeVries faces following review of his
program by the FDA advisory panel, and the restriction to no more
than one patient every 3 months, in my view, mandates delay.

Dr. David Skinner, chairman of surgery at the University of Chi-
cago, has said, "The only question remaining about the artificial
heart is whether it will be an import or an export."

The denial of approval to use the Jarvik-7 heart as a permanent
device at other institutions until Dr. DeVries completes his series
of seven cases is forcing us to take the program abroad. We have
many excellent medical scientists in this country who have the
commitment and the resources to be world leaders, if our Govern-
ment would trust them and encourage them.

Finally, I would like to briefly address an issue of economics. I
am president of Symbion, Inc., a small publicly held company, and
acutely recognize that new technologies spawned by government fi-
nanced university research can only become of widespread benefit
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to the public if they can be produced profitably. I believe our
future benefits from entrepreneurial success.

I believe in free enterprise. I believe our future benefits from en-
trepreneurial success. I recognize in the artificial heart two things:

One, that it will only be broadly applied when its success and
value is inherently obvious to the public. Until it works very well
indeed, it will consume an insignificant portion of our national re-
sources.

And two, unless our system, supported by Government, not im-
peded, can move quickly enough, then free enterprise, especially
through small business, cannot succeed with major advances such
as this.

Symbion has invested heavily in research and development. Our
losses attributable to the artificial heart side of our business are
about $500,000 for each human case done so far.

I would hope that Congress could help: By affirming that it is in
the public interest to achieve an excellent value-effective artificial
heart sooner rather than later; by affirming that world leadership
in science is an American goal, and artificial heart is part of it; by
recognizing the educational impact of our work and the interest we
are generating among the Nation's youth; and by affirming again
that the application of science and technology to the benefit of hu-
manity is, indeed, one thing Americans do well.

Thank you.
[Additional questions and answers, plus the prepared statement

of Dr. Robert K. Jarvik follow:]
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR THE RECORD

U S HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
SUITE 1321 RAYBURN HOUSE OiFICE BUILDING

WASHINGTON DC 20SIS
(2021 225-6371

April 7, 1986

Dr. Robert K. Jarvik, President
Symblon, Inc.
825 North 300 West
Salt Lake City, UT 84103

Pear Dr. Jarvlkt

Enclosed Is a copy of the transcript from tne February 5, 1986 hearing at
which you testified before the Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight
about artificial hearts. Attached to the transcript are Instructions for
submitting requests for changes or clarlf ications. Please rev io these
Instructions and the enclosed transcript of your remarks carefully.

The Subcoamittee would also appreciate your written responses to the
fol low ing questions

1. One of the concerns sometimes raised about use of the artificial heart Is
that use of the artificial heart wilI cause a shift In priorities among
heart transplant patients. Please comment.

2. You stated during the hearing that the artif icial heart Is used only in
lifesaving situations. In vlew of this, do you bel leve FDA's draft
emergency use pal Icy should apply to the artificial heart or do you bet love
changes are necessary In the draft pal Icy?

3. Based on your experience with the permanent Implants of the Jarvlk-7
performed to date, how do you plan to modify the Implant protocols for
future Implants approved by FDA?
- Will these changes In the Implant protocols necessitate added review

by the FDA?

4. I understand that all the data collected concerning the function of the
artificial heart patients Is considered by FDA to be confidential
Information. Given the high level of visibility which both these surgical
procedures and the patients Involved have received, what purpose Is served
by keeping this Information from medical professionals - particularly when
many surgeons have performed similar surgical transplants?
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Dr. Robert K. Jarvyk
April 7, 1986
Page 2

5. At present, Dr. DeYries Is the only physician approved to implant the
Jarvik-7 heart on a permansa basis. Is Symblon planning to apply for
similar permission for any other Investigators? If not, why?

6. It has been suggested that a multi-center review panel be formed to develop
uniform-standards related to the artificial heart Implant protocol, patient
selection criteria and minimum standards for the Informed consent process,
Including forms. This panel would Include, among others, representatives
of the artificial heart manufacturers, the hospitals Involved, and the
appropriate physicians. Please comment.

Your copy of the transcript, together with any written requests for
changes, and your responses to the above questions should be returnr.,d by April
24, 1986 to.

Or. Irene Glowinski
Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight

822 House Annex I
Washington, DC 2051 5-6307

Your testimony at the hearing was extremely valuable to the Members, and I
want to extend our thanks for your participation and service to the
Subcommittee.

Sincerely,

eaoldL. Yolkmer

Chairman
Subcommittee on Investigations

and Oversight

HLV/Gmbh
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symbionI inc.
$25 Norh 300 West •S3lt Lake City. Utah 84103.(8O1) 5314022. Telex 453-230. Fax 801 531 6298

May 12, 1986

Mr. Harold L. Vollnier, Olaintan
Committee on investigations and Oversight
U.S. House Of Representatives
Suite 2321 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Corngresman Volianers

I apologize for my late response to your follov-up questions after the
February 5 hearing. I have been out of town practically all of the month of
April and have only recently had the cportunity to give your excellent
questions the thoughtful consideration they daeere.

First let me express my sincere apreciation of the thorough and
professional manner in which the hearing was planned, researched, arranged,
and oormcted. I know it is your job to do a good job of that and I believe
it was apparent to us all that the hearing was very wll run.

Let me now respond to your questions.

Question: I. one of the concerns sometimes raised about use of the
artificial heart is that use of the artificial heart will cause
a shift in priorities among heart transplant patients. Please
commnt.

Resxxne, There are a rnudx of specific possible considerations about
the hypothetical shift in priorities , g heart transplant
patients vhidh might occur if the artificial heart as bridge-to-
transplant is more widely used. To be -e specific rather
than using the word "oorne,* I will refer to the tums
potential problem and also potential benefits, since both
these are "oonoern." A potential ProbleM is that patients uto
are awaiting transplant whilee maintained on artificial hearts
will %"ove to the font of the line" and obtain preferential
access to scarce donor organs. This problem would be
especially serious in the event that there was a higher failure
rate in the organs so utilized and, therefore, effectively,
there was waste of the donor hearts. Ths is clearly not
occurring. To date, there have ben twelve patients iqlanted
with the JAmIK-7e heart as a bridge-to-transplant. Of these
twelve patients, two died on the artificial heart, both from
infections unrelated to the device. During mt of the tim
that both of these individuals were sWOrted with the heart,
they ware not on the recipient list for a heart transplant
because their condition was not sufficiently good to expect a
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reasonable chance of success if the transplant was done.
Therefore, regarding these two individuals no priority was
given and no donor organs were waested. Of the remaining ten
patients u are presently all living, three are presently
ben supported on the artificial heart. Two of these are in

*e 7e patient in the United States with the JARVIK-7
.Arificial heart represents the only case in 'Whdh a donor
organ has been lost. tat patient, Bernadette Cmyrez, had an
ongoing viral disease at the time she received the JARVIK-7
artificial heart, was supported for four days, was transplanted
on February 7, 1986 and rejected the transplanted heart two
days later. She was then reimplanted with a second artificial
heart and has been sustained since then by the device. Her
condition has now improved sufficiently that Dr. Copeland tells
no in the near future she may again become a transplant
candidate. However, during this period of time she has not
been on the transplant list because in her physicians judgment
her condition did not warrant it. Of the remaining six
patients wbo have received heart transplants, all are living,
three are back at home and one has returned to work. Each of
the patients %to remn hospitalized has a reasonable hope of
returning hone. In all of these oases, the patients were not
put on the active transplant list until their physicians
ascertained that their condition was sufficient to expect
success. In at least one case, a donor heart was available
vhch was a suitable ratch for a patient sustained on the
artificial heart. However, the team at that institution
determined that another patient bo ws also waiting
transplant had a more urgent need for the heart and it was,
therefore, given to that patient in preference to the patient
on the JARVrK-7 heart.

I believe that experience with other total hearts is similar.
At Hershey, Pennsylvania, Dr. Pierce has treated tw bridge
patients with a total artificial heart. Of these, one received
a donor organ approximately three weeks after implant of the
Pen State Heart and subseqmently died of an infection
approximately three weeks after the transplant. In a second
case the patient was implanted with a Pam Stats Heart and at
the present time has been sustained for approimtely one and
one half months with the deviQe. I believe that the judgment
of the Pen State tem has been that the patient has not yet
sufficiently recovered to be transplanted and that to date he
has not been placed on the active transplant list. For more
complete information, you may wish to consult Dr. Pierce.

Thus, in summary, our information shows that at eight different
institutions Owre total artificial heart has been used as a
bridge, patients have not been given preference to other
patients awaiting heart transplantation solsly because they
were supported on artificial hearts but rather have bee
appropriately evaluated under the individual circumtance based
on the greatest urgency of need for the available donor organs.

-2-
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A second possible problem in a potential shift in priorities
among transplant patients could be the use of donor organs in
patients ho were more severely ill than patients who would
normally receive transplant. In such a circumwtance it could
be conoivable that these individuals might have many more
complications than the present group of transplant candidates
and the results could be worse resulting in eams waste factor
among the donor organs. There are two sides to this
consideration. Two patients with active viral cardicayopathy
have been treated with the heart as a bridge and both cases
have proven to be coplicated, difficult and expensive. We
have learned a great deal about viral oardicmyopathy and the
immne system and are now certain that the nature of the ,
diseam process in thes patients has made-&6cessful treatment
very difficult. Indeed both patients are presently living and
the knowledge gained most likely would permit treatment of
additional patients with the condition with fewer complications
and less expense. However, based on the knowledge we have
gained so far we would remmk caution in this application.
On the other hand, several of the physicians utilizing the
artificial heart as a bridge-to-transplarhave recognized that
the period of time on the bridge device has permitted the
physicial condition of the patients to be improved and that
they are stronger at the time of the transplant surgery than
many patients Who have never had an artificial heart. It is
possible that this factor could improve the results.

A thr consideration of a shift in priorities, %idih I believe
is a potential benefit, is the following. Presently our data
indicates that heart attack patients can be saved by the
bridge-to-transplant application. In the United States there
are four hundred thousand deaths per year de to heart attacks
and many of these are young individuals below the age of 45.
In fact, only three of the twelve bridge patients have been
older than 43. Heart attack victims usually are not able to
become candidates for transplantation because they cannot wait.
7he availability of a successful artificial heart as a bridge
device will bring mana of these youger individuals into the
candidate pool. Data show that the long term survival of
heart transplant patients in their thirties is better than that
of patient in their forties which is in turn better than that
of patients in their fifties. If priorities are shifted such
that young heart attack patients wind up receiving a greater
proportion of the available donor hearts and the long term
survival statistics are indeed significantly better, the result
could be an inpoveasat in the number of patient survival years
that can be obtained from eac donor heart. Additionally, many
of these younger people who now die suddenly of heart attacks
are very productive mbw.rs of society with an excellent
prospect of rehabilitation.

-3-
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Question: 2. You stated during the hearing that the artificial heart is used
only in lifesaving situations. In view of this, do you believe
FDA's draft emergency use policy should apply to the artificial
heart or do you believe changes are necessary in the draft
policy?

Responses I believe that the FA's policy on emergency use of medical
devices, should apply to the artificial heart. Sybion has
clearly outlined our recommendation for changes in that policy
and I am sure the committee has a oopy of my letter which
details our position. Since the hearing, I have met with FD
CcmTusioner Young and discussed this ang other issues. It
appears to me that the Ccuissioner is unlikely to adapt our
recowuendations and I find that disappointing. The F[Is
policy is that an institution should not prepare for medical
emergencies with unapproved devices. That policy is
impractical. In fact, without appropriate preparation for use
of a new medical device either approved or unapproved, its use,
in my view, is ill advised. The FDA has taken the position
that an unapproved device may only be used one time and,
thereafter, may not be used again until it is approved.
However, with the example of the small JARVIK-7 heart, after
its first emergency use in Mary Lu~md, Dr. Copeland's teem
requested permission to use the device in Bernadette Chayrez
and approval was granted. Thereafter, Dr. Bill Gay at the
University of Utah requested emergency approval from the PM to
use the device in another patient. Approval was granted,
however, at the last minute Dr. Gay was able to find that
individual a transplant and the artificial heart was not
needed. In a third specific instance, Dr. George Noon at
Baylor requested permission fron the FD to use the small
JARIK-7 in a patient in desperate need of help and the FD
again granted permission. Shortly thereafter, that patient was
judged to be too severely deteriorated to be helped with the
device and the surgery was not done. However, this history has
shown that the PM, when faced with an individual patient in a
life/death situation has felt that the small JARIK-7 heart was
appropriate to use despite the fact that this directly
contradicts their emergency use policy. However, the
Commissioner has personally expressed to me his view that the
policy should be enforced even if it means denial is given to
an identified patient who will then certainly die. I strongly
disagree with the Commissioner's position and believe that, in
fact, the FPM is following a policy which differs from their
published guidelines. The policy of trusting the judgment of
the individual physician when the teem is trained and indeed
prepared for the emergency, in my opinion, is correct.

The FDA is dhred with protecting the public health and
assessing the risk compared to the benefit. The following

. question is highly pertinent. Is the risk of the disease tp be
treated greater than the risk of the treatment to be used? If
the answer is yes, especially %here the risk of the disease is

-4-
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almost certain death and the benefit is a realistic possibility
of life, then for the FDA to deny the use of the treatment
through unnoessarily stringent policies is detrimental to the
public health.

Question: 3. Based on your experience with the permanent implants of the
JARVIK-7 heart performed to date, how do you plan to modify the
implant protocols for future implants approved by FDA?
- Will these changes in the implant protocols necessitate

added review by the FDA?

Response: The protocol used at the Huziua Heart Institute has been
substantially modified following the FDA's panel review of
permanent use on Decerber 20, 1985. The modifications included
many specific elements of patient management such as the
requirement for more extensive testing of many additional
factors related to the patient's coagulation system and to .the
patient's immune system. These changes have already been
reviewed and approved by the FDA. However, the FIh has denied
approval to permit use of the JARVIK-7 heart as a permanent
device at the Minneapolis Heart Institute with Dr. Lyle Joyce
as Principal Investigator and at St. Luke's Hospital in Phoenix
with Dr. Cecile Vaughn as Principal Investigator. At the
present time, Symbion does not plan to resubmit the two
institutions requests which ware denied. In the future, as
more information is gained from the temporary use of the
artificial heart together with the information on permanent use
from Dr. DeVries' program and other program abroad, we expect
to again request approval for permanent use.

Question 4: I understand that all the data collected concerning the
function of the artificial heart patients is considered by FDA
to be confidential information. Given the high level of
visibility Which both these surgical procedures and the
patients involved have received, what purpose is served by
keeping this information from medical professionals -
particularly .Ahen many surgeons have performed similar surgical
transplants?

Response: There has been extensive collection of data and there are many
efforts underway to publish a great deal of this information.
Hnuna has several papers underway which we expect should be
published soon. Dr. Jadk Copeland together with the editors
of the JUR~hL (WP TRANPLMrOAT1C is working to publish mny
reports from the various centers Whidh have performed
artificial heart bridge operations in a single issue of the
XANL Or TRAMBPLA MTION expected to be published late this
summer or early fall.

The fact that strong interest from the medical profession
has influenced the research sw in this field further supports
the position that it is not the obligation of the FDh to
participate in decisions concerning Which scientific
information should be published, When it shold be published,

-5-
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or in what form. Protecting the confidentiality of the
information submitted to the FDA protects the scientific
investigators froa premature release of their data and
potentially erroneous cooclusions which might be drawm from
inocplete information. Furthermore, protecting the
confidentiality of this information helps protect the rights of
the appropriate medical researchers to receive recognition of
their work through scientific publications in the journals of
their choice.

Question 5: At present, Dr. DeVries is the only physician approved to
implant the JARVIK-7 heart on a permanent basis. Is Synbion
planning to apply for similar permission for any other
investigators? If not, why?

Response: Presently, Symbion is not planning to apply for permission to
implant the JARVIK-7 heart on a permanent basis at institutions
other than the Humana Heart Institute. We believe that
pressure on the FEZ, particularly the visibility of the
program, has made the FrA very sensitive about this issue.
Symbion believes pursuing this, at the present time, would be
harmful to its relationship with the FDA, although there are
additional teams Which wish permission to utilize the JARVIK-7
heart on a permanent basis. When we coplete improvements of
the artificial heart itself and have sufficient data to support
the reasonable expectation of significantly improved results,
we plan to ask the FDA for permission to expand to other
institutions.

Question 61 It has been suggested that a nulti-center review panel be
formed to develop uniform standards related to the artificial
heart implant protocol, patient selection criteria and minimum
standards for the informed consent process, including form.
This panel would include, among others, repreentati'. of the
artificial heart manufacturers, the hospitals involved, and the
appropriate physicians. Please comment.

Response: The artificial heart program has been subjected to an extensive
amount of review. The effect of this review has been to slow
the program and to significantly add to the cost of the
research. In my opinion, little would be gained by an
additional panel which would most likely further slow the
program and probably not provide meaningful, additional
protection for the patients. When the Medical Devices At was
passed by Congress, the issue of greater centralized regulation
versus giving more weight to the opinion of the local
Institutional Review Board was considered. As the low was
enacted, the judgments of the local Institutional Review Boards
were given considerable importance. Bymbion believes that this
was a reasonable decision and remains reasonable. However, if
individuals such as Mr. Annis believe that the present law is
inappropriate, it would be more reasonable if they addressed
their efforts to changing the law rather than creating a
special exception in the case of artificial hearts. I wish to

-6-
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re.id the ommittee that in every instance i.here the .ARVI-7
heart has been used in the United States, the medical teau
have been trained and have had prior approval -from their
Institutional Review Boards. All cases have bee conducted in
accordance with the law. Furthermore, the results have been
sufficiently good for many of this ouw try's most prominent
cardiac surgeons to participate directly in the research with
the JAMRC-7 heart. We have had strong mpport fran all the
patients and their fuilies and are confident that their rights
have been protected to the best of our ability and that as we
learn we can better deal with these issues. The present
process is .oridng and working well and, if anything, wuld be
helped by less review rather than more.

I hope this information will be useful and if there is anything further I
can do to be of assistance, please let me know.

Yours truly,

'?Jaarvik, M.D.
President
Symbions IWO.

WJ:rc

..D.
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STATEMENT OF SYMBION, INC.

CHAIRMAN VOLKMER. COMMITTEE MEMBERS, GUESTS

THERE IS A COMMON REASON THAT WE ARE HERE TODAY. WE HAVE IN

THIS COUNTRY A BELIEF IN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. AS A FOUNDATION OF

OUR HERITAGE AND AS A CORNERSTONE OF OUR FUTURE. AND WE HAVE A

DEDICATION TO PRESERVE AND EXPAND OUR FREEDOM AND TO APPLY OUR

RECOGNITION OF THE VALUE OF EACH HUMAN LIFE TO IMPROVE OUR SOCIETY.

THE CHALLENGE IS TO BRING WARMTH TO SCIENCE AND TO APPLY TECHNOLOGY

IN LINE WITH OUR HUMAN VALUES. THE CHALLENGE IS TO COMBINE THEM. TO

BRING THEM TOGETHER.

NOWHERE IS THIS MORE APPARENT THAN WITH THE ARTIFICIAL HWTo

AND AT NO TIME IN OUR HISTORY,' HAS IS BEEN MORE APPARENT THAT

AMERICANS CARE ABOUT THE HUMAN SIDE OF OUR SCIENTIFIC EFFORTS. AT

NASA
t
S REQUEST I SERVED AS A JUDGE IN THE SELECTION OF THE TEN

FINALISTS FOR THE TEACHER IN SPACE PROGRAM. I MET CHRISTA MCAULIFFE

AT THE WHITE HOUSE. I RANKED HER 10 1/2 ON MY FINAL SELECTION SCALE

- ABOVE ANY OTHER CANDIDATE. I VOTED FOR HER AND I WAS DELIGHTED

WHEN SHE WAS CHOSEN. AND LAST WEEK WHEN SHE DIED - MY THOUGHTS

TURNED TO MARY LUND. ANOTHER YOUNG WOMAN ON THE VERY BRINK OF IT ALL

- LIVING WITH THE JARVIK-70 HEART. HOPING THAT THEY WILL FIND HER A

TRANSPLANT.

CHRISTA'S DEATH WAS ONE OF A SERIES OF EVENTS THAT I HAVE

FELT VERY PERSONALLY. FROM THE SELFLESS WILLINGNESS TO ENTER THE

UNKNOWN THAT MEN SUCH AS BARNEY CLARK AND BILL SCHROEDER HAVE SHOWN,
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TO THE ELATION THAT OTHERS WITH THE ARTIFICIAL HEART HAVE FELT. THOSE

WHO HAVE TRUELY DONE WELL. LEIF STENBERG, MICHAEL DRUMMOND. THOMAS

GAIDOSH.

MICHAEL RECENTLY WROTE THESE SIMPLE WORDS TO ME "BEST OF LUCK

IN YOUR FUTURE WITH THE DEVICE THAT SAVED MY LIVE." THAT SAYS IT ALL.

WE ARE HERE TODAY BECAUSE THE ARTIFICIAL HEART CAN MAKE A

DIFFERENCE. AND BECAUSE THERE ARE FEW FRONTIERS AS CLEAR AS SPACE.

THIS IS ONE OF THEM. BUT MOSTLY BECAUSE THERE IS AN OVERWHELMING

MEDICAL NEED. HEART DISEASE KILLS A MILLION AMERICANS EACH YEAR: AS

MANY AS ALL OTHER DISEASES COMBINED. HEART ATTACKS WILL KILL 500

PEOPLE TODAY - WHILE WE HOLD THESE HEARINGS. ANOTHER 500 BY TOMORROW

MORNING. AND ON AND ON. THE PUBLIC CARES INTENSELY ABOUT MEDICAL

PROGRESS IN THIS FIELD. ARTIFICIAL HEART HAS OUR ATTENTION. IT HAS

BECOME A SYMBOLIC FOCUS OF MANY EFFORTS TO APPROACH THE PROBLEM

THROUGH MEDICAL SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. BUT ALSO IT MAY PROVIDE A

MODEL OF COOPERATION AND POSITIVISM THAT AMERICA CAN WELL USE.

WE DO NOT PRETEND THAT THE ARTIFICIAL HEART IS THE SOLE

ANSWER. BUT IT IS BECOMING PART OF THE ANSWER. HEART DISEASE WILL

ONLY BE MARKEDLY REDUCED THROUGH A COMBINATION OF EFFORTS - INCLUDING

ADVANCES IN DRUGS, NEW METHODS SUCH AS CORONARY ANGIOPLASTY AND ABOVE

ALL - PREVENTIVE MEDICINE. THERE IS NO DOUBT OF THE DEVISTATING

EFFECTS OF SMOKING. OBESITY, AND HYPERTENSION. I SPEAK IN FAVOR OF

PREVENTION AT EVERY OPPORTUNITY. I SUPPORT LEGISLATION TO ELIMINATE

-2-
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ALL CIGARETTE ADVERTISING. I DON'T SMOKE, I EXERCISE REGULARLY AND I

AM ONLY 7% BODY FAT - SOMETHING LESS THAN OBESE. I CAN'T SAY I LIVE

A LIFE ENTIRELY FREE OF STRESS. EDITORIALS SUCH AS A RECENT ONE IN

THE NEW YORK TIMES ENTITLED "THE HEART THAT FIZZLED" SOMETIMES SEND

MY BLOOD PRESURE THROUGH THE ROOF. BUT AFTER 15 YEARS OF WORK ON

THIS PROGRAM, I HAVE BECOME CONVINDED THAT ARTIFICIAL HEARTS WILL BE

PRACTICAL. WILL PROVIDE A HIGH QUALITY OF LIFE FOR TENS OF THOUSANDS

OF AMERICANS. AND WILL BE COST EFFECTIVE.

- WE FACE MANY CHALLENGES, BUT I AM SURE WE WILL SUCCEED FOR

THESE REASONS: ARTIFICIAL HEART TECHNOLOGY IS FUNDAMENTALLY SOUND;

IT WORKS; IT HAS BEEN DEVELOPED THROUGH DECADES OF INTENSIVE

RESEARCH.. THE HEART LUNG MACHINE, THE INTRA-AORTIC BALLOON PUMP, THE

LEFT HEART ASSIST DEVICE, THE TOTAL ARTIFICIAL HEART. THESE ALL

SHARE COMMON ELEMENTS OF BLOOD PUMPING TECHNOLOGY SUCCESSFULLY

APPLIED IN HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF PATIENTS EACH YEAR. TECHNOLOGY

IN BIOMATERIALS. VASCULAR GRAFTS AND PROSTETIC HEART VALVES IS

-ADVANCED. TECHNIQUES IN CARDIAC SURGERY AND POSTOPERATIVE CARE ARE

WELL DEVELOPED. AND PERHAPS MOST IMPORTANTLY - MANY HUNDREDS OF

TALENTED AND DEDICATED SPECIALISTS IN MEDICINE, ENGINEERING AND

NUMEROUS RELEVANT DISCIPLINES ARE WILLING TO CONTINUE WORKING

TOGETHER TO MAKE THE ARTIFICIAL HEART PROGRAM SUCCEED. THE AMERICAN

PUBLIC WANTS SUCCESS THE GOAL IS UNDAPUTED - A HIGH QUALITY LIFE -

AVAILABLE TO ALL OUR CITIZENS - AT A REASONABLE COST. WE KNOW WHAT

WE ARE WORKING TO ACCOMPLISH.

-3-
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I HAVE FREQUENTLY BEEN REFERRED TO AS THE INVENTOR OF THE

ARTIFICIAL HEART. I AM NOT, ALTHOUGH I HAVE INVENTED SOME CRUCIAL

ELEMENTS OF THE SYSTEM. THE BASIC FUNCITONAL CONCEPT DATES BACK TO

T'HE WORK OF KOLFF, AKUTSU. DEBAKEY, LIOTTA. KWAN-GETT AND OTHERS WHO

CONTRIBUTED TO THE EVOLUTION OF THIS TYPE OF BLOOD PUMP IN THE LATE

50S AND THE DECADE OF THE 60S. WE HAVE LEARNED THAT A VERY SIMPLE

PUMPING MECHANISM CAN EFFECTIVELY REPLACE THE NATURAL HEART AND THAT

HUMAN PATIENTS CAN BE SUSTAINED WITH EXCELLENT HEMODYNAMIC FUNCTION

FOR MORE THAN A YEAR. PERHAPS MY MAJOR TECHNICAL CONTRIBUTION HAS

BEEN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MULTILAYERED-GRAPHITE LUBRICATED

POLYURETHANE DIAPHRAGM WHICH MUST FLUX 40 MILLION CYCLES PER YEAR

FORTY MILLION HEART BEATS AND ROUTINELY LASTS 4-5 YEARS IN JARVIK-7

HEARTS TESTED ON THE MOCK CIRCULATION. PREVIOUS POLYURETHANE

DIAPHRAMS BROKE WITHIN ONE MONTH. I BELIEVE WE WILL FURTHER IMPROVE

THE DESIGN AND THAT HIGHLY RELIABLE HEARTS WILL PUMP EIGHT TO TEN

YEARS WITHOUT FAILURE.

ANIMAL RESEARCH WITH THE JARVIK-7 HEART AND ITS PREDECESSORS

WAS FUNDED BY THE NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF HEALTH FOR MANY YEARS. WITH

THIS SUPPORT DR. DON OLSEN AND HIS TEAM. AT THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH,

MADE MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS IN SURGICAL TECHNIQUE. POSTOPERATIVE CARE,

AND PHYSIOLOGICAL EVALUATION. NIH IS ALSO SUPPORTING MANY OTHER

RELATED PROGRAMS AND THERE IS EXTENSIVE SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE IN THE

FIELD. I BELIEVE THAT THE LEVEL OF NIH FUNDING PRESENTLY PLANNED FOR

THE ARTIFICIAL HEART OVER THE NEXT SEVERAL YEARS REPRESENTS

INADEQUATE FOLLOWTHROUGH ON THE 200 MILLION DOLLAR GOVERNMENT
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INVESTMENT IN THIS TECHNOLOGY TO DATE. A GREATLY EXPANDED PROGRAM

INCLUDING CLINICAL EVALUATIONS OF PNEUMATIC SYSTEMS AS A STEP TOWARDS

DEVELOPMENT OF MORE DESIRABLE LLECTRIC SYSTEMS. WOULD HELP THE UNITED

STATES RETAIN THE LEADERSHIP IT NOW HOLDS.

THE DECISION TO BEGIN HUMAN STUDIES WITH THE JARVIK-7 HEART

WAS BASED ON OUR SUBSTANTIATED BELIEF THAT WE COULD OFFER REAL HOPE

OF AN EXTENDED AND IMPROVED LIFE TO PATIENTS WHO OTHERWISE FACED

CERTAIN DEATH - AND THAT WE COULD GAIN IMPORTANT SCIENTIFIC

KNOWLEDGE.

BARNEY CLARK SAW THE ANIMALS WITH ARTIFICIAL HEARTS SIX WEEKS

BEFORE HIS SURGERY. HE UNDERSTOOD WHAT TO EXPECT AND HAD TIME TO

THINK ABOUT IT. HIS CONSENT WAS THOROUGHLY INFORMED. THE PROTOCOL

FOR THIS FIRST CASE TOOK MORE THAN 2 YEARS TO DEVELOP AND APPROVE.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS WERE PARAMOUNT.

BEAR IN MIND THAT THE BASIC INDICATION FOR USE OF THE

ARTIFICIAL HEART AND REMAINS UNCHANGED TODAY. THE PATIENT MUST FACE

IMMINENT DEATH. WHEN NO OTHER MEDICAL TREATMENT IS JUDGED TO HAVE A

REASONABLE CHANCE OF SUCCESS, AND INFORMED CONSENT IS GRANTED BY THE

PATIENT OR A RESPONSIBLE FAMILY MEMBER.
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THE ARTIFICIAL HEART IS NOT IMPLANTED IN ANY PATIENT WHO IS A

TRANSPLANT CANDIDATE AND CAN WAIT ANY LONGER FOR A DONOR ORGAN. ONLY

WHEN WAITING FOR A DONOR IS NO LONGER POSSIBLE. CAN THE ARTIFICIAL

HEART BE USED.

TO DATE, THREE SUCH CASES HAVE BEEN DONE WITH THE JARVIK-7

HEART. TWO OF THE PATIENTS ARE AT HOME AND IN EXCELLENT CONDITION~

AFTER THE ARTIFICIAL HEART WAS REMOVED AND THE TRANSPLANT PERFORMED.

MARY LUND. IS STILL AWAITING A DONOR HEART AND HAS VERY REAL HOPE.

WE HAVE HAD FIVE CASES OF PERMANENT USE. BILL SCHROEDER IS

ALIVE 14 MONTHS AFTER THE IMPLANT. HE HAS BEEN IN FAR BETTER

CONDITION THAN BARNEY CLARK. HE HAS LIVED IN AN APARTMENT NEAR THE

HOSPITAL AND HAS REVISITED HIS HOME IN JASPER, INDIANA. BUT HE HAS

BEEN SEVERELY HANDICAPPED BY THE EFFECTS OF HIS STROKES AND MY

RESPECT FOR HIS COURAGE AND FORTITUDE IS EVER INCREASING. HIS FAMILY

AS WELL AS DR. DEVRIES AND THE HUMANA TEAM HAVE RETAINED THEIR DEEP

COMMITTMENT TO HIM THROUGH SUCH DIFFICULT TIMES. IT IS A STORY OF

BOTH TRIUMPH AND TRAGEDY. MURRAY HAYDEN HAS BEEN LIVING ALMOST ONE

YEAR WITH HIS IMPLANT. FIVE MONTHS AFTER SURGERY HE SUFFERED A MINOR

STROKE FRO4 WHICH HE RECOVERED COMPLETELY IN A FEW DAYS. HE IS NOW

NEUROLOGICALLY NORMAL WITH*NO EVIDENCE OF THROMBOEMBOLISM. HE HAS

HAD CONTINUING PROBLEMS WITH LUNG FUNCTION DUE TO A POST SURGICAL

BLEEDING PROBLEM WHEN A MONITORING CATHETER WAS REMOVED. THIS HAS

NOTHING TO DO WITH THE HEART ITSELF. LEIF STENBERG SURVIVED 7 1/2

MONTHS. HE WAS IN DISMAL CONDITION AT THE TIME OF THE IMPLANT. HE
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REGAINED STRENGTH AND FREQUENTLY LEFT THE HOSPITAL WITH THE PORTABLE

DRIVE SYSTEM. HE VISITED FRIENDS. WENT OUT TO RESTAURANTS AND EVEN

WALKED UP FIVE FLIGHTS OF STAIRS TO ATTEND A BIRTHDAY PARTY AT HIS

SON'S APPARTMENT. HE ULTIMATELY DIED FOLLOWING A SEVERE BRAIN

HEMORRHAGE. RELATED TO INFECTION AND THROMBOEMBOLISM. JACK BURCHAM

DIED 10 DAYS AFTER SURGERY FROM BLEEDING. RELATED IN PART TO POOR FIT

OF THE HEART IN HIS CHEST. HE HAD A DEFORMITY OF HIS RIB CAGE WHICH

MADE FIT DIFFICULT AND WE DID NOT HAVE A SMALL SIZE HEART AVAILABLE

AS A BACKUP.

THUS, OF THE EIGHT PATIENTS - FIVE ARE ALIVE TODAY. THE

AVERAGE SURVIVAL OF THE PERMANENT USE PATIENTS IS ABOUT 7 1/2 MONTHS.

THEIR LIFE EXPECTANCY WITHOUT IT WAS A MATTER OF HOURS OR DAYS. WE

HAVE DEMONSTRATED THAT A HIGH QUALITY OF LIFE IS POSSIiWE.

WE HAVE LEARNED A GREAT DEAL ABOUT THE MEDICAL MANAGEMENT OF

THESE PATIENTS. WE HAVE HAD FEW EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS AND NO

CATASTROPHIC DEVICE FAILURES. WE WELL UNDERSTAND THE AREAS IN THE

HEARTITSELF THAT ARE SUSCEPTIBLE TO THROMBUS FORMATION IF

ANTICOAGULATION IS NOT ADEQUATE. WE HAVE TESTED DESIGNS IN ANIMALS

WHICH ARE A SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENT AND ARE IN THE PROCESS OF

FINALIZING A DESIGN MODIFICATION WHICH I STRONGLY BELIEVE WILL VERY

GREATLY REDUCE THE RISK OF STROKE. SO FAR. WE HAVE EVIDENCE THAT THE

ARTIFICIAL HEART IS FREE OF CALCIFICATION IN HUMANS. THIS HAS BEEN A

SEVERE PROBLEM IN CALVES.
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I BELIEVE FUTURE WORK. BOTH WITH BRIDGE TO TRANSPLANT AND

PERMANENT USE IS APPROPRIATE. THERE ARE A WIDE RANGE OF SCIENTIFIC

QUESTIONS OF INTEREST WHICH CANNOT BE ANSWERED WITHOUT MANY MANY MORE

HUMAN CASES. SYMBION HAS TRAINED NINE TEAMS IN THE UNITED STATES AND

FOUR ABROAD TO IMPLANT THE HEART. THE PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATORS

INCLUDE - DR. DEVRIES, DR. COPELAND, DR. JOYCE, DR. GRIFFITH AND DR.

SEMB - ALL OF WHOM SUCCESSFULLY IMPLANTED THE HEART IN THEIR

PATIENTS. OTHERS WHO WILL SOON BEGIN INCLUDE DR. FRAZIER AND DR.

COOLEY. DR. NOON AND DR. DEBAKEY, DR. GAY. DR. TECTOR AND DR. VAUGHN.

ABROAD SOME LEADING TRANSPLANT EXPERTS INCLUDING DR. ENGLISH IN

CAMBRIDGE. ENGLAND, DR. CABROL IN PARIS. FRANCE. AND DR. KEON IN

OTTAWA. CANADA HAVE COMPLETED THEIR TRAINING. THE EXTENSIVE

KNOWLEDGE OF THESE PHYSICIANS AND THE COMMITMENT OF THEIR

INSTITUTIONS SPEAKS HIGHLY OF THE CONFIDENCE THE MEDICAL COMMUNITY

HAS THAT HUMAN APPLICATION OF THE JARVIK-7 HEART IS WORTHWHILE.

IT IS REVEALING TO CONSIDER THE HISTORY OF OTHER NEW

INNOVATIONS IN MEDICINE. HEART TRANSPLANT NOW ACHIEVES 70-80% ONE

YEAR SURVIVAL WITH AN EXCELLENT QUALITY OF LIFE. IT WAS NOT ALWAYS

SO. OF THE FIRST FIFTY PATIENTS TO UNDERGO HUMAN HEART TRANSPLANT

EIGHT DIED FROM THROMBOEMBOLISM OR STROKE. THATS 16%. WITH THE

FIRST EIGHT JARVIK-7 HEART PATIENTS. ONE DIED FROM COMPLICATIONS

RELATED TO THROMBOEMBOLISM OR STROKE. THATS 12.5%. OF THE

TRANSPLANT PATIENTS, NINE DIED OF HEART FAILURE AND FOUR FROM

INFECTION. OF THE ARTIFICIAL HEART PATIENTS, NONE HAVE DIED OF HEART

FAILURE. TWO HAVE DIED FROM INFECTION. THESE ARE THE SAME PROBLEMS
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THAT WE ARE WORKING TO OVERCOME WITH THE ARTIFICIAL HEART BUT THE

PUBLIC DOESN'T REALIZE THAT THEY ARE LESS SEVERE THAN WITH THE

INITIAL USE OF TRANSPLANT. OF THE FIRST FIFTY TRANPLANT PATIENTS.

TWENTY ONE DIED IN LESS THAN A WEEK. THATS 42%. NONE OF OUR

ARTIFICIAL HEART PATIENTS HAVE DIED IN LESS HAN ONE WEEK. WITH THE

INITIAL TRANSPLANT GROUP. ELEVEN SURVIVED MORE THAN SIX MONTHS.

THATS 22% WITH THE PERMANENT TOTAL HEART - THREE OF FIVE HAVE

SURVIVED MORE THAN SIX MONTHS. THATS 60% - ABOUT THREE TIMES AS MANY

LONG TERM SURVIVORS AS WITH TRANSPLANT.

HAD THE INITIAL RESULTS WITH TRANSPLANT BEEN AS GOOD AS OUR

INITIAL ARTIFICIAL HEART RESULTS, TRANSPLANT MAY HAVE BECOME MORE

WIDELY APPLIED FASTER. IT IS ALSO IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT ALTHOUGH

THE FDA WAS NOT INVOLVED, TRANSPLANT DID NOT BECOME WIDESPREAD UNTIL

THE MEDICAL COMMUNITY AND THE PUBLIC FELT THE RESULTS WARRANTED IT.

THE FIRST FIFTEEN PATIENTS TREATED WITH ARTIFICIAL KIDNEYS

DIED WITHIN DAYS, BUT NOW 250,000 PEOPLE ARE SUSTAINED WITH DIALYSIS

FOR MANY YEARS OF WORTHWHILE LIFE.

THE FIRST CARDIAC PACEMAKERS WERE THE SIZE OF A TELEVISION

SET AND WERE WHEELED AROUND WITH THE PATIENT ON A CART. THEY ARE NOW

ABOUT THE SIZE OF A STACK OF THREE OR FOUR SILVER DOLLARS. THEY LAST

RELIABLY FOR MORE THAN TEN YEARS.

THERE ARE COUNTLESS OTHER EXAMPLES.
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WE FACE SERIOUS PROBLEMS REGARDING FEDERAL REVIEW AND

REGULATION OF THE ARTIFICIAL HEART. SYMBION HAS MADE EVERY EFFORT TO

COOPERATE EFFECIVELY WITH THE FDA. SINCE 1980 WE HAVE MAINTAINED AN

EXTENSIVE CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE FDA WHICH NOW INCLUDES OVER 2,600

PAGES OF DOCUMENTS. FDA OFFICIALS HAVE VISITED SYMBION AND HAVE

PARTICIPATED WITH US IN SEVERAL FORUMS DEALING WITH THE ISSUES.

INCLUDING A MAJOR CONFERENCE SYMBION SPONSORED ON THE ARTIFICIAL

HEART AND PUBLIC POLICY. WE HAVE FREQUENTLY VISITED FDA OFFICIALS IN

WASHINGTON. COMMISSIONER YOUNG HAS TAKEN AN ACTIVE PERSONAL INTEREST

IN THE PROGRAM - ESPECIALLY THE EMERGENCY USE GUIDELINES.

ARTIFICIAL HEART NEED NOT REQUIRE SO MUCH ATTENTION FROM THE

FDA. DR. DWIGHT HARKEN, CLINICAL PROFESSOR OF SURGERY (EMERITUS).

OF HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL HAS SAID nA DEVICE IS SAFE WHEN IT IS SAFER

THAN THE DISEASE IT TREATS AND IT IS THE BEST AVAILABLE.m I BELIEVE

THAT IN APPROPRIATE PATIENTS THE ARTIFICIAL HEART IS FAR SAFER THAN

ANY OTHER AVAILABLE TREATMENT.

I BELIEVE THE FDA IS HAVING DIFFICULTY BECAUSE THE LAW

REQUIRES THEM TO ASSESS RISK BENEFIT RATIO AND JUDGE QUALITY OF LIFE.

IN MY VIEW. A RISK IS ACCEPTABLE WHEN THE PERSON AT RISK UNDERSTANDS

IT AND ACCEPTS IT. VERY SIMPLE.
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REGARDING QUALITY OF LIFE. I BELIEVE THE FDA HAS NO CHOICE

BUT TO DECIDE THAT LIFE IS ALWAYS PREFERABLE TO DEATH. I PERSONALLY

BELIEVE THAT THERE ARE MANY THINGS WORSE THAN DEATH AND THAT

PROLONGING SUFFERING IS ONE OF THEM. THAT IS NOT WHAT THE ARTIFICIAL

HEART DOES AND IF IT WERE. I WOULD NOT CONTINUE TO WORK WITH IT. BUT

THE SUBJECTIVE DECISION - OF WHEN THE RISK OF A POSSIBLE COMPLICATION

IS SO HIGH THAT A PATIENT SHOULD NOT BE ALLOWED THE CHOICE - AND THE

LAW SHOULD THEREBY MANDATE HIS OR HER DEATH - THAT DECISION SHOULD

NOT BE A MATTER OF LAW. IT SHOULD REMAIN BETWEEN THE -PATIENT AND THE

PHYSICIAN. I BELIEVE THAT THE MEDICAL DEVICES ACT OF 1976 IS RIGHT

TO REQUIRE INFORMED CONSENT TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PRACTICAL.

PATIENTS CANNOT UNDERSTAND EVERYTHING AND AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT MUST

BE TRUST-IN-THE M9YICTARS'tMGMENT. THE LAW MUST NOT INTERFERE WITH

THE BASIC DOCTOR-PATIENT RELATIONSHIP OF TRUST AND COMMITMENT - LONG

ACCEPTED AS THE BASIS OF MEDICAL ETHICS AND SO WELL EXPRESSED TWO

THOUSAND YEARS AGO IN THE OATH OF HIPPOCRATES.

THE 1976 MEDICAL DEVICES ACT PROVIDED A MECHANISM CALLED THE

INVESTIGATIONAL DEVICE EXEMPTION WHICH WAS INTENDED TO FACILITATE THE

INTRUDUCTION OF IMPORTANT NEW ADVANCES. A LARGE PORTION OF THE

RESPONSIBILITY FOR REVIEW WAS PLACED ON THE LOCAL INSTITUTIONAL

REVIEW BOARDS. I BELIEVE CONGRESS WAS WISE IN THAT DECISION AND IT

SHOULD NOT BE CHANGED.
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SYMBION HAS TAKEN A CLEAR POSITION REGARDING EMERGENCY USE OF

LIFESAVING MEDICAL DEVICES. THAT IS, THAT AFTER THE INSTITUTIONAL

REVIEW BOARD HAS APPROVED USE. THE DEVICE SHOULD BE PERMITTED TO BE

AVAILABLE FOR USE IN AN EMERGENCY - EVEN THOUGH THE FDA MAY NOT HAVE

HAD TIME TO COMPLETE ITS REVIEW. PHYSICIANS AND TEAMS WHICH HAVE

MADE THE EFFORT TO PREPARE AND OBTAIN IRB APPROVAL ARE PLACED IN AN

UNTENABLE POSITION IF THEY MUST DENY THE USE OF A NEW TECHNOLOGY THEY

BELIEVE IN TO THEIR OWN PATIENTS - WHO MAY BE DYING BEFORE THEIR VERY

EYES. FIGURATIVELY, WE CANNOT INVENT LIFE JACKETS AND THEN PROHIBIT

THEIR USE UNTIL WE EVALUATE THE STRAPS AND BUCKLES OR DECIDE WHETHER

THEY SHOULD BE YELLOW OR ORANGE. THE LAW SHOULD RECOGNIZE

RESPONSIBILITY FOR DENIAL OF LIFE SAVING TECHNOLOGY AS WELL AS THE

NEED TO INSURE THAT WE MAXIMIZE THE SAFETY OF MEDICAL DEVICES. WE

NEED TO WISELY BALANCE THESE TWO RESPONSIBILITIES.

I HOPE CONGRESS WILL HELP RELIEVE SOME OF THE PRESSURE FDA IS

UNDER BECAUSE OF THE EXTENSIVE PUBLICITY OF THE ARTIFICIAL HEART.

USUALLY AN INVESTIGATIONAL DEVICE EXEMPTION PERMITS TESTING IN

SEVERAL HUNDRED OR EVEN A THOUSAND PATIENTS PRIOR TO PRE-MARKET

APPROVAL. I BELIEVE IT IS PROVEN WITHOUT A DOUBT THAT THE JARVIK-7

HEART DOES SAVE LIVES AND THAT THERE IS NOW ENOUGH DATA FOR THE FDA

TO TREAT IT IN THE SAME WAY OTHER NEW DEVICES ARE HANDLED.

I BELIEVE IT IS APPROPRIATE TO APPROVE ADDITIONAL

INSTITUTIONS TO STUDY THE ARTIFICIAL HEART, I BELIEVE THE REVIEW OF

RESULTS WITH THESE STUDIES NEED NOT BE MORE STRENUOUS THAN WITH OTHER
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NEW LIFE SAVING MEDICAL DEVICES. YET. TO DATE, I BELIEyE IT HAS

BEEN. THE INCREASED REPORTING REQUIREMENTS THAT DR. DEVRIES FACES -

FOLLOWING REVIEW OF HIS PROGRAM BY THE FDA ADVISORY PANEL AND THE

RESTRICTION TO NO MORE THAN ONE PATIENT EVERY THREE MONTHS - IN MY

VIEW - MANDATES DELAY. DR. DAVID SKINNER, CHAIRMAN OF SURGERY AT THE

UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO HAS SAID, "THE ONLY QUESTION REMAINING ABOUT

ARTIFICIAL HEART IS WHETHER IT WILL BE AN IMPORT OR AN EXPORT." THE

DENIAL OF APPROVAL TO USE THE JARVIK-7 HEART AS A PERMANENT DEVICE AT

OTHER INSTITUTIONS UNTIL DR. DEVRIES COMPLETES HIS SERIES OF SEVEN

CASES IS FORCING US TO TAKE THE PROGRAM ABROAD. WE HAVE MANY

EXCELLENT MEDICAL SCIENTISTS IN THIS COUNTRY WHO HAVE THE COMMITTMENT

AND THE RESOURCES TO BE WORLD LEADERS, IF OUR GOVERNMENT WOULD TRUST

THEM AND ENCOURAGE THEM.

FINALLY, I WOULD LIKE TO BREIFLY ADDRESS AN ISSUE OF

ECONOMICS. I AM PRESIDENT OF SYMBION, INC., A SMALL PUBLICLY HELD

COMPANY. AND I ACUTELY RECOGNIZE THAT NEW TECHNOLOGIES SPAWNED BY

GOVERNMENT FINANCED UNIVERSITY RESEARCH CAN ONLY BECOME OF WIDESPREAD

BENEFIT TO THE PUBLIC IF THEY CAN BE PRODUCED PROFITABLY. I BELIEVE

IN FREE ENTERPRISE. I BELIEVE OUR FUTURE BENEFITS FROM

ENTREPRENEUREAL SUCCESS. I RECOGNIZE IN THE ARTIFICIAL HEART TWO

THINGS. ONE THAT IT WILL ONLY BE BROADLY APPLIED WHEN IT'S SUCCESS

AND VALUE IS INHERENTLY OBVIOUS TO THE PUBLIC. UNTIL IT WORKS VERY

WELL INDEED. IT WILL CONSUME AN INSIGNIFICANT PORTION OF OUR NATIONAL

RESOURCES. AND TWO, UNLESS OUR SYSTEM, SUPPORTED BY GOVERNMENT, NOT

IMPEDED, CAN MOVE QUICKLY ENOUGH, THEN FREE ENTERPRISE - ESPECIALLY
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THROUGH SMALL BUSINESS - CANNOT SUCCEED WITH MAJOR ADVANCES SUCH AS

THIS. SYMBION HAS INVESTED HEAVILY IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT. OUR

LOSSES ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE ARTIFICIAL HEART SIDE OF OUR BUSINESS

EXCEED $500.000 FOR EACH HUMAN CASE DONE SO FAR.

I WOULD HOPE THAT CONGRESS COULD HELP US. BY AFFIRMING THAT

IT IS IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST TO ACHIEVE AN EXCELLENT - VALUE

EFFECTIVE ARTIFICIAL HEART - SOONER RATHER THAN LATER. BY AFFIRMING

THAT WORLD LEADERSHIP IN SCIENCE IS AN AMERICAN GOAL - AND ARTIFICIAL

HEART IS PART OF IT. BY RECOGNIZING THE EDUCATIONAL IMPACT OF OUR

WORK AND THE INTEREST WE ARE GENERATING AMONG THE NATION'S YOUTH -

AND BY AFFIRMING AGAIN, THAT THE APPLICATION OF SCIENCE AND

TECHNOLOGY TO THE BENEFIT OF HUMANITY IS INDEED ONE THING AMERICA

DOES WELL.

THANK YOU.

60-242 0 - 86 - 3
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Remarks to the F.D.A. advisory panel by R.K. Jarvik, M.D., President
of Symbion, Inc.

12/19/85

GOOD MORNING. AS SPONSOR OF THE HUMAN CLINICAL

INVESTIGATIONS WITH THE JARVIK 7 HEART SYMBION APPRECIATES THIS

OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN TODAY'S REVIEW OF THE INITIAL

RESULTS OF OUR ONGOING RESEARCH. I APPRECIATE THE EFFORTS OF

EACH MEMBER OF THE PANEL AND UNDERSTAND THE TIME AND EFFORT YOU

HAVE COMMITTED TO ASSISTING THIS PROCESS. SYMBION WAS FORMED IN

1976. I HAVE PERSONALLY BEEN INVOLVED IN ARTIFICIAL HEART

RESEARCH FOR OVER 15 YEARS. AS I LOOK AROUND THIS ROOM, I SEE

MANY INDIVIDUALS OF BROADLY DIVERSE BACKGROUNDS AND EXPERTISE,

WHO HAVE WORKED TIRELESSLY TOWARDS THE ALLEVIATION OF SUFFERING

FROM HEART DISEASE. ALTHOUGH WE ARE HERE TODAY TO REVIEW THE

PROGRESS WITH THE PERMANENT TOTAL ARTIFICIAL HEART, WE SHOULD NOT

OVERLOOK THE FACT THAT A GREAT DEAL OF EXCELLENT SCIENTIFIC

RESEARCH HAS BEEN CONDUCTED WITH OTHER MECHANICAL CIRCULATORY

SUPPORT DEVICES, IN HUNDREDS OF HUMAN PATIENTS. ARTIFICIAL HEART

RESEARCH IS A VERY BROADLY INTERDISCIPLINARY ENDEAVOR-INVOLVING

MANY FRONTIERS IN MEDICINE, ENGINEERING, ETHICS AND ALSO PUBLIC

POLICY. IT CANNOT BE VIEWED AS PURE SCIENCE, IN A VACUUM, OR AS

A SOLELY HUMANATIAN EFFORT, OR AS FOREMOST AN IDEALIZED ETHICAL

DILEMMA OR AS A SYMBOLIC FOCUS FOR EDUCATIONAL OR OTHER

OBJECTIVES. THIS WORK, IN WHICH ALL OF US ARE TOGETHER INVOLVED,

IS FUNDAMENTALLY A COOPERATIVE VENTURE WITH SOME VERY CLEAR

OBJECTIVES. SYMBION HAS WORKED TOGETHER WITH HUNDREDS OF

INDIVIDUALS AND MANY MAJOR INSTITUTIONS. I AM CONTINUALLY

IMPRESSED WITH THE ENERGY, PASSION, AND DEDICATION PEOPLE PUT
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INTO THIS THING. WE ARE WORKING HARD TO COOPERATE EFFECTIVELY

WITH THE FDA AND TO REMAIN IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE MEDICAL DEVICE

REGULATIONS. SYMBION AND THE FDA SHARE MANY COMMON GOALS AND

INTERESTS. WE BOTH ARE COMMITTED TO ASSURE THAT ARTIFICIAL

HEARTS WILL BE SAFE AND EFFECTIVE AND WE BOTH SEEK TO MINIMIZE

THE RISKS AND MAXIMIZE THE BENEFITS.

LET ME SHARE SOME OF SYMBION'S ADDITIONAL PERSPECTIVES

WITH YOU. WE ARE TALKING ABOUT A TECHNOLOGICAL APPROACH TO HEART

DISEASE - ONE OF MANY APPROACHES TO A HEALTH PROBLEM OF

STAGGERING MAGNITUDE. CARDIOVASCULAR REMAINS THE NUMBER ONE

KILLER IN THE UNITED STATES.

IN 1984 IT TOOK MORE THAN A MILLION LIVES - NEARLY DOUBLE

THE NUMBER OF DEATHS DUE TO CANCER AND ROUGHLY EQUAL TO ALL OTHER

CAUSES OF DEATH COMBINED. AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION FIGURES FOR

1984 PLACE THE TOTAL COST AT $64.4 BILLION INCLUDING THE

ESTIMATED OF LOST OUTPUT OF $12.4 BILLION DUE TO DISABILITY.

THIS - DESPITE THE FACT THAT IN THE PAST DECADE THE DEATH RATE

FROM CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE HAS DROPPED BY MORE THAN 20%.

ADVANCES IN PHARMACOLOGY, EMERGENCY CARDIAC CARE, CARDIAC

SURGERY, AND NEW TREATMENT METHODS SUCH AS ANGIOPLASTY ARE

IMPORTANT AND ARE CONTRIBUTING TO THIS DECLINE, INCREASED

ATTENTION TO PREVENTIVE MEASURES, INCLUDING CHANGES IN DIET,

INCREASED EXERCISE AND DECREASED SMOKING ALSO HAVE PLAYED A

SIGNIFICANT ROLE. SYMBION STRONGLY SUPPORTS ALL OF THESE

EFFORTS.
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IT IS IMPORTANT TO KEEP THESE FACTS IN MIND. IT ALSO IS

IMPORTANT TO RECOGNIZE THAT THE ARTIFICIAL HEART IS NOT EXPECTED

OR INTENDED TO PROVIDE A CURE FOR ALL HEART DISEASE. ULTIMATELY,

AT BEST, IT IS EXPECTED TO BE ONLY ONE PART OF A BROAD,

MULTIFACITED SOLUTION TO THE PROBLEM. YET IN 1985 THE ARTIFICIAL

HEART HAS BECOME THE MOST WIDELY PUBLICIZED DEVELOPMENT IN

CARDIOVASCULAR MEDICINE.

PLEASE UNDERSTAND OUR GOALS. ALTHOUGH THE ARTIFICIAL

HEART IS ONLY ONE OF MANY NEW APPROACHES, WHICH WHEN TAKEN

TOGETHER MAY COMBINE TO DRAMATICALLY REDUCE THE TOLL OF HEART

DISEASE, IT HAS BEEN JUDGED TO HAVE THE POTENTIAL TO SAVE AS MANY

AS 50,000 LIVES PER YEAR. THUS, THE PRIMARY GOAL OF SYMBION'S

RESEARCH IS TO HELP DEVELOP~ T= KNOWLEDGE NECESSARY TO ULTIMATELY

PROVIDE A SAFE AND PRACTICAL DEVICE TO MEET THE PUBLIC NEED. THE

GOAL IN THIS STAGE OF THE RESEARCH IS NOT TO PROVE THAT THE

JARVIK-7R HEART IS ACCEPTABLE FOR WIDESPREAD PERMANENT USE. WE

ARE NOT NOW APPLYING FOR PRE-MARKET APPROVAL. THIS IS AN EXPERI-

MENTAL PROGRAM, AND LIKE A PHASE I DRUG STUDY, IT IS INTENDED TO

EXPAND THE BASE OF OUR MEDICAL AND SCIENTIFIC KNOWLEDGE.

THE SCIENTIFIC STUDIES CONDUCTED tNDER OUR

INVESTIGATIONAL DEVICE EXEMPTION.HAVE BEEN DESIGNED PRIMARILY TO

GENERATE AND EVALUATE CRUCIAL DATA WHICH CAN ONLY BE OBTAINED IN

HUMANS AND FOR WHICH NO ACCEPTABLE ANIMAL MODELS ARE AVAILABLE.

ALTHOUGH THE PROGRAM HAS GENERATED INTENSE HUMAN INTEREST, AND WE

HAVE HELD THE WELL BEING OF EACH PATIENT AS A CRITICAL PRIORITY,

-3 -
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WE WOULD NOT CONDUCT THESE STUDIES WITHOUT A WELL FOUNDED

SCIENTIFIC APPROACH AND WITHOUT CLEAR SPECIFIC GOALS IN MIND.

THE MOST IMPORTANT QUESTIONS TO BE INVESTIGATED CONCERN

THE LONG TERM INTERACTIONS OF THE DEVICE WITH THE HUMAN

CIRCULATORY SYSTEM. INCLUDED AMONG THE INFORMATION WE HOPE TO

LEARN ARE ANSWERS TO THE FOLLOWING:

DO THE METHODS WHICH PERMIT SUCCESSFUL SURGICAL

IMPLANTATION OF THE ARTIFICIAL HEART PROVIDE A STABLE JUNCTION

BETWEEN THE ARTIFICIAL MATERIALS AND THE LIVING TISSUES? IS THE

HEMODYNAMIC FUNCTION STABLE AND ADEQUATE TO SUPPORT GOOD HEALTH.

DOES THE PUMPING MECHANISM DAMAGE THE BLOOD ELEMENTS? WHAT ARE

THE SPECIFIC ELEMENTS, IF ANY, OF THE DESIGN THAT COULD CREATE AN

ENVIRONMENT CONDUCIVE TO THROMBUS FORMATION, PANNUS FORMATION,

CALCIFICATION, OR INFECTION? HOW CAN THESE BE IMPROVED? DOES

THE ARTIFICIAL HEART DAMAGE OTHER ORGAN SYSTEMS INCLUDING THE

LUNGS, LIVER, KIDNEYS, NERVOUS SYSTEM OR THE IMMUNE SYSTEM? HOW

CN WE PREVENT ANY SUCH DAMAGE? WHT PANGE OF CARDIAC OUTPUT IS

ADEQUATE FOR REST AND EXERCISE AND WHAT CONTROL MODES ARE

EFFECTIVE? DOES THE PATIENT EXPERIENCE PAIN OR DISCOMFORT? DOES

THE EXTERNAL DRIVE SYSTEM FUNCTION RELIABLY UNDER REALISTIC

CONDITIONS OF HUMAN USE? WHAT EMERGENCY ALARM SYSTEMS AND BACK

UP SYSTEMS ARE REQUIRED? ARE THERE ANY DETRIMENTAL EFFECTS OF

THE ALTERNATE RIGHT/LEFT PUMPING MODE USED WITH THE PORTABLE

DRIVER? IS AN EXTERNAL PORTABLE DRIVE SYSTEM ACCEPTABLE TO

PATIENTS AND SUFFICIENT TO PROVIDE GOOD REHABILITATION OR DO THEY

REQUIRE A "FULLY IMPLANTABLE SYSTEM?"

- 4 -
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OTHER QUESTIONS OF IMPORTANCE ARE: WHAT ARE THE MAJOR

REQUIREMENTS FOR GOOD MEDICAL MANAGEMENT OF HUMAN ARTIFICIAL

HEART PATIENTS? WHAT ARE THE APPROPRIATE SELECTION CRITERIA OR

CONTRAINDICATIONS? WHAT ARE THE MAJOR ELEMENTS OF SURGICAL AND

POSTOPERATIVE CARE AND WHAT IS THEIR EFFECT ON LONG TERM RESULTS?

WHAT IS THE APPROPRIATE ANTICOAGULATION REGIME, THE APPROPRIATE

ANTIBIOTIC MANAGEMENT, THE APPROPRIATE HYGIENE AND CARE OF THE

PERCUTANEOUS LEADS? WHAT ARE THE MAJOR PHYCHOLOGICAL REACTIONS

OF PATIENTS LIVING WITH THE ARTIFICIAL HEART? DO PATIENTS

EXPERIENCE EXCESSIVE STRESS OR ARE THEY CAPABLE OF ADEQUATELY

ADAPTING TO DEPENDENCY ON THE DEVICE? CAN THEY EXPERIENCE A

SENSE OF WELL BEING AND MOTIVATION TO CONTINUE PRODUCTIVE LIVES?

IS THE PRODUCTION OF HORMONES BY THE NATURAL ATRIA NORMAL OR

ABNORMAL AFTER THE CORONARY ARTERIES ARE SEVERED DURING

IMPLANTATION OF THE DEVICE WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS OF CARDIOVASCULAR

DRUGS ONCE THE HEART IS REMOVED? ARE THERE ANY UNANTICIPATED

SIDE EFFECTS OR DEVICE COMPLICATIONS?

THESE ARE ONLY SOME OF NUMEROUS AND IMPORTANT SCIENTIFIC

QUESTIONS UNDER STUDY. WE HAVE OBTAINED A WEALTH OF INFORMATION

ABOUT THESE AREAS OF INTEREST AND THERE STILL IS A GREAT DEAL TO

BE LEARNED. WE HAVE PRESENTED MUCH OF WHAT WE HAVE LEARNED IN

THE SPECIAL STATUS REPORT WHICH FDA REQUESTED IN ADVANCE OF THE

USUAL ANNUAL IDE REPORT. WE WILL PRESENT CONSIDERABLE MORE

INFORMATION THIS AFTERNOON AND ARE PREPARED TO ANSWER WHATEVER

QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE TO THE BEST OF OUR ABILITY.

- S-
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THERE IS MUCH WE CAN AND WILL LEARN. IN VIEW OF THIS,

THE ARTIFICIAL HEART STUDY SHOULD BE CONSIDERED IN THE CONTEXT OF

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES AND THE

BROADLY ACCEPTED ETHICAL PRINCIPLES APPLIED TO EXPERIMENTATION

WITH HUMAN SUBJECTS. THE JARVIK-7 HEART WAS DEVELOPED ON THE

BASIS OF MORE THAN 25 YEARS OF ANIMAL RESEARCH BEGUN BY DR. KOLFF

AND DR, AKATSU AT THE CLEVELAND CLINIC IN 1957. MANY OF THE

BASIC PRINCIPLES UTILIZED BY INVESTIGATORS TWO DECADES AGO HAVE

BEEN RETAINED AND MANY HAVE BEEN REFINED. HUNDREDS OF

EXPERIMENTAL ANIMALS HAVE BEEN STUDIED WITH NUMEROUS ARTIFICIAL

HEART MODELS AND THERE IS EXTENSIVE LITERATURE IN THE FIELD.

STUDIES WITH THE JARVIK-? HEART AND ITS FORERUNNERS, THE JARVIK-5

HEART, THE JARVIK-3 HEART AND THE KWAN-GETT HEART WERE A MAJOR

PART OF THE ARTIFICIAL HEART PROGRAM FUNDED BY THE NATIONAL

INSTITUTES OF HEALTH. ALSO INCLUDED IN THAT PROGRAM WAS WORK ON

THE JARVIK-7 ELECTROHYDRALIC LVAD FUNDED UNDER THE NIH TARGETED

ARTIFICIAL HEART PROGRAM ESTABLISHED BY A SPECIFIC ACT OF

CONGRESS IN 1964.

TO DATE, MORE THAN 250 JARVIK HEARTS HAVE BEEN IMPLANTED

IN ANIMALS IN THE UNITED STATES, EUROPE, SOUTH AMERICA, AND

JAPAN. THE LONGEST SURVIVAL OF ANY ANIMAL IN THE WORLD WITH AN

IMPLANTED TOTAL ARTIFICIAL HEART WAS TEN MONTHS, OBTAINED WITH

THE JARVIK-7 HEART AT THE UNIVERSITY OF UTAH.

THE DECISION TO BEGIN HUMAN INVESTIGATION WITH THE TOTAL

ARTIFICIAL HEART WAS MADE AFTER YEARS OF THOUGHTFUL CONSIDERATION

-6-
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OF THE SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION TO BL GAINED AND THE ETHICAL ISSUES

ASSOCIATED WITH THE INITIAL HUMAN USE.

TO BEGIN WITH, THE HEART IS ONLY TO BE USED IN PERSONS

FACING IMMINENT DEATH FROM END STAGE HEART DISEASE. PATIENTS

MUST BE WITHIN THE CLASS IV FAILURE CRITERIA ESTABLISHED BY THE

NEW YORK HEART ASSOCIATION. THIS MEANS THAT PATIENTS HAVE A

UNIFORMLY FATAL END STAGE CONDITION, A FAR WORSE PROGNOSIS THAN

MOST FORMS OF CANCER AND MANY OTHER HORRIBLE DISEASES, INCLUDING

AIDS. PATIENTS IN CLASS IV ARE GENERALLY BEDRIDDEN, EXTREMELY

WEAK, SHORT OF BREATH UPON SLIGHT EXERTION AND OFTEN IN

CONSIDERABLE PAIN. THEIR QUALITY OF LIFE IS DISMAL. THE

PROTOCOLS FOR IMPLANTATION OF THE JARVIK-7 HEART APPROVED BY THE

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARDS OF EIGHT DIFFERENT U.S. MEDICAL

CENTERS HAVE ALL LIMITED THE USE OF THE DEVICE ONLY TO PATIENTS

IN CLASS IV FAILURE OR PATIENTS UNWEANABLE FROM THE HEART LUNG

MACHINE WHO FACE IMMEDIATE DEATH WITHOUT IT. ADDITIONALLY, ALL

PROTOCOLS HAVE STIPULATED THAT THE ARTIFICIAL HEART COULD BE USED

ONLY WHEN A HEART TRANSPLANT WAS UNAVAILABLE DUE TO CERTAIN

CONTRAINDICATIONS OR DUE TO THE INABILITY TO OBTAIN A DONOR HEART

IN TIME.

IN ADDITION TO THIS, THE.PROCESS OF OBTAINING INFORMED

CONSENT HAS BEEN EXTENSIVE AND THROUGHLY REVIEWED. WE DO OUR

VERY BEST TO FULLY INFORM PROSPECTIVE RECIPIENTS AND THEIR NEXT

OF KIN OF ALL POSSIBLE RISKS, INCLUDING THOSE AFFECTING QUALITY

OF LIFE. WHILE IT MAY BE IMPOSSIBLE FOR SOMEONE FACING IMMEDIATE
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DEATH TO FULLY UNDERSTAND EVERYTHING, PATIENTS ARE NEVERTHELESS

VERY WELL INFORMED.

THE RESEARCH, THEN, IS CONDUCTED WITH INFORMED,

CONSENTING PATIENTS WHO FACE CERTAIN NEAR-TERM DEATH.

FURTHERMORE, WE MAKE ONLY ONE PROMISE - TO DO THE BEST FOR THEM

THAT WE POSSIBLY CAN UNDER THE CIRCUMSTANCES AND.-TO HOLD THEIR

INTERESTS FOREMOST. WE DO NOT PROMISE A LONGER OR A BETTER LIFE.

IN FACT, WE INFORM THEM THAT THEIR LIFE MAY BE SHORTENED.

TO DATE, EIGHT PATIENTS IN THIS CONDITION HAVE BEEN

TREATED WITH 'HE JARVIK-7 HEART. THREE OF THESE WERE BRIDGE-TO-

TRANSPLANT PATIENTS, TWO OF WHOM ARE AT HOME NOW AND ARE IN

EXCELLENT CONDITION FOLLOWING SUCCESSFUL HEART TRANSPLANTS DONE

BY DR. JACK COPELAND IN TUCSON AND DR. BARTLEY GRIFFITH IN

PITTSBURGH. THE THIRD, WAS OPERATED ONLY TWO DAYS AGO BY DR.

LYLE JOYCE IN MINNEAPOLIS AND IT IS EARLY IN HER POSTOPERATIVE

COURSE. THE OTHER FIVE HAVE BEEN PERMANENT IMPLANT PATIENTS; DR.

DEVRIES' FOUR CASES AND ONE BY DR. SEMB IN STOCKHOIM. THE

AVERAGE SURVIVAL OF THESE INDIVIDUALS IS PRESENTLY SEVEN MONTHS.

THE TWO SURVIVING PATIENTS AT HUMANA HAVE BOTH LIVED LONGER THAN

ANY EXPERIMENTAL ANIMAL COULD BE SUSTAINED IN THREE DECADES OF

RESEARCH. BILL SCHROEDER HAS BEEN ALIVE FOR MORE THAN A YEAR.

A GREAT DEAL OF PUBLIC ATTENTION HAS BEEN DRAWN TO THE

COMPLICATION OF THROMBOEMBOLISM AND STROKE. THIS HAS OCCURRED IN

FOUR OF THE EIGHT HEART RECIPIENTS. IT HAS BEEN CATASTROPHIC FOR

TWO OF THE PATIENTS. THE STROKES WHICH HAVE OCCURRED IN THE
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OTHER TWO PATIENTS HAVE BEEN MILD AND THEY HAVE RECOVERE) IN A

FEW DAYS. MURRAY HADEN IS COMPLETELY FREE OF ANY EVIDENCE OF

THROMBOEMBOLISM, OR STROKE, OR OTHER NEUROLOGIC COMPLICATIONS TEN

MONTHS AFTER IMPLANTATION OF THE HEART. LEIF STENSERO - WHO

RECENTLY DIED FOLLOWING A BRAIN HEMORRHAGE - HAD MANY MONTHS OF

LIFE WITH EXCELLENT IMPROVEMENT IN HIS CONDITION. HE FREQUENTLY

LEFT THE HOSPITAL TO GO TO DINNER IN RESTAURANTS, OR TO THE PARK,

OR FOR A RIDE IN HIS CAR. HE WAS ABLE TO WALKUP FIVE FLIGHTS OF

STAIRS WITH THE PORTABLE DRIVE SYSTEM. HE GREATLY ENJOYED HIS

LIFE WITH THE JARVIK-7 HEART AND USED THE PORTABLE SYSTEM

EXTENSIVELY. HE PROVED TO ME, WITHOUT A DOUBT, THAT A HIGH

QUALITi OF LIFE IS POSSIBLE.

OTHERS HAVE BEEN MORE OR LESS FORTUNATE AND I WANT TO L34PMtASIZE

THAT WE ARE NOT INSENSITIVE TO THE DIFFICULT TIMES SOME OF THE

PATIENTS AND THEIRFAMILIES HAVE EXPERIENCED. I CARE DEEPLY

ABOUT THEM AND I HAVE FORMED MANY LASTING FRIENDSHIPS WITH THEM.

I CERTAINLY WISH THAT WE COULD HAVE DONE MORE. BUT IN VIEW OF

THE SEVERITY OF THEIR DISEASE, AND IN THE CONTEXT OF THE HISTORY'

OF OTHER NEW MEDICAL DEVICES USED TO TREAT OTHER SERIOUS

DISEASES, THE JARVIK-7 HEART HAS PERFORMED EXTRAORDINARILY WELL.

AND I AM VERY PROUD OF THAT. CONSIDER SOME OTHER EXAMPLESs THE

FIRST FOURTEEN PATIENTS TREATED WITH THE ARTIFICIAL KIDNEY DIED

WITHIN DAYS; THE FIRST TWENTY PATIENTS TREATED WITH THE

INTRAORTIC BALLOON PUMP DIED WITHIN DAYS; AND IN THE FIRST NlH

STUDY WITS LEFT VENTRICAL ASSIST DEVICES, 21 or 22 PATIENTS DIED

WITHIN TWO WEEKS. HEART VALVES, PACEMAKERS AND ARTIFICIAL HIP

.9-
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JOINTS HAD MANY PROBLEMS IN THEIR EARLY APPLICATIONS BUT TODAY

THEY ARE COMMONPLACE AND EXTRAORDINARILY SUCCESSFUL.

PATIENTS WHO TAKE PART IN EARLY PHASE MEDICAL RESEARCH

KNOW THAT THEY MAY NOT GAIN A LOT FOR THEMSELVES, BUT THAT THEIR

CONTRIBUTION TO MEDICAL SCIENCE CAN BENEFIT OTHERS ENORMOUSLY.

BARNEY CLARK WAS SUCH A MAN. BILL SCHROEDER, MURRAY HADEN, LEIF

STENBERO, AND JACK BURCHAN HAVE ALL SAID THAT HELPING OTHERS WAS

EXTREMELY IMPORTANT TO THEM. THEY HAVE HELPED AND WHAT WE ARE

LEARNING WILL MAKE A DIFFERENCE.

I WOULD LIKE TO MAKE ONE FINAL COMMENT. EACH IMPLANT

PATIENT HAS FACED A LIFE OR DEATH DECISION, WITH AN UNKNOWN

FUTURE, AND WITH AN UNPREDICTABLE OUTCOME. BUT EACH HAS KNOWN

THAT ONCE THE SURGERY WAS COMPLETED, A DEDICATED AND CAPABLE TEAM

OF MEDICAL SPECIALISTS WOULD STAND BEHIND HIM, AND CARE FOR HIM

FOR THE REST OF HIS LIFE. THE UTAH TEAM, THE HUMANA TEAM AND THE

XOROLINKSA TEAM HAVE ALL DONE SO. AND HAVE ALL DEMONSTRATED AN

EXTRAORDINARY CONMITTNENT TO SCIENCE AND HUMANITY. SYMBION IS

PROUD TO WORK TOGETHER WITH THEM, WE REMAIN DEDICATED TO THE

CONTINUATION AND ADVANCEMENT OF KNOWLEDGE THAT WILL LEAD TO THE

DEVELOPMENT OF A PRACTICAL ARTIFICIAL HEART. DR. DEVRIES AND I

LOOK FORWARD TO THE SESSION THIS AFTERNOON DURING WHICH WE PLAN

TO EXPLORE IN AS MUCH DEPTH AS TIME WILL ALLOW WHAT WE HAVE

LEARNED AND WHAT WE HOPE TO LEARN IN THE FUTURE. THANK YOU.
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DEPARThENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION

[DOCKET NO. 85D-0291]

GUIDANCE FOR THE EMERGENCY USE OF UNAPPROVED MEDICAL DEVICES;
AVAILABILITY

AGENCY: Food and Drug Administration.

ACTION: Notice.

SUMMARY: The Food'and Drug Administration (FDA) is announcing

guidance, developed by FDA's Center for Devices and Radiological

Health (CDRH), with respect to those emergency situations in which

the agency would not object to a physician's using a potentially

life-saving medical device for a use for which the device

ordinarily is required to have, but does not have, an approved

application for premarket approval or an investigational device

exemption. The guidance is contained in a document entitled

"Guidance for the Emergency Use of Unapproved Medical Devices."

DATE: Comments by (insert date 60 days after date of Dublication

in the FEDERAL REGISTER).

ADDRESSES: Requests for single copies of the guidance document

should be sent to Tracy A. Summers, Center for Devices and

Radiological Health (HFZ-84), Food and Drug Administration, 5600

Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857. Written comments to the

Dockets Management Branch (HFA-305), Food and Drug Administration,

Rm. 4-62, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD, 20857.

85-387
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Halyna Breslawec,

Center for Devices and Radiological Health (HFZ-403),

Food and Drug Administration,

8757 Georgia Ave.,

Silver Spring, MD 20910,

301-427-8162.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: FDA is making available for comment

guidance concerning the emergency use of an unapproved medical

device. For the purpose of the guidance, an.-unapproved medical

device is a device which, under section 501(f) of the Federal

Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (the act) (21 U.S.C. 351(f)), is

subject to premarket approval to provide reasonable assurance of

its safety and effectiveness for the purpose, condition, or use

for which it is intended but which does not have in effect for

such purpose, condition, or use either (1) a premarket approval

application (PMA) under section 515 of the act (21 U.S.C. 360e) or

(2) an Application for an Investigational Device Exemption (IDE)

under section 520(g) of the act (21 U.S.C. 360j(g)) and Part 812

of FDA's regulations (21 CFR Part 812). In short, an unapproved

device is a device that is utilized for a purpose, condition, or

use for which the device ordinarily is required to have, but does

not have, an approved PHA or IDE.

The guidance also concerns the emergency use by a physician

of a device that is the subject of an approved IDE when the

physician (i) is an investigator for the sponsor of the approved

application but does not use the device in accordance with the

terms and conditions of the application or (ii) is not an

.investigator.
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An unapproved medical device may be used in human subjects

only if ic is approved for Investigational use under an IDE and is

used by an investigator for the sponsor in accordance with the

terms and conditions of the application. IDE applications are

reviewed by FDA promptly, and are deemed approved 30 days after

their receipt by FDA, unless FDA notifies the sponsor that the

investigation may not begin. FDA recognizes, however, that during

the early phases of device design, development, and testing, an

emergency may arise where, in a physician's judgment, an

unapproved device would offer the only alternative for saving the

life of a dying patient. Such a situation occurred recently with

the use of an artificial heart. Realizing that there is a need

for guidance on the use of unapproved devices in similar

situations, CDRH developed a document that provides guidance to

the physician with respect to emergency situations that require

the use of such devices.

The guidance document discusses: (1) the criteria necessary

for a situation to be considered an emergency; (2) the patient

protection procedures the physician should follow before using an

unapproved device in an emergency situation; (3) the procedures

the physician should follow after using an unapproved device in an

emergency situation; and (4) the situations in which use of an

unapproved medical device is not justified, even though an

emergency exists. The document also provides guidance to the

sponsor of an approved IDE when the device that is the subject of

the approved application is used in an emergency by a physician

who is an investigator for the sponsor but who does not use the

device in accordance with the terms and conditions of the
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application, or by a physician who is not an investigator.

Finally, the document provides guidance to the physician in either

of those circumstances.

FDA expects physicians to make the determination as to

whether the criteria for emergency use of an unapproved medical

device set forth in the guidance have been met. FDA will consider

taking regulatory action if an unapproved device is used in

inappropriate situations.

For the convenience of interested persons, FDA is including

in this notice the entire guidance document:.-

Guidance for the Emergencv Use of UnaoDroved

medical Devices

This guidance applies to the emergency

use of an unapproved medical device. For the

purpose of the guidance, an unapproved medical

device is a device that is utilized for a

purpose, condition, or use for which the

device requires, but does not have, an

approved application for premarket approval

under section 515 of the Federal Food, Drug,

and Cosmetic Act'(21 U.S.C. 360e) or an

approved Application for an Investigational

Device Exemption (IDE) under section 520(g) of

the act (21 U.S.C. 360j(g)) and Part 812 of

FDA's regulations (21 CFR Part 812).
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An unapproved device may be used in human

subjects only if it is approved for clinical

testing under an IDE. An emergency need to

use an unapproved device may occur when an IDE

for the device does not exist, when a

physician wants to use the device in a way not

approved under the IDE, or when a physician or

institution is not approved under the IDE.

In an orderly developmental process, the

device's developer--a physician, scientist, or

manufacturer--anticipates the need to conduct

clinical studies and uses the IDE to ensure

that adequate preclinical testing has been

done, that the appropriate subjects will

be selected, that subjects participate only

after providing informed consent, that the

device will be used properly, that subjects

will be monitored adequately after the device

is used, and that complete scientific data will

be collected promptly. These data form the

basis for subsequent marketing approval of the

device. I
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The Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

recognizes that even during the earliest

phases of device design, development, and

testing, emergencies arise where an unapproved

device offers the only alternative for saving

the life of a dying patient, but an IDE has

not yet been approved for the device or the

use, or an IDE has been approved but the

physician who wishes to use the device is not

an investigator under thi IDE. -Using its

enforcement discretion, FDA will not object if

a physician chooses to use an unapproved

device in such an emergency, provided that the

physician later justifies to FDA that an

emergency actually existed..

Each of the following conditions should

exist for a situatioW-to be considered an

emergency:

1. The patient is in a life-threatenng

condition that needs immediate treatment;

2. No generally acceptable alternative

for treating the patient is available; and

3. Because of the immediate need to use

the device, there is no time to use existing

procedures to get FDA approval for the use.
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FDA expects the physician to determine

whether these criteria have been met, to

assess the potential for benefits from the

unapproved use of the device, and to have

substantial reason to believe that benefits

will exist. FDA further expects the physician

not to conclude that an "emergency" situation

exists in advance of the time when treatment

may be needed based solely on the expectation

.-that-IDE-approval-procedures nay-.require more--

time than remains. Physicians should be aware

that FDA expects them to exercise reasonable

foresight with respect to potential

emergencies and to make appropriate

arrangements under the IDE procedures far

enough in advance to avoid creating a

situation in which such arrangements are

impracticable.

In the event that a device is used in

circumstances meeting the criteria listed

above, FDA would expect the physician to

follow as many patient protection procedures

as possible. These include obtaining:
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1. An independent assessment by an

uninvolved physician;

2. informed conscntfrom the patient or

a legal representative;

3. Institutional clearance as specified

by institutional policies;

4. The Institutional Review Board (IRB)

chairperson's concurrence; and

5. Authorization from the sponsor, if an

approved IDE for the device exists. .

FDA would not object if an unapproved

device were shipped without FDA approval to a

physician who claims to be faced with, and

describes, the kind of emergency situation

discussed above. The person shipping the

device should notify FDA--by telephone

(301-427-8162)--immediately after shipment is

made. An unapproved device may not be shipped

in anticipation of an emergency.

After an unapproved device is used in an

emergency, the physician should:
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1. Notify the IRB and otherwise comply

with provisions of the IRB regulations (21 CFR

Part 56) and the informed consent regulations

(21 CFR Part 50);

2. Evaluate the likelihood of a similar

need for the device in the future: If it is

likely, immediately initiate efforts to obtain

IRB approval and an approved IDE for the

device's subsequent use;

3. If an IDE exists, notify the sponsor

of the emergency use of the device: The

sponsor must comply with the reporting

requirements of the IDE regulations; and

4. If an IDE does not exist, notify FDA

of the emergency use of the device and provide

FDA with a written summary of the conditions

constituting the emergency, patient protection

measures, and any scientific results.

Subsequent use of the device in an

emergency situation may not occur unless the

physician or another person obtains approval

of an IDE for the device and its use. If an

IDE application for subsequent use has been
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filed with FDA and FDA disapproves the IDE

application, the device may not be used even

if the circumstances constituting an emergency

exist. Developers of devices that could be

used in emergencies should anticipate the

likelihood of emergency uses and should obtain

an approved IDE. FDA will consider taking

regulatory action if an unapproved device is

used in inappropriate situations.

CDRH developed this guidance In response to a situation

concerning the emergency use of an unapproved cardiovascular

device. CDRH will apply this guidance to other types of

potentially life-saving unapproved devices in emergency

situations. In all situations in which the use of an unapproved

device would not meet the criteria for emergency use under this

guidance, such unapproved device may not be used without an

approved IDE.
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Interested persons may, on or before (insert date 60 days

after date of oublication in the FEDERAL REGISTER), submit written

comments to the Dockets Management Branch (address above). Two

copies of a-r-comments should be submitted, except that

individuals may submit one copy. Comments are to be identified

with the docket number found in brackets in the heading of this

document. FDA will consider any comments received. The document

and comments received may be seen in the Dockets Management Branch

between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Dated: e d;

OCT 1 2 18

rank . Young, 9.D., ,h.D.
Co-£Szic=r of Food and DuSs

C-1PIED TO BE A TR• CPY OF TM ORIGINAL
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.symbion, inc.
825 North 30D West Salt Lake City. Uth 84103. 1801) 531-7022 Telex 453-230 Fax: 801 531 6298

December 23, 1985

Dockets Management Branch (HFA-305)
Food and Drug Administration
Room 4-62
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockvllle, Maryland 20857

RE: Docket No. 85D-02$1
Guidance For The Emergency Use of Unapproved Medical Devices

To whom it may concern:

I would like to comment on FDA's proposed "Guidance for the
Emergency Use of-Unapproved Medical Devices"' that the FDA published
for comment on October 12, 1985. 50 Fed ReR. 42886. This letterrepresents my views as a scientist, a p- s ii"n as an individual
experienced in dealing with many of the practical realities.
difficulties and policy issues associated with the initial human use
of the total artificial heart.

In my work with the University of Utah and with Symblon, Inc.
(both In the United States and abiroad), I have never participated in
any decision that resulted In the selection of an individual patient
who was to be treated with an artificial heart. However, as
President of Symbion, on four occasions I have had to refuse to aide
physicians who called me requesting emergency permission to use the
JARVIX-7* total artificial heart in c4esperate circumstances. In,
these cases, each patient was either unweanable from cardiopulmonary
bypass, or temporarily on an external circulatory support device, or
considered not'to be a transplant candidate. All four were rapidly
deteriorating. Each of these patients died shortly after my
permission to use the JARVIK-7 heart was denied.

There were several reasons for refusing assistance.
Foremost, was the fact that the clinical teams were not trained In
the use of the total artificial heart and its support systems. In
addition, there would have been an unavoidably long delay in
transporting the equipment to the user, setting it up, and testing
it. In view of this, I believe thero was no reasonable chance of
saving the patients' lives.
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In my view, an emergency medical procedure only should be
undertaken when. in the physician's judgment. there is a reasonable
possibility of success. If an unapproved medical device is involved,
I believe, among other conditions. it is appropriate for the FDA to
ensure that the physicians either have sufficient direct knowledge of
the application of the device or have the assistance of others who
possess such knowledge.

The investigational device exemption (IDE) process requires
careful sponsor preparation and FDA review of an application for the
new device or for a new use of an existing device. Unfortunately, the
IDE application process is ridged and can be lengthy and it was not
designed to take into account the occasional need to use a
potentially life saving device in emergency situations. For this
reason, I commend FDA for proposing guidelines to permit emergency
use of potentially life saving devices when no IDE has yet been
approved. However, in my opinion, the proposed guidelines should be
more broadly structured to more closely reflect actual medical needs.
Further, the guidelines for emergency use of unapproved devices
should differentiate situations in which the physician and medical
team are experienced in the use of the device from situations in
which they are not. I believe the following distinctions may be
helpful:

1. If the physician and available support personnel or consultants
have had no experience with the device In question, emergency use
should not be permitted unless the device is substantially
equivalent to another device with which they have had sufficient
experience.

2. If the physician and appropriate team members have been
sufficiently trained in the use of the device, and in their
professional judgment no alternative is available, the emergency
use should be permitted so long as both Institutional Review
Board approval and patient consent have been obtained and an IDE

- has been filed with FDA.

The proposed guidelines currently state, 'Physicians should
be aware that FDA expects them to exercise reasonable foresight with
respect to potential emergencies and to make appropriate arrangements
under the IDS procedures far enough in advance to avoid creating a
situation in which such arrangements are impractical.' the October
12th proposal further states, ODevelopers of devices'that could be
used in emergencies should anticipate the likelihood of emergency
uses and should obtain an approved IDE." In my opinion, it is not
always possible to satisfy these conditions. It is nevitable in
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almost every situation associated with potentially life-saving
devices for which no alternatives exist that a medical emergency may
arise after an IDE has been submitted but while it still is under
review by the FDA. This places the physician, the patient, the
sponsor, and the FDA in an ethically and legally untenable position.
FDA's emergency use policy, as presently drafted, would require the
medical team to allow the patient to die or to use the unapproved
device and run the risk of FDA sanctions. In the process of seeking
an approved IDE there always will be a period of time in which both
the developer(s) and tl~e Institutional Review Board concur that the
device, the team, and the protocol are complete and satisfactory.
According to FDA, between this time and the completion of FDA review,
if an emergency arises, even If all the conditions in the proposed
guidelines are met, the device could only be used once.

This is an arbitrary and medically inappropriate distinction.
There is no reason to allow the patient whose emergency arises first
to live while the next patient or patients must die simply because
their crisis arose at a subsequent time and IDE review had not been
completed. Life or death decisions should not turn on serendipitous
factors such as when a crisis arises and how rapidly a physician can
contact a sponsor to seek permission to be the first and only user as
of a not yet approved device. If FDA policy requires the sponsor to
deny a subsequent use of the device, both FDA and the sponsor will be
subjected to unwarranted and severe criticism. I believe the better
policy, and one that FDA can lawfully support, is to not to limit
emergency device use to one time only situations.

As a related point, the proposal specifically states "An
approved device may not be shipped in anticipation of an emergency.*
Therefore, the draft guidelines virtually assure that there will be a
delay while a physician requests, and the sponsor arranges for,.
shipment of the devices. This delay may very substantially decrease
the likelihood of success from medical treatment.

In my opinion, it is inappropriate for the FDA tepublish
guidelines that define a situation in which an unapproved device may
be used in an emergency, while at the same time those guidelines
contain provisions that make use of that device significantly less
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likely to succeed and that arbitrarily limit such use to one time
only. Either the guidelines should strictly prohibit emergency use
or they should be drawn to maximize the opportunity for success in
appropriate emergency situations and thus truly protect the public
and the patient.

I concur with the requirement that the FDA be notified of the
emergency use of the device and that the FDA be provided with a
written summary of the conditions constituting the emergency and with
the details regarding patient protection and scientific results. I
further concur with the manner in which an emergency is defined and
with the obligations Imposed on a physician to determine that the
emergency use criteria have been met.

If the FDA were to change the guidelines and permit a medical
team that has Institutional Review Board approval to maintain the
equipment on site in readiness, and to proceed with emergency use
during the period of time the IDE application was under FDA review. I
believe a consistent FDA position could be achieved where patients
facing otherwise certain death would have the best medical care
available. The FDA would not mandate dangerous and harmful delays,
and the physician would not be placed in the "catch-22" situation of
either treating his/her patient less than opitimally or letting the
patient die. I do not believe this would constitute a regulatory
loophole of any serious magnitude that would be used to circumvent
the Medical Device Ammendments to the Federal Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act. The Institutional Review Board process would be fully
utilized and, in the event that the FDA felt the emergency use in
general or at any given institution was inappropriate, the Agency
could immediately disapprove the investigational device exemption
application for that institution or for that use.

In this regard, I believe a distinction can be drawn between
outright denial of an IDB and a letter from FDA stating that an IDE
is "not approvable pending submission of additional information. In
the former situation, the device could not be used in an emergency,
while in the letter It could be used so long as the requested
information was being developed for submission to FDA.

,0
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I sincerely urge you to modify the proposed guidelines to
reflect these suggestions and to resolve the dilemma they would
create if not changed. I believe that an appropriate balance of the
interests of the public, the FDA. the device developer, the
institution involved, the individual physician, and the dying patient
can be found. I would be pleased, based on my practical experience
with emergency use situations, to work with the Agency to further
define useful and workable conditions for emergency use.

Yours truly,

Robert Jaivik M.D.
President
Symblon, Inc.

cc: John Villforth
Frank E. Young, M.D.,Ph.D.
Frederick Bowen, M.D.
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N symbion, inc.
825 North 300 West • Salt Lake City, Utah 84103 - (801) 531-7022 • Telex 453-230 • Fax: 801 531 62 6

January 6, 1086

Dr. Jack 0. Copeland
Professor I Chief
Cardiovascular 4 Thorcic Surgery
University of Arizona, Health Sciences Center
1501 North Campbell Ave., Room 4402
Tucson. AZ 85721

Dear Jack:

On October 12, 1985 the Food and Drug Administration issued a
document entitled "Guidance for the Emergency Use of Unapproved
Medical Devices". On December 19, 1985 Dr. Lyle Joyce implanted the
70cc JARVIK-70 total artificial heart as a bridge to transplant In
Mary Lund. At the present time she is king steady progress and I
am hopeful that she will become a transplant candidate in the near
future.

On January 1, 1986, Symbion received a letter from the FDA indicating
that under the emergency use guidelines, the FDA requires that -there
be no more implantations of the 70cc JARVIK-7 heart until it has been
approved by the FDA for investigation. Based on this, it now appears
that Symbion cannot provide the 70cc heart to any physician for
emergency use without the prior consent of FDA.

On December'23, 1985 1 sent a letter to the FDA in response to their
solicitation of comments on FDAS proposed "Guidance for the
Emergency Use of Unapproved Medical Devices". In that letter,
Symbion recommended that emergency use should be permitted after a
medical team had obtained IRB approval during the time the
application for an investigational device exemption was under review
by the FDA. I am hopeful that the FDA will adopt such a policy.
Although they have not yet done so, I understand that a true
emergency situation may lrlsa in which you believe you may be able to
save the life of a patient utilizing the small JARVIK-7 heart. -1
have every confidence that this device is safe and effective and
appropriate to use in such a case if the FDA will grant approval.
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If an emergency situation arises and you call Symbion to request thesmall JARVIK-7 heart our position is a follows: If we concur that itis an appropriate case, we will immediately send a Symbionrepresentative to the Texas Heart Institute with two sterile smallJARVIK-? hearts. If FDA grants you verbal approval to implant theheart in an emergency attempt to save your patients life, ourrepresentative will deliver the hearts to you. However, we willretain the hearts in our possession and will not deliver them to youwithout FDA's approval.

I know that this situation is certainly less than optimal and couldcause a delay that would result in serious complications for thepatient. I certainly believe it would be much better to have theheart sterile in your hospital on stand-by, but unfortunately the FDApresently will not permit that. Also, 1 hope you will understandthat we must abide by the law and while doing'so, do what we feel isright to provide at least some opportunity to treat patients inemergency need.

Yours truly,

Robert Jarvtk. M.D.

President

tw

Enclosures:

1. FDA Document - Guidance for the Emergency Use of Unapproved
Medical Devices - October 12. 1985

2. Jarvik letter to FDA - December 23, 1985

3. FDA letter of December 31, 1985
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TOTAL ARTIFICIAL HEART
IDE Supplements and Correspondence

TO: FOA/ Dr. Joe Hackett

Bureau of Medical Devices

FROM: Kolff Medical/Lee M. Smith, Ph. 0.

DATE: July 14, 1980

RE: Copy of IDE Application being considered by the University of
Utah Human Experimentation Committee. Motification will be
made at time of approval.

(Approximately 50 pages)

TO: Kolff Medical/Lee M. Smith, Ph. D.

FROM: FDA/Michael J. Andrews, Ph. 0.

DATE: July 31, 1980

RE: Resubmission of IDE Application after IRB approval.
(Approximately 55 pages)

TO: FDA/Document Control Center

FROM: Kolff Medical/Lee M. Smith, Ph. D.

DATE: February 27, 1981

RE: IDE APPLICATION - "Total Heqrt Replacement In Mano
Principal Investigator - William C. DeVries, M.D.
University of Utah Medical Center,
Salt Lake City, Utah
(Approximately 100 pages)

TO: Kolff Medical/Lee Smith

FROM: FDA/Jeanne C. McDowell - Document Control Center

DATE: March 30, 1981

RE: Assignment of IDE NUMBER - 6810057
Total Heart Replacement in Man
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TO: Kolff Medical/Lee N.'Smith, Ph. D.

FROM: FDA/Victor Zafra, Bureau of Medical Devices

DATE: March 24, 1981

RE: FDA's response to IDE Application for TAH - U of U
Deficiencies included:

1) Patient Protocol
2) Patient Consent Form - lack of Data
3) Lack of scientific Protocols to assess the adequacy of

cardiac output, etc.
Six pages of attached questions including Device Description,
In Vitro Testing, Animal Testing, Manufacturing/Quality
Control, IRB Membership, Clinical Investigation, Consent
Form, Scientific Protocol, Hospital Use and Post-Hospital
Use.

TO: FDA/Document Control Center

FROM: Kolff Medical/Lee M. Smith, Ph. D.

DATE: August 5, 1981

RE: Total Artificial Heart - IDE #G810067

Response to FDA's Panel questions concerning the IOE
Application for the clinical use of the total artificial
heart.
(Approximately 230 pages)

TO: Kolff Medical/Lee N. Smith, Ph. D.

FROM: FDA/Vi'ctor Zafrz

DATE: September 10, 1981

RE: APPROVAL OF IDE APPLICATION G8100571AI
Approval-with Patient Consent Form Nodifications.
Approval for seven (7) implants aL University of Utah.

(Also included are consultants concerns regarding-
1) Age of candidate,
21 Inability to defibrillate as a criteria,
3) Manual rather than automatic switchiffg system for

back-up unit of drive unit.
4) Need for documentation of specific organisms that

cause infection.

NOTE: ANY MANUFACTURING CHANGE MUST BE SUBMITTED AND APPROVED BY
FDA THROUGH A SUPPLEMENTAL APPLICATION BEFORE IT IS ADOPTED.
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TO: FDA/ Michael Andrews

FROM: Kolff Medical/Lee Smith, Ph. D.

DATE: November 4, 1981

RE: Exportation of Total Artificial Heart

TO: FDA/Bureau of Medical Devices, G. Rahmoeller

FROM: Kr'ff Medical/Lee M. Smith, Ph. 0.

DATE: December 8, 1981

RE: Total Heart Replacement in Man - IDE 16810057 S/1

Revised Patient Consent Form (per FDA request of 9/10/81.

(Approximately 10 pages)

TO: Kolff Medial/Lee M. Smith, Ph. D.

FROM: FDA/ Victor Zafra - Acting Director

DATE: February 12, 1982

RE: Total Artificial Heart - IDE #G810057 Si, S2 and S3

Approval of supplements correcting Patient Consent Forms.
Final Approval for beginning of Investigation of Total
Artificial Heart In Man,
University of Utah,
William C. DeVries, M.D.

TO: FDA/Glenn Rahmoeller

FROM: Kolff Medical/Lee Smith, Ph. D.

DATE: March 11, 1982

RE: Partnership formation
Robert Jarvik, M.D.
374 West 600 North,
Salt Lake City, Utah.
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TO: Kolff Medical/Lee M. Smith, Ph. 0.

FROM: FDA/Victor Zafra

DATE: April 8, 1982

RE: Total Artificial Heart, IDE 1G810057/S4

Approval of Kolff Medical as Sponsor of the Investigation
under new partnership.

TO: FDA/Glenn Rahmoeller

FROM: Kolff Medical/Lee M. Smith, Ph. D.

DATE: Nay 24, 1982

RE: Total Artificial Heart - IDE GI810057

DRAFT of proposed expanded protocol for artificial heart
recipients.

(Approximately 22 pages)

TO: FDA/Glenn Rahmoeler

FROM: Kolff Medical/Lee M. Smith, Ph.D.

DATE: May 26, 1982

RE: Total Artificial Heart - J1E #G810057/S5

Amendments to the Total Artificial Heart Patient Selection
Criteria. (Approved by University of Utah IRS)

(Approximately 12 pages)

60-242 0 - 86- 4
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TOTAL ARTIFICIAL HEART
IDE iG810057
March 1983 -

TO: FDA/Bill Letzlng - Bureau of Medical Devices

FROM: Kolff Medical/Bill Moeller

DATE: March 1, 1983

RE: Letter regarding summary data on all artificial heart valves
from manufacturers.

TO: MEMO

FROM: William C. Moeller

DATE: March 7, 1983

RE: FDA visit of February 28, 1983 - March 1, 1983

Summary of notes written by Dr. Glenn Rahmoeller.
Subjects covered:

1) Barney Clark - Revised protocol and results of fractured
heart valve.

2) Next Patient - Revised protocol regarding Patient
Selection Criteria, review data concerning heart valves,
number of patients that can be handled at the same time
and overall plan for seven patients.

3) Future - overall plan for IDE and PMA, expansion of IDE
for additional centers and plan for PMA centers.

(3 pages)

TO: Dr. Kolff

FROM: Robert Jarvik, M.D.

DATE: March 9th, 1983

RE: Summary of FDA recommendations after visit from Bill Letzing
and Glenn Rahmoeller.
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TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

University of Utah IRB ( no indication of IDE Submission)

William C. DeVrles/Koiff Medical

March 8, 1983

Total Artificial Heart - IDE #G81057

Supplement application for use of the Portable Drive System
in Human Patients.

(Approximately 35 pages)

TO: FDA/ Robert G. Britain

FROM: Kolff Medical/P. Elaine Duncan

DATE: May 3, 1983

RE: Total Artificial Heart - IDE #G810057/Al-S5

Notification of Incorporation -
Kolff Medical, Inc.
374 West 600 North
Salt Lake City, Utah 84103

TO: Kolff Medical/P. Elaine Duncan

FROM: FDA/Robert G. Britain

DATE: July 21, 1983

RE: Total Artificial Heart - IDE #G810057/ S6

Approval of placement of IDE #G810057 under new corporation.

TO: MINUTES FROM:

CIRCULATORY SYSTEM DEVICES ADVISORY PANEL
(Closed Session)
Washington, 0. C.

DATE: Friday, June 24, 1983

RE: Total Artificial Heart - IDE #G810057

Presentation by Robert Jarvik, M.D. regarding Barney Clark
and Kolff Medical plans for the future.
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TO: FDA

FROM: William DeVries, M.D.

DATE: August 26, 1983

RE: JARVIK-70 total artificial haert
University of Utah

Amendment to Include additional group of potential patients
under the selection criteria. Dr. DeVrIes adds HEIMES'
driver protocol and removes eight week waiting period.

TO: FDA

FROM: Humana Audubon/William C. DeVries, M.D.

DATE: November 24, 1983

RE: Total Artificial Heart in Man - Protocol

Revised protocol and appendices. University of Utah
Informed Consent - (17 pages)

(Approximately 175 pages)

TO: FDA/Glenn Rahmoeller

FROM: Kolff Medical/E. Duncan

DATE: January 20, 1984

RE: JARYIK-70total artificial heart
IDE Supplement G810057/S7, University of Utah

1) Summary of First Case and Review Process.

2) Valves: Analysis of Failure and Choice of Medtronic.

3) Revised Protocol and Informed Consent.

4) Devices: Additions and Amended Descriptions

(Approximately 370 pages)
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TO: FDA/Glen Rahmoeller

FROM: W. Moeller/Kolff Medical

DATE: February 1, 1984

RE: Photographs and video requested

TO: Kolff Medical/E. Duncan

FROM: DFA/Robert G. Britain

DATE: March 14, 1984

RE: Total Artificial Heart - IDE G810057/S8

FDA Response to IDE Application of January 20th, 1984.
Non approvable due to additional data and four pages of
deficiencies.

TO: FDA/Robert G. Britain

FROM: Kolff Medical/R. Jarvik & E. Duncan

DATE: April 23, 1984

RE: Response to FDA's letter of March 14, 1984 regarding IDE
Application Total Arti-ficial Heart.

1) Addition information on valve modification.

2) Clarification of certain experiences with first human
case.

3) Clarification of and expansion on relevant data and
clinical investigation plan for HEIMES" portable driver.

4) Clarification of the deliberation of the U of Utah IRB
In the review of first human case and revised protocol.

(Approximately 175 pages)
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TO: FDA/Glen Rahmoeller

FROM: Kolff Medical/Robert Jarvlk, M.D.

DATE: June 5, 1984

RE: IDE SUPPLEMENT - G810057/s9 OF APRIL 23, 1984
Additional information as an appendix to IDE Supplement.

1) Description of Improvements in Manufacturing and O.C.

2) Documentation of Mock Loop Accuracy of Turbine Flow
Meter.

3) Accuracy of Cardiac Output - COMDU" Monitor

4) Alternate Left-Right Pumping

5) Clarification of Questions concerning Starling's Law

6) Explanation of conflicts in supplement document.

(Approximately 20 pages)

TO: FDA/G. Rahmoeller

FROM: Kolff Medical/R. Jarvik, M.D.

DATE: June 12, 1984

RE: IDE Application G810057/$9

Additional documentation - JARVIK-7 heart and mock
circulation data demonstrating accuracy of HEIMES" portable
driver.

Also reference to recommendation that name of the corporation
be changed - proposed name SYMBION.

TO: Kolff Medical/R. Jarvik. M.D.

FROM: FDA/R. Britain

DATE: June 18th, 1984

RE: APPROVAL OF IDE APPLICATION G810057/S8,S9,S1O A S11
University of Utah Medical Center
Salt Lake City, Utah.
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TO: FDA/Glen Rahmoeller

FROM: SYMBION, INC. Robert K. Jarvik, M.D.

DATE: September 19, 1984

RE: Request for Supplement Approval to add Humana Hoseital
Audubon as Implant Center under IDE Approval of William
DeVries, M.D. as Clinical Investigator

Notification of formal name change to SYMBION, INC.

(Part I included all IDE Submission information for Humana
Audubon and Part II included revised Protocol from Humana
Hospital Audubon - total pages approx. 450.)

NOTE: Part I1 (Protocol: Total Artificial Heart in Man)
dated September 13, 1984 as approved by Humana IRB)

TO: FDA/Glen Rahmoeller

FROM: SYMBION/R. Jarvik, M.D.

DATE: October 14, 1984

RE: IDE Supplement G810057/S12
Additional information and clarifications requested by Dr.
Letzing at Humana Hospital Audubon. (Questions regarding IRB
compliance, Protocol, backup equipment, substitution of Dr.
Lansing as Co-Investigator, etc.)
(Approximately 20 pages)

TO: SYMBION/R. Jarvik, M.D.

FROM: FDA/ R. Britain

DATE: November 2, 1984

RE: APPROVAL OF IDE SUPPLEMENT G810057/S12 AND S13

Humana Hospital Audubon, Louisville, Kentucky.
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TOTAL ARTIFICIAL HEART
IDE Supplements and Correspondence

DATE: April 12, 1985

RE: IDE Supplement to add Texas Heart Institute
("Implantation of a Temporary Total Artificial
Heart Prior to Cardiac Transplantation"
Bridge to transplant.

DATE: May 10, 1985

.RE: FDA response to IDE Supplement dated 4/12/85
regarding Texas Heart Institute.

DATE: April 4, 1985

RE: IDE Supplement to add Abbott Northwester6 Hospital,
Dr. Lyle Joyce. (Appendix A)

DATE: May 9, 1985

RE: FDA response to IDE Supplement dated 4/9/85
regarding Abbott Northwestern Hospital.

DATE: May 17, 1985

RE: Response to FDA letter of May 9, 1985 regarding
Abbott Northwestern Hospital.

Exhibit I - Patient Consent Form.
Exhibit II - VAD vs. TAH
Exhibit III - Time period - Donor heart.
Exhibit IV - Duration of use of TAH
Exhibit V - Personnel trained in use of TAH
Exhibit VI - IRB Committee
Exhibit VII -IRB Assurance of Compliance Cert.

DATE: June 3, 1985

RE: IDE Supplement to add University of Arizona,
Jack G. Copeland, M.D.
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DATE: June 3. 1985
RE: IDE Supplement to add University of Plttsburqh,

Dr. Bartley P. Griffith.

DATE: June 1q, 1985

RE: FDA Response to IDE Supplement
Abbott Northwestern Hospital

of May 17th,

DATE: June 28, 1985

RE: FDA Response to IDE Supplement
University of Arizona.

of June 3, 1985

DATE: July 3, 1985

RE: Response to FDA Letter of June 19th regarding
addition of Abbott Northwestern Hospital.

DATE: July 5, 1985

RE: FDA Response to supplement of June 3, 1985 to
add University of Pittsburgh.

DATE: July 9, 1985

RE: Response to FDA letter of June 28th regarding
addition of University of Arizona - Dr. Copeland.

DATE: August 2, 1985

RE: FDA Response to IDE Supplement of July 3, 1985
regarding Abbott Northwestern Hospital - Dr. Joyce.
S19
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DATE: August 7, 1985

RE: Response to FDA letter of July 5th, 1985 regarding
University of Pittsburgh.

Exhibit I

Investigators training and experience
Members of Surgical team and their functions and
responsibilities.

Exhibit II
Names and affiliation of each of the members of the IRB

Exhibit III
Letter for chairman of IRB

Exhibit IV
Informed Consent Form

DATE: August 13, 1985

RE: Response to FDA letter of August 2nd, 1985 regarding Abbott
Northwestern Hospital Patient Consent Form. (Revised consent
form dealing with all six of the questions raised by FDA.

DATE: August 16, 1985

RE: FDA Approval of University of Arizona, Dr. Jack
Copeland. 'Bridge to Transplant - G810057/S20.

TO:- FOA/ Betty Lemperle

FROM: DFG

DATE: August 1g, 1985

RE: Response to FDA questions on July IDE Supplement S17 -
University of Pittsburgh, Dr. Bartley Griffith
Training of clinical team and identification of surgical
staff.
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TO: Symbion/DFG

FROM: FDA/Britain

DATE: August 22, 1985

RE: Approval of IDE G810057/S22 and 24
University of Pittsburgh, Dr. Bartley Griffith
'BrIdge to Transplant

TO: Symbion/DFG

FROM: FDA/Britain

DATE: August 30, 1985

RE: Approval of IDE G810057/S23
Abbott Northwestern Hospital, Dr. Lyle Joyce
'Brldge to Transplant"

TO: Symbion/RKJ

FROM: FDA/Britain

DATE: September 5, 1985

RE: 'Bridge to Transplant'
Reference to meeting with DFG in D.C. regarding submission
of separate IDE Submission and protocol for *Bridge to
Transplant and written description of perceived scope of
investigation and potential number of institutions.

TO: DFA/ Document Mail Center

FROM: OFG/SymbIon

DATE: September 10, 1985

RE: Response to FDA letter of May 10, 1985 re: IDE Submission
adding Texas Heart Institute, Dr. Frazier

Exhibit I Informed Consent
Exhibit It Letter of IRB Chairperson
Exhibit III Members of clinical team
Exhibit IV Clinical Training of team

and back-up equipment
Exhibit V IRB members- Background and affilliation
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FROM:

DATE:

RE:

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:

TO:

FROM:

DATE:

RE:
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FDA/Document Mail Center (cc: Acharaya and Letzing)

DFG/Symbion

September 24, 1985

PATIENT REPORT - IDE G810057/512 S13
William C. DeVries - U of U and Humana Audubon

Patient Summary from U of Arizona, Dr. Jack Copeland

Also reference to permanent use by Abbott Northwestern,
Dr. Lyle Joyce.

FDA/Document Mail Center (cc: B. Lemperle)

DFG/Symbion

September 30, 1985

IDE SUPPLEMENT - OBridge to Transplant"
St. Luke's Hospital - Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Dr. Alfred Tector

Exhibit I List of those trained in TAH program 6nd
their background and training.

Exhibit Ii IRB members and affiliations
Exhibit III IRB letter of approval
Exhibit IV Patient consent form
Exhibit V Team members and their responsibilities

FDA/Document Mail Center (cc: B. Le~perle)

DFG/Symbion

October 3, 1985

IDE Supplement bridgee to Transplant" and Permanent
St. Luke's Medical Center, Phoenix, Arizona
Dr. Cecil C. Vaughn

Exhibit I List of those trained in TAN program and
extent of training.

Exhibit II Clinical team and their responsibilities
Exhibit III Additional clinical experience of Dr.

Cecil Vaughn.
Exhibit IV IRB members and their affiliations.
Exhibit V IRB letter of approval
Exhibit VI Patient consent form/"Bridge
Exhibit VII Patient consent form/Permanent
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TO: DFG/Symbion

FROM: FDA/Kshitij Mohan

DATE: October 10, 1985

RE: IDE Supplement 527
Non-approval of Texas Heart Institute, Dr. Frazier
"Bridge to Transplant"

TO: DFG/Symbion

FROM: FDAfKshitij Mohan

DATE: October 17th

RE: TAH - S29
Acknowledgement of Patient Progress Report

Reference to "any significant modifications to J-7 TAR",
requirement of pre-Clinical engineering and animal testing
and need for FDA approval.

Denial of request to add Abbott Northwestern Hospital., Dr.
Lyle Joyce as a Permanent Investigational site.
"FDA will consider approval only after the first seven
Implants at Humana Audubon are completed and reviewed."

TO: FDA/Abhijit Acharya (cc: K. Mohan, W. Letzing)

FROM: DFG/Symbion

DATE: October 23, 1985

RE: Correspondence - JARVIK-7 total artificial heart-70cc
Reasons why Symbion does not believe an IDE supplement is
necessary for the 70cc. Included comparative data between
70cc and 100cc TAH and description of 70cc.
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TO: DFGISymbion

FROM: FDA/Kshitij Mohan

DATE: October 25, 1985

RE: IDE Supplement - G810057/S31
St. Luke's Medical Center, Phoenix, Arizona
Dr. Tector - "Bridge to Transplant-
Denial of supplement.

FDA requirement of a new IDE Investigational plan for the
short term use of the total artificial heart, Including
protocol, risk analysis, purpose of investigation, etc.

Denial of addition as permanent investigational site.

TO: DFG/Symbion

FROM: FDA/KshitiJ Mohan

DATE: October 24, 1985

RE: JARVIK-7 total artificial heart-70cc

Dr. DeVries call to PDA regarding 70cc heart and approval as
an IDE supplement.

Reference to phone conversations of October 18th and 21st
regarding need for 70cc supplement and Emergency Use
guidelines. Also shipment of 70cc to investigational site
prior to Emergency Use. ".,4you must Immediately withdraw
all the unapproved devices shipped to any institutions or
Investigators.

TO: DFG/Symbion

FROM: FDA/KshitiJ Mohan

DATE: October 29, 1985

RE: IDE Supplement S30 - 'Bridge to Transplant'
Denial of supplement to add St. Luke's Hospital, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, Dr. Cecil Vaughn.

Reference to need for IDE Submission to add 'Bridge', IDE
supplement for 70cc, patient selection criteria for bridge to
transplant and transplant candidacy.
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TO: Jack Copeland, M.D./University of Arizona

FROM: FDA/Abhijit Acharya

DATE: October 31, 1985

RE: JARVMK-7 total artificial heart - 70cc
70cc not approved - prior shipment of unapproved device is
not allowed and use of device will be in violation of FDA
regulations.

TO: FDA/Kshitij Mohan

FROM: DFG/Symbion

DATE: November 8, 1985

RE: Correspondence/JARVIK-? total artificial heart - 70cc

Response to FDA letter of October 24th, 1985. Notification
of actions taken by Symbion: verbal and written notification
to involved investigational sites regarding FDA's position on
70cc and Emergency Use Guidelines. Removal of 70cc hearts
from all investigational sites.

TO: FOA/Document Mail Center

FROM: DFG/Symbion -

DATE: November 8, 1985

RE: IDE Submission - BRIDGE TO TRANSPLANT
New Investigational Plan, protocol, patient consent form,
patient selection criteria, data analysis, etc.

Reference also to supplemental IDE's for St. Luke's in
Phoenix and Milwaukee (Vaughn and Tector).

Request "Umbrella Policyo for future bridge-to-transplant.

TO: DFG/Symbion

FROM: FDAfHalyna P. Breslawec

DATE: November 13, 1985

RE: IDE Document Control Number for Bridge to Transplant*
IDE 9G850204, Dated November 8, 1985
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TO: DFG/Symbion

FROM: FDA/Keith Lusted(Circulatory Systems Devices Panel)

DATE: November 22, 1985

RE: Notification of Panel Meeting and Public Hearing

TO: DFG/Symbion

FROM: FDA/Kshitij Mohan

DATE: November 22, 1985

RE: IDE Supplement - JARVIK-7 total artificial heart-70cc
Denial of addition of 7Dcc. Request for IDE supplement.
Note: Even after FDA approval program may not be implemented
unTET IRB approval is obtained and FDA has received
certification of that IRB approval.

TO: FDA/Document Mail Center

FROM: DFG/Symbion

DATE: December 5, 1985

RE: IDE Supplement - Bridge to Transplant IDE OG850204
Supplement to add University of Utah, Dr. William A. Gay

Exhibit I IRS Approval letter.
Exhibit 1! IRS members and affiliations.
Exhibit III Letter from IRB re TAH program.
Exhibit IV Members of clinical team, their training

and responsibilities.
Exhibit V Patient consent form.

TO: DFG/Symbion

FROM: FDA/Kshitij Mohan

DATE: December 6, 1985

RE: BRIDGE TO TRANSPLANT* IDE #6850204
Nonapproval because of deficiencies in protocol and consent
form. (5 pages of additional questions)
Denial of "umbrella Policy" on all studies of TAH and VAD's.
Nonapproval of St. Lukes Medical Center in Phoenix and
Milwaukee (Vaughn and Tector) until- all deficiencies stated
in nonapproval of Bridge to Transplant IDE supplement have
been satisfactorily addressed.
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TO: FDA/William G. Letzing

FROM: DFG/Symbton

DATE: December 9, 1985

RE: Bridge to TransplantO IDE 0 G850204

Patient report- on-Michael Drummond from Dr. Jack Copeland,
University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona.

TO: FDA/Abhijit Acharya

FROM: Howard Holstein/Symbion counsel

DATE: December 16, 1985

RE: Potential FDA statements to the public following the December
20th panel recommendations.

TO: FDA/Dockets Management Branch

FROM: R. Jarvik/Symbion

DATE: December 23, 1985

RE: GUIDANCE FOR THE EMERGENCY USE OF UNAPPROVED MEDICAL DEVICES

TO: DFG/Symbion

FROM: FDA/Kshiti3 Mohan

DATE: December 31, 1985

RE: 'Bridge to Transplant" IDE G850204

Follow up to FDA's letter of December 6, 1985. Notification
that previous approved centers (Abbott-Northwestern,
University of Pittsburgh and University of Arizona) will be
subject to all requirements of new IDE if approved.
Documentation must be submitted within 60 days from approval
of IDE G85"04.2

TO: DFG/Symbion

FROM: FDA/Kshitij Mohan

DATE: December 31, 1985

RE: JARVIK-7 total artificial heart - 70cc
Report from Dr. Lyle Joyce, Abbott Northwestern, 70cc
Emergency Use Option - exercised.
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10: R. Jarvik/Symbion

FROM: FDA/Kshitij Mohan

DATE: December 31, 1985

RE: CIRCULATORY SYSTEM DEVICES PANEL
Recommendations made to FDA regarding further permanent
implantations of the TAH. Request for additional
information, revised protocol, etc., within three weeks.

TO: FDA/Document Mail Center

FROM: DFG/Symbton

DATE: January 14th

RE: Total Artificial Heart - IDE #G810057
Revisions to protocol and response to specific questions
raised in FDA's December 31st letter and panel's questions.

(Desk copy sent to William Letzing)

TO: FDA/Kshitij Mohan

FROM: DFG/Symbion

DATE: January 9, 1986

RE: Correspondence JARVIK-7 total artificial heart - 70cc
Response to letter of December 31, 1985 concerning the use of
the J-7-70cc acknowledging request for data and report from
Dr. Lyle Joyce, Abbott Northwestern.

TO: FDA/KshittiJ Mohan

FROM: DFG/Symbion

DATE: January 15, 1986

RE: JARVIK-70 total artificial heart - 70cc

Synopsis report on use of J-7-70cc by Dr. Lyle Joyce at
Abbott Northwestern. "Preliminary Clinical Report of the
Implantation of the Mini JARVIK-7 In Mary Lund."
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Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you very much, Doctor Jarvik.
I will now proceed with Dr. Wolfe.
Dr. WOLFE. Chairman Volkmer, and members of the subcommit-

tee, thank you very much for holding the hearings.
In the last 10 years since the medical device amendments passed

there have been far too few such hearings overseeing what has
happened in this first decade of regulation by the Federal Govern-
ment of medical devices, following at great distance the earlier reg-
ulation of drugs, and foods and other FDA regulated items.

Before going into the answers to specific questions that you put
forth, I would just like to make a couple of general comments, and
agree with at least a couple of things that Dr. Jarvik has said, be-
cause on other things I think we disagree.

There is no question the American public wants success, whether
it is in a space program, or in something that can improve the
quality of life. There is also no question that somewhere in the
long run, the quality of life for tens of thousands of Americans who
have heart disease, or who might otherwise get heart disease, will
be improved.

I think that it is more likely because it is going to come through
prevention in the long run, than through treatment. It is certainly
possible and has been stated now for 20 years that at some point in
time an artificial heart will be developed that will be implanted
yearly in that many people.

The notion, even back then, before transplants really became
done very much, was that it would be far easier to address the
problem which is tens of thousands of people who are severely
enough ill to need some kind of intervention. It is easier to address
it with something that you can reproduce, at will, than with a
transplant.

Unfortunately, in, now, 20 years, we have gotten slightly closer
to it but I think it is still a long way off.

The last thing that Dr. Jarvik said, that I agree with, was the
description of recipients who made the difficult decision along with
their families to have the artificial hearts implanted, and used the
phrase that they made the decision to enter the unknown. There is
no question that it is true, A- and B, up to a point it has to be un-
known if it hasn't been done before.

But C, now several years later it isn't quite as unknown as, per-
haps, it was then. There have been some unfortunate consequences
in the people who had permanent implants.

And I guess the whole question of what is known and what is
unknown, in terms of the informed consent issue, and in terms of
FDA's role, is something that I worry a lot about.

The first thing he said that I disagree with-and then I will go
into the answers-the question is that the artificial heart program
need not have as much attention from FDA. If anything, it needs
more attention; and I will go into some specific examples of that.

The questions that I was asked to respond to were, first, scientif-
ic considerations used for approval of the Jarvik-7 and other artifi-
cial hearts. To fully answer this question would require accessed
information and data, which, as will be discussed in answer to an-
other question, are believed to be proprietary, trade secret; which
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are, therefore, kept secret from the public and most of the scientif-
ic community.

HEW or now HHS reports for 1969, 1973, 1978, 1985, have re-
peatedly identified the incompatibility between human and animal
blood and the synthetic materials from which the heart are made
as the major unsolved problem leading to abnormally increased
blood clotting and strokes, or conversely, to excessive bleeding in
efforts to diminish the increased blood clotting; damage to red
blood cells; immunological problems; infections; and other compli-
cations.

I briefly want to review because, I guess, I am a firm believer in
history, and I also have the conflict of interest of having been at
NIH and believing in at least the bulk of what NIH does, particu-
larly in current direction in these areas.

In 1969, I would just like to briefly quote from a report called,
"Cardiac Replacement: Medical, Ethical, Psychological and Eco-
nomic Implications"; a report by the ad hoc task force on cardiac
replacement, National Heart Institute, as it was then called:

The most serious technical problem that confronts the artificial heart program is
the development of a material which is entirely compatible with blood. To varying
degrees all materials examined to date have tended to damage red blood cells and
other formed elements of blood; to promote clotting and to generate abnormal
plasma proteins. The abnormalities in the proteins range from denaturation, to
subtle, but important changes in their immunogenic properties.

In contrast, the ideal material must not only produce none of these harmful ef-
fects, but it must also meet an imposing array of additional specifications. It should
not modify blood or tissue electrolyte composition; not cause allergic or toxic reac-
tions; not interfere with the body's normal defense mechanisms; not cause or pro-
mote the developmenmt of cancer; nor otherwise harm the blood or tissue.

It went on to say:
In contrast to the use of synthetic linings, is the prospect of developing a nearly

natural biological lining. For this purpose, embryonal cells have been grown on a
framework to provide a pseudo-intima,

This biological lining affords the prospect of producing a compatible interface be-
tween blood and the prosthetic device.

Now I will mention later an exciting report on this topic in last
week's issue of Science Magazine.

Continue:
At the time of this report, the prospects are bright but trials are as yet insuffi-

cient.
This is 1969.
In 1973, another report called "The Totally Implantable Artifi-

cial Heart: A Report of the Artificial Heart Assessment Panel of
the National Heart and Lung Institute," as its name was then ex-
tended; called:

The basic problems have beset the development of circulatory assist devices de-
spite remarkable improvements in design and performance. Prosthetic materials
used as pump linings have been consistently harmful to blood.

The report went on to state that before clinical application, the
artificial heart should:

Create no physiologically unacceptable deleterious effects to blood and tissues,
should be constructed of materials that do not damage the cellular and molecular
elements of the blood.

It went on to say:
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Many new materials are currently under investigation. Most promising of these is
a pump lining composed of living, self-regenerating intima; intima being the normal
lining of a blood vessel.

However, at present, there is still no synthetic lining that can reliably be used as
a basis for a totally implantable artificial heart.

That is 1973. "
Moving on to 1978, by the then National Heart, Lung, and Blood

Institute; longer name:
The scientific knowledge accumulated in the last 10 years in the area of blood-

material interaction has hardly begun to be coherently organized in a predictive sci-
ence. Currently, a major roadblock to the development of materials to handle and
process blood is the lack of an operational definition of blood compatibility.

And moving on to last year's report, from the Heart Institute,
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute: "Present and Future of
Cardiac Assist Devices," a report summarized by Dr. Watson:

A need still persists to develop a unifying hypothesis in the basic mechanisms of
blood/material interactions and reliable short-term methods for evaluating the po-
tential long-term clinical consequences of an implanted device.

Given the continuing-and now going to my own remarks-the
summaries of these earlier reports, including one last year, given
the continuing failure to solve these serious problems, why was
permanent human implantation allowed in the first place?

The second question I was asked to respond to was, the cost
versus benefit to society of artificial heart implants.

In discussing the benefit to society, the issue of a totally implan-
table heart including the power source, obviously, versus the teth-
ered-to-a-large-engine version-the dichotomy to these two versions
arises. NIH appears to have rejected the latter alternative and is
placing the emphasis of its research funding on a totally implanta-
ble device with human trials not expected until 1994 according to a
recent report from NIH.

At least two messages from this new NIH priority are clear. And
it is a new priority because, as Dr. Jarvik mentioned, he wishes
there were more funding for the pneumatic approach, and certain-
ly in the past there was. NIH provided something like $10 million
over a number of years to Utah to do important research leading to
some of the work that is going on now in other work, and that re-
search funding for those approaches is diminished.

The two messages, at least two messages from this new NIH pri-
ority are clear.

First, the benefit to society is always of a mag itude greater if
individuals are not tied to an external engine with the obvious det-
riment to their quality of life, than if they have one totally implan-
table.

Second, the 1994 date for the first human implantation of a total-
ly artificial heart, I believe, is much more realistic. But perhaps
now, 20 years after it, they said around the corner; perhaps that
isn't realistic. But I assume that it is at least more realistic consid-
ering the present lack of progress toward solving the blood/materi-
al incompatibility problems which now plague the artificial heart
program.

Now, I am not saying there has been no progress at all. Obvious-
ly, even the sequence of messages I wrote-I read, there have been
some problems-there has been some progress, but there are signif-
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icant problems as witnessed by the strokes that have occurred in
people with these hearts implanted.

Exciting progress was reported last week in Science Magazine,
January 24th issue, in which an artificial blood vessel, made of col-
lagen, dacron, and natural constituents, was lined with endothelial
cells-the natural lining of blood vessels-and functions physiologi-
cally in terms of production of anticlotting factors, such as prosta-
cyclin.

The broader issue in terms of the cost versus benefit-to-society
equation is, what we can do now, and in the 25 years down the line
from now, in the year 2010. For example, the line of people with
severe heart disease awaiting either a transplant, or, if it is ever
developed the widespread clinical application of a totally implanta-
ble heart. This line is short, is as short as possible.

And here again I agree with Dr. Jarvik fully; more education of
the public and long overdue education of physicians and other
health care professionals about the role of diet and evolution of
heart disease, as well as much more aggressive efforts toward
much less smoking are sorely needed. We attack the proposal made
last month by AMA, intended to discourage participation in litiga-
tion against the cigarette companies.

They eventually changed their proposal on that basis, and any-
thing including massive law suits, hopefully successful, against the
cigarette industry has to be done, including changes in advertising
to stop this blight.

The third and fourth questions, I am combining. They are, three,
the selection of patients for artificial heart implants; and four,
bridge-to-transplant use versus permanent use of artificial hearts
at the present state of our knowledge.

These two questions must now be considered together since the
question of patient selection is a different one depending on which
of these two uses are being contemplated. The long-term goals of
all this research are, of course, if possible, to develop a device that
can be used in-large numbers of people.

The short-term goals really have to be: First, what is best for the
patient; second, will some advance in the understanding of the
whole question of artificial hearts be derived from implanting yet
another device in the patient.

First, the permanent issue. FDA, in my view, has unfortunately
refused to stop further permanent implants now despite the tragic
and unexpected results in the first five people in whom the Jarvik
heart was implanted.

However, the so-called forces on the marketplace, aided, I sus-
pect, by modifications in both the formal and informal process of
informed consent probably thanks to Dr. DeVries, have conspired
to cause a de facto moratorium on permanent implants for almost
10 months.

An additional, perhaps, causal reason for this change is that the
increased availability of transplants is always a considerably better
alternative for the patient. I believe, in a sense, there is a double
standard here in terms of the very tight surveillance over Dr. De-
Vries and his work, which, I think, is appropriate, versus what
seems to be less than tight surveillance by the FDA over the
bridge-to-transplant use.
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As long as there is a shortage of natural hearts available for
transplant relative to the 10,000 or more people who could benefit
significantly from such an operation, the use of an artificial heart
as a bridge-to-transplant will inevitably displace a waiting candi-
date who is a better risk for a transplant, by a person who, in
almost every case, is not as good a candidate.

The other important issue here, however, is that even if the con-
cept of temporary implantation is thought to be a valid one, and
let's assume for the sake of argument that it is, there are alterna-
tives to the total artificial heart, Jarvik or otherwise.

According to NIH, and I note that Dr. Lenfant discusses this inhis testimony, approximately 20 patients awaiting transplant have
had a bridge device implanted. We have gotten a figure of 30, 1 be-
lieve, it is 20.

Approximately two-thirds have had a left ventricular assist
device in which the natural heart is left in place until transplanta-
tion; and about one-third had a total artificial heart such as the
Jarvik or Penn State.

Although the results as far as success rate were said to be simi-
lar, this data needs to be made public so cardiac surgeons, other
physicians and patients and their families will be fully informed
about these alternatives.

I note, and I will read just one sentence from it because it will be
discussed in greater detail, the longest surviving bridge patient was
supported with an implantable electrically powered ventricular
assist device. I am concerned that when either the Jarvik heart is
put in on an interim basis or the left ventricular assist device is
put in, that the decision has more to do with which of these is
Wing done by the person who is putting the device in, than by a
thorough public review of which has a better record.

The record of the left ventricular device includes occasions when
it was used that are some time ago, and my guess is that more re-
cently the record must be better. I do not know whether, if one
looks at longevity, complications, mortality, and everything else,
there is a difference between the two.

If there isn't, so be it.
If there is, which one is better?
That certainly is something that needs to be known so that if

there are going to be more bridge implants, as a short-term alter-
native before a natural heart is found, the best possible selection
for the patient is made.

The last question, which I was asked to respond to is the quote:
"Proprietary information in light of adequate review of artificial
heart implants."

The idea that for drugs or for medical devices, such as the artifi-
cial heart, important data concerning safety or efficacy should be
kept secret from the public, from most of the medical and research
community, and even from most of the people engaged in research
on similar drugs or devices, is dangerous, as well as, indefensible.

In the present case, it would be important to know the composi-
tion of the lining of the artificial heart; Dr. Jarvik mentioned poly-
urethane bellows but when I made a request for the detailed infor-
mation on each of the parts of the heart I was told it was proprie-
tary information.
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It would also be important to know the original and present ver-
sions of the protocol and informed consent sheets and the detailed
data on what has happened to each patient as far as infections, im-
munological disturbances, kidney damage, red blood cell destruc-
tion, liver damage, brain damage, and mental status.

All of this information is said to be "proprietary," despite the
fact that one of the main competitors of the Jarvik heart, Penn
State University, has had one of its biomedical engineers, Dr.
David Geselowitz, on the FDA advisory panel. He has been cleared
of all conflicts of interest. He was at the beginning of the FDA
hearing last month, in January-in December, rather, and he is
able to learn all these details.

In summary, I am certainly in favor of progress in the area of
relieving the problem of cardiovascular disease. It is possible that
ultimately one of the kinds of relief may be an artificial heart.

It is unlikely that the one that is going to be implanted in tens of
thousands of people is going to be very similar to the one that is
now used basically on a bridge basis.

I have serious questions as to whether or not any of these devices
should be implanted permanently. And until there is more public
discussion of the relative merits of the several left ventricular
assist devices that are available for bridge purposes, and the
Jarvik-7 I think that there should be a pause in what is going on
there.

I understand the emergency nature of these things; one cannot
anticipate emergencies the day before they happen, but looking
toward continuing emergencies, they're obviously going to occur. I
think there is an obligation on the part of the FDA to make public
all the detail comparisons between these two kinds of devices in
terms of the bridge use if we are going to continue allowing, or in
some cases, not allowing the occurrence going on, nevertheless, of
the bridge use of the artificial heart or other assist devices.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Sidney M. Wolfe follows:]
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SUMM(ARY Q7 REMARKS BY SIDNEY M. WOLFE, M.D.

Public Citizen Health Research Group

ROUSE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE HEARING
ON ARTIFICIAL HEART IMPLANTS

February 5, 1986

Chairman Volkmer and Members of the Subcommittee. Thank you for
holding these important hearings, which represent an effort to
oversee the ten year old medical device amendments.

1. The scientific considerations used for auvroval of the Jarvik-
7 and other artificial hearts

To fully answer this question would require access to
information and data which, as will be discussed in the answer to
question 5, are believed to be OproprietaryO, and which are
therefore kept secret from the public and from most of the
scientific community. HHS (HEW) reports from 1969, 1973, 1978,
and 1985 repeatedly identify the incompatibility between human
(or animal) blood and the synthetic materials from which the
artificial heart is made as the major unsolved problem leading to
abnormally increased blood clotting and strokes, excessive
bleeding in efforts to diminish the increased blood clotting,
damage to red blood cells, immunological problems and other
complications. Some examples:

1969 Cardiac gelacement: Medical. Ethical. Psvcholoaical
and Economic Imglications: A Report bv Ad Hoc Task
Force on Cardiac Replacement. National Heart Institute.

The most serious technical problem that confronts the
Artificial Heart Program is the development of a mate-
rial which is entirely compatible with blood. To
varying degrees, all materials examined to date have
tended to damage red blood cells and other formed
elements of blood, to promote clotting and to generate
abnormal plasma proteins; the abnormalities in the
proteins range from denaturation to subtle, but impor-
tant, changes in their immunogenic properties. In
contrast, the ideal material must not only produce none
of these harmful effects, but it must also meet an
imposing array of additional specifications. It should
not modify blood or tissue electrolyte composition, not
cause allergic or toxic reactions; not interfere with
the body's normal defense mechanisms; not cause or
promote the development of cancer, nor otherwise harm
the blood or tissue.

In contrast to the use of synthetic linings, is the
prospect of developing a nearly natural biological
lining. For this purpose, embryorial cells have been
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grown on a framework to provide a pseudo-intima. This
biological lining affords the prospect of producing a
compatible interface between blood and the prosthetic
device. At the time of this report, tho prospects are
bright but trials are as yet insufficient.

1973 The Totally Implantable Artificial Heart: A Report of
the Artificial Heart Assessment Panel of the National
Heart and Lung Institute.

Some basic problems have beset the development of
circulatory assist devices despite remarkable
improvements in design and performance. Prosthetic
materials used as pump linings have been consistently
harmful to blood. . . . (page 18)

The report went on to state that before clinical
application, the artificial heart should:

create no physiologically unacceptable deleterious
effects to blood and tissues, . . . should be
constructed of materials that do not damage the
cellular and molecular elements of the blood .
(page 35)

Many new materials are currently under investigation.
Most promising of these is a pump lining composed of
living, self-regenerating intima -- a
present. there is still no synthetic lining that can
reiUably be used as a basis for a totally implantable
artificial heart. (page 37)

1978 Report of the Task Force on Biomaterials to the
Cardiology Advisory Committee of the NHLBI, reprinted
in Artificial Organs, 1978, Vol. 2, No. 2.

The scientific knowledge accumulated in the last ten
years in the area of blood-material interaction has
hardly begun to be coherently organized in a predictive
science. . . . Currently, a major roadblock to the
development of materials to handle and process blood is
the lack of an operational definition of blood
compatibility.

1985 Present and Future of Cardiac Assist Devices, John T.
Watson, N.H.L.B.I. ih Artificial Oraans, 9(2): 138-143,
1985.

[A] need still persists to develop a unifying hypo-
thesis in the basic mechanisms of blood/material
interactions and reliable short-term methods for
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evaluating the potential long-term clinical conse-
quences of an implanted device.

Given the continuing failure to solve these serious
problems, why was permanent human implantation allowed in the
first place?

2. Cost vs. benefit to society of artificial heart implants

In discussing the benefit to society, the issue of a
totally-implantable vs. the tethered-to-a-large-engine dichotomy
arises. NIH appears to have rojected the latter alternative and
Is placing tho emphasis of its research funding on a totally-
implantable device with human trials not expected until 1994. At
least two messages from this new NIH priority are clear: first,
the benefit to society is orders of magnitude greater if
individuals are not tied to an external engine with the obvious
detriment to their quality of life; second, the 1994 date for
first human implantation of a totally implantable artificial
heart is much more realistic considering the present lack of
progress toward solving the blood/material incompatibility
problems which now plague the artificial heart program. Exciting
progress was reported last week in Science magazine (Vol. 231,
pp. 397-8, Jan. 24, 1986) in which an artificial blood vessel,
made of collagen, dacron, and natural constituents, was lined
with endothelial cells (the natural lining of blood vessels) and
function physiologically in terms of production of anti-clotting
factors such as prostacyclin. The broader issue as far as the
societal cost/benefit equation is what can we do now so that 25
years down the line - in 2010, the line of people with severe
heart disease awaiting either a transplant or, if it is ever
developed for widespre$d clinical application, a totally-
implantable artificial heart is as short as possible? More
education of the public and long-overdue education of physicians
and other health care professionals abouv the role of diet in the
evolution of heart disease as well as much more aggressive
efforts toward much less smoking are sorely needed.

3. Selection of Datients for artificial heart implants

4. Bridge-to transplant use vs. permanent use of artificial
hearts at the present state of our knowledge

These two questions must now be considered together since
the question of patient selection is a different one depending on
which of these two uses is being contemplated.

Permanent Imolant: FDA has unfortunately refused to stop
further permanent implants now despite the tragic and
unacceptable results on the first five people in whom the
Jarvik Heart was implanted. However, the so-called forces
of the marketplace, aided, I suspect, by modifications in
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both the formal and informal process of informed consent
probably thanks to Dr. Do Vries, have conspired to cause a
" faqt moratorium on permanent implants for almost ten
months. An additional or, perhaps, causal reason for this
change is the increased availability of transplants, always
a considerably better alternative for the patient.

Bridge-to-Transplant Use: As long as there is a shortage of
natural hearts available for transplant relative to the ten
or more thousand people who could benefit significantly from
such an operation, the use of an artificial heart as a
bridge-to-transplant will inevitably displace a waiting
candidate who is a better risk patient for a transplant by a
person who, in almost every case, is not as good a
candidate. The other important issue here, however, is that
even if the concept of temporary implantation is thought to
be a valid one, there are alternatives to the total
artificial heart, Jarvik or otherwise. According to NIH
scientists, approximately 30 patients, awaiting transplants,
have had a bridge device implanted. Approximately two-
thirds had a left ventricular assist device (LVAD) in which
the natural heart is left in place until transplantation and
about one-third had a total artificial heart such as the
Jarvik or Penn State. Although the results, as far as
Success m rate were said to be similar, this data needs to
be made public so cardiac surgeons, other physicians and
patients and their families will be fully informed about
these alternatives.

5. OProorietarvy Information in light of adeUate review of
artificial heart implants

The idea that for drugs or for medical devices such as the
artificial heart, important data concerning safety or efficacy
should be kept secret from the public, from most of the medical
and research community and even from most of the people engaged
in research on similar drugs or devices is dangerous as well as
indefensible. In the present case, it would be important to know
the composition of the lining of the artificial heart, the
original and present versions of the protocol and informed
consent sheets and the detailed data on what has happened to each
patient as far as infections, immunological disturbances, kidney
damage, red blood cell destruction, liver damage, brain damage
and mental status. All of this information is said to be
"proprietaryO, despite the fact that one of the main competitors,
Penn State University, has one of its biomedical engineers, Dr.
David Geselowitz, on the FDA Advisory Panel. He has been cleared
of all conflict of interest and able to learn of all these details.
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Public Citizen Health Research Group Activities

Public Citizen is a non-profit citizen research, lobbying and
litigation organization founded in 1971 by Ralph Nader. The
Health Research Group, one of five affilisted arms of Public
Citizen, fights for protection against unsafe drugs, foods,
medical devices and workplaces, and for greater consumer control
over health decisions.

HEALTH RESEARCH GROUP BOOKS

I. Kaufman, J., Rabinowitz-Dagi, L., Levin, J., McCarthy, P.. Wolfe, S.
and BArgmann, E., Over the Counter Pills That Don't Work,
Public Citizen Health Research Group, 1983.
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Centrax, Dalmane, LIbrium, Paxlpam, Restoril, Serax, Tranxene
Xanax, Public Citizen Health Research Group, 1982.

3. Wolfe, S., Coley C. and the Health Research Group, Pills That Don't
Work: A Consumers' and Doctors' Guide to 610 Prescription Drugs
that Lack Evidence of Efzecciveness, public Citizen Health
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4. Warner, R., Wolfe, S. and Rich, R., Off Diabetes Pills: A DiabeticJns.,
Guide to a Longer Life, Public Citizen Health Research Group,
November 1978.

5. Nash, G. and Wolfe, S., Taking the Pain out of Finding a Good
Dentist, Public Citizen Health Research Group, 197 .
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ADDITIONAL FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD

APRIL 7, 1986.
Dr. SIDNEY M. WOLFE, M.D.,
Director, Public Citizen Health Research Group,
Washington, DC.

DEAR DR. WOLFE: Enclosed is a copy of the transcript frqm the February 5, 1986
hearing at which you testified before the Subcommittee on Investigations and Over-
sight about artificial hearts. Attached to the transcript are instructions for submit-
ting requests for changes or clarifications. Please review these instructions and the
enclosed transcript of your remarks carefully.

The Subcommittee would also appreciate your written responses to the following
questions:

1. In your view, are FDA's guidelines for emergency artificial heart implants ade-
quate?

2. If not, how could they be improved?
Your copy of the transcript, together with any written requests for changes and

your responses to the above questions, should be returned by April 24, 1986 to: Dr.
Irene Glowinski, Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight, 822 House Annex I,
Washington, DC 20515-6307.

Your testimony at the hearing was extremely valuable to the Members, and I
want to extend our thanks for your participation and service to the Subcommittee.

Sincerely, HAROLD L. VOLKMER, Chairman,

Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight.

Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you very much, Dr. Wolfe.
We will now turn to questioning, and I will first recognize the

gentleman from California for any questions he may have either of
Dr. Jarvik or Dr. Wolfe.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I sincerely appreciate the testimony of the witnesses this morn-

ing. I think they were very professionally given and very well
thought through.

This is a very fascinating and interesting field, and certainly we
are in the beginning stages of research and development in this
area, and I think that is obvious, and obviously that is the reason
for these hearings, and for the interest, not only for this commit-
tee, but I am sure the American people and the medical profession.

Let me get to some questions I have of you, Dr. Wolfe, inasmuch
as your testimony is the most recent.

C a-do I understand your testimony to mean that you would
suggest a placing on hold of any further implant procedures of arti-
ficial devices in order to wait until there is further information in
terms of the concerns that you expressed?

Dr. WoLFE. Two answers. In terms of permanent implantation, 1
would certainly agree that there should be a hold. I think FDA
should have done that themselves. De facto, it has occurred. It has
been 10 months since the Jarvik heart has been put in.

As far as the second part of the question, which is on the bridge
use, I think it would not take very long, a couple of days, to collect
all the data on these, I guess. 21 patients who have had some kind
of mechanical device put in as a bridge-to-transplant, and see
which one, if such is the case, is better.

There are a number of groups in the country who have looked on
these, both in the animal stage, and a smaller number of groups
who have been engaged in putting these into humans.

No response from Dr. Wolfe to this letter as of June 19, 1986.
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I guess my plea is if we are going to be able to give informed
consent to the patients, let's assume on emergency basis, need one
of these, why not make available to them the best one. I think that
as I mentioned before, if you happen to be in a city where the
person is putting in the Jarvik as the bridge device, it is possible
the same investigator has had experience with the left ventricular
device; but which one is better?

If you happen to be living in a city where there is experience
with the left ventricular assist device, it is possible that the Jarvik
heart is better. I don't know the answer to those questions.

I was told that the success-rate quote, quote, is equal but I don't
take into consideration mortality, complications, quality of life, and
other things.

And as I said, I noted the comment that Dr. Lenfant will make
in his testimony is that the longest surviving patient happened to
have the left ventricular assist device. So I guess, what I am saying
in very short order, we could analyze the data on every human
who has had one of these put in on a bridge basis and make more
public the basis for deciding which is better.

If one is clearly better than the other, then I think the one that.
isn't doing as well, should not be allowed on a bridge basis. And
the other one should be encouraged to go on.

As I say, it is possible that they are exactly the same. I just don't
know the answer to these questions because that data is kept
secret. It should not be a secret.

All that should be analyzed carefully by the people who are
charged with this responsibility and that will make a much better
future for the bridge issue.

Again, I mention, I think there is a double standard, Dr. DeVries
is clearly being regulated much more thoroughly and carefully
than the people who are at least putting in the Jarvik device on an
interim basis. I don't know whether the amount of regulation for
people who are putting in left ventricular device what that
amounts to, I-it's all kept secret.

Mr. PACKARD. It would appear to me if we followed that proce-
dure that we would limit our research and our development into
only one direction. Looking only at one device that has been per-
ceived by somebody, either FDA or NIH, or whoever, or physicians
themselves, that this device is better.

My own experience has been that physicians and professional
people will have different attitudes on different procedures and dif-
ferent equipment.

And some will use one set of equipment because of their own per-
sonal preferences and experiences. And others will use an entirely
different set that may not-that may fit into their hands much
better.

Are you suggesting that we narrow then this whole field in one
direction only?

Or do you feel that there is possibility of a variety of experimen-
tation being done, and some successfully, well, their success being
different at different times in each of those areas?

Dr. WOLFE. I like to separate ot for the sake of answering your
question, preclinical research, which includes the engineering and
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the implantation in the studying the devices in vitro, and the im-
plantation in animals from the clinical application.

Really, all I am saying is that as much as research is appropri-
ate, given our resources and given, I think, the lack of adequate
input into prevention, as much research should be done as is appro-
priate.

But again, if one looks again at the timeline developed by the
National Heart Institute, the National Heart, Lung, and Blood In-
stitute-I give away my age in calling it what it used to be called-
they have a timeline where they are in the process of letting out
some contracts ultimately to develop a totally implantable heart.

They are talking 8 years between now and the time when it may
be implanted in humans.

That kind of research, I think, is appropriate to do. I have no
qualms with that, I am simply talking about whether after doing
one or two or three or four different kinds of research which are
going on, and will continue to go on, you will find one is better
than the other; and that is the one that you say, let's go forth and
do some human trials on.

I think if there is a big difference between two different avenues
of research as they evolve in the laboratory, or from early clinical
experience, the one that is better should be pursued, or allowed to
continue, in terms of human implants.

So, I am really separating out just human experimentation
human implantation from the longer process, often, of the develop-
ment, the engineering development, and the animal experimenta-
tion.

Mr. PACKARD. You made the statement in your testimony, Dr.
Wolfe, that what is best for the patient is of paramount impor-
tance.

Who should determine that; who should determine which device
is implanted; and who should determine whether a device or a
treatment should be prescribed?

In your judgment, should that be done by an agency such as
FDA, or other agencies; should that be done by-through the
doctor/patient relationship?

What generally, would you suggest as being the procedure to de-
termine what is best for the patient?

Dr. WOLFE. Well, I'd like to reflect back on a statement that Dr.
Jarvik made. He defined acceptable risk as the situation whereas
the person who is at risk understands the risk and accepts it.

That is certainly one element of it once it has gotten past some
other hurdles.

I'd like to quote from the FDA's own definition of what the crite-
ria should be for approving an artificial heart for implantation,
which is the first phase of informed consent, that Dr. Jarvik de-
scribed.

First, where the risks to the subjects are outweighed by the an-
ticipated benefits to the subject.

Second, to evaluate the importance of knowledge to be gained,
whether the study is scientifically sound.

Now, at the individual, personal level, if the FDA has decided to
allow the implant to go on, the FDA has obviously decided that for
that individual, the potential individuals that fit into that category,

60-242 0 - 86 - 5
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that that implantation, artificial heart, or otherwise, is better than
the alternatives.

What are the other alternatives?
Well, in the case of permanent implantation, one of the reasons

why there haven't been permanent implants for this period of time
is that the alternatives now include more for people than 1 year, or
2, or 3 ago, a transplant.

So, that if a person is in a situation that has Class-4 cardiac dis-
ease, really disabled, and something needs to be done; if the best
alternative is a transplant, that person has to be informed of that;
if they are informed of it they are not likely to pick an alternative
that isn't so good.

So, it is a combination of the Federal Government in its careful
consideration as to whether to allow human experimentation of
any kind to go on, and having done that, a carefully drawn out,
understandable, up-to-date informed consent sheet.

The informed consent sheet for the artificial heart today has to
be different than it was, different than it ,was 3 to 4 years ago. I
have no doubt that it is.

The fact that I can't find that out is annoying. But I have faith
in Dr. Jarvik, Dr. DeVries, FDA, and everyone else that it is a dif-
ferent informed consent sheet. That that is one of the reasons why
permanent implants haven't been done.

So, it is really a combination of a Federal role, and the concept of
informed consent. In between those two levels are things such as
institutional review boards at the institution where the operation
is done that need to provide some kind of oversight.

It is a complicated process. It is something that really is a cre-
ation of the last 10 or 20 years, not just with artificial devices such
as the artificial heart, but a lot of other things.

We are learning. I think it is getting better than it used to be.
But it is a difficult kind of process; but the Government has to be
involved.

The idea as expressed during the legislative hearings in 1974 and
1975, when the medical device amendment was being considered,
that surgeons' creativity shouldn't be stifled by Government having
laws such as this, which was expressed by a number of surgeons
testifying. I disagree strongly with that.

I am all in favor of the creativity of artists, surgeons, or anyone
else, but it needs to be checked by some proper Government sur-
veillance; it is a difficult balance to figure out what the proper
Government surveillance is, and what is good surveillance today
may be thought inadequate surveillance tomorrow.

I hope I have not avoided your question, it is a difficult one I
tried to answer.

Mr. PACKARD. Yes; thank you very much.
Dr. Jarvik, you have referred in your testimony to the high qual-

ity of life that you are seeking in the use of artificial devices as
implants.

What would you consider, if you were to define a high quality of
life, how would you define it in terms of post-heart implant de-
vices?

Dr. JARVIK. Well, I think it can be well defined by considering
what you would consider as a normal life.
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What we mean is that a patient is free of pain; that they feel
strong; that they are able to be mobile in society; that they get up
and walk around; and they can conduct all normal activities. We
think that is a high quality of life.

There are many circumstances in which life of far less quality is
obtained, not only with artificial heart, but in many disease condi-
tions, where we certainly stick by our people and do everything we
can for them.

But what we mean is true mobility, true normalcy, and the nui-
sance value of having to change the batteries in your vest, or the
package that you carry, we think, diminishes it a little bit. But
really the people that have severe heart disease, can barely
breathe, they suffer pain, they can't get out of bed and walk across
the room without feeling weak. We are talking about people being
generally normal.

Mr. PACKARD. With all of the devices now in existence around
the world that are being used for experimentation, do you see at
this point any device that clearly outpaces the other in terms of
concept, and in terms of performance, that provides a higher qual-
ity of life than others?

Again, in terms, again, experience?
Dr. JARVIK. I think that-there is a concept that should be intro-

duced, that-that NIH for many years has basically supported.
And that is the idea that what is needed is a family of devices.

The clinical conditions of patients with heart disease cannot be
treated with one device only. It is definitely clear that in some cir-
cumstances that a temporary left-heart assist device can allow a
dismally sick natural heart to recover sufficiently for the patient to
become a long survivor with good restoration of heart function.

That is known for sure. There are cases in which it is unclear
that a patient's heart can recover, in which it is appropriate and
ethical to put in a temporary left-heart assist device hoping to have
that heart recover. If they cannot and they are unable to be sup-
ported, then you can go on to a more extreme measure such as

heart transplant.
There are cases in which a total artificial heart may be needed

as a bridge and cases in which both right-heart assist and left-heart
assist together may be a better choice for a bridge.

And these decisions, in terms of clinical conditions, in some cases
are quite clear. And in others, they are unclear -because we do not
have enough information to know exactly which device is the best
to apply.

Symbion is developing a family of devices also. And on the table
we have a temporary left-heart assist device together with the total
artificial heart.

We intend to develop the permanent implantable left-heart assist
device also, now, because I strongly agree with the NIH position.

And I also agree-talkin about Dr. Wolfe's comment, that it
may be a matter of luck which device is used; at which medical
center a particular device is used, and that is true. I think that it
would be well if many centers could have available a variety of de-
vices so that in appropriate indications they could select either a
heart-assist, either a temporary, or permanent, or a total heart.,

That is what we are trying to do. We are trying to provide that.
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And just one further comment on the whole thing. I agree with
you very much, Mr. Packard, that we should not conclude too early
on the basis of a preliminary review of the results of a number of
different experimental systems, which is best.

We should encourage the development of all of them. And there
is no doubt in my mind that the need for patient care is so broad,
and the opportunity to learn is so great, that we could well use an-
other 10 artificial heart systems in this country that were very
broadly examined.

We would speed progress, and we would learn a whole lot more,
and a lot of people would be helped.

Mr. PACKARD. I won't take much more time; I realize there are
others who want to ask questions.

In your testimony, Dr. Jarvik, and also in Dr. Wolfe's comments,
he alluded to the fact that deficiencies in the material itself, that is
used, is in some cases incompatible with huna--blood, and has
maybe been some of the reasons for stroke and problems, complica-
tions that have resulted.

Do you-have you had the opportunity to evaluate the condition
plus also the longevity of the material itself. You are talking about
2 years now, the device lasting up to 2 years, and with the hope to
5 or even 7, or 8 years in the future. Again, simply looking at the
material itself, have you been able to evaluate on those unsuccess-
ful cases?

Now, I shouldn't use the word unsuccessful; I mean those who
have passed away.

Have you been able to evaluate the heart-the device, I should
say, in terms of its deterioration during that period of time that it
was being used and in terms of its integrity, its life expectancy of
the material itself.

Dr. JARVIK. Yes--
Mr. PACKARD [continuing]. To correct the problems that have

been alluded to?
Dr. JARVIK. Let me first say that I disagree with the concept that

we do not have a good biomaterial.
I think that the concept of using a biologic lining is a nice con-

cept, but it's difficult. There have been many studies on that. We
worked on that early, and other people are pursuing that now.
That is one approach.

Our approach is to use a smooth surface without a biologic
lining, meaning no cellular lining on the surface of the heart itself;
just blood protein against that surface. And, we feel that is very
successful.

In all of the human cases, we have very clean interior to the
hearts that we have seen, and the only problem areas have been
around the mechanical crevices around the valves and connectors,
or where there is some junction in the heart that leaves a seam, a
crevice.

The heart is fundamentally free of seams, other than around the
valves. We have reevaluated new designs, as I mentioned, and I be-
lieve that with existing biomaterials you cannot separate the issue
of the design features of the device including the flow pattern; how
well it's washed; whether you have a stagnation area where clots
can form; and the material itself. You can t separate those.
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So, a material if used in a good design will work. You cannot
eliminate the question of mechanical durability.

The material that we use now, which is called Hiomer, which is
one of a family of polyurethanes, lasts 4 to 5 years, usually; more
than 5 years presently with our existing designs, in terms of flex
life.

It is very resistant to creep; it has very good blood compatibilty;
it is nontoxic and noncarcinogenic; it is an excellent material.

And I believe with presently available materials with proper
design, and no new, fundamental new breakthroughs in materials
technology, we can make devices that will remain clean of throm-
bus and be highly reliable for 8 to 10 years.

Mr. PACKARD. Will that equipment, if there is equipment failure
be just as sudden and traumatic as a heart failure in a normal pa-
tient?

Dr. JARVIK. It depends on the type of failure. We have in the
past, you know, our diaphragm has tour layers, each layer is about
six to seven-thousandths of an inch thick; thickness of a few sheets
of paper; and there is a powdered graphite in between the layers so
that as they flex they slide in relation to one another.

And coincidentally this technology was evolved in the space pro-
gram for something called, cryogenic expulsion blatters, where a
liquid fuel member at very cold temperatures in space needed to
flex a few cycles; By making very, very thin layers they were able
to achieve flex cycles of like 30 cycles, with a-with a very thin
mylar film.

And it is the same principle, -as you make thin layers you reduce
the stress. But also you achieve redundancy.

So, if one layer breaks you have a noncatastrophic failure. You
can identify that through the noninvasive monitoring of the artifi-
cial heart through the computer monitoring system used. And you
have time to intervene.

If you have a different type of failure, such as a valve fracture,
that can be catastrophic and sudden. In the one case where that
happened in Barney Clark. Fortunately, we were able to stabilize
his condition by the way we controlled the heart driver and re-
placed the heart.

So, some failures may be catastrophic, and some may give early
warning.

Mr. PACKARD. History has shown thus far that there have been
stroke problems as a postoperative complication. And there has
been in some cases renal, kidney problems.

What progress has been made and what do you feel are the
causes of those kinds of problems?

Dr. JARVIK. Well, the bridge-to-transplant application has helped
us learn about that, because in Michael Drummond, there was a
minor stroke that cleared up completely. But he received a human
heart 3 or 4 days after that event and we were able to examine
that heart. We had excellent data on anticoagulation parameters.

And we recognized some things which were previously unknown
as he rapidly improved. With good hemodynamic function from the
artificial heart his liver function returned toward normal; his
kidney function became normal; and this rapidly changed the co-
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agulation parameters in his body. The result was that the antico-
agulant drugs that were given were of insufficient dose.

So, that was modified. We saw--
Mr. PACKARD. Let me-let me break in there for a moment.
Have your recent implants shown an improvement in these com-

plications, for example, the ones just done this week---
Dr. JARVIK. I was coming to that--
Mr. PACKARD. Have you experienced any further complications

as far as kidney or stroke problems?
Dr. JARVIK. The case of Mary Lund, for example, where the

heart pumped 6 weeks. Based on discussions with the Tuscon
group, the group in Minneapolis was careful about anticoagulation,
and used Heparin anticoagulation. The heart was virtually clean of
thrombus. There was a minimal amount of fibrin; very, very mini-
mal in the areas of the crevices of the valves, exactly where we ex-
pected there would be a little tiny bit.

There was no stroke, there were no neurological complications.
Renal function has been good in the patients who have been trans-
planted over the last few days. Some of the problems reported that
Dr. DeVries had with kidney function, we believe, are related to
the way in which the heart driver was set, and that has been great-
ly improved.

The fact that Mary Lund had complete kidney failure is very in-
teresting because she had complete kidney shut down 2 days before
the implant. And with the artificial heart., in about 3 weeks her
kidney function returned to normal, and then she was transplant-
ed.

So, now we do feel that we have made a great deal of progress,
and understand these issues much better. And we have some addi-
tional plans, as I mentioned, to further improve the designs.

Mr. PACKARD. Let me refer back to you, Mr. Chairman, and I will
have other questions later.

Mr. VOLKMER. Yes, I would like to--
Dr. Jarvik, for purposes of the record, I notice that you have a

regular Jarvik artificial heart at the table, and also a mini-Jarvik.
Could you, just for the record, take one of them-either one, it
doesn't make any difference. I understand that both components
are the same, and for the record explain as briefly as possible the
operation and the components thereof?.

Dr. JARVIK. Certainly.
The heart is composed of two pumping members called ventri-

cles. This is the left and this is the right. And these replace the
lower chambers of the heart-the natural ventricles.

Basically, the function is very simple. There is a compressed air
line that drives air into it. Inside the heart there is this flexing dia-
phragm member which separates the air chamber from the blood
chamber.

The simplest analogy to function, is if you were to have a tube
going to a balloon. Put the balloon in a glass of water and blow up
the balloon. That air would force the water out of the glass and ob-
viously the air wouldn't get into the water itself.

The same thing. The air as it is pumped in, forces the blood out
of the heart, but in order to get the proper direction of flow and
make it pump forward only, we need two valves.
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This one is the inflow valve. The blood comes in, fills the heart,
the diaphragm moves back. Then as the compressed air is forced
into the heart, that pushes the blood out. The inflow valve closes,
the outflow valve opens, and the blood is pumped out to the body,
or to the lungs, if it is the right ventricle.

The system then requires some surgical connection method. We
use suturing rings that are attached surgically to the remnants of
the heart after the natural ventricles are removed. These are sewn
in and then the heart is snapped into place. So we refer to these
connectors as "quick connects.'

After you make the suturing, without the big mass of the heart
in the way, you can check that there are no leaks, no bleeding, and
so forth, andtheii come and attach on the heart.

The heart needs an external drive system. In this case we have
to show you we have a portable drive system, this -is the Helm
Holtz portable heart driver, developed originally at the Helm Holtz
Institute in Achern, West Germany, and now developed by a sub-
sidiary company that Symbion has in Germany.

It contains complete redundancy. We have a primary and a sec-
ondary backup piston compressor in this system, each driven by an
electric, brushless dc motor. We have microcomputer systems to
control it.

We have a 4-hour primary battery and a 12-hour emergency
backup battery. The system is set up in such a way that if there is
any malfunction in the primary system it will alarm and switch
over to back up.

It doubles the weight of the system, essentially, to carry the
backup, and the system weighs about 13 pounds now with emergen-
cy batteries.

But we have felt that the highest reliability is important and
that it is worth it for the patient to carry that redundancy. And
one further thing, if I have a moment. The philosophy of equip-
ment development that we have taken has been an evolutionary
philosophy.

This portable system was not available at the time of Barney
Clark. There was a nonredundant system which wasn't used but
there was a large external drive cart, as you know, which we still
use in the bridge-to-transplant patients, and which is primarily
used in the two living long-term patients, now.

We feel that as we learn more about this, gain reliability data,
we use only the small system. And as we gain human data on the
implanted blood pump, we are working on a further system togeth-
er with NIH, called the electrohydraulic heart, which is a minia-
ture electric motor energy converter, that is about the size of a
flashlight battery, a D cell flashlight battery.

It attaches onto the heart, and it provides hydraulic fluid that
pumps first from one side of the heart to the other. So, that with
what is learned about the blood pumps we will retain that technol-o , we will retain what we learn a bout human medical care, pa-
tient indications for use, and follow-up care.

And we will use that knowledge, and apply to it further develop-
ments that will make it more portable and give us, what we think,
is a better, a better ultimate portability and mobility for the pa-

7 tient.
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Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you very much, Dr. Jarvik.
Dr. Wolfe, in listening to your statement and some of your an-

swers to the questions of the gentleman from California, correct me
if I am wrong in saying, in general, it appears at least, that if a
decision to use the Jarvik heart as a permanent transplant was up
to you individually, you, you had that right to make that decision,
that your decision would be as of this time, that it would not be
used for implantation for a permanent heart transplant; is that
correct?

Dr. WOLFE. Based on what we have learned for the last 3-plus
ears since they were put in, my decision would be not to put it in.
think that FDA made a mistake in not reaching the same conclu-

sion in Decmeber when they were asked to decide whether more of
the permanent ones should go on.

Mr. VOLKMER. Now, is that on the basis that the-I know you
gave in your statement many of the reasons, but primarily because
of the clotting, the attack of the red blood cells, those types of
things?

Dr. WOLFE. In terms of the permanent implantation, I think the
main reason is that-and I think it is the explanation for why, one
of the explanations for why there hasn't been one put in for 10
months, even though they are allowed, that the kinds of people, at
least most, if not all of the kinds of people who have had a perma-
nent implant put in in the past would be candidates for a trans-
plant.

So, that if you go down to the level of the individual patient,
what is best for the patient, what is best since it works better in
the long term is a transplant. The reason that the transplant is
better is--

Mr. VOLKMER. Is a human heart--
Dr. WOLFE [continuing]. Human transplant, right, because it does

not have the kinds of complications, and has a much longer and
well-understood record.

Mr. VOLKMER. Now, are you saying, then, that Barney Clark and
the others who have had the permanent transplants were candi-
dates for a human heart transplant?

Dr. WOLFE. Well, between the time that Barney Clark was im-
planted and now, there has been a broadening in the definition of
who is suitable as a candidate for a human transplant both in
terms of age and other kinds of factors.

There are more places doing transplants, there are more trans-
pants being done, and the criteria aren't as tight as they used to

So, I think just on that basis alone, people who might not have
previously qualified for transplant would now qualify.

Plus, we obviously know more about the device than we did
when it was put in. Mean, let's assume it was stated back when it
was put in that the two most likely scenarios would be either the
person would die on the table, or they may have a good long-term
outcome.

L-t us assume that it was not anticipated, and again, I think I
agree with what Dr. Annas has repeatedly said. I don't think that
there is really any kind of malice. I think everyone has good inten-
tions. Let's assume they did not, for what ever reason, anticipate
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the complications, or the kinds of complications that actually oc-
curred in Barney Clark and others.

We now know several years later that they did occur and that is
really why now the permanent implantation of the artificial heart
should be stopped.

Mr. VOLKMER. All right, and it is also my understanding that it's
your position that a physician should use the left ventricular assist
device, that type of thing, instead, for a bridge to transplant, rather
than the artificial heart, is that correct?

Dr. WOLFE. Well, I think that, just to be a little more specific, the
two options are a variety of left ventricular assist devices, more
than two options, or the Jarvik heart. And I think that my plea
really is that all of the information that has been accumulated
thus far on now 21 patients who have had one or the other of those
put in as bridge to transplant, all this information should be ana-
lyzed and made public so that the decision, if one of them is better,
that is the one that should be given the green light.

I don't know which one will turn out better. We have a larger
number of instances in which the left ventricular assist device has
been used over a longer period of time. I have not seen the data,
because it is kept secret.

I would love to see the data as would, I am sure, a lot of other
people including the people who are operating in these difficult
emergency situations on the patients. I would like to see which of
these does better, if that is the case.

So, it is really let the best device be the one that is supported in
terms of continuing research.

Mr. VOLKMER. We just recently had within this week, three oper-
ations for the purpose of the bridge. Assuming that those all lead
to successful transplants, and that we continue to have others, and
those lead to successful transplants, would that lead you to believe
that the use of the Jarvik heart as a bridge is a valid instrument to
be used in those conditions?

Dr. WOLFE. Well again, Dr. Jarvik and I agree that it may be a
matter of not much more than luck, or whatever, as to which
device is available in which city. I think that it should be some-
thing more than luck though.

And I guess, if one looks at the record of these 21 patients thus
far in terms of death rate, complication rate, and everything else,
one may be able to conclude that one is better than the other. And
I don't know which one will turn out to be better.

Or as I said, it's possible that they will be pretty much the same.
I think that whatever the data is, it needs to be made public.

And it may be in the long run that one, or perhaps two of them,
or more, all have equally good results in terms of bridging people
over-toward transplantation.

The caveat which Dr. Annas will go into in much more detail, is,
of course, this concern that we have that whenever a bridge im-
plantation is done it may well be done in someone who otherwise
might not be as good a candidate for a transplant as someone who
doesn't need to have a bridge implant.

Again, that kind of data is difficult to look at and needs to be
looked at.
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Mr. VOLKMER. Perhaps, from later witnesses-I have a question
in my mind, and not being an expert in the field and not being a
physician. The question arises that if this had not been available,
let s assume that we did not have the Jarvik-7 available, not there.
What would have been the treatment for Barney Clark, for Mr.
Schroeder, for Mr. Haydon, and the others?

Dr. WOLFE. Well, in terms of at least several if not all of the
people who got the permanent implant, the treatment for the small
numbers of them would have been transplants. And that, in fact, is
happening.

In terms of the bridge use of the device, there are, as was dis-
cussed, a variety of other devices which have been available and
have been used. And I would guess that if there had not been a
Jarvik-7 available, that Dr. Copeland, for example, would, if the
exact circumstance or circumstances that have arisen with him,
had occurred, he would have used a left ventricular assist device,
one of the ones already there, as the bridge to transplant. So there
are alternatives.

The alternative to the use of the Jarvik for bridge are the varie-
ty of left ventricular assist devices.

Mr. VOLKMER. Does the type of heart disease, or what some of us
may call heart failure in layman's terms, make any determination
as to the use of which type of instrument is used?

Dr. WOLFE. It certainly does. Again, in an area that Dr. Jarvik
and I would agree on, there aie circumstances in which someone
who has severe heart failure can benefit from the temporary use of
a left ventricular assist device, which then is removed and the
person doesn't really need anything, including doesn't need a
transplant.

There are other people who have acute illnesses that come up
that require some kind of interim device which could be a left ven-
tricular assist device.

So, it certainly does depend on what kind of disease, whether it
is a chronic, progressive worsening disease; an acute illness; and if
you look at the'variety of people who had implants on a permanent
basis or the bridge use, you see a whole variety of different medical
problems represented there.

Mr. VOLKMzR. Presently, even though we have an increased
number of donor hearts for transplant, we still do not have enough
basically to go around, do we not? And also, we have to have it, you
know, within a quick period of time.

Dr. WOLFE. There is no question about that. Whether the number
is 400, 500 or 600 a year, the estimates as to the number of people
that need some kind of intervention are 15,000, to larger. It is that
gap between the available number of transplants and those in need
that has generated all this research; I don't doubt that at all.

I guess what I am saying, though, I said in the middle of the tes-
timony; that looking down 25 years from now the best way of
making that waiting list shorter is prevention.

I mean, there is no question based on what has happened thus
far that 25 years from now, if we pour much more energy into the
problems concerning smoking and diet, that there won t be this
large number of people waiting that there are today.
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In the meantime the research is obviously being pursued to come
up with mechanical devices of a variety of kinds.

Most of the research is in animals, not in people, though.
Mr. VOLKMER. Therefore we get to the position that the premise

of your views on the whole thing is based on that prevention is the
better way to solve the problem?

Dr. WOLFE. Well, it is an additional way. Well, I mean I am not
in favor of stopping all research, or even most of the research
having to do with artificial assist devices totally implantable, with
permanent hearts, and so forth.

I am just saying that in the long term it has been a large
number of years between the time when this program was started,
and now. There has obviously been some progress. We are still not
close, in my view, to having a total artificial heart that can be im-

lanted in the thousands or tens of thousands of people. In the
NIH's view, they are not even going to start the experiments on
that until 1994.

So, we are talking about the millennium. We are talking about
200 plus, before it is likely that this is available.

Mr. VOLKMER. But if we did nothing now but to proceed with fur-
ther animal tests, where would we be?

Dr. WouE. Well, I mean, the plan is not just to proceed with
animal tests without the possibility of human kinds of trials. I
agree with the careful plan, such as the one that the NIH has now
of doing the development, animal experimentation, and if that
works in 1994, going on with human implantations, for that type of
device.

Certainly I-
Mr. VOLKMER. Well, you have to recognize that the device itself,

as I understand it from my review of materials that have been fur-
nished me before this hearing, that the device has actually worked
better in humans and for a longer period of time than it did in ani-
mals.

Dr. WOLFE. You are talking about the Jarvik heart?
Is that--
Mr. VOLKMER. Yes. The Jarvik heart.
Dr. WOLFE. And therefore what?
Mr. VOLKMER. Therefore, what can we learn further? There has

already been the animal testing that we have had quite extensive-ly.
What can we learn further from further animal testing?
Dr. WOLFE. Well, as Dr. Jarvik mentioned, modifications have

been made and will continue to be made in both the Jarvik heart
and others. And I think that there is definitely a role when and if
such modifications are made, for doing further animal experiments
to see what the impact is. Also, just the kinds of engineering ex-
periments to look at the longevity of the materials, and so forth.

Mr. VOLKMER. The final question, I have-well, maybe not.
And it gets back to the people who have had the Jarvik heart

implanted as a permanent implant. And that is your statement
that they had been a candidate for a transplant.

Dr. WOLFE. Now. I mean, if these people-if we set the scene in
1986, at least several of these people now would probably get a
transplant instead of the permanent implantable heart.
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Mr. VOLKMER. But, if we had not had any approval for Jarvik in
1982, 1983, 1984, the people that had received the Jarvik-7 would
not have had that available and--

Dr. WOLFE. My responsibility--
Mr. VOLKMER [continuing]. And your response to that was there

had been a transplant.
Dr. WOLFE. Well, my response is that now, as opposed to back

then-I do not know because, again, this information is kept secret,
what was available then to use as the basis for the FDA approval.
Let's assume that the FDA's decision then to approve permanent
im lantation was perfectly fine.

AllI am saying is that we are now several years later and we
have learned more, and now, I believe, it should be a different deci-
sion.

So, I am not questioning, although I might if I saw the data,
what was decided back then.

I am just saying it is different now.
Mr. VOLKMER. Well, I have to look at the guidelines, too, as to

whether or not the question was, you know, that the person wasn't
a candidate for a transplant, and-perhaps there wasn t availability.

Dr. WOLFE. I think that was probably--
Mr. VOLKMER. If that is the case, and if you have nothing else,

you do not have the Jarvik-7 available, that person is going to
die-we all know that-within a shorter timeframe, than they died
with the Jarvik-7.

Dr. WOLFE. Agreed; that is why I said-my answer is questioning
the continued allowing the permanent implants now as opposed to
back then. I don't know what the information was available then.
Let's assume that the decision was OK then, (a,); (b), that it, was
more difficult because fewer places were doing them to get trans-
plants, and for those people that was the only option. It is not the
case today.

Mr. VOLKMER. Dr. Jarvik, do you wish to comment on this?
Dr. JARVIK. There are two things I wish to comment on.
And I don't understand, Dr. Wolfe, why we failed to communi-

cate so well. i
We have said and remain absolutely firm in our belief that no

patient whatsoever will receive an artificial heart until every op-
portunity to get a transplant is exhausted. Only when no trans-
plant is available because they are too old, because they have a
medical contraindication, or because time will not permit a further
search for a donor, will an artificial heart be used.

That is entirely clear. We will never use it in a situation where a
transplant is available to that person.

And the other thing I would like clarify--
Mr. VOLKMER. Let me interrupt. The way it looks to me as a

layman, and then you can clarify your next point, is, it's only used
as an instrument of last resort, when there is no other alternative?

Dr. JARVIK. Exactly.
And regarding the question of LVAD, the patient that Dr. Grif-

fith did recently in Pittsburgh--
Dr. WOLFE. Left ventricular assist device.
Dr. JARVIK. Left ventricular assist device-was sustained for 2

days with a biventricular assist device, both left heart assist and
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right heart assist. Prior to receiving the Jarvik-7 heart, this patient
was not able to be maintained in a condition that they felt would
allow the patient to live long enough to find a donor, with the
assist device.

So, they went to the total heart.
Additionally, I agree with Dr. Wolfe that I would like to know

more about the numbers of cases done with left heart assist. Many
of these are not reported. I would very much like to know.

There is a system called the biomedic system that I believe has
been very widely used, but there is no reporting requirement on
that use, even though it is not approved for that use. And I don't
quite understand why.

I think that there have been a large number of cases, and I think
the only ones that we see are those that actually get to transplant.
I think there have 1heen-many efforts to hold patients for trans-
plant with heart assist devices which have failed, where they have
not been able to find a donor.

In all total artificial heart cases, with every type of device that
has been used, there has so far been a donor heart found for that
patient. In the three that are going now we will see if those pa-
tients will be assisted long enough to find a donor.

But in the past they have always lived long enough. With LVAD
there have been many that have died from other problems with the
LVAD prior to finding a donor heart.

Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you now.
And Dr. Jarvik, I would like you to, if you would be willing to do

so, comment on the fact that just last week there have been several
implants of both the regular and the mini Jarvik heart, under
what appears to be FDA emergency guidelines or verbal approval
from the FDA?

In light of what has occurred, especially in the last three, are
FDA emergency guidelines unrealistic, when a doctor is faced with
a real-life situation?

Dr. JARVIK. I believe they are. I believe that the guidelines are
-- good guidelines, in general, regarding the first case. The only pro)3-

lem regarding the first use of an unapproved device is that the
FDA will not permit a trained team to maintain the device in read-
iness.

I think that people should be allowed to have a fire extinguisher
in their operating room, because situations do arise and we know
it, frequently.

That is a problem, and the additional problem is that they will
only allow it to be used once and say they won't approve it. And I
think that we have made very clear recommendations where those
guidelines, we think, can be improved, and we want to discuss that
more.

I very much hope that they will adopt new guidelines or modifi-
cation of the guidelines which will allow people, physicians who are
trained and prepared, and have approval of their local review
board, so the thing has really been thought through and approved,
locally, to maintain emergency devices in readiness, and to use
them in any numbers of cases that are required, while it is under
review.
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Mr. VOLKMER. I want to make, for the record, to be clear that
what we are discussing here is only for the purpose of what we call
bridging, between an implant and a transplant--

Dr. JARVIK. I am sorry, I know that that may be interpreted that
way, but I believe that a patient who is facing imminent death has
the same right to treatment, and the physician wishes to treat that
patient just as much, whether or not a bridge is permanent.

I believe an emergency situation, a true emergency here, and we
are talking about a life-death condition, is a situation where- that
patient is going to die, and going to die quickly, and quite docu-
mentably for sure. And then, no matter what the device is, if the
patient understands or the family understands in a reasonable
level of detail and gives consent, be it permanent or temporary, I
feel it is appropriate to use it in an emergency.

Mr. -VOLKMER. At the present time isn't Dr. DeVries the only
physician in the United States licensed to do a permanent implant?

Dr. JARVIK. Well, under the emergency use guidelines, I believe
that a permanent implant could be done at another institution. I
think that the intent of those emergency guidelines was to allow
physicians to try to save their patients.

I think it is very clear that patients such as Barney Clark would
not be candidates, even now, under transplant criteria-you can
ask Dr. DeVries if that is his same opinion-because of age and be-
cause of the severity of other medical complications.

And I think that a patient who happens to be 65 years old and is
therefore excluded from transplant everywhere, who can only then
have a permanent device; if they are in good enough health to do
it, and if there is a team that has the resources to support them, I
believe that should be done in an emergency condition as well.

You know, there is really no difference between an emergency
and a nonemergency in someone who needs an artificial heart. It is
always an emergency, and only an emergency.

Mr. VOLKMER. Isn't the only institution that we have presently
approved by FDA at Humana?

Dr. JARVIK. That is true; but in terms of the emergency guide-
lineb, for emergency use of unapproved medical devices, those
guidelines permit the first-time use of an unapproved device at any
institution under a series of conditions that include the approval of
the chairman of the institutional review board, and certain report-
ing to the FDA.

So, under those guidelines I would interpret that a permanent
use could be done elsewhere.

Mr. VOLKMER. Are you bascially, so I can clarify this in my own
mind, talking about candidates, in other words, a person, patients,
who are not candidates for a human heart transplant?

Dr. JARVIK. Absolutely--
Mr. VOLKMER. That is the type you are talking about, a perma-

nent? They would not be a candidate--
Dr. JARVIK. Absolutely. Patients who are not candidates-if a pa-

tient is not-I can give a good example. Mr. Stenberg in Stockholm
was not a candidate for transplant, had been refused transplant.
Some 4 or 5 months after the artificial heart his condition im-
proved so significantly that he was again able to be considered for
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transplant. And he was considered for transplant; and had other
complications not arisen, they may have transplanted him.

So, even a patient who is ruled out, and is called a permanent
patient, if they are young enough, may be improved enough with
this device to later become a candidate.

Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you.
Dr. Wolfe, do you wish to comment any further on what Dr.

Jarvik has said?
Dr. WOLFE. No; I don't.
I mean other than the fact that, since only one investigator, Dr.

DeVries, is currently allowed to do permanent implantations, I
think, that it is sort of smearing the line.

I mean, any kind of surgery on someone who-is sick, can argu-
ably be called an emergency. I agree, but I think that that pushes
too far against the definitions, at least that the FDA, I think, in-
tends. I do not think the FDA intends to allow a whole variety of
people who are not cleared to do "permanent implantation," as Dr.
DeVries is, to be able to start doing these on an emergency kind of
basis.

I think you can ask them to answer for themselves--
Mr. VOLKMER. I don't want to get into semantics but, again, as a

layman, even in discussing this, it appears to me that perhaps the
person who was given the mini-Jarvik in Texas, by Dr. Cooley and
Dr. Frazier, let's assume that for some reason or other, no heart,
natural heart is found. Now, is that person a permanent implant,
or is that a temporary implant?

I mean, it is obvious, I am making a statement. I am not asking
a question.

Dr. WoLFE. Well, I mean, one of the variables-I would imagine,
again I want to keep emphasizing how important it is to look at
the data on these 21, or perhaps more patients who have had left
ventricular assist devices, or total hearts as a bridge. But I would
imagine that one of the criteria for putting in that device may well
have been the patient condition, not just the issue of availabilty of
a natural transplantable heart.

So, I mean, it is possible that someone is so sick for the moment
that they "aren't a candidate for transplant, but can become a can-
didate for transplant."

I mean, I have to see all this data. We can't keep holding all this
data secret, not collecting it rigorously, and keep experimenting on
people in this country, as has been done.

Mr. VOLKMER. OK, thank you.
Dr. Jarvik, I have one last question.
Now that we have had several implants on a permanent basis of

the Jarvik-7-you probably have-would you comment on modify-
ingithe protocols for any future implants approved by FDA?

Dr. JARVII. I think that we have to understand the difference be-
tween the protocol that Dr. DeVries has worked up, which I believe
would be appropriate for him to comment on, because it is a very
thorough, very excellent, extensive protocol, and what I believe the
protocol that Symbion will support it. I believe that the work that
is going to be done at Humana, that has been underway, is ex-
tremely extensive, and very costly. It is appropriate. It is excellent
science.
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But I do not believe that that level of extensiveness of data ac-
quisition need be applied to all permanent artificial heart patients.
I think we should have a fundamental basic assessment of perform-
ance and basic research studies that is done everywhere.

And I believe that we should have specific additional scientific
studies that are done by each institution according to their re-
sources, and interests, and special expertise, at different institu-
tions.

So, I think that I am trying to argue for a fundamental protocol,
that is appropriate, justifies it, and the option for individual scien-
tists to study additional things.

Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you very much, Dr. Jarvik.
Does the gentleman from Utah have any questions that he may

wish to ask?
Mr. MONSON. Thank you very much.
While not being a member of this subcommittee, I am a member

of the full Science and Technology Committee, and I appreciate
your allowing me to sit in with you today.

And I appreciate very much the testimony that we have heard,
and the education value, and welcome Dr. Jarvik and his associates
here.

I have several questions, and I think it would be appropriate if I
just submitted some of them in writing if that would be appropri-
ate, and ask them to respond--

Mr. VOLKMER. Yes, if you would supply them to our staff, we will
provide them to whoever you wish to question.

But I would like to comment to both of our witnesses, and to the
witnesses in the future, that we will be holding open the record.
And it'there are additional questions they will be submitted to you
in writing. We would appreciate your responding to those.

Mr. MONSON. But there are a few of the questions I would like to
ask here today.

We have heard a lot about the opportunities between the differ-
ent bridge devices and the-assuming we use the artificial heart as
a bridge device as well, and the left ventricular assist device. Are
there differences enough between these that they would have dif-
ferent applications and suitability to patients?

Dr. Jarvik.
Dr. JARVIK. Yes, I certainly think so. Let me take the example of

the case that occurred in Pittsburgh with a temporary assist
device.

You know, I think that medical experience shows that for highly
specialized procedures it is valuable to have regionalized medical
centers, where certain basically more extensive procedures are
done.

And as an example, a temporary left ventricular assist device
which is easier to apply, might be used regionally, or broadly in
hospitals around the country, community hospitals, et cetra, that
could pick up a heart attack victim, could hold them over, and
could allow transport of that person to a regional medical center
where artificial heart surgery was done.

That would be a temporary application asa bridge to permanent
total heart. That has not been really considered from that point of
view, but it was done in Pittsburgh this week. And I think that
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there is no doubt that NIH has recognized very explicitly the need
for a family of devices for different uses in different situations.
There are quite a few that we need to develop for these specific ap-
plications.

Mr. MONSON. And are there situations where one or the other
would not be suitable or helpful?

Dr. JARVIK. Yes; there are situations in which only one type of
device would be appropriate for that patient and other types of de-
vices would be inappropriate for that patient.

Mr. MONSON. Dr. Wolfe, do you have a comment on that?
Dr. WOLFE. Well, I mean, let us agree that there are different cir-

cumstances for the application of even different left ventricular
assist devices, aside from left ventricular assist devices as a family
versus the implantable heart.

But I think that to use Dr. Jarvik's phrase again, it should not
be a matter of luck, but really a matter more of planning as to
which ones are available at a reasonable level. And it also should
be a matter of looking at the record of them in the various circum-
stances in which they have been used.

We need to compare the use in similar circumstances when there
are data on that. All of that again bespeaks the need to analyze
every single circumstance in which either of these has been used
on a bridge basis.

Mr. MONSON. With regard to some of the statements that were
made regarding the compatibility with blood cells and such, with
the materials used in building the total artificial heart, you re-
ferred in your response to some of my colleague from California's
questions, to Mr. Packard, to what might occur around the valves
and such. But what about your response to other aspects that were
not brought out with regard to whether or not the materials are
compatible with blood cells, et cetera?

Dr. JARVIK. Yes; I am sorry, I didn't complet" the answer to Mr.
Packard's question.

We have found in the longest Jarvik-7 heart that has pumped in
a human being, the heart in Mr. Stenberg, and we analyzed that in
great detail; we found no indications of degradation of the materi-
al, especially by calcification. It was completely free of calcification.
In a calf at that point it would have been highly calcified.

And we found that very encouraging. We do a lot of analysis of
the heart and the materials. And we believe at this point that
these materials show very little, if any, degradation in long-term
contact with the blood.

So, we think we have a system with a high probability of being
stable in blood without chemical interactions that are damaging to
the blood for long-periods of time. And I mean in excess of 5 years.

Mr. MONSON. So, it works both ways, it doesn't damage, to the
best of your--

Dr. JARVIK. Neither do we believe that the blood seriously dam-
ages the material; nor do wV7 believe that the material seriously
damages the blood.

Mr. MONSON. Thank you very much.
Dr. WOLFE. Can I just kind of briefly comment on that, please?
If one goes back to the element of the artificial heart called the

valve. I mean, we have a fair amount of history on heart valve im-
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plantations alone, artificial ones, and in the last 10 or 15 years
before, the so-called natural ones, or porcine ones, pig valves.

I don't think there is any question that just at the level of look-
ing at the valve, it is more likely to have clotting problems with
the artificial ones, an individual artificial valve implanted, than
with the natural or pig valve. The artificial heart is not one valve,
it is multiple valves, as Dr. Jarvik demonstrated a few minutes
ago.

So, I think that, whereas in the ideal circumstance he and I
would both like to have such devices lined by natural components,
the intima, the endothelial cells-and that may eventually happen,
I mention this exciting research at least at the blood vessel level-
in 10 or 20 years, if we don't have that, we are likely to have a
material that is more biocompatible.

I think the statement that the material doesn't degrade is prob-
ably accurate. Again, we don't have access to all data. But I think
that it cannot be denied that the use of, at least, the presently
available artificial materials has a greater risk of causing blood
clots than the natural materials.

That is just the way it is, I am afraid. And maybe we will get
closer than we are right now. But----

Mr. MONSON. I think that we would all agree that the future
holds in store some wonderful things for us, and we anxiously look
forward to that time when we can take advantage of those things.
But we have to deal with what we have now, too, and recognize
that we have to do the best that we can with what we have now
and not always live for the future, at the risk of--

Dr. WOLFE. I was simply commenting on the fact that I think
that it is not accurate to say that there is no difference. I don't
think that Dr. Jarvik said that at all, but I think we should realize
that there is a difference in the tendency, particularly around the
area of the valves, of an artificial heart to cause blood clots as op-
posed to a perfectly natural one. That is all.

Mr. MoNsoN. Dr. Jarvik, do you believe that the FDA has been
reasonable in its regulation of the artificial heart, and especially in
light of the imposition of time requirements that you can only do
one every 3 months, or something like that? Is that a reasonable
approach to this?

Should time constraints like that be put on?
Dr. JARVIK. Well, I believe that the DA has given this a tremen-

dous amount of thought and attention, and I believe that the
amount of attention they have given, given the small number of
patients that are treated and the small number that could be treat-
ed even if we had no regulation whatsoever at this point, they have
given it an inordinate amount of energy and attention compared to
a lot of other pressing needs at FDA.

I think that they have made every effort to evaluate the informa-
tion to lead to a good outcome.

And as I said in my prepared remarks, I think the difficulty that
they have evolves around the fact that they have been held respon-
sible by the law to assess risk/benefit ratio.

And they are trying to find, I think, have tried to find a line
about when is a risk of complication too great, and therefore you
should deny the heart to a patient who would otherwise die.
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And as I said, I think the law should not require that decision to
be made by the FDA. If the law were different I think it would
have been a lot easier for them to deal with the matter.

And I wish that it had allowed some more rapid use, and I wish
that we had had approval at some additional medical centers for
permanent use.

And we will now present additional data as we gain more data,
and I hope that in the near future we will get approval to do it
more broadly.

So I think that, as I said, I think that in the context of the life
and death situation, this need not be regulated as heavily as it has
been.

Mr. MoNsoN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, I thank you again for allowing me to participate;

and I will submit the rest of my questions in writing.
Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you very much.
And I too, wish to thank this panel for your very informative tes-

timony.
Dr. Jarvik, I wish to congratulate you and your predecessors in

the work you have done to bring this to this point in the medical
field in regard to the artificial hearts and devices; and I think you
are to be commended for that.

And, Dr. Wolfe, I sincerely thank you for your testimony because
it gives us a little different viewpoint as to the whole thing, and I
think that is really necessary in order to continue the realm of
looking at the full picture as to where we're going.

Thank you very much.
You two witnesses are permanently excused; and thank you.
Mr. VOLKMER. Our next panel-and by the way before we pro-

ceed with the next panel, I would like to announce that we will
proceed with the testimony from the next panel. Following that, we
will recess for 45 minutes for lunch and then we will come back
with the second panel for questioning.

The next panel is Mr. Mel Schroeder, family member, artificial
heart recipient; Dr. George Annas, professor of health law, Boston
University Schools of Medicine and Public Health; and Dr. William
C. DeVries, Artificial Heart Program, Humana Heart Institute
International.

I would like to proceed with testimony of Mr. Schroeder.
I have reviewed your testimony, as well as, the rest of them, and

just like the previous panel all of your testimony that you have
submitted in writing will be made a part of the record at this point
in the record; and you may either summarize or review your testi-
mony in full, however you so desire.

We will start with Mr. Schroeder.
And I personally want to thank you for being here, sir.
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STATEMENTS OF MEL SCHROEDER, FAMILY MEMBER, ARTIFI-
CIAL HEART RECIPIENT, FERDINAND, IN; DR. GEORGE ANNAS,
J.D., M.P.H., EDWARD R. UTLEY, PROFESSOR OF HEALTH LAW,
BOSTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOLS OF MEDICINE AND PUBLIC
HEALTH, BOSTON, MA; AND DR. WILLIAM C. DeVRIES, ARTIFI-
CIAL HEART PROGRAM HUMANA HEART INSTITUTE INTERNA-
TIONAL, LOUISVILLE, KY
Mr. SCHROEDER. Well, thank you very much; I am happy to be

here.
I got a letter from Doctor Glowinski on some of the protocol here.

In it she indicated that I had about 10 minutes to give an oral
speech.

Mr. SCHROEDER. I am only going to be talking for about 10 min-
utes here, so everybody that is hungry they can get out and get
something to eat.

My name is Mel Schroeder, and I am the eldest son of the second
artificial heart implant patient, William J. Schroeder. My another,
my three brothers, my two sisters, along with myself have been
alongside my father in the past 14 months, experiencing life with
an artificial heart implant.

My father was a military person with 14 years in the U.S. Air
Force, and 17 years civil service at the Crane Ammunition Depot
in Crane, IN. He was a very energetic and determined person,
always full of life.

His health started deteriorating about 1 year before the artificial
heart implant. And like many Americans today, my father experi-
enced heart problems resulting in a sudden heart attack.

He was hospitalized and followed the standard medical proce-
dures for heart treatment. It was determined that a coronary
artery bypass graft was required and this procedure was per-
formed, and everyone hoped that he would be able to lead a normal
life, with the limitation of reduced activity.

However, his condition continued to become progressively worse,
leading to another heart attack. At this point, the doctors informed
everyone he was critically ill and would have 4 to 6 months to live
at best.

The months leading to his second heart attack were not without
weakness, pain, and constant breathlessness. And the months
before the implant were even worse.

But dad was a very determined person, and he was not willing to
give up and die. He asked the doctors what could be done. A
human heart transplant was ruled out because of a diabetic condi-
tion and age. Being backed into a corner, the only remaining
choices were the artificial heart or certain death.

With my father's determination, his desire to continue to experi-
ence life for events such as a son's wedding, the first Schroeder
grandson, hopefully, returning home to a life with his family, along
with the possibility that he may be able to help other people, and
his admiration for Dr. DeVries, and his medical staff, dad chose life
and the artificial heart.

This picture depicts a person near death reaching for some hope,
any hope to continue living. For 2 weeks medical tests were taken
to determine if dad was a suitable candidate.
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These 2 weeks included removal of upper teeth, due to infection,
and a gallbladder operation, along with various medical tests re-
quired. The review process was very thorough, with some 20 doc-
tors' involvement.

In my visits it became more and more evident that he was pre-
paring himself for this operation, and was very determined to go
through with it. I believe in his mind, it was made up before we
ever saw a consent form.

The family all supported him and the medical staff; and we still
do today.

But everything was moving so fast and everyone was caught up
in the situation at hand, that we hadn't discussed in detail the pos-
sible medical complications; and to this, it is my only regret that
we as a family did not sit down with dad and discuss how we were
going to, and how dad would want us to handle situations that
might arise.

In looking back I believe it is tremendously important to insist,
for a family to determine what their roles would be from the onset;
and not only become aware, but understand any complications that
may occur.

I am not saying that this discussion would have changed our
minds about the artificial heart. But I believe it would have made
us more prepared.

Dad's initial success astounded everyone, including myself. His
power and colorful personality became an inspiration for people ev-
erywhere. Cards and letters by the hundreds came pouring in from
well-wishers, many from people which had experienced similar
heart problems themselves.

It had been months since I had seen him with so much energy,
joking, and smiling all the time. I remember one evening while still
in the CCU, dad was recalling some of his jokes to the hospital per-
sonnel in the room.

But being a true Democrat I believe most of his jokes were about
Republicans. The laughter became so intense that the nurses at the
desk had to knock on the door and ask everyone to hold the noise
down, that we were disturbing the other patients.

But for nearly 3 weeks he continually improved from day to day.
And then the day came, and dad was struck by his first stroke.

What everyone had hoped for was now set back for an undeter-
mined amount of time. It iF at this point that we first realized what
a stroke actually was.

We had heard of the affliction, but did not know what all was
involved. In the months to follow we became more and more famil-
iar with the limitations associated with the stroke.

You might say that we became educated as each day passed. We
became more faVailiar with the artificial heart support equipment,
and maneuvering with dad and the equipment.

And, as a family that was proud of and loved our father, we
became more involved with his daily activities. The year ahead
would be plagued with medical complications, but as a family to-
gether with many devoted persons, we managed to make a year of
possible tragedy become a part of all our lives which we will cher-
ish forever.
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We focus on the good times which would never have happend
without the artificial heart implant.

I can remember the holidays of Christmas and Thanksgiving
were always a special family time. My brother's wedding reception;
the stroll through the park with his grandchildren; the baptism of
the first Schroeder grandson, and being able to hold the baby; the
fishing trips; the rides in the customized van; the Louisville Red
Bird Minor League Baseball Team game; and the trip back home to
participate in a parade, with thousands of people lining the streets
and giving him a standing ovation.

These were some of many situations that a stroke patient with
an artificial heart was capable of participating in.

Of course, with the good times we also experienced the bad.
There were times we were torn apart from the complications

which arose. We were continually saddened by additional strokes.
The frustration ruined many days, which found us helpless.

Stress and exhaustion were frequently present. There is no doubt
that they were very rough situations to endure.

And although at times there, it was very difficult to laugh and a
hidden fear could be felt, we were still holding on to a smile for a
brave father who we all loved so very much.

A question which has always been in the foreground, and asked
by any reporters that I have spoken to is: Is it all worth it?

Well, that seems to be a very difficult question to answer. But I
do realize that this question is usually forgotten when the many
happy times were present.

Everyone would have a different value for what it would be
worth to see and hold their grandson. Of course, these events are
few, and I would really have no way to determine which way the
scale would lean. But looking back, I realize my father, William
Schroeder, is truly a pioneer; he has accomplished many firsts for
mankind.

He was the first artificial heart implant to go outside of the hos-
pital, the first to use a portable drive system, the first to ride in a
vehicle, the first to attend a public gathering, the first to live out-
side the hospital, the first to return to his home, some 90 miles
from the hospital.

And he was also the first person to get overnight acceptance to
the Social Security Program. And all of these firsts were accom-
plished by a stroke patient with an artificial heart.

I wonder what other firsts could have been accomplished if other
complications were removed?

But paying for these firsts took hard work and devotion. And
there was an idea of what would be required, but with no past
record to compare, new protocols had to be established.

These protocols had to be improved on as different situations and
questions arose. I can't say that I agree with everhing in the past
year, but I do believe that many things have been learned and
many can and will be improved on.

As each situation is experienced, more information is gathered
which can be used to help the next implant. The Schroeder familyis willing to provide any insight to persons and families considering
an artificial heart implant for a bridge or a permanent use.
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You know, last Tuesday I learned of the tragedy of seven Ameri-
can astronauts, and grieved with the Nation for. all their families.
As I thought of what they might be experiencing, I could somehow,
somewhat, relate to what they might be going through.

Everyone feels for these pioneering people, we all remember
their courage to put the advancement of mankind before their own
lives.

You recall and hold on to the success you have experienced; you
praise the pioneers of technology and dream for the future success
of mankind. This holds true for all technologies. There is a long
way to go and many problems and questions to be answered with
the artificial heart program.

But with pioneers like my father, William Schroeder, you get
closer everyday.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Mel Schroeder follows:]
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BIOGRAPHY

P-Y NAME IS MEL SCHROEDER, ELDEST SON OF WILLIAM J. SCHROEDER, 2ND
ARTIFICIAL HEART IMPLANT. I AM 31 YEARS OF AGE, MARRIED OF 11 YEARS
AND HAVE 2 CHILDREN AGES 6 & 8. I LIVE IN A RURAL AREA OF A SMALL
TOWI OF FERDINAND, INDIANA. I AM A GRADUATE OF A JUNIOR COLLEGE,
V1CENNES UNIVERSITY IN INDIANA WITH AN ASSOCIATE DEGREE IN
ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY. I AM EMPLOYED AT KIMBALL INTERNATIONAL
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT DIVISION FOR I I YEARS AS AN ASSOCIATE
ENGINEER. I HAVC BEEN THE SPOKESPERSON FOR THE SCHROEDER FAMILY
O\Ef? THE PAST YEAR AND HAVE APPEARED ON MANY NEWS SHOWS AND
PUBI.IC GAl HEARINGS. i ENJOY OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES; AND ALL SPORTS
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PI.EASE FIND ATTACHED A SPEECH GIVEN B' MYSELF TO THE AMERICAN
FOUNDATION OF COMMUNICA'iT;ONS N WASHINGTON D.C. ON OCTOBER, 198,5.
THIS SPEECH SLMMERIZES THE FAMILIES EXPERIENCES OVER THE LAST YEAR.
I HOPE THIS DOCUMENT WILL GIVE SOME INSIGHT TO A FAMILIES
PERSPECTIVE OF THE ARTIFICIAL HEART PROGRAM.
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'THANK YOU JACK
I WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE FOUNDATION OF AMERICAN COMMUNICATIONS
FOR ASKING ME TO BE A SPEAKER AT THIS CONFERENCE ON THE A.RTIFIC!AL
HEART. IN PARTICULAR I WOULD LIKE TO THANK SANDY BLAKELEE WHO
CONTACTED ME AND ALL OF YOU PEOPLE FOFR LENDING AN EAR. I FEEL
HI)NORED TO BE ASSOCIATED WITH SOME OF THE LEADING DOCTORS,
IhVENTORS AND PRESS PERSONS IN THIS FIELD. I UNDERSTAND THAT MANY
Of THE LEADING SURGEONS IN THE ARTIFICIAL HEART FIELD ARE VERE FOR
THIS CONFEREENCE. I BELIEVE I READ WE HAVE DRS. COPELAND,
SI-'MB,JARVIK,COOLEY, FRAZIER, DEVRIES AND I DO BELIEVE WHEN WE WERE
CHECKING IN EARLY WE CAUGHT A GLIMPSE OF THAT FAMOUS DOCTOR,
ELLIEVE HE IS KNOWN AS TRAPPERJOHN. DR JOHN DID THINGS /t LITTLE
DIFFERENTLY THEN MOST DOCTORS. FIRST HE EECAME A T.V. PERSONALITY
-ND THEN HE BECAME A DOCTOR. 11AYBE THAT !S THE WAY TO GO BECAUSE i
SURE THAT HE HAD AN EASIER TIhE THEN I REMEMBER.

AS JACK SAID MY NAME'lS MEL SCHROEDER SON OF ONE UF THI E$RAVEST
MEN I KNOW, BILL SCHROEDER.IAM SUIt"I HAVE MET ALOT OF Y3L PEOPLE
AND MANY OF YOU MIGHT REMEMEER ME. HOWEVER FM SURE MANf HAVEN'T
PAD THE OPPORTUNITY AND 1T SEEMS MI)ST HAVE A H4FD TIME
DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN MY BRCTHERS AND M"SELF. SO MUCH , THAT I'VE
I "ELT PERHAPS AN AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD MIGHT HELP. UNFO;T JNATEL v
THE PROBLEM OF BEING CONFUSE) WITH MY BROTHERS STILL RAINS AND
NOW I HAVE ANOTHER MONTHLY BILL AND PIORE JUNK MAIL.

TO TELL YOU THE TRUTH THIS IS THE FIRST TIME I HAVE HAD A3'
OPPORTUNITY TO BE A SPEAKER IN FRONT OE SUCH A GROUP OF PEOPLE. I At1
USED TO THE TELEPHONE INTERVIEWS IN WI-ICH I WAKE UP TIE NEXT
MORNING AND RUSH TO SEE WHAT I REALLY SAI.). I MUST ADMIT IT IS QUITE
DIFFERENT AND I AM SOMEWHAT NERVOUS. I HAD TO DO ALOT O0
PREPARATION FOR THIS TALK. I SPENT SEVERAL NIGHTS WATCHING VIDEOS
Oi SOME PROMINENT MEDICAL FIGURES SPEECHES. FRO!' THESE 'SPECHES
REALIZED TWO THINGS YOU NEED TO BE A SUCCESSFUL MEDICAL SPEAKER
NJMBER ONE YOU HAVE TO WEAR , WHITE DOCTORS COAT OR SCRUBS WITH
TiiE CUTE LITTLE HATS. WELL I DIDN'T WANT HUlMANA KNOWING IHAT I HA;D
BORROWED ATTIRE FROM THEIR PERSONNEL COi ELECTION. SECOND YOU MUST
HAVE THE ABILITY TO TALK FOR 20-30 MINUTES US N6 MANe
U PRONOUNCIBL.E MEDICAL TERMS. THIS INSURES TO THE AVERAGE I ISTENFR
THAT YOU REALLY KNOW WHAT YOU'RE TALKING ABOUT EVEN riHOU THEY
H,;VE NO IDEA.

THERE ARE, SO MANY THINGS I COULD TOUCl ON TONIGHT BUT I HAVE
LIMITED THEM DOWN TO A FEW. SINCE i HAVE AN INSIDE TRACK ON AN
AiTIFICIAL HEART PATIENTS FAMILY, I THINK I WILL TOUCH ON T14AT A
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.ITTLE. I WOULD ALSO LIKE TO GIVE A LITTLE ADVICE TO THE SURGEONS
AND THE REPORTERS. I WOULD LIKE TO INJECT A SMALL NO"F ON THE
FUTURE OF THE ARTIFICIAL HEART AFTERWHICH I HOPE TO BE AT THE

INCLUSION.

'IRST LET ME BEGIN BY TELLING YOU A LITTLE ABOUT THE LAST YEAR AND A
IALF OF THE SCHRLIEDER FAMILY. IT ALL STARTED IN THE SPRINlG OF 84. 1
wAS SLEEPING, II WAS ABOUT 3 IN THE MORNING AND THE PHON E RANG. IT
WAS MY BROTHER TERRY. THERE WASN'T ANY BEATTING AROUND THE BUSH
'IE SIMPLE SAID, DoD HAD A HEART ATTACK. FROM THAT NIGH- WE HAVE
RAVELEDD ALONG SIDE DAD THROUGH A DOUBLE -BY PASS, GUL. BLADDER
)PERATION, AN ARTIFICIAL HEART IMPLANT AND A SERIES OF STI-OKES.
NE HAVE GONE I'R3M A FAMIL" WHICH WAS TIGHTLY BOUND LIVING A
NORMAL UNEVENTIFUL LIFE TOY A FAMILY WHICH HAS GAINED NATIONAL
ATTENTION OVER 41I3HT.

rHROUGIIOUT THIS PERIOD WE HAVE BOUNCED FROM EMOTIONS Cc EXCITED,
-APPY,AND HOPEFUl. TO FRUSTRATED, SAD, ANGRY, AND HELPLESS. WE HAVE
-AUGHED TOGETHER AND WE HAVE CRIED TOGETHER. IT HASN'T BEEN THE
EASIEST OF TIMES. BUT THESE rIMES HAVEN'T BEEN WITHOUT REWARD. !
:AN RECALL THE MANY HUNDREDS OF PEOPLE UNKNOWN TO US THAT SENT
WELL WISHES AND WORDS OF THANKS FOR GIVING THEM ADDITIONAL
TRENGTHS TO CARRY ON. I REMEMBER THE WEEKS AFTER TH' IMPLANT

WHERE DAD WAS 3ErTER "IIEN I HAD REMEMBERED FOR MONTHS. I REMEMBER
THE HOLIDAYS A'D OUTINGS WE SPENT AS. A FAMIL.Y.I REMEMBER ALL THE
PEOPLE THAT WERE MORE THEN KIND, AND I REME11BER AND CHERISH ALL
rHE NEW FRIENDS WE HAVE ACCUMULATED.

ALONG WiTH THE GOOD YOU ALSO HAVE THE BAD.I REMEMBER THE STRUGGLE
DAD WENT THROLIG-I TO BREATI-. BEFORE THE IMPLANT. 1 REMEMBER THE
EMPTY FEELING LIKS SOM3NE TOOK THE FEET FROM UNDER YOJ WHEN HE
RETURNED TO ThAE OPEPATING ROOM DUE TO EXCESSIVE BLEEDING. I
REMEMBER THE NIGHT I RECEIVED THE PHONE CALL TELLING ME )AD HAD A
STROKE, AND I REMEMBER THE EFFECTS OF THE STROKE. I REMEMBER THE
WEDDING HE WAE UNABLE TO ATTEND. 1 REMEMBER THE FRUSTRATION HE
WAS AND IS EXPERIENCING ON THE RCAD BACK. 'N ALL THESE STUATIONS
WE SHARED THEM WITH MOST OF ?OU AND THE WORLD.

ALMOST ONE YEAR LATER AND WE ARE STILL FIGHTING FOR LIFE. THE
QUESTION ARISES I-OW DO YOU COPE WITH IT. THE IMPORTANT THING IS TO
lAKE SURE THAT YOU YOURSELF 3ROW DURING THE SITUATION AND NOT LET
'HE SITUATION GIROW ON YOU. I HAVE A SIMPLE PHILOSOPHY AND THAT IS
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YOU DO ALL YOU :AN AND NO N1ORE. UNFORTUNATELY THAT IS SOMETHING
EASIER SAID THEM DONE IT IS EASY TO PUT '/OURSELF IN THE POSiTON AND
BEAT YOU HEAD A3AINST WALL TRYING TO HELP WHERE YOU ARE HELPLESS.
THE IMPORTANT THING IS TO DETERMINE WHAT YOU CAN DO AND THEN TRY
AND DO IT. YOU CAN'T DO IT ALL AND YOU SHOULDN'T TRY. THE ONLY THING
THAT IS WORSE THEN I PERSON BEING HOSPITALIZED IS 2.

WHEN WE FIRST KNEW OF DAD'S PLANS FOR ASN ARTIFICIAL HEART,
EVERYONE KNEW 1HAT WE WOU1.D BE IN THE EYE 3 3F THE PUBL'C, BUT WE
DIDN'T KNOW EXACTLY WHAT TIAT CURTAILED. WVE WERE REALLY AWAKEN
THE NIGHT THE NEWS WAS RELEASED. THE PHONE RANG CONSTANTLY
PEOPLE WERE KNOCKING ON TIlE DOORS FRONT A4D BACK. THE STREETS
WERE LINED WITH REPORTERS.

I REMEMBER THE NEXT MORNING SOMEONE GOr UP A1D OPENED THE DOOR FOR
THE PAPER. A SERIES OF CAR 0OORS OPED WITH REPORT ERS AND CAMERA
CREWS JUMPING CUT. IT WAS QUITE COLD THAT NIGHT. EVERYTItIE SOMEONE
NEW GOT UP WE WOULD OPEN THE DOOR AND SHUT IT AGAIN TO SEE HC'
MANY PEOPLE WCULD OPEN THEIR CAR DOORS. IT WAS REALLY KIND OF
FUNNY.

THE BAD THING ABOUT THE PRIVACY ISSUE WAS TIAT EVERY1[1E YOU DIV
ANYTHING WITH ('AD THAT WA SOMEWHAT SIGNIFICANT THE STORY WAS
OUT AND YOU HAD TO MAKE ROOM FOR THE PRES':. YOU ALSO HAD TO MAKE
ROOM FOR SECURITY, TECHNICIANS, NURSES AND VERIOUS HOSPITAL
PERSONAL. I DONr BLAME ANYONE IT WAS THEIR JOB AND I'M SURE THAT 1T
WAS NEWS THAT A LOT OF PEOPLE WERL INTERESTED IN. I WIS,;H THAT ;T
COULD WORK OUT WHERE WE COULD DO SOMETHING AND THEN RELAY THE
INFORMATION TO THE PRESS B'r I CAN'T SEE HOrl THAT WOLD HAPPEN
WITH ALL THE COMPET:TION. BASICALLY "HE PRESS AS HANDLE
THEMSELVES PRETTY WELL. WF HAVEN'T HAD IANY PEOPLE PEERING iN
WINDOWS AND NO HAD TO HIT oNYONE TO GET THE:R ATTE.fTIOH. BUT IT IS
KIND OF LIKE HAVING A PARTY AND SOMEONE SHOWS UP WHICH WASN'T
INVITED. WHEN P,.ANS ARE BEING MADE FOR AN EVENT ONE OF THE FIRST
THINGS THAT COMES UP IS HOW DO YOU HANDLE THE PRESS. THE BOTTOM
LINE IS THAT YOU HAVE TO GIE: THEM SONETHINO 10 REPORT. IF MY FATHER
WAS WELL AND CAPABLE THIS MIGHT NOT BE AS r'UCH A PROBLEM. AS YOU
CAN PROBABLY REMEMBER HE WASN'T AFRAID TO BRING UP ANY ISSUE, IF
YOU DON'T BELIEVE ME YOU CAN GO 2 BLOCKS DOWN AND ASK MR. REAGAN.
TO ANYONE WHICH IS GOING THROUGH A HISTORI(:AL MEDICAL PROCEDURE, I
SAY BE PREPARED. IF IT IS NE'.-3, YOU WILL HAVE P,.ENTY OF ATTENTION.
WHETHER YOU WANT IT OR NOT AND I 0ON*T SEE THiT CHANGING IN THESE
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UNITED STATES. 'OU SHOULD DETERMINE FROM THE START HO' YOU AS A
FAMILY WANT T. HANDLE IT. IS ONE PERSON ,CXNG TO BE THE SPOKES
PERSON ARE YOU OOING TO LEAVE IT TO THE DOC-ORS OR JUST HOW ARE YU
GC ING TO HANDLE IT. YOU HAVE TO ADDRESS THE ISSUE EC, aUpr ST WILL
ALWAYS BE THERE.

I WCULD LIKE TO GO ON TO MY LITTLE ADVICE TO THE SURGEON. I HAVEN'T
HD AN OPPORTUNITY TO MEET ALL THE SURGEONS HERE TONIGHT BUT I
WOULD LOOK FORWARD TO IT LATER. THE ONE DOCTOR I SEE MORE THEN
AYONE OF COURSE IS DR. DEVRIES. AND LET ME SAY OUT FPONT THAT I
REALLY LOOK UP 10 THE MAN. OF COURSE BEING OiNLY 5"9 1 LOOK UP TO MOST
OF HIS FAMILY. WE HAVE INCLUDED HIM IN OUR FA IILY AND WILL ALWAYS BE
GRATEFUL T13 EVERYTHING lIE HAS DONE.

A#.-Ef!E ARE 2 THINGS WHICH I SEE WHICH MAY MAKE LIFE ALOT EASIER FOR
FUTItRE ARTIFICIAL HEARt IMPLANTS.THE FIRST IS IMFORIATION. THE
PAT ENT ALONG WITH THE FAMILY HAS THE RIGHT TO KNOW WHAT ALL THE
PCSSIBILi rES ARE IN DETAILS THEY NEED TO KNOW EVERY B!T AS MUCH AS
TI-E PATIENT AND POSSIBLE MORE. THEY NEED TO KNOW WHERE THEY FIT IN,
HEW MUCH IS TO BE REQUIRED OF THEM AND WHAT PLAN IS MADE IN CASE
SOMETHING GOES WRONG. IN OTHER WORDS PUT EVERYTHING OUT ON THE
TAB.E. HAVE A DOCUMENT THAT THE FAMILIES CAN READ AND 3IGN SAYING
T-EY UNDERSTAND THE RISKS. ONCE ALL THE IflFORMATIbN 15 READ AND
UNDERSTOGO IT IS IN THE BEST INTEREST OF- 7HE FAMILY FOR THEM TO
DETERMINE HOW THEY ARE GOING TO HANDLE EVERYTHING WHETHER IT BE
GCOI) OR BAD.

ONE OF THE PROBLEMS Wl1 H THIS IS SOMETIMES YOU DON'T HAVE THE TIE
TC -;PEND DAYS DETERMINING HOW EVERYTHING SHOULD BE HANDLED. BUT
TI E QUESTION ISN'T WHETHER YOU WOULD HAVE DONE IT OR NOT. IT IS A
QLEiTION OF UNDERSTANDING EACH OTHER AS A PATIENT, FAMILY AND
DCC7OR. IF YOU KNOW 'WHAT MIGHT HAPPEN AND WHAT CORRECTIVE
A:T IONS WILL TAKE PLACE BEFORE HAND, YOU CAN DEAL W TH IT MUCH
BEER LAI ER.

NEWC MOVING ON TO THE REPORTERS I REALLY WOULD LIKE TO MEET
E'vERYONE HERE JUST TO SAY HELLO AND ASK YOU JUST HOW YOUR FATHER
AND MOTHER ARE DOiNG TODAY.-THE ONLY ADVICE I HAVE TO GIVE TO YOU IS
IF Y)U*RE IN A PINCH AND YOU CAN'T THINK OF ANYTHING ELU3E TO WRIT.
AiEOJT, DO SOMETHING ELSE THEN INACCURATE STORIES ABOUT THE
ARTIFICIAL HEAr-T IMPLANTS AND FAMILIES. WE FOUND OUT MANY THINGS
W1 DIDN'T KNGW BOUT OURSELVES. FOR INSTANCE, 11Y MOTHER NOW iS A
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DIABETIC, I RANGE IN AGE FROM 2;3-32, MY FATHER IS PARALYZED FROM THE
NECK DOWN, I WAS GIVEN CREDIT F)R BEING THE FATHER OF MY BROTHERS
BABY AND THE L.ST GOES ON.

ThERE ARE ALWAYS A FEW BAD APPLES IN THE BUSHEL WHICH PUSH TO GET
A ..ITTLE CLOSER. BUT IN GENERAL I WOULD SAY WE HAVE GOTTEN ALONG
PRETTY WELL. IT IS. JUST I DON'T 0E,IEVE EVERYTHING I READ ANYMORE.

I HONESTLY BELIEVE THAT NO ONE REALLY WANTS TO HAVE AN ARTIFICIAL
HEART IMPLANT , A HUMAN HEART TRANSPLANT,OR A HEART BY-PASS I
THINK THEY WOULD RATHER KEEP THEIR OWN. UNrORTUNATELV THEY WOULD
DIE IF THEY DI). THE ARTIFICIAL HEART PROGRAM IS WIDE OPEN WITH'
TREMENDOUS POrENTIAL. I DON'T BELIEVE WIE ARE NEAR THE FINAL STAGES
BLT RATHER APPROACHING THEM MORE AND MORE AS MORE IMPLANTS TAKE
PLACE. NEW IDEAS, NEW DESIGNS, NCW MEDICINES BRING WAY FOR POSSIBLE
SUCCESS. SOMEWHERE DOWN THE ROAD',r BELIEVE ALL THE INFORMATION
GATHERED TODAY WILL LEAD TO A ARTIFICIAL HEART WHICH MORE AND
MERE PEOPLE CikN ACCEPT AND BE COMFORTABLE WITH. ! DON'T BELIEVE
YOU WILL GET A LARGE PERCENTAGE OF PEOPLE T4AT ARE WILLING TO LIVE
THEIR REMAINING LIVES ATTACHED "ro A 350 LB MACHINE EVEN IF NO OTHER
MEDICAL PROBLEMS OCCUR. THIS "FOCEDURE AND WAY OF iIFE IS NOT FOR
EVERYONE . IT T4KES A SPECIAL PERSON WITH A WILL TO LIVE TO CHOOSE
THIS ROUTE AND I SALUTE EVERYONE OF THEM. IT ISN'T WHAT IS BEING DONE
TCDAY BUT WHAr MIGHT BE ACCOMlPLISHEL' TOMORROW.

I BELIEVE FOR THE PROGRAM TO 3E SUCCESSFUL IN THE FUTURE YOU WILL
SEE SMALLER DRIVE SYSTEMS PORTsBLE FOR LONGER PERIOD OF TIMES, AND
TWE TOTAL ELIM!NATION OF STRCKi*S. BASICALLY, THE PERSON SHOULD BE
AELE TO THINK, WALK, TALK AND 13E PRODUCTIVE IN SOCIETY.

WELL I WOULD LIKE TO GET TO T IF HEART OF MY MESSAGE AT THIS TIME.
FIRST I WOULD LIKE TO EXPLAIN :% LITTLE W-!HY ! DECIDED TO COME TO THIS
CCNFERENCE. I iM SURE THERE iRE PEOPLE WHO WONDER WHY I AM NOT
SFENDING THESE DAYS WITH MY FATHER NSTEAD OF COMING TO
GLAMOUROUS WiSHINGTON D.C. WiL. IT IS A 600) QUESTION AND DESERVES
API ANSWER. AN D THAT IS I BELIEVE THAT ALL THESE PEOPLE ASSOC!ATED
W:TH THE ART FICAIL HEART ARJ: TRYING SOMETHING WHICH IS VERY
DI-'F;CULT. THEf ARE TRYING 10 PRESERVE LIFE. IN THESE DAYS OF
MILITARY MIGHT, WITH EQUIPMEN CESlGIED TO KILL PEOPLE, 1 AM GLAD TO

SEE THAT THERF STILL ARE SOME PEOPLE WELLING TO WORK FOR LIFE. I AM
NET SAVING THAT EVERYTHING TrE" HAVE DOME COULDN'T BE IMPROVED ON
OF THAT THEY WERE ALWAYS RIGHT I AM NOT SAI ING THAT THERE ISN'T
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ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT.] DON'T KNOW THE ANSWERS TO THE QJALITY OF
LIFE, THE FINANCIAL EHT ICS OR LEGAL QUESTICNS. BUT I DO KNOW THA" IF
N' ONE TRIES NOTHING IS GAINEC. I WISH THAT MY FATHER DIDN'T HAVE 2
STROKES, BUT THAT WASN'T TO 13E. I AM SURE AS I AM STANDING HERE IF
HE. HADN'T AND HE WAS AS WELL AS HE WAS 2 WEEKS AFTER THE SURGERr
Hl WOULD BE STANDING HERE TCNIGHT GIVING THIS SPEECH. I BELIEVE A
FArMILY PROSPECTIVE NEEDED TO BE PRESENTED AND I HOPE ThAT I WAS
CiAPABLE ENOUGH TO REPRESENT DAD AND MY FAMILY. WE HAVE ALL COME A
LONG WAY AND WE ARE ALL VERY WEARY. STILL LIFE GOES ON. IN CI.OSING
WOULD LIKE TO SAY THAT SOMETIMES YOU HAVE TO KEEP LAUGHING OR YOU
M'tGHT START CRYING AND SOMETIMES YOU HAVE TO CRY BEFORE. YOU CAN
S'ART LAUGHING AGAIN.
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Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you, Mr. Schroeder.
Dr. Annas.
Dr. ANNAS. Chairman Volkmer, my name is George Annas, and I

am a lawyer and professor of health law at Boston University
Schools of Medicine and Public Health.

I want to thank you for inviting me to address the legal and ethi-
cal issues involved in artificial heart experimentation today. And
what I plan to do is just to hit the main issues, summarize my tes-
timony, and, as I understand, the entire testimony will be in the
record.

Artificial heart implants represent the most public human ex-
periments in the history of the world, and the manner in which
they are conducted is a matter of utmost public concern since it
graphically portrays the seriousness with which we take our laws
and ethical rules regarding the protection of the rights and welfare
of human subjects.

My general view is that ethics and law have taken a distinctly
back seat to notions of scientific advance; that artificial implant ex-
perimentation is being conducted almost in an historic vacuum
with scant regard for existing norms and codes of human experi-
mentation.

NIH and FDA have been unable or unwilling to supervise or con-
trol implant experimentation. And that, therefore, additional steps
must be taken to safeguard the rights and welfare of human sub-
jects of future implant experimentation.

Before I outline the reasons for these disturbing conclusions, let
me first emphasize that I don't question the motives of any of the
players in this drama. Indeed, in the arena of human experimenta-
tion, all involved have different and appropriate social roles.

But the roles of inventors, researchers, and surgeons do not ex-
haust the universe. In dealing with human experimentation you
are dealing with an area which involves public values which are
crystalized, in our view, of the rights and welfare of the individual
human subject.

These values have been the object of public discourse for at least
the last 40 years. From the enunciation of the Nuremberg Code by
U.S. judges in 1946, to the latest redraft of NIH and FDA regula-
tions on human experimentation in response to congressional man-
date in 1981; to these congressional hearings.

It is the obligation of Congress to define the boundary- of legiti-
mate human experimentation in this country, and of the FDA and
NIH and other agencies to see to it that these boundaries are re-
spected. It is my social role, and that of others concerned with
human rights in health care, to advocate the rights and welfare of
the potential subjects of human experimentation.

Let me address permanent implants first, and then turn my at-
tention to temporary.

I believe the permanent artificial implants should be suspended
because of the devastating results they have had on subjects and
their families, and because their original justifications are no
longer valid, and because the consent process is too primitive to
protect the rights and welfare of human subjects.

For an experiment to be legally and ethically acceptable, it must
be reasonable, based on scientific knowledge and a weighing of the

60-242 0 - 86 - 6
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benefit ratio; and thereafter, the subject must be given his or her
informed, voluntary, competent and understanding consent.

Neither of these independent conditions is any longer satisfied by
experimentation with the Jarvik-7 as a permanent device.

An article of the Nuremberg Code states unequivocally: "No ex-
periment should be conducted where there is a priori reason to be-
lieve that death or disabling injury will occur."

It is possible to make an argument that the initial implant of
Barney Clark was justifiable, in that there was no known a priori
reason that it would cause such devastating results. But I believe it
is no longer possible reasonably to' make this argument.

The recipients have died and/or have suffered devastating and
disabling strokes and experienced serious bleeding problems. There
is simply not enough known about the blood-material incompatibil-
ity and anticoagulation therapy to prevent either bleeding or
strokes, for this device to be used in humans on a permanent basis
at this time. I believe more animal and laboratory research is re-
quired before human experimentation can ethically recommence.

Two primary justifications are nonetheless offered as arguments
to continue experimentation with the Jarvik-7 as a permanent im-
plant:

The patients are dying so there is nothing to lose; and as long as
the adult patient consents, he should not be deprived of a possible
benefit.

Neither argument, I believe, justifies continuation of the experi-
ment.

First, dying patients need protection. Both the FDA and the U.S.
Supreme Court have recognized this by insisting that the protec-
tion of the food, drug, and cosmetic laws apply to the terminally ill.

The Supreme Court has stated unequivocally, and I quote:
For the terminally ill, as for anyone else, a'drug is unsafe if its potential for in-

flicting death or physical injury is not offset by the possibility of therapeutic benefit.

Second, article 1 of the Nuremberg Code, and the FDA and NIH
regulations make clear, that while informed consent is a necessary
precondition to acceptable human experimentation, it alone is not
sufficient.

The existence of the FDA itself, is, of course, based on the
premise that the consent of the public to quackery and unapproved
drugs and medical devices is insufficient justification to permit
their marketing, or even to make them available, even to dying pa-
tients.

Moreover, informed consent alone cannot justify this experiment.
But informed consent is necessary.

And in this regard it should be pointed out that there are major
problems with Utah's consent form, used for the Barney Clark im-
plant, and there remain, I believe, a series of crucial, protocol, and
consent process issues, which are unresolved at Humana, and that
individually and collectively demand resolution before obtaining an
informed consent of a potential candidate would even be. possible.

These can be outlined briefly:
No. 1, the assertion in the protocol that the primary goal is ther-

apy cannot stand scrutiny.
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No. 2, none of the experimental studies so clearly described in
the protocol are detailed at all in the current consent form.

No. 3, there is no discussion of a plan for how the patient will
die, and how the decision to terminate the experiment will be
made.

No. 4, there is no provision made for decisionmaking regarding
the experiment after the patient becomes incompetent, or is other-
wise unable to communicate his desires to his family in the experi-
ment.

No. 5, the Humana publicity clause, I believe, is unprecedented
and unacceptable.

No. 6, as Mr. Schroeder pointed out, I believe much more serious
attention needs to be devoted to the role of the patients' spouse and
family members. It has become evident that in a large measure
permanent artificial heart implantation is a family affair.

No. 7, the Humana Institutional Review Board, the IRB, seems
especially unable to come to grips with any of these issues.

What is probably unfair, on the other hand, is to single out
Humana IRB for its shortcomings in reviewing the protocol, and
designing the consent form and process for permanent artificial
heart implantation.

As Professor Al Jonsen has observed about the Utah IRB and
their work on the Barney Clark consent form and process, quote:

It was like asking them to design a Boeing 747 with Wright Brothers parts.

No local IRB, I believe, can be expected to do anything but a
poor to miserable job of reviewing an artificial heart protocol and
designing a consent process for it.

Indeed, local IRBs, originally thought of as adding an extra layer
of protection for the subjects of human experiments, may have
become more a part of the problem than the solution. At least in
the cases of the artificial -heart and xenograft research, they have
tended to be viewed as procedurally legitimizing experimentation
that is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to accept on the basis
of substantive guidelines, like the Nuremberg Code," and the Feder-
al regulations.

I believe both the Humana IRB and the FDA need to address
this question: If the devastating results to the subjects of the first
four artificial heart implants aren't sufficiently disabling to war-
rant suspension of further experimentation of the Jarvik-7 as a
permanent implant, what consequences to subjects would warrant
such a suspension or moratorium?

Now I would like to bring my attention to an issue, I believe, is
more important. Because while temporary artificial hearts seem
more benign, I believe that temporary artificial heart implants
should also be suspended until we develop uniform and equitable
patient selection criteria; a uniform protocol and consent process;
and an acceptable national priority system for human heart trans-
plantation.

i Regulation of temporary heart implants has more urgency than
that of permanent implants for a number of reasons:
\First, there has been a de facto moratorium on permanent artifi-

cial implants.
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Second, The FDA has agreed on the need to review each addi-
tional implant separately.

Third, Dr. William DeVries has been working on and thinking
about both the technical and ethical issues in artificial heart im-
plantation for more than 5 years, and has demonstrated that he is
sensitive to the issues and open to suggestions to improve both the
technical and ethical aspects of the procedure.

On the other hand, temporary implants have consistently been
justified by their implanters on untenable grounds; have no master
scientific protocol; have no standard consent protocol or patient se-
lection criteria; and utilize wildly varying consent forms and con-
sent processes.

The situation with temporary use in this country is almost com-
pletely out of control. And the real possibility exists that the tragic"me too" orgy of heart transplants that followed Dr. Christian Bar-
nard's first human heart transplant in 1968 could be repeated.

It was absolutely remarkable to me that Dr. Jarvik used compar-
ison for the 50 first artificial hearts, with the first 50 human heart
transplants done in the world; literature, which is uniformally
viewed as the blackest mark in the history of cardiac surgery, and
probably in the history of surgery. No one wants to repeat, I hope,
that. In that experiment we had 60 groups around the world, doing
100 transplants in a year, and all of them-except Dr. Shumway's
group-then stopping because the results were so horrible.

That is precisely the kind of thing I think FDA should be de-
signed to preclude.- But I believe, as you pointed out, Mr. Chair-
man, the first problem with temporary use that deserves to be un-
derlined is that there can be no reasonable certainty that planned
temporary artificial hearts will not turn out to be permanent.

This can happen if a suitable heart donor cannot be found, but
much more likely if the recipient suffers severe complications, such
as stroke or kidney failure, that makes the recipient ineligible for a
human heart transplant.

Accordingly, temporary artificial implants, since many of them
will be permanent, should be at least as well thought out, planned
for, and consented to, as permanent hearts. All the issues outlined
regarding permanent artificial heart must be addressed by those
contemplating use of the artificial heart as a temporary device.

FDA's current double standard, which applies very high stand-
ards to Dr. DeVries, and almost no standards to other people using
the device as a temporary device, cannot, I believe, stand scrutiny
and cannot be permitted to continue.

Two primary justifications, and we have heard them today, have
been advanced for the use of the temporary artificial heart:

First, the patient was dying; and second, it was an emergency.
I have already discussed the issue of the dying patient, in that

they deserve the same protection as everyone else.
As to the emergency nature, use of this justification in this con-

text, I believe, is misplaced. The rejection of the human heart or
the inability to locate a human heart donor are emergencies in the
sense that the patient will likely die if something is not done. But
they are not emergencies in the sense that they are not anticipat-
ed. Rejection is a known complication of heart transplantation, and
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with the continuing shortage of human hearts it is also known that
a certain percentage of individuals will die on the waiting list.

In short, the use of the term "emergency," is an excuse, not a
valid reason for unplanned human experimentation with tempo-
rary devices.

Third, informed consent forms and processes devised by the first
four centers to use the artificial heart as d-planned temporary
measure are all different, and all signficantly inadequate.

I have not seen Houston's form, so I assume that is probably dif-
ferent, too, but I don't know the answer to that.

And they suffer from all or almost all of the shortcomings in-
volved in obtaining informed consent for permanent use.

I believe informed consent must be taken seriously enough that
there are uniform minimal standards that all centers using tempo-
rary artificial hearts should meet regarding informed consent. Of
course, these should be developed in conjunction with the uniform
master protocol so that some useful scientific information can be
obtained from all the centers' use of this device.

The current consent form and processes for the four centers at
which six temporary implants have taken place, demonstrate
major variations on significant issues that must be clarified and
agreed before further implants are permitted.

Just to outline those differences and divergencies:
No. 1, the description and the nature of the experiment as con-

trasted with the artificial heart's past use.
No. 2, the description of the risk/benefit ratio.
No. 3, the ability to withdraw from the experiment and a

manner that the patient is likely to die.
No. 4, proxy consent.
No. 5, waivers.
And No. 6, what will happen to the patient if a human heart

transplant is not performed.
All of these, as well as the issues of payment for the device and

the procedure, are both important enough and common enough to
be dealt with in a uniform manner.

It now seems apparent that neither the manufacturer nor the
hospital will voluntarily form a multicenter review panel to devel-
op uniform standards related to the protocol, patient selection cri-
teria, and minimum standards for informed consent, and process.

No planned temporary artificial heart implant should be per-
formed until an acceptable national system of allocating human
hearts among individuals on the waiting list is agreed upon and in
place.

And this point is important, because as long as there is a short-
age of human hearts for transplantation, use of temporary artifi-
cial hearts cannot save lives. They cannot save lives because the
total number of heart transplants that can be done in this country
is limited by the total number of transplantable human hearts
available.

Use of temporary artificial hearts can only change the identity of
those who receive heart transplants. As long as there is a shortage
of human hearts it can reasonably be argued that even if the tech-
nical and consent problems can be resolved, temporary artificial
hearts should not be implanted because they are useless to the
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health care system as a whole-since they save no net lives-are
extremely expensive, and add significantly to already high costs of
heart transplantation.

I actually personally believe that. Even if I did not, I would
oppose use of temporary artificial hearts until an equitable and
agreed upon method to allocate human hearts was developed. Be-
cause otherwise, use of these devices changes the identity of who
will receive the limited number of human hearts in a way that is
intrinsically unfair.

It does this because surgeons are currently able to put patients
who have temporary artificial hearts in front of the line for the
next available human heart-giving them priority over other indi-
viduals who may have been on the waiting list longer, may be
better suited for the available heart, may be in better physical con-
dition to benefit from the available heart, and so forth, and who
may well die because of this unfair reallocation.

So, let me conclude then, by noting that permanent artificial
hearts did not create, of course, all the problems that they have ex-
posed in our informed consent procedures and IRB review proce-
dures, and obviously, temporary artificial hearts did not create the
problems they have exposed in the allocation of human hearts for
transplant.

Nonetheless, these problems are real, and the advent of the arti-
ficial heart provides us with an opportunity to take meaningful
action that will not only protect potential recipients of the artifi-
cial heart, but will also help set high standards for other controver-
sial human experiments, and develop fair and equitable allocation
schemes for human organs.

To this end, I believe Congress should enact legislation to require
the FDA and NIH to establish a joint review and oversight commit-
tee made up primarily of nonphysicians and nonscientists, to
review the protocols, patient selection criteria, and informed con-
sent forms and procedures for artificial heart implants, both per-
manent and temporary, xenografts, human embryo research, genet-
ic engineering, and any other human experiment referred to it by
NIH or FDA, and to monitor these experiments.

Enabling legislation should require that this review committee
conduct all of its business in public and that all information made
available to the committee be available to the public as well.
Human experimentation is a public enterprise, and the use to
which humans get put as well as the mandatory minimum proce-
dures used to protect their rights and welfare are matters of seri-
ous public concern.

I believe we are not taking these issues seriously enough today
and it is imperative that we reassert the importance of human
values implicit in the Nuremberg Code, before it is quietly rewrit-
ten by well-meaning inventors and researchers.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. George J. Annas follows:]
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WLEL AND E'11UCAL ISsU I AMrIFXAL

HFAMwa?~jNEnvnc

Mr. Chairman and members of the b ttee, thank you :or inviting

me to address the legal and ethical issum involved in artificial heart

experimentation. Artificial heart implants represent the most public

human experiments in the history of the world, and the maier in which

they are ondcted is a matter of utmost public ocern since it

graphcally portrays tho seriousness with which we take auw laws and

ethical rules regarding the protection of the rights and welfare of human

subjects. Legal and ethical standards of hum experimentation have long

been a primary interest of mine. I was a consultant to the National

cmuaissin for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and

Behavioral search established by Cgress in 1974, have written a book

on the Richts of loeUital Patients (1975), and oo-authored a volum on

Informed Cwent to Human Eermentation (1977). More recently my work

has focused in the area of transplantation and inplantation of human and

mechanical organs. Fnu 1983 to 1985 I was chairman of the Massachusetts

Task Force on Organ Transplantation, and over the past three years I have

written a series of short articles on artificial heart experimentation

which are appended to this testimony. I also serve as cairman of the

Legal Advisers comittee of concern for Dying, and chairman of the

American Bar Association's omittee on legal Problems in Medical Practice

(Science and Technology Section). )y testimony today represents my qvn

views, and does not necessarily reflect the positions of any of these

gra.p or organizations.

-I I
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my gerazl view is that ethics-and law have taken a distinctly back

seat to notions of scientific advance; that artificial inplant

experimentation is being coructed almost in an historic vacuum with scant

regard for existing norm arx odes of human experimentaticn; that NMH and

FM have been unable or unwlling to mervise or control plant

experimentation; and that therefore aditional steps must be taken to

safeguard the rights ard welfare of human subjects of future implant

experimentation.

Before I outline the reasons for tbe disturbir oonclusions, let m
esphasize that I don't question the motives of ary of the players in this

drama. irdeeW, in the arena of human experimentation, all involved have

different and anx priate social roles. It is Dr. Rert Jarvik's social

role to iqxwe on the artificial heart; It is Dr. William DeVries' social

role to attempt to use the artificial heart to benefit his patients; It is

Dr. Jack Cqelarn's social role to try to save his patients' lives in

extreme situation. Bt the roles of inventors, researcher,, and surgeons

do not exhaust the universe. In dealing with human experimentation, we

are dealing with an area that we have to recognize involves public

values which are crystalized in our view of the rights and welfare of the

individual human subject. These values have been the subject of public

disomrse for at least the last forty years; fr the enuniation of the

ourerV Cods by U.S. Judges in 1946, to the latest redaft of ND! and
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FM regulation on human experientation in response to Omvmressioral

mandate in 1981, to these Oaxressional hearifrs It is the obligation of

the (wress to define the boundaries of legitimate humn experimentation

in this country, and of the M ard N7l and other ageunies to see that

these boundaries ae respected. It is my social role, and that of others
ounoena with human rights in health care, to advocate for the rights and

welfare of the potential subjects of human exqiriuentation.

Because the rights and welfare of potential subjects of expr mental

artificial heart iuplantation are iot being adequately protected, I
strongly believe there should be a moratorium on all sudh lapLant until

their scientific reasonableness, proper use, clear patient selection

criteria, adequate informed oorment procedures, ard clear rules on

storing individual exer1=rft have been developed and aRroved by a

Joint review and oversight omittee of the FIh ard NIH. Permanent

artticial heart Inplants should be at least temporarily sspaided because

of the devastating results they have had on subjects and their families,

because their original Justificatiom are no longer valid, and because the

consent process used is too primitive to protect huan subjets.

Taor y artificial heart giants shoud be aisperded for the sae

reasons, ad ad-itionally because the United States has yet to develop a
fair and equitabl. metod for aoctngscarce huan hearts. st me

first deal with permwnnt iqmlants, and then press the .aimn at mer

otgaicateid Issue of temporaryy use of izplnts.
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I. Penrae artificial Imlants shwld be Msspended because of the

dattirx results the have had on subjects and their families, b u

their oriinal Justifications are no lc==r valid, and because the

ioMgM is too Vrimitiv to grgtect the rihts ard welfare of human
subects.

Accptable buman experimsnatian xust be oaxiuctad in aocordanc with

the principles of the mweberq 04e and federal reglatioxs gomenU

himan eqxer4imtation. For an experiment to be legally and ethically

wxoeptable, it mast be reasonable, based an scientific knowledge and a

wig of the ria/benef it ratio; and theafter the subject =st give

his or her informed, voluntary, coupeten and understanding ooxent.

Neither of these irdepeiui cwzditions is any lager satisfied by

experbmifttion with the Jarvik-? as a permann device.

(a) BMannt Ilantat n of the Ja-vlk-7 can no I== be om*JdMrd a
reaonable medicaleermt

Article 5 of the avber Code states that "o e1perimt should be

onducted wre there is a twori reason to believe that death or

disablirg injury will oo,; except pezas in those experiments where the

experital sici also serve as subj ects." iously this is not

oneo those "ea icu.a1" e. Te qjestin thu is, is thre H.

ireason-to believe that death or diabling injury will ou-r" as a

remlt of the exeimen? Mhi gostict can cmly be ahw~vzvd by exaninin

the reood of the perimnt to date. Prior to the first Imlant, in
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Dr. Barney Clark, the researchrs believed that their patient would either

die on the operating table, or go hore within about 10 days.I he

catastrqphi disabling condition that required hospitalization for the

rest of his life (112 days) was ocnpletely unantiolpated and unplanned

for. Dr. William DeVries has since done three additional implants. After

his secod inplant patient suffered a stroke, Dr. Devries is quoted as

having said:

"....ites practical on the basis of two patients to determine
whetber or not these questions (wether society can afford artificial
heart implants] can be answered. mhe third-patient may have a stroke,
the fourth patient may hav, a stroke, the fifth patient may have a
stroke. In that case, the question is not going to be can society pay
for it. Me question wll be: is it urxer to even do this? ShoWl
it even be done Amm=?""

And after the first four permanent artificial heart implants, the director

of the miana Heart Institute was asked how iam could argue that any

progress was being made given the severe problems suffered by the

recpies. Dr. Losing replied: "Yes, there is progress. [Willia=u

Sdhroecler is improving and1 showing signs of roooveryl panrray] Haydan will

soon be off the respirator and beginning to make a recovery: and yes,

[Jack] Burda has required dialysis for a pre-cp condition, but we hoe

it is temporary. All the patients are living, and at this time none of

the three has a gogDution that !s either irreversible or imeltely
lif-t at== "3 Mis stAte , ad. on April 24, 1985,

unfortunately turned out to be wishful thinking. Within hours, Mr.
&rdm was dead. 1&. ScIuoeder has suffered subsequet devastating

stress, and Mr. Hay, has not been able to leave his intensive care ron
for a than brief periods. 7he only other patient in the world to

receive the Jarvik-? as a permanent ixplant, Leif Ster* 9r, suffered a
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stroke and died, and the Swedish surgeon wro did the implant, Bjarn. Semb,

has said plioly that he will not do any nrM implants becai the device

is simply too crude and ouem such terrible effects in its reopients.

Of Mr. Sterqr , Dr. Seb said, "Me might as wel have died."4

It is possible to make an argument that the initial plant in Barney

Clark wa justifiable in that it was not known "a 1ioriL that it would

cause oxb devastating results. It is no longer possible reasonably to

mks this argmet. Pacipients have died anVor suffered devastating and

disabling strokes or seizures, and experienl serious bleeding problem.

Ther in siuply'not enough known abaft anticalaia therapy to prevent

either bleeding or strows for this device to be used in bmzw at this

time. More animl and laboratory research is rudxed before human

experimentation can eLhically reomw .

It ohmd also be underlined that while the inventor and researcher

my believe in the Jarvik-7, almost no c else does. 1he NM Working

Gr, for example, wile enrsing research con fully ivplantable

electrical artificial hearts,, nted that "pmsmaticauly acted .. systeme

that do not permit substantl levels of ambulatian and relatively no=&

activity are *j tantl 0"5 It also noted that "None of the

(pnsmticj devices had proven durability in animals accordilzq to a

rigorous fo l protocol." 6

Two Primary Justificatiuw are nonetbhless offered as argumnts to

ontiue wxperlzantaticn with the Jarvik-7 as a permanent luplant: the
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patients are dying, so there is nothing to lose; and as long as the adult

patient oxwets, he shctld not be dwilved of a possible benefit.

Neither arquwnt justifies ccmtminatlaa of the acerpiznt.

Mi Md Muents &IWM o

The law has reoognzed that certain pcpulatiau am eqspeially

vulnerable to eploitation in the kaun empaeiintation arena, and special

pr have been devised for children, prismeru, and mental

patients.7 But pedha the mot vulnerable poplation of all is that

cpised of the terminally ill. 7hs PDh and the Uited States, ,4 W

owrt have reoognzed this by insisting that the protection of the Food,

ug ad Oomtilaw s aWly to the terminally ill. T cort has Stated

unqivoCally, "1or the terminally ill, as for anycoe else, a drug Is

usafe it its potential for Inflicting death or physical injury is not

offset by the possibility of t benefit." And later in the se

cpiniom, "To aoot the proeitcu that the Food, MW ad Cowetio Act

has no relevant fo temia patients is to den the omissioners'

authity mver al drups, hcvew tdo ineffectual, for uch

indivaals. ..the terminally ill no lee than other. patients (deserve

protecticn] from the vast range of self-styled panaceas that inventive

minds cn tviss.,8 9e ,lii& "death with dignity" amit and the

rigt to refuse treatm mnova t liim insist that we hwr the

liberty interests of the terminally ill. tminal illness alon can never

be a jutift.It for doing e -1 1on baun beings.
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There are mny reasora for this. First, the terminally ill retain all

their rihts as citizens until their death, ard deserve full Protection of

the la. Seond, although we =wkow that tha = dying, thee is no

scientifi wy to tell exactly ]M tuy win die. 9  hrd, the

terminally ill are especially vulnerable to Vmn plat-ic and emploitation

and the notion that arthing can be done that "saves a patient's life"

embodies *at Yale Law School psychiatrist Jay Katz has described as the

"Wagical jth": that the hysiolan actually has the por to conquer

death. As he ham noted, "at such ti all kinds of semelem

interventicta are tried....I0 Fourt, related to this, as Harvard

Medical Sdool w.,xeci, Dr. Franais Moore, has noted, this type of

innoation will actively be sought by "desperate patients" 'Jho want to be

muj ects, and the r e will be seen by them as their only "hoe for

muviva.11 Fifth,, the coice is not between life or death. As

history has illustrated, the choice in between two different ways of

dying. Under Ompessioal mandate,, NIH has devised special r ati

and p ote for prisoners, ddildrem, fetuses and mental patients. It

my be time to devise special procedures to protect they ill as

(U) Wfrzmed m al is a n sar t *not fficient
ot nfor accptbe hum me r ttjcn

As Article One of the Rarerg Cods, andt the FDA and NIHreuaiw

n .clem, inform ment in a po.reoxiitiicn to acceptable

bi sn lntat but it alone is rg& wfflolea. O n eitence of

the FDA itself is based on the prouise that the consent of the public to
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quackery and unajnmed drug. and medical devices is not suf iciet

Justification to permit their marketing. The point is that we do not

permit certain it.s even to be offered to patients because we snM they

will accept thm since they are in no position to be able to refuse then.

Lastrile is om famous exam le. Dying cance patients are often

desperate, and daierate win~vials vi often "o rndmt" to tatmets

that are dangerais and/or ineffective. 7his raises two is's . Th first

is that certain thins shgld simply not be offered to desamts iatientu.

even if thW will accept thm, because al the evidnce we hme indicates

that they are dargrous and ourt halp the patient. A patient agreeing

to have his heart remod and replaced by a mechanical device that is

dependent upo a 300 pound drive cart my be the mst extreme exwmile of

this. But there ar others. We would surely not permit research es

,oking on a cure for AI= to do , to AIDS patients that thie

patients oceited to. We would wnft the protocols carefully reviewed,

the risk/bensfit ratio worked oft, and a solid scientific basis for the

e noerznt artkulated. Even then, if the experiment presented an a

likelihood of death or series disability'e we wuld not (or at

least should not) permit it even though we coud recruit subjects for it.

Dr. William Devries asserted prior to the D W Clark biplarnt, #Ian
people have asked us the question as to - it's not fully ile, y

then would you do it? MW don't you wait ten years, %hen its iplantable,

and then do it. adt UM key is infrmed MW~~ ~ should I let people

die, when I can give them a chanoe to live - if they're wiling to aoopt

the limitations of the external pupirq system?"2 Th iplication is

that infn consent alons Justifies the experiment and this is
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norect. Indased, it permerts the very esswce of informed cmut,

omweting a doctrine deiged to be a shield for patients fz= p0oedUe

thw dmt urustanM or tant, into a merd to Jutify doirs thige to

them that otherwise wwld be wmioeptable to do. Bu the mbJect's

"informed cent" does rot mnas an otherwise me ab roce&

aoeptable. Dr. DeVries simply begs the relevant question hm co n we
detemine 1 it is rewmable to offer a permennt artificial heart to a

bmn being?

On the other hard, Dr. DeVries is certainly orrect to insist that

inf d met is a prerquisite to acceptable huzn
ex Jrtt and if it catr be dtaird, the expwimnt carrot be

lafuly or ethically perfrmed. In this regard, the =ent cwAuet

pr at 3.nna AnLbm is far too primitive to give a wtral dCserver

any cortdenoe that informed onunt is actually being obtained. On this

w have first Dr. DeVies' am asuemwt, m.de in Nay, 1985, after

perfoMina his fw imrplants. Dr. 1awrxe mK. Altman reports that "Dr.

Dries has repeatedly said that the fr -men in imar he has implanted

artifoial hearts wr= so arce by their disae that they felt that

death wa their only alternative. In signing the 17-page informed comment

forms, each recipient, Dr. Devries has said, 'told me in their am wy

that tbey didn't cue' if they read it or not, and had signed it primarily

bome tby had to got the dwvioe."3

Dr. Dies her raise -the qetion as to %hethr w con w justify

ew isentatIcn en very sici, terminally ill patients. The ai-w is that

wcan g Justtfy eagaimentatien cn such l vdal, individual io
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w know a Md are severely coarved by there disea , if w provide

then with me qmotoiM than g wld healthy volwunte . ar thing w

cannot justify in this group of patients is to put the burden on them to

deoid it the research pmct itself is scientifically reasonable anl if

the rie~benefit ratio is socially aoeptable. By refusing to resolve

ti issue itself, and by pztinr the burden of its resolution on Dr.

Clark, the Utah nM abdicated its znporsibility to detenrn if

implanting an artificial heat in a human being that required lifetim

tthering to a olumpy drive cart was acceptable.

Bat this is just the beginning. Ther wre mjr problems with Utah's

crment forem used fbr Barney Clark (see A Zpix I), and them remain a

series of crucial Mnrtcxgl and msent res issues that are unresolved

at man and that nlividually ad collectively demand resolution before

obtaining the infomd consnt of a potetial candidate will even be

possible. Thuee can be briefly outlined:

1. go assertion in the potocol that the primary goal is therapy cauvot

stand scrutiny. t has conum d both mers of the WrS a d patients, and

must accordingly be dwaned.

2. N m of the e -r bim l studies so clearly described in the protocol

are detailed at all in the ouwent fom (including invasive studies 1i

the sbdii the studies with the He s driver; and the

-u w .-a&' sb ies, p g A rtt r1, mlm, Sodim

"i alzmsdo Nitroglycerin and Epbeftins). 2his mnt be oorxectd.
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3. 7be "right to withdraw claus" has been omitted, anu there is no

di son of or plan for how the patient vil die and how the decision to

termnat, the wperinmnt vin be mde. If the patient is ouetet, the

patient has a legal right to disontinme the o. dment anM this mt be

explicitly preserved, and provision wa for its carise. Without this

claus death xay sem to be escapable and denied b all oomw..wd.

4. No provision insmde for deolsicruaking reardi the experdmt after

the patient bes no- As it or otherwise unable to cemmicate his

desires to the eperiamtr. Provision for prior aointm t of a ptoy

by the patient eld be pert of the stM ard ocmnt prooodur.

S. 2s S'ana publicity claue is uWxanomnted andicobie. 1 4

Subject have never baore in the histmy of huxan ex rizentAtion, been

retired to sign amy all rights to priwrmy regarding every ame of public

ziuication regarding their case. Wls clme should be deleted and a

fairer fn ty tatment i ttituted for it.

6. 3Kzh m seriom attenton needs to be devoted to the role of the

Patients spouse and family ck , . It has bec.evident that in a

large m re pemant artificial het lplanta in a family -affair.

SIndMeed, the spoum of the patients have so far devoted all or dh oft

their entire lives to caring for te'ir busbazxis *t they are alive, and

to s a d plain the m rnim . The notion that 9=9 of the

reipetsad that they tmnted to maks the decision on their own eaM not

anden" their spuse and family amers turned ozt to be a fantasy. Ows

Mona protocol reqi4res the patient to have a su;Vortive family: the
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fafl.y's role in the onument process and in folloup care and termiation

of the weprimt neds to be highlighted and artioulated. Spouses Whaid

have clear veto poer over the exqerit and subjects should understand

the severe )iirdm this e"periamnt will put ca their family.

7. On &miana Iatituticial Pviw Doard-(tM)sm eia unable to
c to grlps with any of these ie In my own disu sion with meembrs

of the auina AudLubon JEB in ust, 1985, for exanale, mers vigorously

defered oxh prqpositia-w as: (1) the implant procedure is not

experimental at all, bit "the whole tbir is therapestic"; (2) informed

const is "Just a parade of horrbles" that serves only to scare

patients; and (3) Withdrawal fraM the experiment PY the research sUbject

would be "mrder" if the researcher permitted it and tured off the

Artifioial heart.

On the other had, it is probably unfair to single cut the HMmana W

for its shrtomings in reviewng a protocol and designing a comment fom

and prnmes for permwmt artificial heart plantation. As Professor

Albert Jcmui has observed about the Utah IJM aid their work on the BrW

Clark consent form and process, "It was like asking then to design a

Dosing 747 with Wright others parts." No local IR can be expected to

do anything but a poor to miserable job of reiiuing an artificial heart

protocol and signing a comsent proP for it.
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MO, originally thought of as addix an extra layer of protection for

the subjects of human experiments, may have bec mer n a part of the

problem than the solution. At least in the cases of artificial heart and

xerxqraft research, they have tended to be viewed as procedurally

legitimizing experlmentation that is extremely difficult, if not

i sible, to accept on the basis of subtantive guidelis, like the

Nurerxeg Code and the federal regulations. In fact, they are often nu±
I re true to their name than their intended function: cm xcti their

institution r outside criticisam as a first priority, and only wrxying

about protecting the patient if this protection seems conistent with the

interests of the institution.

Accordingly, Ongress should consider legislation to require FDA and

NIH to establish a joint national review and oversight ponel composed

primarily of non-physicians and r=icientists to review and mnitor

protocols, patient selection criteria, and design ocrimet form and

processes for highly cntr- ial and ocplex human experiments,

including artificial heat (permanent and tapory),
xenografts, himan emrzyo research, genetic engineering,- and any other

oontmplated human experiment deemed to warrant such review by FDA or

NIH. In conducting such review and monitoring, all information rf

available to the review omzittee shiold be public information, and their

deliberations should be public as wll.

In the meantime, FM should be specifically requested to respond to

the following question: If the devastating results to the subjects of the

first four artificial heart implants aren't sufficiently disabling and
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debilitating to warrant suspension of further expermntation with the

Jarvik-7 as a peMWat ilWant, what coneqiarces to subjects vUld

wrnt suich a suspenion or twatrium?

nI. 2WgMaz adrtifcia heart lnW1ants should be amzed until we

dvelo uiform and ecuItable tiet selecting criteria; a uniform

=t= and cOMer ;rooess: and an aoMtble national ndrioritv Myst
for amn heat =w laua

Regulation of temporary heart implants has more urgency than that of
permanent implants for a number of reason. First, there has been a do-
fam oratorium on permwet artificial implants for almost a year

because of the inability of Humana to locate another candidate in that
time period. Mch of this can be explained by the fact that all four of

the recipients of permanent artificial hearts woud a be cardidates

for )mban heart tranlantation uder the curreo t patient selection

criteria which has expanded rapidly in many centers over the past 12

months. Second, FM has agreed on the need to review each additional

plant separately and retains the ability to terminate the projected

"series of seven" implants at any tim it e this action warranted.
Third, Dr. William DeVries has been working on and thinking about both the
technical and the ethical issues in artificial heart implants n for mrre

than five years, and has 6mrwtvated that he is sensitive to the is

and cpan to sieto~to impro bothoh the technical and ethical aspects

of the procedure.,
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On the other hand, temporary It.'ants have onsistently been justified

by their panthers n untAeable grounds, have no master s ientific

protcol, have no standard comment protocol or patient selection criteria,

and utilize wildly varying ccrom* forms and oruent processes. Ihe

situation with tmorary use in this country is almost coipletely oft of

control and a real possibility exists that the tragic "m to" oq of

heart tranplants that followed Christian Ba iard's human heart

transplantation in 1968 outld be repeated.

As the nuzier of heart trarnplant centers gros, patient selection

criteria will beocm muh less strict, and the ruziers of waiting

candidates for human hearts will incease. Since the naer of hnman

hearts is not likely to fr eas s tantially, and lmoe'i& vIua Is

will die on the waitiv list. 'his has hn= raged experimentation with

,taqxirary" artificial hearts, but shouldn't permit us to ignore all of

the ethical and legal constraints that help define acceptable human

experimentation.

7he first prcblm with "taqorary use" that deserves to be underlined

is that there can be no reasonable certainty that the planned "tm a

-artifi4Wal heart will not turn out to be permanent. 7his can happen

either if a suitable heart donwi cannot be found, or, uch mare likely, if

the retipiwi4 Szffers a severe omplication (such as strvk or kidney

failure) that makes the recipient ineligible for a human heart

transplant. Aoordirgly, -teqmrary artificial implants should be at least

as well thought out, Planned for, and conented to as permanent artificial
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hearts, and all of the issues outlined regarding permanent artificial

harts wst be aeswe by those omtmapatirg use of the artifiial

heart as a temporary device.

(a) The iustifatiLO for erforlW .eNerim nt with temr imltan

witIout r F=WW. FD or other review, and without adeaLate informed

cnsent m-tx m are not s ive

As of this hearing, there have been seven planned temporary inplants

usinr f r different devices. The first two implarts were performed by

Dr. Dentai Owley in 19691 and 1981.16 (see Aamodix n) Dr. Cooley
had neither of these implants reviewed or approved by the FDA, an IRB, or

any other review mthod. He argued that they were both therapsitic and

not eII erz m-ial, and were done in emrgeny oonditicma to save the

patient's IaWe. Both patients died shortly after reoeiving a human heart

transplant. NIo further temporary implantts were attempted urmtil March,

1985, when Dr. Jack Opeland inserted an artificial heart, developed by a
dentist for use in animal experimentation, into the chist of Thmas
Ceightcn. H also died shortly after receiving a mmn heat
transplant. (See Axpen III) This implant oooassioned a public debate

about the role of the F[& in such experimntation, and the FMl has sinoe

taiwn a stance that it will not attempt to regulate individual emergency "

uses of such qer -tal devices. Since then Jarvik-? artifIcial hearts

have been used as temporary devices in three patients at three different

centers. In additive, in ak separate and carefully owwted stndy,

another device, called the "Pnn Stats" heat, wih was a~craed by the
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MA for tanporary use, has been used ane by Dr. William Pierce. His

patient died 18 days after a human heart transplant. Of the Jarvik-7
iplants, two patients ruin alive after kumn heart tnrarplant (See

Append IV) and in one, at At*ott-Nortamstern, the device threatens to

be permanent.

In mat of these cases, two primary justificaticn have been advazod

for use of a temporary artificial heart: the patient was dyiM; and it

was an merger y. Nither Justification is sufficient to Justify use of

an experimental device of this nature in an uncom entiM patient.

M* argument relatiz to dying patients are set out above with regard

to pmant artificial hearts, and aWly equally here. As to the
"emergency" nature, use of this Justification in this cotext is

misplaced. Rejecticn of a huan heart, or inability to locate a human
heart dcnr, are emergencies in the sienu that the patient will likely die

if somth A ri not doe. But they are not merge ncie In the snse that
they were not Ar±giata. Rojectie is a known omplicatin of heart

transplantatix, and with the continuing short of human hearts, it is

also known that a certain percentage of individuals will die on the

waiting list. In short, use of the taem "emergency is an excse, not a

valid reaso for uplained human experientatian with taiporary devices.

Accordingly, no suh device should be used without prior FDA- review and

appro al, and without the informed ccn of the patient. If use of a
tepoary device Is ca ted, il human heart transplant patients
should, at a minimum, be asked initially if they would cinsent to its use.
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(b) The Infoxod onsent forms and M devised by the first four

oenters to use the artificial heart as a planned te ar maMe are all

different and all sigcificantly InadeMate. and suffer from all or almost

all of the aatomim involved in -tainim owent, for amant e

Since the primary arguments given for use of the taqwrary artificial
heart have involved its alleged "mrge:- nature, the onsent process

has not been taken very seriously. Indeed, in at least tw of the last

five implants, the patients themselves did Dot participate in any

maainul way in the conent process. his should be maoceptable. No

patient %ho does not personaly consent to its iplantation should be seen

as an aprqr-iate subject for experlntatican with the artificial heart

since this is mxh a profoundly radical experiment that can have such

devastating effects on the subject.

Informed conent mist be taken seriously, at least seriously enoui

that there are minimal stand that all centers usir

1t Mrar artificial hearts should met regardirg informed consent. Of

course, these should be develqped in conjunction with a unifam master
Protocol so that same useful scientific information can be stained from

nulticenter use. 7he afrnt cMent forms and yroese frca the four

, at W*ich the last five teorary iqgas took padaesat
=jor variation .n s igm icant issues that should be clarified and aMgeed

Mm befom further inlants are temitd. Three of the faur centers

used the Jarvlk-7 (in em case a iller versicn), ad the other a

s sn lly similar device. The specific areas of di sagremy or
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significmnt diverenoe include:

1. e Aew-viption of the nature of the eperiment as otrastd with the

artificial heart's past use. One oconter for, for exa e, describes it

as having been "scessfully lmlarnad in five patients"I anm says it "has

s4ppotd life in growing calves for up to 260 days"i another that it has

been subject to "extensive testing in experimental laboratory annals and,

huamw"i and the fourth is silent on its past uses and results.

2. The desoription of the riE)rberafit ratio. ne mention two of the

caplioatios that all four of Dr. DeVries' patients have suffered:

hemmlytio aninia and J Fm VSSion; and only one mntions pluuary

insufficieny as a possible oarplicatcn. One form says that all

reascnuble alternatives have been discussed, the other three allege that

use of the artifioal heart is the "only alternative" available to

maintain life. But even aig these thre there are variations, one

hedges with the l#zaue that it is "qaite unlikely" that I will survive

lon1 enoug to obtain a heart transplant without it, whilee another asserts

there isn't "any possibility" of urvival without use of the device.

3. The -ability to withdraw. One form doesn't mention this issue at all;

t others use boiler plate language o 1- to mat ooment form

Involving dW studies, and am uses soiat reasonable language on the

right to withdraw, "recognizing that such a decision after the total

artificial heart is implanted will result in my death,"
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4. PMc cremn. None of the fozm pride any mechanism for prcy

coimenti and on acally attaupta to do away with the oonsent -- .t

altetr - pcovding: "It I a too sick to be oanulted, I authorize

such proced~v as are in the Mrofesicnal 1iM* of the medical staff

and desirable for my life, safety or oufort." emphasiss

sq~ied)

5. Waivers. T- form hae no waivers an three guarantee that

fident.i lity will be respected. One form, hcmee, adopts the

table ptAblicity la uag of the Wmana fo= 14

(AUbott-Northwestrn), ad another uses boiler plate prodwts liability

waiver language. "I enqressly wrstan that no warranties are ade with

respct to the plant an use of the temporary artificial heart, an all

eqress or implied warranties are disclaimed., inlud-ing withom limitation

any warranty or tAntability or warranty of fitness for a partiallar

PLUrpose."

6.', It a hmn heart tranplwit is not dcne. Crly one forM disoisses M*at

Will be dons in this ce, an. says simply, *you will be sported by the

artificial heart as long an po.ible."

All of these issue, as well as the issue of payment for the device

and the procedure, are both inpotant enougf andM om, m eoug to be dealt

with in a unitm xwur. It n sem apar that neither the

, ufaoture nor the hospitals will voluntarily torn a mltioentr review

panel to delcP uMif0m standards related to the Motocol, wnfom
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patient selection criteria, and minim standards for informed consent

form and processes. Accordingly, 0sqress should direct NXH and PDA to

establish a joint nati oal review and oversight panel, ed. up primarily

of :rmxhysiclans, non-scientits, to review the protocols, patient

selection criteria, and consent for and processes with the charge of

developing uniform minimal standards and moitorng the actual

(0) Pio f thet&aMi~x= artiicial iaglants should be paerfo until an

Aggl e national svst of allocAtnM human hearts S iLndividuals on

the Waitin Im A4t is awe MMx and in place

As long as there is a shortage of kmn hearts for transplantation,

use of temporary artificial hearts cannot save lives since the total

number of heart transplants that can be done is limited by the total

number of trarplantable hbman hearts available. The use of tAporary

artificial hearts can only change the j ty of those mho will receive

heart transplants. As long as thu remains a shortage of human hearts,

it can reasonibly be argued that even if the technical and cmwent

pr bles can be resolved, teorary artificial hearts should still not be

implanted because they are useless to the health care system (since they

save no net lives) and a, c tremly expensive, adding significantly to

the alremly high oet of heart transplantation. I personally believe

this but even if I did not, I would still oppose use of the tporary

artificial heart until an equitable and agreed- n method to allocate

human hearts is developed, be u otherwise use of these devices changes
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the identity of those Wo will receive the limited nzber of hearts

available in a way that is intrinsically unfair.

It does this because murgeon are currently able to put patients mho

have teorary artificial hearts in the front of the line for the next

available human heart - giving them priority over other irdivictals %ho

my have been on the waitir list longer, may be better smited for the

available heart, may be in better physical omndition to benefit from the

available heart, etc., ari vho my wo die because of this reallocation.

Perhaps society will dece that this is a prqoer thing to do; but it 4

certainly has not made this decision yet, and until it does, prioritizing

hearts in this fashion is arbitrary and unfair to all the pafktit in the

United States waiting for human hearts (See appwni V for a dismsion of

competing allocation howes).

Parmunet artificial hearts did not create all the prolems they have

w e in our inf d consent proceCbUres and 1:w revie, and t orary

artifiJci al hearts did not create the problem they have exposed in the

allocation of tmzan hearts for trazplant. Noratheless, these problem

are real, and the advent of the artificial heart provides us with an

oportnity to take manngful action that will not only protect potential

recipients of the artificial heart, but wil also help set high standards

for other contzvrsial "u.mn e uiumwnt , and develop fair wl equitable

allocation sdmsfor human oransr.

I
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2"o this end, Cgress. should enact legislatic to require FM and NDH

to establish as joint review ard oversight ocmmittee, ro primarily of

= *silmw and nnewimnists, to review the protow s, patient

elect.icm criteria, aru infod owzumit fbin and procedure for

artifioial heart inplantis (both pmnet and temporazy, YwOgAfs,,

ho- emby research, gemtic ,Vcierln , and any other hmn wperiment

referred to it by NmI or FDA, and to monitor these . The

enabling leg islatir ihduld reqdr. that this review ocenittee ~axt all

of its bus, in pibli, and that all :iftutic made available to the

mittee be available to the public as well. Jumn e-x-riuentati is a

public enterprise, an the uees to which huwnou are put, as well as the

mrdatory ufninm prooedux4 used to protect their ri0t. and welfare, are

matters of serki Pubic ccvern. We are rot taking these lsme

Dericusly u today and it iJ imperative that we reaswt the

1otreof k~an valum. inplioit in the Nurarkier Code before it is

quietly rewritten by wall-ueanin inventor aMx resarchers.
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13. Altmn, L.K., "Ibs Ordeal of a 'Human Expert'", NXL..T, Kay
14, 1985.

1. Uie text of tI3%i:3mIm--n an fully awre of the osiderable
public interest ticiated in my story as a recipient of a Total
Artifcial Heart. I am also aware that Ieuana Hospital-Audubon. has an
digation to d te mdical rnor!ti n nmycsrg my hospital
course as dooed apropate in the judgmnt of my "yician. In addition
to thme material identified in paragraph 13 (relating to professional,

-o.iemntific and Prh use of information] Mzmna Hopital-Axiubc, as
approved by my physician, is authorized to mks, or permit to be uade,
phsogaps, slides, films, video tapes, recording or other mas of
recording and/ oramioatlng hereinafter referred to as ",teial(s)"
that may be used in nempaper, inaz*n articles, televisni, radio
bm -IJ"omts, mvies or any othe media or mans of dissmintion. I

-"o:r t to the use oxy num,- Iikumss, or voice for-such p xmes. -
agree that ana Hoepital-Aaubon or umar Ino. will be the sole and
elusive ow r of such materials, and I release the liwana Heart
Irutitutse, Simna Ino.0 Humn Hospital-Xiddco, their officers, agents
arxI employees from all claim of liability with respect to the showing
use or disseminaticn of such materialss. I wirstarxi that the materials
which are made public, as described in this paragraph, will protect my
modesty ard be within generally accepted bonds of good taste." (Aug. 8,
1985 revision)

15. Annms, G.J. at al, supra. note 7, at 11-14.

16. Caplan, A., "The Artifloial Heart", HM&LDO Ce*tr j, Feb. 1982,
at 22-24.

60-242 0 - 86 - 7
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- 4_AND JFE 76 SCIENCES,

Whe Dr. O tiasm Barnard per-
ft hu s heart t wila I n

1967, he did not obtain Wormed conn.
ItIs prirpoasly led ULass %shkanaky to be-
ew diht the p rn Ae had a* 10 percent

chac of ucsom, Istead of lellg him
tha the probability aIplied only to his sur-
vivIng die operation. Dr. Ba"A's justifi-
caion: "He had o asked for odd or any
detals ... he was a thde end of the line.
... or adykg man,k tIsn a difficult
dedso....I a lifchases you to the
book of a river file with crocodiles, you
will leap Into the water convinced you
have a chance to swim to the other side.
But you would never accept such odds if
there were no ice" (One L(rf. Macmiulln.
New Ve. 1969, p. 341.

Dr. Deoce Cooky expre l Smlsr
shoughs about the ft recipient of a tem-
poisy at ificil beat. He said of Haskell
Karp. "He was drowsing mast. A drown-
In man can' be too particular what he's
goIng to s a a life preserve. It was a
deprw t and he knew It."

Simdlady. afte Implantin the rnt per-
nt c a he in ar.ey Clas,

Dr. William DeVsIes ,iaed that Clant un-
qietioa made the righ choke: "He
was too old for a transpa. ther were no
dugs that would help; t only thing that
he could look forward to was dying (News-
vrA, Dec. 13. 1982. pp, 35-36).
Dr. Barnard made no pretexi of obtain-

ia Informed consent. Dr. Cooley did have
Haskell Karp sin a consent form regard-
Wg the posble temporary us of a "me-
cssical cardiac substia" in the eves
t oPrse0,s to reconstruct his le ventl-

din was Unsuccessful. Due it was only the
Incredible conclusion of two federal courts
( a hw) ta ti e

Onowo l. AiNAs. I.D., MPH.. isE-
ard Uniy Prqesw of Hash Law,

Bones (isarsiry ,Scoob of AMedict end
Pabic HtAh.

not expemenal that helped him pvail
is a lawsuit brought by Kp's widow for
failure to obtain Informed coats.

Ciak's - ocre m- r m
tdhnes yeas after Kup's. During dhi pe-
rind there have bem hly tuted ad-
vanres in iniioal review bonds

,s) sad ie required documentaton of
Inofrd oa st for npesxlatal proow-
durts. One would expect de informed
Cosed s ocedue aOls'e Ine Ca t case
,tbe of a erh order. A sne. they
have s lemed in the press. In . Morris
Abram. chairman of the Preadent's Con-
alulon for die Study of Mtical Problems
Ia Medicine and Biomdcl and Behv-

AoI Research, has been quoted assaying
that the informed consent procedures fol-
lowed in the Clark cse arme a perfect £2'-
ample of what we recommended. The
patient was fully able to comprehend and
give utooous consent And hw
seemed to be total revelation by the medi-
cal eam of whot i planned to do ad the
possible risks ad effects (ed WiId
News. ia. 10. 193, . 13-14).

Although the coasns procedure used is
the Barny Clart case was an Improve-
meat over the cale ones, it can hadly be
characterized as "perf.

The Cease Form
Te FDA has pt ta temporary hold o

further impiap because the early fracture
done of she valves was unexpected. How-
ever, the agency has sot questioned the
consent process itself sd sees consent as
an IRS responsibility.

Almost everyone knows that Barny
Clast signed an 'Il-page" consent form.
Unfortunately the form isomor notable for
its length than its onten. It Is incomplete,
inteonally inconsistent. ad cofusin.
Consen is a process ad not a form, but
the form should reflect the poessad ad-
vance the knowledge ad autonomy of the
subject. The form's most coucial shortom-f
Iag Is that it a&siues Dr. Clast will either
ontinue to be competent ad abl to eon-

Seat Io fuihr fI n , i tt he will
die. It tOa no accotst of a "halfway suc-
cess": sauvval coupled with rw= cotsu-
loan, mental Incompetnc, or coma. Two

dres deal with he predictable snd likely
probability that addition -r proce-
thres will be done foowIng thesW Iitil ns
-lao. Obviously If die IRS believes
cosem mem anythbn b thin test
dam ddea - would requir
It as well. Accordingly one dli Voase
dso repair or replacemnt of die device
would not be doe iless whish "a new con-
sm form signed by me." 7a neat clause

cOneplates testing the funmctioning of the
heast by cetia procehures. and guam-
ten that "eacoh of these new procedures
wi have a conse form which must be
signed before they an prformed."

A number of suril procedures have
actually been required since ft Implants-
don; both to repair the artificial heart ad
to flat relted coatplications (such as
asebleed). The consn form Barney
dWa signed clearly conseniplated that
only be would be allowed to decde
whether suc additional procedotes would
be done. sad that ha would aps by sign-
lg additional Conse forms. in fac,

Barney art did mnt signasy mew content
forms for ay of thee surgical procedures.
HoMpital officials considered him mentally
Incompetent they sought Ws wife's sip-
mire on all subeequen consent forms, al-
though he did vetbally assen to d'e
psedures. bo ae the f(oms his wife
signed the speci forms mentioned in the
oriinal consent document, but rather the
hospital's routine consen form. Neither
Dr. Bamard or Dr. Cooley faced this
halfway suoresa pr1l. but h should
have been faced is Utah. Who would Dr.
Cark have wanted to make decisions for
hiss? On what basin should suds decisions
be made? And when should the eapealment
be ended from Dr. Cas prospective?

This lack is especially Iroi is viw of
te fdrm's withdrawal dense: "I under-

sad Iam fe ay time o witdraw my
coSW o participate in h expert tal

The IublQ Carder Repr# W4i

Alt LNIJIA I

Consent to. the -Ailificial I-1cail:
The Lion (111d (lie -crocoOks/m (ILOR(IL't ANNAS
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proje. rcognixzig am the exieise of
such an option a" e ticial heart is in
place may resul in my death." Surely Dr.
Clark ros be afforded "s option. But
JuN as swey aomeoce elm whom he des-
I itd should have bee empowered to
eurcise Is for him. applying the clite€ri he
would have wWt Wn appy.

The ae a least two appaches so ths
qsandany fe "ving will" and the durable

i5 .' A"0'ls qSo'm'i e5be eutiamd. Itl irs
t'ic, a ct" ft ae0r d" meat herso

0 , ... wW voe.Ia h be severlly

-A .. "t.1icyainsaledsersdmylaad~ '.,Vt hl ca1br fa huwea itw o
*'."dterlrislt ofm hetiplace
hear Is doca tetmea. While
beysd shutieapce for my 00"l
chadea heart has not boew proym
theliss I am wilg an submit ao is
experimental basli i order an t
people with my conditio....

."I Isitby .sdsorlae Dr. William C.
terdo lhfta in d" apecdwc

W uhassistant anda"Ipat ma"1
natural heart

U as a myelction for a heatmwould lbedetermined by an lodepe;
- seam goe. other medj,.,,,', lillm aem ow ON Al. . sitat d ifl I do moe met tlwlr 'it,,

' t I o , cet the a ur i lfi

ptOA*4111 device. It Is 03tapr
41l heatd li be a bal kle-

2.1 heeuh reqist and authorize my;with e .mlser of an asPeim
heart device. lr rtItt that Ot
two of the heat's (our puAmplg

heal device will be placed within
frmuely Octyle by my OWN a

ic. l eat.d cicAl i I s ought a
thatiAwIatyle Wigl be wogsken

Uibu.ty activity wil be
lUd-di ne.. The exs

wi P.l (pMscew rily r qui, anmtot-6k .... OW ISM me t Move m

POWer of anomey.
C&ak could have I
under which. Shou
ItA, he would wAiN
ated. For eampl

wait to cotiue it
it and hopitas

comatose? What if
alysis so survive?
questions cly Dr.

In a living will, Dr.
wcified the conditions
She become incovnpe-
the experiment -
, how klf would he
he remkixwd lisompe.
d7 What it he boaom
he requiem ki&iey di-
These are predictable
Clark shoud answer.

The durable power of anney aso
would he of use, bu aruably oesl If the
apsi type or instructionu accompanied it
Ti~s Inasrument permits the designation of
a proxy to make &dson for the indvid.
ual that Is v W eves if di inividual be-
comes kwompeten. bough no Jout has
yet ruled Ow such authority gives the
proxy the righlt a make medical decisions.
It should be recognized for this purpose

EXCts~la from the Coewent Fliem
ad others who have may allow Mel iobJgotsd4ia ds is a
althoughsno spenclk carcor van if itIs e~ ofcai* 1bi'z"rI drive
"hble that Iwl ie sltsem. I may bez"e 11afy on *60a toas
y lage edl hil Is a tionnalimbllRV W* lg lrealedd,<eanm spdeq, ,, ,J ,,o,, oaillll,,,howes , s Imay

Pm l o lo "Pip''T " 4'r. ., .... , , %my
ha eiofW- . ..... have em d,,l.

edisourmm of this Nhk kt 6 tj
of y sAtk 2.2 1 &ld th din the position and a&-

prolongation of Isfe Mjg of t he a bt fi IAVW"I'M
o by u eof ame- t ,o t f-04loi firldt .s"aritdl-
in humasi, Geveir _11t. = 'c hi ,
inatio on. a in the e ugi~a~rqleesims if Is will help w "' a

sew0 coiued formblgsed by.=e forcissu roca-
DeFlee who Is ma- dun A ano is all likelid eal sael With
asm a "my physi Its asueedant'rWa.'dW bese eyNsetou i m ,,, .,. . ,:SI'.

soci as he MAY with s ch ' sRo ort
atificialhbeaktIn 2.3 1 al 6 A 4i*%di..aatkWa se~dvci

A" mulwaoi ii'maiow
wwwla procedure live i pats dlaoom es ml e than

cada &a& whibws4iqhgel~l~~
clcts. I under. or nardlovaAu ka impey, ed iu inlol or oPro

fixafor afuature heart Wanged dicomfatand Paesway resut q "saevent of
clal heal a's fina further PurgSN. 11411ONsPrineadu# & ia o6th
)babl th" thes aitlA aitificlal heW al hy meceesls addiction l ts eta
ing device for en tios ad studiies in oedet that -dqut (nomnMY

be obandcocersag Isa fuactlonlng pad such in-
ilsylcia an suinenitlosand asodee ame sen 10 consist of or

wem oal Artificial be simiar an thoanla Ivolved In caviac atheterizatkoe
rssrdk (the larger bu may Include other procedimee, with atlenn risks.
hambn)ft, my disoormet ted Inconveiuence. Each of imes new pro-
and a mechanic ceduree wilt havesa cotnet form which must he signe

ly Chemanatosspace Woe tfti 11100w
-il heat, and Sho g. I acknowleg ohtmrpbyticclm ha is a seisactosy
my body so be st- swr epasd sh~rcda Invis Inhe

two plasics sb-foot bWV6111116os
tht all'quean

body. Il ar a I anda riA u
ditthmat wkeiamenta KU cidn

WOWa ddve systemss fobe,1j Ibbels ond
room so rom, and In wee

The Hastig C*rte
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provided such decisions ame consistent with
d prior expressed wish. of the person or
tte pmon' "est inust." Standig
alone, however, with so ladicaion of the
perso 's actual desires concern in tA-
meit. dh durable power of attorney doea
6e ad much to our knowledge of Dr.
Clart's 0". wishe.

It I be argued that no one knows
wht Dr. Clark would want done ben.
than his wife (and this may be tse), but
uness Dr. Ct has made his wishes
known to her -W 4sipased her a the
pesnto Casty them Cut, we can only
speculate on i lIsu. lust as we would
no have allowed Mrs. Clark to consent to
do heist Implan on behalf of heW husband,
we should not pessi her so consent to its
smsslnaeion or W additional procedures ae-
lad to it on his behalf

The problem is one of ascertiningi Dr.
Clu'ts own wishes. His ,os, Di. Stephon
Clas, a surgeon, said on the day of the
operation: "Even with hA illness. he stl
maintained a reas interest in life. If, how.
ever, he finds out t while he is alive he
still has a lo of pain and a lot of nausea, he
will be very disappointed. I don't thik he
would wan dst.. .. As long as he is
comfortable. he has enough things in life
go Cjoy" ew Ylrk Tmts. Dec. 4,1992,
p. 14).

Other Problems
Other shiolanigs in the form deserve

-t least passing mention, because they in-
dirge a lack of atention so detail in the
entire process. Though the form is entitled
a "Special Csnsent for Aitfirial Heart De.
vic Implantation and Related Proce
dues," the "rtifiidal hears device" itself
is variously dsigped "a mechanial
heart," a "mechanical artificial heat," an
artificiall het." a "mechanical heart de.
via." an experimentl total artificisl
beast device," an "0. device." The
clause on senmativr, an also ambiguous
o best. One assures tt "replacement of
my sMura heart Is the only trtment"; an-
other tht 'I have discussed alternative
treaes with my physician (Including
drug tems and surgical repair of my

Other clausesinply appear so have
rt-;- cut sad -" rmn standard hospital

co sform:
I cotitent to the admitistrmion of aaesthe.
ilia as Anrraged by my physician with
much assistants as may be designated, and

so the use of Such anesthetics as they may
in their judgrent deem advisable.

I hereby authorize the University of Utah
Hospital, sltugh ite suthorlied agents,
so dispose of mf use for Ay urp e, any
umtiss or body pons which may be a-
moved during th surgical procedures.

The irs add noting so she content (uI-
less we assme that Clatk thought dhe pro-
cedire could be performed without ant.
thesis), and the second so overbroad In
t context as to be macabre. The only
"tiue or body pars" being removed are
Dr. Cat'i lit and rim veticks, ad
requiring Clat- so aree that they could be
used "for any purpose" (display is - at
museum or is the Smithsonian? sold so the
Naio Enqlirer?) is bizia. This clause
is also in sharp distinction to one following
it, which carefully limits tho use of video
tape. photographs, and drawings of the
operation.

Wy the C4ns Form Wasn'l Better

Waiting consent forms by comaninee is a
difficult business. Nevertheless, there ar
no excuses for the quality of apart's con-
set form, only explanations.

The f explanation Is th the form's
writs ope for a general form tha would
cover all candidata-even though it was
elear from the outset (the FDA had ap-
proved seven implants) tha unless the fires
Implant was successful. there would be so
more for some time. The only blank lines
on the form an for the patient's diagnosis,
and the members of t surgeon's evalua-
tion conwittee. The rt Is boiler pe.

The second explanation is tt the pro-
socol. and thus the consent form, were
changed in Msy 1962, after initial IRB ap-
proval In February 1901. The change was
needd to expand the o of potential arti-
fidl hea recipients. o Include those pa'
tienta, like Dr. Clst, suffering -rm
"chronic notoperable, ed-stage prores-
sive congestive hear failure,' because no
pasiens qualified for she implant under the
previous protocol.

Finally. the IRD itself seems to have
focused on two specific consent Issues, al-
most to hie exclusion of others: life style
and fnances (E. ). Eichwald. "Insenion of
the Totl Arl icial Heart," IRB: A Revrw
Osffmass Subjects Resnrh, Augus/Sep.
enber 1961). Both an dealt wth ade-

quately in the form, although the sections
on finances (which rluie Dr. Cs to s.

sume all finnciail responsibility) ane prob-
ably the 'clensl in the entire document.

From the press reports it seems tat the
mcesent proceused with Dr. Clst wus

superiosothe form ta only evidences it.,
Is Is also m that Dr. Cart received sil-
nhfcasady more Information about the per-
marses artificiall hear than did the flaw
flcdae nofa tporry astficlall heart, an

AMSCIl MW ", 6Primate heart.I
human heit., and prima
kidney (0. I.wri.us. L. H. Glanz, and B.
F. Katz, forms Con"n so HsAXn Er-
pmI s fon: T $, ds Diktnie.
Ballinger, Cambridge, 1977, pp. ilia4).
Surgial procedures are seldom subjected
to prior reviews by eih IRBs or the
FDA. Indeed, of ts list of fir s. this is
the first t involved such external review.
But prior review of edcaand legal con-
tlderaton soot a back se to the technical

aspect of th implant, dt he sloppy con-
nt form is merely one piece of evidence

supportiSg this. The debate over Dr.
Cart's aces so i "key" that he could
use to tu off the air compressor is an-
other. Both his ability so use the key
should he remaln competent, and the con-
diis under which others should use it if
he did not, should have been deals with be.
ore the implantatlon otm artificIal heart

The psubles of readable, elable, and
useful consent forms Is endemi to the
human research enterprise. The f(ac tha
LABs spend the vast majority of their time
worrying and debating about the words
used in consent forms should disturb those
who look the IRB to protect subject
The IRS may take the words in consent
forms v seriously, but a Charles Bos
his noted, "The quality of de consent ob-
tained I n an Isu that excises surgeons

affects their evaluation of each other"
(Forgivee Reand nebesr, Univerity of
Chicago Press, 1979. p. 21).

At least in cas of surgical intervention
designed so polng the life ofa dying sub.
ject, the contents of the consent form srm
to be treated as bureaucratic red tape. Bus
forms can be mori. Specifically tailored so
Barmy art, and setting forth actions so
be taken under reasonably foreseeable de-
velopnents. "forms" could have provided
him a meaum of self-deterrtnasion and
dignity now denied him. The opportunity
has been lot for Dr. Clak, but not for
those who wil follow.

The Hangs Censitr 1 110104 At"lo
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ARTIFICIAL HEART EXPERIMENTATION (exerpt from ch. 1)

In April 1969 Dr. Denton Cooley implanted an artificial heart, de.
veloped by Dr. Domingo Liotto, in the chest of Haskel Karp. Mr.

Informed Consent to Human Exper/mentat/on

Karp survived for approximately slxty-four hours on the device, but
died about a day after it was replaced by a human donor heart.

After a period of praising Dr. Cooley's efforts to keep her husband
alive, Mrs. Karp changed her mind and sued Drs. Cooley and Liotta
for malpractice, alleging, among other thing, failure to obtain in.
formed consent. A verdict was directed by the trial court in favor of
the doctors in October 1972, and affirmed on appeal in April 1974
by the Fifth Circuit of the United States Court of Appeals. 4 1

Mrs. Karp's major contention was that Dr. Cooley had failed to
obtain adequate informed consent for this exceptional and expert.
mental procedure. At the trial it was established that Dr. Cooley had
discussed the procedure with Mr. Karp on at least two occasions, and
that Mr. Karp had signed two consent forms on two other occasions.
The first form was the hospital's general consent form which he
signed upon admission. It read as follows:

I hereby authorize the physician or physicians In charge of Haskel Karp to
administer any treatment; or to administer such anesthetics and perform
such operation as may be deemed necessary or advisable In the diagnosis
and treatment of this patient.42

This is often termed a "blanket" consent form and is usually held
by the courts to'be insufficient consent for surgical procedures be.
cause of its lack of specificity. If Dr. Cooley had relied exclusively
upon this consent form he would probably have lost this case instead
of winning. About three weeks after hospialization, however, and
prior to the operation, Mr. Karp signed, and Mrs. Karp witnessed, the
following consent form:

I, Haskell Karp, request and authorize Dr. Denton.Cooley and such other
surgeons as he nay desgnate, to perform upon me, In St. Luke's Episcopal
Hospital of Houston, Texas, cardlic surgery for advanced cardiac decom.
pensation and myocardal Insufficiency as a mul of numerous coronary
occlusions. The" risk of the wrgery has been explained to me. In the event
cardiac function cannot be retored by excision of destroyed heart muscle
and plastic reconstruction of the ventricle and death seems to be Imminent,
I authorize Dr. Cooley and his staff to remove my diseased heart and Insert
a mechanical cardiac substitute. I understand that this mechanical device
will not be permanent and ultimately will require replacement by-a heart
transplant. I realize that this device has been tested In the laboratory but
has not been used to sustain a human being'and that no assurance of
success can be made. I expect the surgeons to exercie every effort to pre.
serve my life through any of these means. No assurance has been made by
anyone as to the results that may be obtained.
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OrIgns of the Lew of Informed Consent to Human Experimentation

I undentand that the operating surgeon will be occupied solely with the
surgPry and that the administration of. the anesthetic(s) Is an Independent

.'fwi d. I hereby request and authorize Dr. Arthur S. Keats, or others he
'may d gnate, to administer such anesthetici as he or they may deem ad.

ftblse.
1 .1 hereby conient to the photographing of the operation to be performed,

Including appropriatee portions of my body, for medical, scientific, and
educational puOtees.43

While far sujperor to the first, there is no suggestion that this form
is fla*le. Itcontains a number of medical terms not rendered in lay
language: (e., cardiac decompensation), describes the possibilities of

-success. nd failure only In the most general, terms, and gives a far
broad 'nesthetic authorization than is necessary. The form also
fails to spell out clearly the experimental nature of the artificial heart
and the probability of its both being implanted and functioning suc-
cessfully. There was evidence that Dr. Cooley told Mrs. Karp orally
that her husband had a 70-30 chance of surviving the ventitculoplasty
(plastic reconstruction of the ventricle) operation.

Mr& Karp's first allegation, that she did not understand how ex-
perimental this procedure was, was rejected as irrelevant. The court
noted that under the law only Mr. Karp had the power to consent to
this surgery. Her second argument, that her husband did not read the
document, was also rejected by the court since Texas law (the law
which this federal court had to apply to the case) required that the
jury be instructed that Mr. Karp was charged with reading the con-
sent document by the fact of his signature, even though he in fact
did not. Her final major argunent-and the one which both courts
spent most ofth r time examlnin-was that Dr. Cooley did not give
Mr. Karp sfficient information concerning the nature of the arttfi-
clal heart to enable Mr. Karp to give a valid informed consent.

While'this case involved a first-of.its-kind human experiment d ane
with debatable pretesting on animals and without formal peer re,/ew
of protocol, these issues were not dealt with by the court. Indeed,
the appeals court summarily dismissed the experimentation argument
by noting that "the record contains no evidence that Mr. Karp's
treatment was other than therapeutic and we agree that in this con-
text an actloii for.experinentation must be measured by traditional
malpractice .eidentiary standards.""

We woqld brgue that while the case points up the great utility of a
consent form that at least attempt Pssoi~o specificity, the proposition
that this wis not primarily. an pexp ent (albeit a "therapeutic"
one) is u.ntenble. The court's conclsion can only mean that the
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Informed Consent to Human Experlmentatdon

judge was not presented with sufficient evidence at thq trillevelon
this issue, or viewed the magnitude of the rs involved a firelv~ant.

If the procedure was considered experimentaJ, the d"''Itcould
have properly applied federal Health, Educatio 'and W i~' Aide-
lines concerning consent forms, which required at that rin -among
other things-a complete disclosure of the possible risks, [ benefits
of the experimental procedure.". .

In this regard it is worthy of note that in 1974 the National Heart
and Lung Institute announced supplemental criteria for the huinan
testing of therapeutic devices under its research contracts.which in-
clude the following:

i..

The device Is to be used only In a situation in which it offers at leut as
likely benefit as any known accepted technique or any experlmien tech.
nique which Is available for clinical'trial In the'same letting by Wsme"

There must be experimental evidence from laboratory animal oibi6f
beneficial effect. ,

Definitive criteria for patient selection must beinpuded In the ienvestiga-
tion protocol. . :?

The approval of local Institutional research committee and other .appro-
priate committees and conformity to the Institutional Guide to DHEW
Policy on Protection of Human Subjecti Is reqtdred.

Prior to the clinical use, the complete research protocol must be ap-
proved by NHL1.4

Anyone currently doing research on human beings whose funding
derives from HEW or whose hospital requires institutional review
prior to investigation on humans, could be fund guilty o'f maiac-
tice for failure to follow these and other NHL guidelinles.iDr.
Cooley's case could have been resolved differently hadl ,.6curt
viewed the issue as experimentation rather than therapy."'e.Th
Regulations also illustrate how specific a federal agency can, get in
regulating human experimentation.

The major distinguishing characteristic of the Karp case as com-
pared with other first-of-their kind implant and transplant 9 ,se was
that it got to court. In almost every other example of cOzple 1t
novel surgical intervention of this type, the atient w"" 8in-
formation concerning the procedure than Haskell Karp,''" e
instances not even told of the specifics of the procedures l ne of
its highly experimental nature. A few of these cases merit ds n,
even though they never reached the court; because th yu trte
many of the problems, both perceived and real, of inform.n.I consent
to potentially therapeutic experimentation by the ter ally flfpa-

i- y
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tient-the one most likely to be the subject of such drastic forms of
experimentation.

h, be..first patient to survive the implantation of an artificial heart
*l,Mary" Richardson, for example, was not even told about the

Implant prior to the procedure. Instead she was led to believe that
thew operation' was merely a repeat of a more routine one that had

'*' 'peibusly been performed on her. The surgeon, Dr. Dwight Harkin,
notonly did not tell her about the procedure (even after the opera.

-'tion),' but inaccurately denied that she could hear the clicking sound
made by her artificial valve. She did not actually see the type of arti-
fcidl valve that was used in the procedure until she left the hospital

.andwas confronted'by a group of newspaper photographers and a
nursewho held the valve in her hand&4 '

While Ruth Tucker, the first recipient of a human kidney, was in-
* formed about the nature of the procedure before the operation, the

surgeon, Dr. Richard Lawler, refused to tell her that the operation
had been a failure. Instead, he made this information known at a
medical meeting, and it was transmitted to Ms. Tucker by a reporter,
who came to her house to get her reaction to the doctor's report on
her case. She is quoted as having said, "What a way to get your death
sntenme-fo a newspaper reporter.""4

The first recipient of monkey kidneys, Jefferson Davis, a black pa.
tent in a New Orleans charity hospital, indicated that he didn't think
he had '1 choice but to accept. In his words, to his surgeon, Dr.
Keith Reemtsma, "You told me it gonna be animal kidneys. Well, I
ain pot choicece" His wife indicated even less knowledge, "They
s th do*0*rs, that they'd do a transplant, but they never said it'd
be moneA , a chimp, you know. I didn't know that until they did
it. When it came out in the papers .... that's the first I khew about

The recipient of the first heart transplant, Boyd Rush, had a simi-
lar experience. His sister signed the following consent form:

I hereby give full permission for left leg amputation and heart surgery on
Boyd Rush. I understand that any clots present will be removed from the
heart to stop them from going.to still more arteries of his body. I further
understand that his heart Is In extremely poor condition. If for any unan.
tlpated reason the heart should fall completely during either operation
and It should be Impossible to start It, I agree to the Insertion of a suitable
heart ta lant If such'should be available at the time. I further under.
sand tht hundreds of heart transplants have been performed In labor.
todis throughout the wod4 but that any heart transplant would represent
th nti0tl trnsplant In man. (emphals supplled)90
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At the time of the operation no human donor was available so Dr.
James D. Hardy performed the heart transplant using * ' ,.g.e, chim-
panzee as a donor. The words "suitable heart" were t0ught to be
broad enough to justify this. The operation wasusc.e6sful, nd the
furor in the mqdical community that it evoked helped ii" that the
first human heart transplant would not take. placo'inl' the* United
states." told

The first recipient of a human heart was told about itLeproposed
procedure, but not about the.riss It entailed. and the p*obaV lty of•.,, o6d . ash.

success. Instead Dr. Christiaan Barnard purpose yW

kansky to believe that the procedure had an eihty percerit success
probability, instead of telling him that the, eghty per"ent referred
only to his chances of coming out of the operation.-U've',rnot to
getting better as a result of it.s2 In Dr. Barnard's woids '. J AA

He had not asked for odds or any details... He was ready'1fo' 'pt It be.
cause he was at the end of the line, waiting for a transfer.-,Wl wu
there to say? Either you got It, or you folded up... Since t XYePeo.0
pie have said it was very brave of Mr. Washkanky to acoen at trans-
plant. They really mean it would be brave for them to accept.abeao ,trans.
plant-not Washkansky. For a dying ma It Is not a diffluc.liklon
because he Is at the end. It a lion chases yoU to the bank of 4dJr. V ed
with crocodiles, you will leap into the water, convinced you hia'ya'chance
to swim to the other side. But you would never accept such'Itiere
were no lion. 03 (emphasis supplied) . It ' *.

Barnard did not add, although he could have, that it is xi*iicfi easier
to "accept such odds" when they are prwented as beikN heavily in
your favor, instead of the way they really are. His View B'adying
patient, however, is not uncommon among transplantm sugen,
was echoed later by Dr. Denton Cooley In. descrbjng 4 4ei'nship
with Haskell Karp, the case which initiated this dWsusio washa
drowning man. A drowning man can't be too partlcul , t'hirt s
going to use as a possible life preserver. It was a desperate thing and
he knew it."'s4 (emphasis supplied) ,: .. .

Heart transplants and the use of artificial hearts or sist devices
remain controversial. In response to the attitudes of mpy thoracic
surgeons, and the difficulties of obtaining an informed pnnt.from
a dying patient to such experimental procedures, the Committee- on
Ethics of the American Heart Association in early1i9 S. pdbllshed
some guidelines regarding the clinical useo the left Vn .asist
device (LVAD), a device which is a partially" impia.qted. _'eart
likelihood of a "strong mutual dependency" exi jn
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surgeoniand, te patient, the committee suggested that both the pa-
i A- ,. l , ar ily may have lost their ability to give a meaningful

66n-4i -0 ~wl eiTOases Just reviewed would certainly support this view.'
lCwns e .etl'the committee recommended the participation of a
thirde- tinthe consent procedure. In the committee's words:

.Th participation of a third party, which may be more than one person, to
mediate the consent process* without being caught up In the force of Its
dependencies ought to make the consent decision more genuine. It should
also be a source of reassurance and comfort to both family and paramedic.
cal personnel, as well as to the patient and his doctor. s

The committee further went on to recommend that in cases where
even with this assistance the patient and family are so faced with
anxiety and distress as to make the in-depth communication neces-
sary. for informed consent impossible, that such patients be excluded
from the Initial LVAD trials. The committee also explicitly re-
JetIk'the *eW that, the terminal condition of the patient itself Justi-
fied the U "Sf this experimental device: "It is insufficient to claim in
a narrow context of high-risk treatment that the patient would be
dead had 'id not been revived. The joint context of both innovative
therapy and' of research ought to comprise an ethical sensitivity to
outcome th&t goes beyond the mere completion of the trial.""

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. The 'most complete and authoritative statement of the law of
informed consent to human experimentation is the Nuremberg Code.
This Code is part of international common law and may be applied,

in 1oth civil and criminal cases, by state, federal And municipal courts
in the United States.
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2. Almost all of the cases decided by courts concerning experi-
mentation before the enunciation of the Nuremberg Code dealt with
experimentation as the equivalent of either rash or Ignorant activity,
and usually held physiclas strictly liable for the consequences of
their experiments oh patients. All of these case lnvokved what we
would now classify as malpractice or quackery. .':<.

3. After World War II the attitude toward h .enta-
tion 'shifted and courts began to view it as an "' .. 6gitl-

mate enterprise, and put emphasis on the necessiy b0 Qf g the
patient's informed consent rather than the novilt r' lt pcedure.

4, Examples of "medical firsts" In artiiWclllljif and "organ
transplantation indicate that the doctrine of Ifo= consent may
not be a useful one in terms of protecting the pa' ien'* right of self-
determination because of the patient's distress "' fI e&dehy on
the surgeon. In vach mret may be appropriate'id tok third party
or group of persons who act as mediators or patient div.ocates to in.
sure that the patient understands the procedure and Its probable con-
sequences before the patient-subject's consent Is obtained." ,

5. There is no "therapeutic privilege" available t the physician
in cases of nontherapeutic experimentation, and all ifo& ation ma.
aerial to the subject's decision concerning participation' 'ust be pre-
sented to the subject.
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In the two years following the
first human-to-human heart
transplant by Dr. Christiaan
Barnard. more than IS0 heart
transplant were performed
around the world at 60 different
centers. The results were almost
uniformly disastrous---for the
patient This "unseemly. rush to
climb on this glamorous bandwag-
on" club of heart transplanters is
one of the darkest episodes in the
annals of surgery (B. Jennett, H(O
S7k xoiek Medicis..Londop, 1984).
Did we learn anything from it. or
are heart surgeons around the
world poised to repeat this exercise
In premature human experiments.
tio, this time using artificial
hearts?
- Repetition does not seem likely

with permanent artificial hearts.
since the results of experiments to
date have been so devastating to the
patents Use of the artificial heart
U a tempory measure, however, is
gaining support; thoughtful plan.
ning will be needed to prevent
another round of indiscriminate
experimentation.

The Phoenix Heart Implant

On l"resday morning March 5
198, Dr. Jack Copetand. Chief of
University Medical Center's Heart
Transplant Team in Ticion, Ariio
naperformeda hsmrsnn heart trin.
plant on Thomas Creighton. a
thrtythree-year-old, divorced fa.
ther of two, Copeland later ex.
planned that the donor, an accident
victim who had been hospitalized
for several days, "wasn't what we'd
call an excellent donor candidate
(but in viewof the urgency) we elect.
ed to proceed with the transplant"
(Arilos Dai4 Star, March 7. 1985 p,
2).The procedure was not a success,
because of rejection of the heart. At
3:00 a.m. Wednesday a search for
another human heart began; Mr,
Creighton was placed on a heart.
lung machine.
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The Phoenix
Heart: What

We Have
to Lose

by George J. Annas

At 5:50 a.m. a call was placed to
Dr. Cecil Vaughn of Phoenix, ask.
ing if he had an artificial heart
ready for human use, Dr. Vaughn
was scheduled to implant an ex.
perimenud model developed by
dentist Kevin Cheng Into a calf later
that day, but had never considered
use of the device in a human.
Nonetheless, he called Dr. Cheng
Dr. Cheng told him, "It's designed
foracalfand not ready for a human
yet." Asked to think about it for ten
minutes, Dr. Cheng recalls " knelt
and prayed:' When Vaughn called
him back he said, "The pump is.
sterile. ready to go" (New rk nows,
March 19. Igs, p. CIC2).

The two flew Cy helicopter from
the hospital to the airport, char.
tered ajet to Tucson, and then took
another helicopter to the Tscson
hospital. They arrIved at 9:30 a.m.
Wednesday The Implant procedure
began at noon. Desined for a calf.
the device was too large and the
chest could not be closed around it.
The implant maintained circula.
tion until 11.:00 that night when, in
preparation for a second heart
transplant. it was turned off, and
Mr. Creighton was put back on the
heart-lung machine. By 3:00 am,

APPENDIX III

Thursday. the second human heart
transplant was completed. The next
day Mr. Creighton died.

The press treated the story like a
modern American melodrama.
USA ibq called the implantation
Of Dr. Cheng's device "the fulfill.
meant of as American dream"
(March , 198 p, IA).The Nvw )rA
nian. editorlalsed that "the akfi.
cial heat has at lat proved It has a
usi role.,, (arch 0,195. P 22).
Nmnwi faulted the FDA. noting
"Its hardly fair to doctors, or their
r tents. to make them break the

to save a liie",(March I& I985
pp 848). The FDA Initially
termed the unauthorized expcri.
ment a violation of the law, but by
week's end had done an about face
and was flailing Itself as"part of the
problemP (Nw %k Th s, March 17.1985 .I 87).

Melodrama calls on us to sus.
pnd our critical Judgmens Identi.
with the protagonists, and join

emotionally in the drams. This may
be an appropriate response to soap
opera& butwe need to take raton.
al view of the events in Arizona-
not to judge the actors In that
drama, but to decide what trans.
plant policies we should now
pursue

Justinlcions for the Implant

The physicians and their sup-
porters have given three basic
justifications for the implanu (1)
the "only other option wasjust to let
him die' so "we had nothing to
lose"; (2) In an emergency a physi.
clan can do anything to save the pa-
tient's life; and (3) FDA regulations
do not apply to dying patients.
Non of these excuses can survive
scrutiny.

A mater of ife€ or dWA: Dr.
Copeland has justified the incident
primarily by saying, we had "noth.
Ing to lose" by trying the artificial
heart (Aritsw bA. Star, March S.
1985 pp. 1.2). Dr. William DeVrles
also used this justification for Bar.
ney Clark's permanent Implant.

Bus the choices were notjust"live
or die!' The reality was closer to:
"Accept the implant and you'll al-
most certainly die anyway; and if
you do live, you could spend the rest



.f your life severely disabled, men.
sally and physically" When the pots
sihility of a "halfway success:' sur.
vival in a severely impaired state, is
added so the equation, the patient
has much to lose, including his self.
determination and dignity as a
human being.

The Arizona implant was not per.
formed in isolation, but as a re-
sponse to an unsuccessful human
heart transplant. In planned proce.
dures like transplants only the pa-
tient should be permitted to decide
whether to resort to extreme and
experimental methods of maintain.
ing life, like artificial hearts. That
Mr. Creighton was not the person
who made this decision raises the
question of what he was led to ex.
pect from the heart transplant,
what risks (including the risk of re.

section) were explained to him, and
what steps he had agreed to should
any of the risks materialize. Proxy
consent (reportedly obtained from
the patient s mother ar d sister) is
inadequate to justify extreme ex.
perimensation, unnecessary for
emergency therapy, and irrelevant
If quackery is involved.

Taken to Its logical extreme, the
"nothing to lose" excuse can justify
any experiment on a dying patient
"to save the patient's life." The
"right to die with dignity" move.
ment is only one reaction to this
type of thinking. This excuse also
embodies a "magical" myth: that the
physician has the power to conquer
death and that prolonging life is at-
sep a reasonable goal. As psy-
ChIatriaJay Kau of Yale Law School
has noted in another context In his
book 7he Sias World of Doter and
Ptimt (New York. Free Pres, 1984y.

At such times, all kinds of senseless In-
tetentioss are tried in an unconscious
effort to cure the incurable magically
through a "wonder drug'" a novel sur.
Ic procedure, or a penetrating psy.
choo=c interpretation-The doctors'
hefolc attempts to try anything..may
tuin out to be a projection of their own
needs onto patients (p. 151).

T to mergns jWj5 & 0n: Univer.
siy officials justified the incident
on the basis that physicians areprivileged to do anything they be-
Ileve Is appropriate in a medical
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emergency. This is wide of the
mark. The emergency rule is, "treat
first, and ask krg questions later."
Thus an emergency situation may
justify a physician's decision not to
review federal regulations prior to
acting, but it can never justify a phy.
sician In not considering mda
data before acting. The medical
"reasonableness" of using the artifl.
cial heart in a true emergency Is de.
batable. But was this a true,
unanticipated, emergency?

Organ rejection Is a known risk
of all transplant procedures. Mr.
Creighton was Dr. Copeland's third
patient to suffer immediate heart
rejection. He vowed after the se.
cond to do all he could to save he
next such patient. Thus, not only is
organ rejection a "reasonably fore-
seeable risk" of transplantation. Dr,
Copeland knew of this risk fir-
sthand and had ample opportunity
to develop a plan to deal with the
next cast he encountered. Under
these circumstances organ rejection
is not an unanticipated "emergen.
cy" thatjustifies unthought-out. ex.
treme interventions.

FDA apf, .r : The press tended to
use the Arizona incident as an Illus.
tration of how government regula-
tion doesn't work; and. unfor.
tunately, the FDA seems to agree, to
the point of almost apologizing for
its own existence The life-or-death
and emergency excuses would
equally justify the use of unap-
proved drugs like laetrile on dying
cancer patients by licensed or un-
licensed practitioners, and could be
used tojusify an artificial heart im-
plant by an unlicensed practitioner.
The FDA cannot sanction these
types of reckless behaviors.

As the US Supreme Court noted
in upholding the FDA's authority
over laeirile, "To accept the propo-
sition that the safety and emcacy
standards of the Food, Drug & Cos.
ttic Act have no relevance for togr-

minal patients is to deny the Com.
missioner's authorityover all drugs.
however toxic or ineffectual, for
such individuals..[1the terminally ill
deserve protection) from the vast
range of self-styled panaceas that
inventive minds can devise' (US. v.
Rutherford. 544 US 442, 1979).

Even if .11 physicians opposed
reasonable regulation of the safety

and efficacy of drugs and medical
devices, the FDA should not apolo.
gise for the important role Con.
gress has assigned to it in protect.
ing the public against unsafe.
untested, and useless medical
devices, Dr. Copeland's argument
that not to use the device would
have made "the government his ex.
ecutioner (USA Thdi, March 11,
1985. p6 IOA) cannot be taken seri-
ously. Mr. Creighton would have
died not from an FDA rule. but
from an unsuccessful heart trans.
plant. The FDA properly forbade
the 'emergency" use of devices that
have not been approved even for
human experimentation, and
should continue to do ao.

In short, the unplanned use of
unapproved temporary artificial
hearts is not Justified. But the
planned use of approved tern
porary artificial hearts is
problematic as well.

Reconsidering the 9eue

Before we commit ourselves to
more experimentation with the ar.
tificial heart as a temporary device
as is currently planned at the Her.
shey Medical center In Pennsylva.
nia, it seems reasonable to antic-
pate how use of such devices should
fit nto the broader area of heart
transplantation and organ ration.
ing. (See GeorgeJ. Anna, "Regulat.
ing the Introduction of Heart and
Liver Transplantation:' Aertican
J orsa qfPusi Hows, 15:94 1985).

The use of "medical urgency" as a
justification for "jumping the
queue" is problematic. If temporary
artificial hearts are used In In.
dividuas who are east likely to sur.
vive human heart transplants and
be rehabilitated, thus taking away
organs from those who are most
likely to benefit, this new technolo.
gy will not "save lives!" Instead, its
use will indirecdylead to the deaths
of individuals on waiting lists In
short, we must recognize that while
the shortage of human hearts for
transplant exIsu5 temporary artifi-
cial hearts will likely do more harm
than good.

We should deal with these issues
direcdy; we all have a lot to lose
from an incoherent introduction of
temporary artificial hearts
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It is no accident that the press
and hospitals alike have adopted
the sports metaphor for artificial
heart Implanu. Americans love the
special e of sports, and the
combination of Ifeor-death
outcomes and desperate searches
(or organ from accident victims is
almost Irresistible. Both hospitals
and newspaper writers gain a large
and sympathetic audience: large

aue drama overwhelms reality;
y= theti because we are all

dheOL ng the team that challengesdeath.
In a recent column ! argued that

temporary experimental artificial
heart could not be justified by say
Ing we have "nothing to lose"; or by
awguLithat FDA approval Is not
neceasMry when dealing with dying
patenu (George J. Annas, "The

nix Hea- What We Have to
Lose," H,430 Csuer Rort, June
1985, pp6 116). Nevertheless, the
FDA has decided not to regulate the
use of temporary artificial hearts.
and we are on the verge of an un-
paralleled free-for-all in hunian ex.
perimentation. This column con.
tinues that discussion.

W Sporting Ife
Michael Drummond, the first re-

ciplent of an FDA-approved artificial
heart as a bridge to transplant (the
fourth"bridge" recipient In history),
was referred to the University ofAr.
tons Hospital for evaluation for

possible heart transplant on Mon.
da% August R1 He was listed as a can.
didate for a human heart transplant
on lsesday when the possibility of
the artificial heart was mentioned
for the first time Early Thursday
mornln because Dr.Jack Copeland
and others decided Drummond had
only forty-eight hours to live, he and
his family were reportedly given an
option: wait for& human heart trans-
plant anddie ifonedid notbecome
availble, or go ahead with an artifl-
clal heart implant They opted for
the tatter beaue, as his mother put
it. "We had no choice!'

CG.W I Anass JA MJH., u
iisd Usky ftfea u/ Hests Lam
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No Cheers
for

Temporary
Artifici a
Hearts

by George J. Annas

The patient himself had no dear
idea what he was consenting to.
When he'awoke from the procedure,
his first words were, "What's this
clunking" (in my chest)? The opera.
tor of the drive system for his artifi.
cial heart, who was present, said he
doubted that Mr. Drummond "real.
ly understands totally the artificial
heart and what It is" (referring to the
tubes, drive lines, console and, he
could have added, the generators)
(Now lbrk 7fius September , 1985

Ip 10). In addition, after his human
art transplant. Mr. Drummond

was enthusiastic about the artificial
heart, but reiterated that there was
"no alternative" and said he thought
he "only had four days to live" (NOw

*sA 7ra, September 156 1M5P 33).
All these statements are trouble.

some, but not surprisinS The con.
sentproce"waa notwell throughout
at Arizona. The FDA, "a proved"
consent form, for samp e, Is the

m ed nsudlmentar ild'.

hS lng een soneO unsSW wIth
no farther explanation of what Is
meant by this term. It incorrectly
sttes that thi Symbion azvik.7
hear is attached "to a portble Ow"
nal drive console which power the
heart with compressed ale when. in
face. the portable drive system was
not avalable at Artsona. It incorrect-
ly states that "it is the gob aftemite
which is available to maintain life
until a suitable donor heart is
found" (emphasis added). And it
makes w provision for how the pa.
tient will die f a human heart trans-
plant is not feasible, or who will
make decisions for the parent, and
on what basis, If the patient is unable
to make them.

Indeed, although the form ac-
knowledges that complications may
preclude a human heart transplant,
and Assures the patient that "you will
be supported by the artificial heart
as long as possible," It does not ex
plain bow tis will be done. and Ad-
tons has made no provisions for so
supporting a patient (such as the
apartment and use of a portable
drive available to William Schroed-
er at Humans Heart Institute).

No wonder Mr. Drummond want.
ed to know where all the noise was
coming from. We may never know if
he had four days to live (u he appar.
ently believed) or two days.(as his
physician apparntly believed but
wedoknow that he did have an alter.
native (even If he and his family did
not think they had one). That alter-
native was to have his urgency status
on the human hear transplant tegs-
tryupped to category9 category
that usually Includes only those pa-
tients expected to live forty-eight
hours or less. This stteg would
hae provided him with a reasonable
chance (though no guarantee) to ob'
ain a humanheaut altl& without

having to undergo the artlfcial heat
implant.Tbere wu a significant fail.

APPENDIX IV
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ure of communication if he and his
family did not understand this
option.

On September 8 two ',porting
evenly" were covered on the front
pe of the Sunday NoM * frlw.
Ham Mandlikova defeated Martina
Navratdlova In the finals of the US.
Open, and Mr. Drummond received
a human heart. Reporter Lawrence
K. Atman, who has been the chronl.
der o artifial heart implant, took
full advantage of the spors mets.
pho bot his openly sentence and
the headline for the ory Inaccurate,.
lydescribed a "new human heart" (it
waofcomse, used one) brought
to Arizona after doctor "raced for
sewn hours to and from pere 1e"

The sole photograph accompany.
Ing the sride shows a technician
running with the heart in a cooler,
De Alman desacribes the scene at the
finih line: "A team member carry.
In the cooler sprinted across the
parking lot to the hospital and was
greeted by cheer fromasurgeons andnurses In the operating room rAftr
the procedure, there was so the
thrill of victory, Dr. Robert Vaughn
describing the experience as "the
thrill ota professional lifetime." Dr.
Altman reported hospital
I osperson Nina lTasoff as syi n
-I~urummond) watched some of the
tennis matches yesterday and some

al, d hts anxious for the ten.
la and footbU to get underway this

morning so he can watch someMO ow *An 7 TiA September 1.
I5 p. 10).

Experimentation Is being turned
into a Torting event and a spectator
SPOrTI. a asportng event it has no
rules (dnce the FDA and NIX have
abdicated ay role as referee). As a
spectator sport it Is the moat grue,
some and morbid type of enter.
talnmenL

Who If it Woes
As long as there is a shortage of

transplatabte human hearts, tem-
potry rtificlal trab u that predict.
Wi "ork" can serve to WW~
PmwpoK and are potentially destruc.
the of important human values
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Most heart transplant surgeonareal.
lie this, and that is why they are not
rushing to adopt this "new technol.
o O ut the pressure to adopt It
from an uninformed public, easily
Impressed by flah and drama, may
make the technology difficult to re.
slat. Accordingly It is important to

understand the argument.
First,% on as there is a shortage

oftransplantable human hearts, m
Porasy artificial hearts cannot In-
crease the ioud number of human
heart tamnsplana performed, they
can only change the Identity of the
indlividualswho obtain them. For ex.
ampe,sume y that wehave 1,000 IndvIdas annually
qualified for human heart trans
planta in the US. and that 600

human hearts are available. The m
malning 400 will not receive a heart
and will therefore die if before their
deaths these 400 are puton artificial
hearts. the waitingg pool" will in-
creae to 1400 next year, although
only 600 hearts will be available-If
priority I given to those on atnfal
eartS, these 400 will get hearts, but

only 200 of the 1000 remaining on
the list will get them. if the remain.
lng 800 are not to die, ey will et
temporary artificial hears, But thi
will already outstrip the net years
supply of human esitam Six hun.
dried will get them. 200 will wait an.
other yea, and the new group of
1000 potential recipients will either
all d i, or will have to get "tem.
porary" hearts that will actually be'permanent" for most of them.

If we could dramatically Increase
the total number of available human
hearts, or decrease the number of
candidates, this scenario could
change, but there Iano reasonable ex.
pectaston of this happening Until
there is, this technology merely in.
crease the total cost ofdoinghuman
transplant on the same number of
patients It also leaves us with a sig
nlficantnumberof patientson art= -
cial hearts that were believed to be
temporary. but have become perma.
nen. Since we have no policy or plan
concerning what to dowith them or
howto make deso about comply.
cations or turning off their artificial
hearts. it Is unethical even to begin
this process.

In addition to beinguseless to so

clety u a-whole temporary artificial
hearts are unfair to those other pa.
tents on the waiting list for a human
heart, at least iftemporary artifidal
heart recipients are given priority
over all others After the artificial
heart Implant, Mr. Drummond was
placed in category 9, the moat uP
gent, although his hospital admitted
he did not meet the criteria for that
cateory since he was not expected to
live forty-elgh t hours or less without
the human hear. Acodln to a
hospital spokesperson, te A re.
son he wa tout to quafllofort sa
category was"because ofthe history
of theJarvik (73, It is felt that he Is In
fact In Imminent danger ofdeath be.
cause of that potential for stroke
(Nm WA 7fis September 7, 198
p 7). It Is possible that because Mr.
Drummond obtained the human
heart on the basis of his "category 9"
status and the intense national pub.
licity arrounding his cae, someone
else In category 9-someone who
really was dylng imminently-did
die Whether or not this actually hap-
rned In the Drummond ca there
a no doubt that If more temporary

hearts are used. and if the hospitals
that use them manipulate the
procurement system to have
recipients placed at the top of the
priority list, others will die.

We need a moratorium on perma.
nent arUfcal hearts because of the
devastating effects they bave had on
their recipients. We need a morto-
rium on temporary artificial hearts
because there Is no guarantee they
will not be permanent, we have yet to
develop an ethically acceptable
method of alla=ting human hearts
to those with artificial hearts, and
there is no room in our health care
system for an extreme and expenlve
medical technology that b useless be-
cause It does not Increme the total
number of human lives saved by
h4art tmplants.

If the referee won't call time out,
the players themselves hould.
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The Prostitute, the Playboy, and the Poet:
Rationing Schemes for Organ Transplantation

OoEO. J. ANNAS. JD, MPH

In the public debate about the availability of heart andlive trnsplants, the issue of rationing on a massive scale
ha been credibly raised for the irst time in United Stales
medical care. In an ere of scamc resources, the eventual
aial'v of such a discussion was, of course. inevitable.'
Unless we decide to ban hear and liver transplantation, or
ake them available to everyone, some rationing scheme

must be used tO choose anWg potential transplant candi-
dales. The debate hes existed throughout the history of
medical ethics. Traditionally it has been stated as a choice
between saving one of two patients, both ot whomn require
the immediate assistance of the only available physician to
survive.

National attention was focused on decisions retarding
the rmaig of kidney dialysis machines when they were
Amt used on a limited basis in the late 1960s. As one
commetato described the debate within the medical pro-
fessoss

"SWal machines or orgas p to the skest, or to the
ones with most promise of rcove y; on a Arst-com, Rs.
served bals; to the most 'vahble' patient basedd on wuth.edicalioe. position, whs1.; to the one with the most depen-
dents; to women Ad children Ittm; to thos who can pay; to
whom? Or should tots be cas. Imprsonaly and uncritical.

In Seattle, Wuhington, an anonytnous screening com-
mittee ws set up to pick who among compesing caddtes
would receive the life-saving technology. One lay member of
Me screening committee Is quoted a saying;

"The chokes wor hard ... I remember voting gdinm ar" wonm who was a known promitu. I fosed I couldn't
vote f her, rather thn another candidate, a youfg wife Wd
mother, I alo voted agast a young m who. until helearned he had ebal failure, had been a se'er do-well, a real

Flayby' HeProm e would reform his character,.gbckso school, and so ea. i only he were selected forteatmen. u I Pelt I'd lived Wg enough to know that aperson Me that won't ey do what be was poisinil at the

When the biases and selection criteria of the committee
were made public, there was a general negative reaction
against this type of arbitrary device. Two experts reacted to
the "AmbNg accounts o how close to the surface lie the

I Adihms lun e a n oe Omegal .A AWL D. MPH, t . t y Pru w

of - -" L iudia LAw SKeioa, lisse Siiwsy Scet of
~le tieib. or Cusr ts lases 0*A0 t*1.

prjudics and mindless cliches that polute the comm iee's
deliberations," by concluding that the committee w "na.-
Sring perlos in with its own middle-class
values." The committee process, they noted, ruled out
"creative no"ontorudst" and made the PAi Northwest
"no ntce for a Henry David Tbors with bad kidneys."4

o avoid having to make such expect, awbray, "so-
cil worth" determinaidons, the Congres, I 19 , enacted
legislation that provided federal funds for virtually all kidney
dialysis and kidney transpatation procedures la the United
States-* Thin decision. howver, simply served to potpone
the time when Identical dociso will have to be made about
catites for hen and liver trasplantatson In a society
that does no provide sslA t Anca and m re-
sources to provide all "suitable" candidus with the opera.
tion.

There are four m4joppmaches to mrtlo ss scare
medil resoures: the market approach; the selection com-
milsea ch; the lottery approc; and the "customary"

M Market Approach
The market approach would p a orgn to every-

one who could pay for It with thIr own fands or private
Insurance, Is puts a very hiqh value on Idvda rights, A
a very low value on oqusisty and fains. It M properly
been criticizUed on a numbe of bases, cing that the
transpl t technologies have been developed ad aM sup-
ported with public funds, that medical resou used for
trasplatatinwl not beavlae forhgerpiority care
and that fiancalsuces aoelIasscanjutfaio
for demanding a mdical procedure. Moat tlling Is .
complete lack of concern airnesu aud eqisty..-

A "Ibake sae" or hridty approach t the less
financially fortunate to make public &pipea is
demeaning to the indivWiuds iavolve, and to society as a
whole. Rationing by iamncal ability ows we do not believe
in equality, but believe that a price can and should be placed
on human life ad thatit should be paid by the Inivtdua
whose life Is at stake. Neither beld I tolkbe in a sotilety
in which income is inequitably distributed.

The Comaeldri Selecrlovt accis
The Seate Seleo Committe s ba . model of thecommittee proem h Commns" at up In nom

hos to deo"d whether or aW cert sainadlcad
newborn Infanta should be given media can my rren
aother. Ise committee have deoped beeas t wa

AJPH' FAbN"a I115 Vet. M1 WoS
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seen as unworkable or unwise to explicitly set forth the
criteria on which selection decisions would be made. But
only two results a possi le, as Professor Guido Calabrezi
has pointed out: eiter a pattern of decisIon-making will
develop or it will not. If a pattern does develop (e.g. in
Seattle, the Impositionof middle-class values), then it csn be
arsiulated and thoado4Jiin. 'slies' codiled an used-
directly, without resort to the committee, If a pattern does
not develop, the committee Is vulnerable to the charge that it
Is acting arbitrarily, or dishonestly. and therefore cannot be
permitted to continue to make such Important decisions,'

In the end, public designation of a committee to make
selection decisions on vague criteria will fail because it too
closely involves. ft staie. "d all members of society Iin
explicitly preferring speific individuals over others, and In
devluing the interests those others have in living. It thus
directly undermines, as surely &s the market system does,
society's view of eq"ity and the value of human life.

The Lrry Approach
lia lottery approach is the ultimate equalizer which

puts equality ahead of every other value. This makes it
extremely atrctive, since all corner have an equal chance
at section regardless of race, color, creed, or fMancial

atus. On the other hand, t offends our notions of eficency
ad frness since It makes no distinctions among such things

as the strength of the desires of the candidates, their
potential survival. an their quality of life. In this sense it is a
mindless method of trying to solve socity's dilemma which
is caused by its unwillingness or inability to spend enough
resources to make a lottery unne"ssary. By making this
macro spending decision evident to all, it also undermines
society's view of the pricelessness of human life. A first.
come, rat-servnd system is a type of natural lottery since
referral to a transplant program Is generally random in time.
Nonetheless. higher income groups have quicker access to
referral networks and thus have an inherent advantage over
the poor In a strict frAt.come, first-served system,.'

TVe Customary Approach
Society has traditionally attempted to avoid explicitly

recognizing that we ar making a choke not to save individ-
ual Eves because it is too expensive to do so. As long as such
decisions are not explicitly acknowledged, they can be
tolerated by society. For example, until recently there was
said to be n general understanding among general practitlon-
er in Britain that indviduals over age 55 suffering from end-
stage kidney disease not be referred for dialysis or tranp.
plant. In 1964, however, this unwritten practice became
highly publicized, with figures that showed a rate of new
cases oend-st kidney disease treated In Britain at 40 per
million (versus the US figure of 60 per million) resulting is
1500-3000 'unniecssary deaths" annually0 This hs, pre-

dictably. led to movements to enlarge the National Health
Service budget toexpad dialsis services to meet this need.
a more soclilly acceptable solution tha permitting the now
publicly recognized situation to continue.

In the US, the customary approach permits individual
physicians to select their patients on the basis of medical
criteria or clinkal suitability. This. however, contains much
hidden social worth criteria. For example, one criterion.
common in the transplant literature, requires an individual to
have sufcient family support for successful aftercare. This
discriminates against Individuals without families and those

who have become asenated from their families. The criterion
may be relevant, but il is hardly medical.

SimJlar observations can be made about medical criteria
that include IQ, mental Wnest, criminal records, employ-
ment, indigency, alcoholism, drug addiction, or geographical
location. Age is perhaps more dificult, s1c It may be
Impressioalstically related to outcome. But tIs not medical-
ly logical to assume that an individual who is 49 years old Is
necessary a better medical candidate for a transplant than
one who Is 50 years old. Unless specific examination of the
characteristics of older persons that make them less desir.
able candidates Is undertaken, such a cut oils arbitrary, and
thus devlues the lives of older citizens. The same can be
said of blanket exclusions of alcoholics vid drug addicts.

In shor, the customary approach has one great advan-
tage for society an one great disadvantage: it gives us the
illusion that we do not have to make chokes; but the cost Is
mass deception, and when this deception is uncovered, we
must deal with it either by universal entitlement or by
choosing another method of patient selection.

A CoiNbion of Approachts
A socially acceptable approach must be fair, efficient,

and reflective of important social values. The most impor-
tant values at stake In organ transplantation are fairness
itself, equity in the sense o(equality, and the value of life. TO
promote efficiency, it is important that no one receive a
transplat unless they want one and ae likely to obtain
signifant benefit from il in the sense of years of life at a
reasonable level of funt ing.

Accordingly, it is appropriate for there to be an initial
screening process that is based erclusivrty on medical crite-
ria designed to measure the probability of a successful
transplant, i.e., one in which she patient survives for at least
a number of years and is rehabilitated. Thre is room in
medical criteria for social worth judgments, but there is
probably no way to avoid this completely. For example, it
has been noted that "in many respects social and medical
criteria are inextricably Intertwined" and that therefore
medical criteria might "exclude the poor and disadvantaged
because health and socioeconomic status are highly Interde-
pendent."" Roger Evans gives an exanpie. In she End
Stage Renal Disease Program, "those of lower socloeco-
nomic status are likely to have multiple comorbid health
conditions such as diabetes, hepatitis, and hypertension"
making them both less desirable candidates and more expen.
give to treat."

To prevent the gulf between the haves and have noes
from widening, we must make every reasonable attempt to
develop medical criteria that are objective and independent
of social worth categories. One minimal way to approach
this is to require that medical screening be reviewed and
approved by an ets committee with significant public
representation, fled with a public agency, and made readily
available to she public for comment. In the event that more
than one hospital In a state or region Is offer al particular
transplant service, it would be most fair and efficient for the
individual hospitals to prlorm the initial medical screening
themselves (based on the uniform, objective criteria), but to
have all subsequent non-medical selection done by a method
approved by a sinlk selection committee composed of
representatives of all hospitals engaged In the particular
transplant procedure, as well as silniicant representation of
the public at lar.,

MPH Fabruary I9US Vol. 7 NO. I
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As this implies. after the medical screening is per-
formed, there may be more acceptable candidates in the
"pool" than there are organs or surgical teams to go around.
Selection amon watinl candidates will then be necessary.
This situation occurs now in kidney tunsplantio. but since
th o mstc 8.Ls mli b morse sophswated. than in.
bouts d given (permitun much more cmise matchinl of
organ and recipetm), and since dialysis permits individuals
to wait almost indefinitely Nr an organ without risking
death, the situations ae not ciose enough to permit use of
the same matching criteria. On the other hand, to the extent
tht organs re specifically tissue- and size-matched and
fairly distributed to the best matched candidate, the oran
distribution system itself will resemble a natural lottery.

When a pool of aeptable candidates is developed, a
decision about who gets the next available, suitable rg
muss be made. We must choose between uSIg a conscious,
value-laden, social worth selection criterion (including a
committee to make the actual choice), or some type of
random device. In view of the uracceptability and atrari-
ness of social worth criteria being applied. Implicitly or
explicily. by committee. this method is neither viable nor
proper. On the other hand, strict adherence* to a lottery
it create a situatiOn where an individual who has Oiay a

one-bm-four chance of living fve years with a transplant (but
who could survive aoher six months without one) would
get an organ before an individual who could survive as long
or longer. bus who will die within days or hours if he or is ts
ot immediately transplanted. Accordingly, the most reason-
able apprah sees to be to allocate organs on a first-come.,
fist-served basis to members of the pool but permit individ-
usia to "jump" the queue if the second level selection
committee believes they are in Immediate danger of death
(but still have a reasonable prospect for long-term survival
with a transplant) and the person who would otherwise get
the organ can survive long enough to be reasonably assured
that he or she will be able to get another organ.

The first-come, Ams-served method of basic selection
(&Ater a medical screen) seems the preferred method because
it most closely approximates the randomness of a straight
lottery without the obviousness of making equity the only

i protseed value. Some unfairness is introduced by the fact
that the mot wealthy an medkay astute will likely get
Into the pool first, an thus be ahead in ine, but this
advantage should decrease sharply a public awareness of
the system grows. The possibility of unfairness is also
inherent in permitting individuals to jump the queue, but
uome flexibility needs to be retained in the system to permit
it to respond to reasonable contingencies.

We wiil have to face the fact that should the resources
devoted to organ transplantation be limited (as they are now
and are likely to be in the future), at some point it is likely
that significant numbers of individuals will die in the poo
waiting for a transplant. Three things can be done to avoid
this: I) medical criteria can be made stricter, perhaps by
adding a more rigorous notion o "'quality" of life to longev.
ity Pad prospects for rehabilitation; 21 resources devoted to

PuJLiO HEALTh ANO THE LAW

Uaaspiantation and org pirOcursment can be increased; or
)) iivki can be p ed not to alempt to jointhe

poo f the$* three options, only the third has the promise of
both conserving resources and promote autonomy. While
most persons medically eigible for trans~l would prob-
bly want one, some would not- least they understood
all that wit involved, ncudin h need for ia lifetime
commitment to daily immunosuppressk 1s medications, and
periodic medical monitori*g for rejection symptoms. Ac-
cordingly, it makes public policy sense to publicize the risks
a side elects of transplantation, m to require careul

explanations of the procedure be given to prospective pa-
tients before they undergo medcl. sreening. It is likely
by the time pytiets come to the transplant center they have
mad up their minds and would do almost anytLhS to aethe
transplant. Nonetheless, there s patleusts who, when
confrontdI with all the facts, would voluntsiy elect nt to
proceed, we enhance both their *w freedom ad the
efficiency and costfective s of the transplantation sys-
tem by screening them out as early as possible.

Conclaslm

Choices among patients that seem to condemn some to
death sand give other an opportunity to survive will always
be trag . Society has developed anumberof mechanisms to
make such decisios more acceptable by camouSfalinl them.
In an era of scarce resources and conscious cost contain-
ment, such mechanisms will before, public, ad they will be
usable only If they are fir and eficient. If they are not so
perceived, we will Shi from one mechanism to another in a
effort to continue the illusion that tragic chois really don't
have to be made. and that we can simultaneously move
toward equity of access, quality of services, an cost con-
tainment without any chaldnges to our values. Alo with
the prostitute, the playboy, and the poet, we all need to be
involved In the development of an access model to extreme
and expensive medical technlogies with which we can live.
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Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you very much, Doctor Annas.
And Dr. DeVries.
Dr. DEVRIEs. Thank you.
Members of Congress, I appreciate the opportunity to present the

following comments and observations on the status of the artificial
heart program at Humana International. The subcommittee's invi-
tation is representative of a widespread interest throughout the
country and world in this program.

I am amazed by some of the consequences of this intense inter-
est. Uninformed public opinion and the trend toward bureaucratic
overregulation are a real impediment to scientific progress.

These influences have taken an inordinate amount of time away
from the scientific inquiry and the clinical care of artificial heart
patients, Bill Schroeder and Murray Hayden. Therefore, I welcome
this forum as a chance to set forth my views and respond to ques-
tions.

I hope the availability of these proceedings, as well as the proto-
col modification submitted to the FDA advisory panel, will satisfy
public, regulatory, and scientific interests, and facilitate getting on
with the project.

The ultimate goal of the artificial heart project is to develop
therapy that will be safe and effective in treating patients with
end-stage heart disease.

In its long history of conception, research, and development, the
program at Audubon has been monitored at various times by one
or more of the following groups:

No. 1, a recipient evaluation committee at the hospital where I
am principal investigator- (2) the project evaluation committee; (3)
the Humana National Advisory Board on total artifical heart, ap-
pointed by Humana to oversee comments on ethical and legal as-
pects of the problem; (4) the institutional review board at Audubon
Humana Hospital; (5) the FDA; (6) the FDA advisory panel, the Na-
tional Institutes of Health, who supported the initl investigation
of the heart through grants in the 1960's and 1970's, and continues
to support nonclinical research, and Symbion, manufacturer of
Jarvik-7, which I have used in four implants I have performed.

I would like to consider this hearing as a positive Ste in estab-
lishing a dialog as to what type of scientific and socie oversight
is realistic and reasonable. This oversight should insure No. 1, that
the clinical and scientific integrity of the project is maintained. No.
2, the patient is adequately informed. And No. 3, the risk-to-benefit
ratio is such that the value of scientific information to be obtained
justifies the exposure of the patient to potential complications.

I willingly invite the dialog with the FDA, the subcommittee and
others, as to what constitutes realistic, reasonable, and appropriate
monitoring. And what constitutes adequate scientific progress.

Oversight by one's scientific and clinical peers is indispensible,
provided they are appropriately knowledgeable and responsible. In
addition, some type of conscientious societal oversight can serve a
very useful purpose.

All these monitoring processes should be applied uniformally and
consistently to all implantation centers, regardless of whether the
center is academic or proprietary. Clinical experience with the arti-
ficial heart has yielded a tremendous wealth of scientific informa-
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tion. Valuable data concerning strokes, hemostasis, thrombosis, he-
modynamics, and immunology have been derived from my patients.

Some of this data offers the exciting prospect of spinoff of ad-
vances for related areas of medicine. In addition, the program's
contribution to public awareness and education as be related to
media coverage, is an incalculable benefit.

I think the average American is better informed about heart dis-
ease in general, its risk factors, organ donation, and a variety of
related issues as a result of the artificial heart project.

Artificial heart recipients fall into two groups. Permanent and
temporary-bridge-to-transplant.

Patients may go from one group to another as medical indica-
tions change. Of the four implants I have performed all have been
permanent.

The first was done at the University of Utah on December 1,
1982; the patient was Barney Clark. He lived 112 days.

The patients at Humana Heart Institute International have been
William Schroeder, alive now 438 days; Murray Haydon, alive now
354 days; and Jack Burcham, who died after 10 days.

When my results are compared with other medical experiments
at similar or investigational stages they are encouraging.

Based on length of life alone, the artificial heart is an astonish-
ing scientific achievement.

The long-survival rate of artificial heart recipients has gained
added significance when their nearness to death at the time of the
implantation is recalled. As with all early medical studies, we had
to surmount many obstacles.

Mr. Schroeder continues to recover from the stroke suffered No-
vember 10, which necessitated his return to the hospital.

He is now undergoing physical occupational speech therapy. Al-
though he is not as active as he was before his stroke he is able to
stand, walk, and recognize family members, friends and hospital
staff, and to speak a few words. I have seen him like this on two
previous strokes and both times he made remarkable progress. I be-
lieve he will do so again.

Mr. Haydon has had no neurological damage. He experienced a
mild transient stroke in June and remains in the hospital because
of the dependence on a reRpirator. He is gradually being weaned
from the respirator, and remains very weak.

He is moving about the hospital, and yet the day before yester-
day he visited his home for the weekend. We are very encouraged
by Mr. Haydon's postoperative course.

If Mr. Schroeder had been the only recipient we might have been
tempted to conclude that debilitating strokes are a necessary conse-
quence of the heart. But you only have to walk down the hall to
Mr. Haydon's room to see that simply is not the case.

Do Bill Schroeder and Murray Haydon have the quality of life
they want, or you want for them?

Probably not.
Is their quality of life adequate considering their preoperative

state?
Absolutely.
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Mr. Chairman, as a physician, I would not implant an artificial
heart if I did not think I would give the patient increased quality
of life. And it has.

Bill and Murray would be dead if they did not have the artificial
heart.

Neither of them have asked me to turn off the Utahdrive and
end his life. Nor has Juanita Haydon or Margaret Schroeder asked
for this, although I have discussed this possibility at length with
each of them, and I will coiainue to do so.

Although I want Bill Schroeder and Murray Haydon to live
normal lives, we must bear in mind that the project is an early
clinical investigation. All patients accepted this fact before enter-
ing the project.

A principal investigator has to have an adequate patient base to
make a wise and prudent decision as to whether an investigational
procedure is worthwhile. The artificial heart is still an experimen-
tal device.

There have not been enough recipients to make a good decision
on its safety and efficacy. I am encouraged to see other institutions
cooperating in artificial heart research. But clinical trials are still
few in number.

No other experiment in the history of science has been scruti-
nized so closely as this one. Such close attention has led to a case-
by-case mentality and a tendency to judge the experiment in terms
of how the most recent artificial heart recipient is doing.

This mentality, although understandable and well intended, is a
threat to the scientific progress of this or any other research
project. Had many experiments in the history of science been sub-
ject to such close scrutiny they might well all have been stopped.

The medical advances they produce could not have been made
for many years or might not have occurred at all. Spinoff advance-
ment which recently came about as a direct result of perceived fail-
ures would have been permanently lost to science and to mankind.

Appropriate and reasonable scientific and societal monitoring of
the artificial heart project can be useful. However, regulatory
bodies should evaluate a project based on an appropriate scientific
reporting and timely publications by the investigator, not by media
presentations.

In conclusion, what is the real nature of the artificial heart
project?

It is clinical research; but it is also a microcosm of life, involving
a number of important domains. It-touches on legal issues of pa-
tients consent, the right to live and the right to die.

It touches on family responsibilities for patients who are very ill.
It is an experiment with as many soft data points as hard ones.

To say the only thing we are learning in this project is whether
the artificial heart will pump or will not, is to grossly undervalue
its usefulness, and minimize its many potential benefits to society.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity of opening this
dialogue.

[Additional questions and answers for the record and the pre-
pared statement of Dr. William C. DeVries follow:]
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR THE RECORD

U S HOk.'S OF R(PRESINTATIMVS

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ,
SUM1I 232I RAYUAN WOuS1 D(FCI WIlt OING

WASINGTO4 DC 2051, lvll I-

April7, 196 'l '+

,L, usvil IV a 02w17

':"; " " 3J';"+o April 7, t986 ", '*"

Dr. wiillf, C. Devrles
Artiflclot heart Program
Hx-,ana Heart Institute International
I AvdvubOn Plaza Dr.
Louisville, KY 40217

Dear Dr. DYriest

Enclosed Is a copy of the transcript frar the February 5, 1986 hearing at
which you testif led before the Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight
about artificial hearts. Attached to the transcript are Instructions for
sumitting requests for changes or clarifications. Pleas* review these
Instructions and the enclosed transcript of your remarks carefully.

The Subcommittee would also appreciate your written responses to the
fol low ing questions,

1. in February, you ware planning to submit a revised Informed consent form to
the FDA. PI ease Inform us whether you have done so and whether FDA has
approved the proposed Informed consent form.
- Ho does the proposed consent form reflect the information learned

from your experlenels with the first four patients who received
permanent artif Iclal hearts?

- Does the proposed consent form Include provisions for alternative
decislorr-raking should the patient become Incompetent or unable to
commaun I Cato

- What Is the status of proposed legislation In the Commorwealth of
Ksentucky to at1io foally members to participate In the decision making
process?

2. It has been suggested that a multi-center review panel be formed to develop
uniform standards related to the artifliel heart Implant protocol, patient
selection criteria, and minimum standards for the Informed consent process
Including forms. This panel would include, eaong others, representatives

of the artificIal heart manufacturers, the hospitals lIvolved In the
artif icial heart program, and the appropriate physicians. Please comment
on this proposal.

3. it ,as been reported that you may becme offIl I lated with the University of
Louisville, and that If you were to do so, the University's il would
routinely revle you- artificial heart Implant protocols. In your opinion,
0ta would be the 6%a<rtbpes and di sac.nfages of such IRS review?
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Dr. Wit Ia C. QeYries
A prl 7. 1986
Page 2

4. Have you submitted a revlsed Implant protocol to FDAt If so, whet action
has FDA taken?

5. The major oep icatlon seen so far In all of your artificial heart
recipients Is strokes. Please describe the new ways you have devised for
monitoring a patient's neurological condition.

Are you using these nw procedures on W. Schroeder and Mr. Haydon,
end If so, what have been the results

6. Are Wt. Schroeder end W. Haydon still in need of frequent blood
transfusions?

7. It has been suggested that a uniform master Implant protocol be developed
so that useful, consistent scientific Information could be obtained from
all the centers# use of a particular device, Please comment.

Your copy of the transcript, together with any written requests for
changes, and your responses to the above questions should be returned by April
24, 1986 to:

Dr. irene GiOclnskl
Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight

822 House Annex I
ashington, OC 20315-6307

Your testimony at the hearing was extremely valuable to the Members, and I
vent to extend our thanks for your participation and service to the
Subcommittee.

Sincerely,

Cha lman
SubcommIttee on Investigations
and Oversight

HLY/Gmbb
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Humana
Heart Institute May $, 1986
International

Humana
Hosplal
Audubon
One Audubon
Raa Drive
Louisville, KY 40217
(502) 636-7135

Dr. Irene Glowinski
Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight
822 House Annex 1
Washington, D.C. 20515-630?

Dear Dr. Olowinskih

Pursuant to the April 7, 1988, letter of Harold L. Volkmer, please find enclosed
a copy of the transcript of the remarks at the February S, 1986, hearing before
the subcommittee on investigations and oversight.

Also, pursuant to Mr. Volkmer's request, following are responses to the
questions posed In the April 7th letter.

1. A revised consent form was submitted to the Food and Drug Administra-
tion through Symblon, Inc. on April 2, 1986. Formal approval from the FDA has
not yet been received, although it Is expected shortly.

The consent form reflects Information learned from experiences with the first
four artificial heart recipients In a number of respects. First, the consent form
Incorporates Information concerning the experiences of other artificial heart
recipients so that prospective recipients may be fully Informed concerning prior
experiences. The consent form signed by Mr. Schroeder Incorporated Informa-
tion concerning only the experiences of Barney Clark, as that was the only
experience available at that time. The consent has further been amended to
Insert the term "experimental" In a number of additional places to emphasize
that the artificial heart Is experimental. There were revisions to the section of
the consent form outlining possible complications to emphasize the possibility
of strokes (which were already listed as among the complications in the
previous consent form). In addition, the consent form now makes provision for
a sepLarate consent dealing with drugs which may be used In a experimental
mode with artificial heart recipients.

The revised consent form makes no additional provision for alternative decision
making should the patient become Incompetent or unable to communicate.

in response to your third question, the K'ntucky legislature failed to approve
proposed legislation which would have allowed family members to participate In
the decision making process. The proposed legislation was originally attached
as an amendment to a "living will" bill which failed to pass. Thereafter, the
legislation was separately proposed and also failed to pass.
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Lette, to Dr. Irene Olowinski
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2. The proposal for a "multi-center review panel" to be formed to develop
uniform standards related to the artificial heart Implant protocol and prosthesis
is, in my view, superfluous In view of the already adequate review by the FDA
and the institutional Review Board at Humana Hospital-Audubon. It Is the
purpose of these bodies to review protocols, patient selection criteria and
Informed consent, among other factors. in addition, there are ongoing efforts
to coordinate the various Implant programs, Including an International
Conference on Cardiac Replacement, which was sponsored by Humana Hospital-
Audubon, on April 23, 1986. Almost all of the physicians Involved in
implantation of artificial hearts on a temporary or permanent basis participated
in that seminar. There have also been two (2) other meetings of principal
Investigators for the Jarvik heart to discuss problems, complications and
protocols. There Is, therefore, substantial scientific cooperation with respect
to the artificial heart program. Development of yet another review panel with
respect to this project would be both unnecessary and problematic for Investi-
gators who are already under scrutiny by a substantial number of organizations
with adequate expertise at this time.

3. In response to your inquiry concerning my possible affiliation with the
University of Louisville, I have been Informed that the University's IRB would
be desirous reviewing the artificial heart Implant protocols. The advantages of
such review would, of course, be the suggestions which could be forthcoming
from an academic institution. However, as you know, the program at Humana
Hospital-Audubon, and myself In particular, have been open to suggestions from
all segments of the scientific community since the Incoption of the program and
would continue to be receptive with or without formal IRB review by the
University of Louisville. The disadvantages would Involve the time required in
submission to an additional review body and possible jurisdictional disputes
should the University's IRB and the IRB of Humana Hospital-Audubon not agree
with respect to some matter. It Is my understanding, however, that any review
by the University of Louisville IRB would be directed solely at the Issue of my
University appointment and would not affect review by the Humana Hospital-
Audubon IRB, which is the authoritative body pursuant to the FDA regulations.
At this point, the question of my appointment is not fully resolved.

4. A revised Implant protocol was filed with the FDA on March 20, 1988, and
was approved thirty (30) days thereafter.

5. Since we have had history of strokes, we have changed the Intensity of
therapy to prevent coagulation by increasing the dosages of drugs to prevent
the blood from clotting, as well as adding other drugs to prevent the blood
platelets from starting or adding to a clot. Both Mr. Schroeder and Mr. Haydon
have been treated with the new protocol. Mr. Haydon has not had a stroke in
twelve (12) months on the Total Artificial Heart and Mr. Schroeder has had no
new neurological problems in over six (6) months.
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6. Mr. Schroeder and Mr. Hayden are not In need of frequent blood transfu-
sions.

7. With response to the suggestions that a master implant protocol be
developed so that scientific information could be obtained from all the centers,
note that I referred In paragraph number 2 to the very substantial sharing of
Information by and between the principal Investigators. Among this group are
some who preliminarily have expressed the view that a common protocol could
be of value, while others feel It could be too restrictive. At this stage, It
appears that the networking among principal Investigators can serve a similar
scientific function.

I hope these responses have been of assistance.

Sincerely,

Dr. William C. DeVries

WCDsJm

Enclosure
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STATEMENT TO THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS AND OVERSIGHT OF THE

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

William C. DeVries, M.D.

February 5, 1986

HR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOlHITTEEz

I appreciate the opportunity to present the following comments and

observations on the status of the artificial heart program. The interest

of the subcommittee in having me testify is representative of the

widespread interest throughout the country and the world in this

program, and I am grateful yet a little mystifed that this scientific

experiment has captured the imagination of such a large number of

people. At the same time I am also troubled by some of the consequences

of this interest. The necessity of dealing with outside scrutiny,

whether from the news media, the Food and Drug Administration,

colleagues or the general public, has taken valuable time away from the

program -- both in terms of scientific' inquiry and in terms of time

spent with Bill Schroeder, Murray Haydon and their families. The other

day a 3-year-old boy came up to me and said, "Didn't you used to be a

doctor?" I had to nod my head because in truth that is only a slight

exaggeration of the way I feel. I therefore welcome this forum as a

chance to set forth my views at length and respond to questions, in
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hopes that the availability of these proceedings in printed form will

enable me to be a doctor again.

The purpose of the artificial heart program is to develop a therapy

that will be safe and effective in treating patients with end-stage

heart disease. Coronary heart disease is this country's leading cause of

death, and among its victims are many people for whom no known therapy

-- including heart transplants -- is helpful. The number of these people

is open to debate, but most estimates of how many heart patients could

benefit from an artificial heart implant, if the procedure becomes an

accepted therapeutic technique, fall in the range of 20,000 to 6C,000

per year. A 1982 report submitted to the Congressional Office of

Technology Assessment, for example, gave a mid-range estimate of 33,000

annually. Within this group are some people who would benefit from a

ventricular assist device, a kind of helper-pump that is connected to a

diseased heart. But many thousands of ed-stage patients are afflicted

with a heart that is too weak to benefit from ventricular support.

Under guidelines approved by the Food and Drug Administration,

potential artificial heart recipients are strictly limited to patients

who qualify as "Class IV" according to a system devised by the New York

Heart Association. The classification itatest

Class IV patients have the inability to carry

on any physical activity without discomfort.

Symptoms of dis:omfort are present even at

rest. With any physical ativity, increased

discomfort is experienced.
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These guidelines further state that only Class IV patients for whom all

appropriate therapeutic techniques have failed are eligible to receive

an artificial heart. In practical terms this means that according to

regulations, candidates for an artificial heart must be very close to

death. Even use of the artificial heart as a bridge to transplant must

be for patients in a life-threatening situation. The artificial heart is

therefore a last resort.

The current status of the artificial heart program can be

summarized as follows it is an ongoing experiment which, after more

than 25 years of planning, laboratory development and testing on

animals, has progressed to the clinical investigation stage. Five

different Total Artificial Hearts (TAR) -- to distinguish from

Ventricular Assist Devices (VAD) -- hava so far received clinical trials

(see Table 1). At Humans Heart Institute International, where I am

principal investigator for the TAH, the heart under Investigation is the

JARVIK-7, manufactured by Symbion, Inc., of Salt Lake City, Utah. In its

FDA-approved form (1), the JARVIK-7 is a plastic-and-metal, air-driven

pump, connected by two drive lines above the abdomen to one of two

external power sources -- 6 semi-stationary unit called the UTAHDRIVE,

or the portable HEIMKS driver. I am using this heart because I think it

is the best one currently available. If a better heart is developed --

by Symbion or anyone else -- I would use It, as long as it has the

(1) A smaller version of the JARVIK-7 has been implanted in one patient

in Mit nespolis, Minn., but does not have FDA approval.
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PATI1rI AGE LOCAT.-ON

UK 47 Noutou. Tx.

m 32 Nouston, Tx.

5C 61 Salt Lake City.
Utah

aS 53 Louisville, Ky.

- 59 Louiville. Ky.

Jis 63 Louisville, Ky.

S 54 Stockholm, Sweden

RL 34 Tucson. Az.

An

AN

26 TOcm, Az.

Nersbey° Pa.

TOTAL AMTFCW. EZAIT DGuIrrM
DATE Suo

04-04-69 Cooley

07-23-S1 Cooley

12-02-82 DeVriea

11-25-64

02-17-85

04-15-85

04-07-85

03-06-85

08-29-85

10-18-65

DeVrles

DeVries

DeVries

Smb

Coland

Copelod

Pierce

TC 47 PtttsbMrgh. Fe. 10-24-85 Griffith

ML 40 Minneapolis. Minn. 12-18-85 Joyce

EANT TYPE COMICAITOluS

Liotta Unconcious TAR-"4 brs
Bleeding Tx-3 hr.

Died

Akutsu Unconscioua TMA-47 br.
Bleeding Tx-8 days

Died

Jarvik-7 Bleeding TA-! 12 day,

Seizre 
Died

Renal failure

Jarvik-7 Bleeding TAR-14 months
Stroke x 3 Alive

Jarvik-7 Bleeding TAN-I 1 months
Stroke x 1 Alive

Jarvik-7 feeling TAN-10 days
%ena failure Died

Jarvik-7 Bleeding TAg months
Stroke x 2 Died

Phoenix Renal failure TAN-1I hours
Tx-2 days
Died

Jarvik-7 Stroke TAM-9 days
Tx-Alive

Pena State Multi -orge TAN-1O days
failure Tx-16 days

Died

Jsrvik-7 Bleeding TAM-5 days
Tx-Alive

Jarvik-7-70 Bleeding TAN- 45 days
Renal failure Tx-Alive
Neurological
problems

I 

*~

7X - hearrt transplant
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approval of the FDA and the Institutional Review Board of the hospital

where the experiment is taking place. It is worth noting, however, that

the dream of everyone Involved, with the artificial heart is to one day

perfect a totally implantable device that would enable a recipient to

live a life as normal as yours or mine. The JARVIK-?, like the other

hearts under investigation, is a necessary step on the road to the

achievement of this dream. It will never be realized unless these

interim hearts are clinically evaluated and their effect on patients

thoroughly examined. As with all useful inventions, the artificial heart

must pass through the refiner's fire of-testing.

Humans Heart Institute International is located at Humans Hospital

- Audubon in Louisville, Kentucky, where I am also engaged in the

private practice of cardiovascular surgery. I do not receive a salary,

stipend or any other remuneration for my work on the artificial heart

program from the Heart Institute or Humana Inc. My work on the project,

and that of my medical and surgical colleagues, as well as that of many

devoted clinical and scientific advisors, is done gratis. I say this to

set the record straight on a point that has given rise to much

speculation. Humana's role in the project is to provide the clinical

setting and to meet the hospitalization costs of artificial heart

recipients. The company's corporate staff has never sought to Influence

my conduct of the project, and Humans neither owns nor seeks patent,

copyright, or any other legal protection for the techniques and

materials I am using. I have made a point of sharing what I have learns

with Dr. Jack Copeland in Tucson, Dr. Lyle Joyce In Minneapolis, Dr.

Bjarne Semb In Stockholm and many others involved with the clinical
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development of the artificial heart, and have been encouraged by Humana

in this effort. Its status as a "for-profit" health care corporation has

not caused me to change the way I work on the artificial heart. I worked

on it for 18 years before I came to a Humana hospital a year and a half

ago, and I as confident that the habits I developed over that perlo6 of

time will remain unaffected by the tax-paying status of whatever

clinical setting I practice in. That does not answer the question of why

Humana agreed to fund as many as 100 implants, as long as scientific

progress continues to be made, but it's not for ma to answer. They never

asked me why I agreed to devote my life to the project. I do know that

the common ground between us is a desire to give suffering people the

best possible medical care. David A. Jones, Humanats chief executive

officer, explains it this way: "There's nothing in it we can gain other

than a reputation for having a high quality hospital where even the most

sophisticated and difficult procedures can be safely performed." Having

worked intensely with the Institute staff I can assure you they have

been up to the special demands of clinical research and were at least as

well prepared for the Implants at Audubon as the staff at the University

of Utah was for the Barney Clark implant in 1982.

Along with FDA reporting requirements, which have recently been

expanded, the artificial heart program at Humana Heart Institute

International is monitored by several on-site and off-site groups, as

well as by clinical, scientific and ethical consultants from throughout

the United States (see Table 2). The input of many dedicated

professionals ensures that the project is proceeding according to the

highest scientific standards; their expertise is also useful in an
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advisory capacity. I draw your attention especially to the distinguished

group of scientific consultants and scientific advisors -- panels one

rarely finds in an academic research setting. The following pages

provide a sumry of their responsibilities.
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OROANIZATIOHAL STRUCTURE AND PERSONNEL

A. agonsor sySybion, Inc.

B. Clinical Honitors Larry Hastings - Symbion, Inc.

C. Project Evaluation Committset

. IIT&DeVries, M.D. - Humana
Heart Institute International
0. Howard Frasier, M.D. - Texas
Heart Institute
Lyle Joyce, M.D. - Minnesota
Heart Institute
0. Stephan Johnson, M.D., Ph.D. -
Humana Hospital - Audubon
Allan H. Lansing, M.D., Ph.D.
Humana Heart
Institute International

2. Resnonsibilitiesi

To evaluate the clinical data and provide advice to $ymbion
regarding modifications and developuant of the clinical
protocol.

D. PrinoiDal Investioator: William C. DeVries, M.D.

Z. Institutional Reviev Board. Numana Hosgital - Auduhbn:
George Zenger, M.D., Chairman

r. Humana National Advisory Board on the Total Artificial Heart
Proleot:

Dwight Markin, M.D. - Harvard University
Albert Jonsen, Ph.D. - University of California at

San Franoisco
Charles Wadlington, M.D. - University of Virginia

2. Rj omiblkities1
To advise Humana, Inc., on the following issues concerning
the Total Artificial Heart Projeats

(a) Review the artificial heart implant protocol and the
related informed consent document, offering suggested
improvements in legal, ethical, scientific or other
areas.

(b) Review the makeup and performance of the Institutional
Review Soard of Human& Hospital - Audubon, offering sug-
gestions for improvement in any area, including the pos-
sibility of broadening its membership.
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(c) Review the issue of patient privacy versus public and
scientific need for knowledge, including the develop-
ment of Iolicies and procedures which assure full and
timely d ssemination of knowledge gained and results
achieved In this experimental program.

(4) Review the steps taken by Humana, Xnc., to guarantee
financial support and clinical independence of this
Program, offering appropriate suggestions tar

snprovement.

(e) Zdentify other areas which should be considered by
Humana, inc., not already addressed by the YDA
regulations and the medical investigators In this
research offering suggestions on how to deal with any
such activities.

8. s1e&ntif1go DrAeto3 George 8. Johnson, M.D.o Ph.D.
1. Rasniblitieat

(a) To coordinate the preparation, review, and im-
plementation of solentifti protocols.

(b) To supervise data collection, analysis, and storage.

(c) To provide quarterly reports to lymbion for submission
to ?DA.

(d) To facilitate scientific publications.

3. Associate cliniaal !nvestiaatog

(1) $an Yared, N.D.

(2) aeponsibilitiest to assist Dr. DeVries and to coordinate
patient clinical support.

f
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. scientisia nsultants These scientists or clinicians provide
the-necessary scientific support to the permanent artificial
heart clinical investigations Hone, except as Indicated
below, are employed by Humana, Inc.
Johnson, seorge 3., M.D., Ph.D.*

Pathology/Laboratory Medicine, DIll
Rasmerling, YaMes, M.D.

Hemodynamica Cardiac Physiology, XH?!+
MoLeish, Senneth, M.D.66t

Nephrology, University of Louisville
Omer, Allen, 3.A.**

Date Collection, Humana, Inc.
Stelser, Grego , Ph.D.***

Immunology, university of Louisville
Venable, Tom, Ph.D.**

biostatistico, Humane, Inc.
Waddell, William .7. H.D.**e

Pharmacology, University ot Louisville
Ward, Richard, Ph.D.***

Engineering, University of Louisville
Wellhausen, Sam, Ph.Do***

Imunology, University of Louisville
Williams, Walter, M.D.***

Pharmacology, University of Louisville
*As the Scientific Director for the Permanent Total Artificial
Heart study, Dr. Johnson will be employed half-time by umana, In,

**Full-time Humana, Inc. employee.

theses e scientists have full-time faculty appointments at the Univea
sity of Louisville and will consult with the Humana Heart Inatitul
international on a daily basis as necessary.

*Sumana Heart Xnstituto, International
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O. Clinical Consultantso These soloists and clinicians have staff
appointments, but they are not employed directly by Humana, Inc.
At Humana Hospital - Audubon, they provide scientific and
clinical support to the permanent artifilal heart clinical
Investigation.

Anesthesiology -
Cardiology -
Hematology -

internal Medicine
immunology -
Infectious Disease -
Rephrology -

Neurology-

Pathology/Laboratory -

Psychiatry -
Pulmonary Medicine-

Shanahan, Patrick. M.D.
Goodin, lobert, M.D.*
Dobbs, Charles, M.D.*
Grimaldi, Manuel, M.D.*
Scullin, Daniel, M.D.*
Dannaher, Charles, M.D.
Hoskins, Albert, M.D.*
Burkiw aeMD
melo, Julio, M.D.*
Marcum, Sidney, M.D.*
Woo, Daniel, M.D.*
lox, Gary, M.D.*
Corwin, Hal, M.V.
Pittaan, Gregory, M.D.
Stewart, Tinsleye M.D.
Cressman, Frederlk K., ar., M.D.-'
Johnson, .Stephan, M.D., Ph.D.*
Mudd Lawrence,*M.D.
Winsiov, David, M.D.*
App, Walter, M.D.*

Please note the letters of conuittuent/curriculum vitaes of
the aforementioned scientific and clinical advisors and
consultants are contained in Appendix t.

*These individuals also hold clinical staff appointments at the
University of Louisville.

3. 3fljaflenkjLa dart Zxperts vho provide advice to Humana Heart
Institute international concerning the scientific protocolst

Boxer, Lawrence A., M.D. - Hematology, University of Michigan
Marker, Laurence, M.D. - Hemostasis/Thrombosis, Scripps Clinic
Lansing, Allen M., M.D., Ph.D. - Cardiac Physiology/
Cardiovascular Surgery, Humane Heart Institute International

L. Clinical Advisor.8 experts who provide advice to Humana Heart
Institute International concerning the clinical protocols.

Marker, Laurence, M.D. - Hemostesis/Throubosis, Scripps Clinic
Lansing$ Allan M., M.D. - Cardiovascular Surgeon, Humana Heart
Institute International
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N. N3rsLnI!

Davis, Pat, R.N. - Nursing Coordinator
Boyer, Martha, ION., - Co-Nursing Coordinator
Wood,.Laura, R.H. - Inpatient Services
Shaheen, Xevan, R.N. - Outpatient Services
Marsh, Linda, RON. - Operating Roon

N. Ancillarv fSrvices

1. Laboratory Eidrvicesa

Fisher, Carolyn, MT (MeCP), SC, N.A.
Surks, Gail, MT (ASCP), SOD, 3.S.

2. lteagiratorv Tlheranv

Wendell, Leo, ARRT

3. Physical Therapy4

Schaefer, Joan, PT

4. Social Rervicpso

Rhine, Gary, X18W

S. Ocounational Tharanvt

Duncan* Sandy, O.T.R.

6. Die&

* Guynes, Pas R.D.
Von~reole, Marion, RON.

0. Dilve Ivtm &&"aaftIg

Barker, Lawrence, R..
Naysj Brent, P.A.-C.
Willlan, Melissa, P.A.-C.

P. Data Nanagsnw

Venablo, Tom, Ph.D. - iostatistios
Oser, Alleni *.A. o Data Collection
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Artificial heart recipients fall into two groups: permanent and

temporary. Patients may go from one group to another as medical

indications change. Of the four implants I have performed, all have been

permanent. The first was done at the University of Utah on December 1,

1982; the patient was Barney Clark, who lived 112 days. Implant patients

at Humana Heart Institute International have beei William Schroeder

(November 25, 1984; living after 438 days), Murray Haydon (February 17,

1985; living after 354 days) and Jack Burcham (April 14, 1985; died

after 10 days).

When these results are compared with other medical experiments at a

similar Investigational stage, they are incredible. Based on length of

life the artificial heart is an astonishing scientific achievement. By

way of comparison, 100 patients received a human heart transplant in the

year after Dr. Christaan Barnard pioneered the technique. Only 17 were

still alive at the end of that year (December, 1968). Causes of death

included stroke, kidney failure, brain damage, pulmonary embolism, heart

failure, rejection, multiple systemic complication and cerebral-vascular

accident (2). The first 15 patients to underV kidney dialysis died

within hours or days; the 16th patient's life was saved. Patient

survival following liver transplantation, an approved therapeutic

technique, is still only 65 percent at the end of the first year -- and

even that represents an increase of 100 percent abova the level of

five years ago. The loog survival rate of the first artificial

(2) Haller, J.D. and Cerruti, M.1., "Heart Transplantation in Man."

American Journal of Cardiology, Oct, 1969, pp. 554-563.
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heart recipients gains added signiflance when their nearness to death at

the time of implantation is recalled.

I have FDA approval to perform three more implants, provided I

adhere to the new reporting procedures. These measures require me to

submit reports every three months on each patient receiving the JARVIK-7

as a permanent replacement heart. In addition, the FDA must now give

advance approval for each now permanent implant, based on their

interpretation of the success of the previous one.

My experience with permanent implants does not mean I am opposed to

the use of the artificial heart as a bridge to a human heart transplant.

Each potential candidate is evaluated independently, and if medical

Judgment deems temporary use appropriate, I look forward to trying it.

As an investigator I must add, however, that a bridge to transplant

provides a much less adequate assessment of the artificial heart's

strengths and weaknesses than a permanent implant. In bridge operations

the patient's welfare is not Just paramount, as it is in any implant,

but exclusive. The artificial heart is seen not as potential therapy in

,Itself, but as a stepping-stone-tow'ard the real therapy -- a transplant.

Study of the artificial heart's performance is therif-re necessarily

minimized as the physician concentrates all his energies on keeping the

patient alive and comfortable until a transplant can be performed. With

permanent Implantation, the heart's interaction with the blood, lungs,

kidneys, liver and other organs is of the first importance. Data is

closely monitored and changes (such as regulation of the heart rate) are

made with the goal of accommodating the heart as part of the patient's
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long-term well-being. In addition, experience has shown that many of the

artificial heart's complications do not become apparent in the normal

time-frame of the bridge to transplant. Ultimately, an adequate

determination of the artificial heart's therapeutic potential will

depend on the data that ;nly an extensive series of permanent Implants

can provide.

Patient Selection Criteria

Potential recipients of a JARVIK-7 artificial heart at Humans Heart

Institute International are referred either by themselves, their

cardiolooist or local physician. If the patients are referred by

themselves, their physician Is contacted and the patient's clinical

summaries, laboratory determinations, diagnoses and hospital records are

sent from the physician. Patients are initally screened by me and those

with obvious difficulties, such as certain pre-existent diseases, are

ruled out. If the patient appears to be a satisfactory candidate, he is

admitted to Humans Hospital - Audubon, where he is evaluated by the

heart transplant specialists for possible heart transplantation. If the

patient is rejected for transplant, artificial heart laboratory vorkups

are undertaken. The patient is then considered by the clinical

consultants and the evaluation committee. If the evaluation committee

approves the candidate, I meet with him and his family to discuss the

contents of the Special Patient Consent form. A copy of this form

follows.
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This Is an unpublished work of authorship of Dr. W.C. DeVries and Symbion. Inc.
1983. All rights reserved.

SPECIAL PATIENT CONSENT FOR THE
IMPLANTATION OF THE TOTAL ARTIFICIAL

HEAT AND RELATED PROCEDURES

1.0 1, the undersigned, understand that on the basis of various
diagnostic procedures, It has been determined that I have a condition known
as:

(describe condition)
which has so seriously impaired the function of my heart that I have been placed
In category IV of the New York Heart Association classification of heart
disease, which states:

Class IV patients have the Inability to carry on any physical
activity without discomfort. Symptoms of discomfort are present
even at rest. With any physical activity, Increased discomfort Is
experienced.

It Is the judgment of physicians and others who have evaluated my
diagnostic estso that, although no specific life spars can be estimated. it is
probable that I will die much sooner than most others of my age and that while
alive I will continue to be severely restricted due to my failing heart. I also
understand that It is highly likely that further medical therapies will not
arrest the course of my deteriorating heart condition. While It has not been
proven in humans that a Total Artificial Heart will prolong my life beyond that
which is expected for my condition I am willing to submit to the implantation of
the Total Artificial Heart on an experimental basis in order to determine if It
will help other people with this condition, and for the possible beneficial
affects that I may obtain from the experiment.

1.1 Any consideration as to my selection for a natural heart transplant
procedure in the future requires a determination by on Independent cardiac
transplantation team. I understand that It Is most probable that a Total
Artificial Heart will be the final alternative as a life-sustaining device.
However. I understand that I may not qualify for and that no assurances have
been made to me regarding my selection for a natural heart transplant.

2.0 I reco Ile that the ventricles (the Jarger two of the heart's four
pumping chambers) from my own natural heart will be removed and a Total
Artificial Heart will be placed within my C hst in the space formerly occupied
by my own ventricles. This mechanical device will require my body to be
attached to an air-drive system by two plastic sir tubes to pump my blood
through my mechanicol heart and circulate It through my body. I am aware that
my life style will be significantly different with a Total Artificial Heart. My
activity will be severely limited because of the drive lines and I will be
dependent %pon o n l rdrive system to power the Total Artificial Heart.
The external drive systems may not necessarily require me to be bedridden but at
best would allow me to move from room to room, and may allow brief periods of
being outdoors and riding In a car or van if It is capable of carrying the
external drive system@ r may be able to carry on many life functions In a

Page I of 7 pages
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normal manner (e.g.. toilet activity, eating, reading, and desk work). It is
possible, however, that I may be bedridden due to pain. weakness, or other
problems.

2.1 1 further understand that In addition to the primary Implantation
surgery of a Total Artificial Heart additional chest surgeries may be required
for repair or adjusting of the Artificial Heart, the air drive lines or other
related structures. In the event such corrective surgeries are reuirefd these
procedures will be explained to me and my consent will be r*-wlre foreach such
procedure. General anesthesia with Its attendant risks may e necessary in
connection with such procedures.

2 .2 In the event my physician determines that I am too sick because of
my physical or mental condition to understand the nature of such repairs) or
adjustment(s) and the required corrective surgery(les), or to execute such
additional Consent(s), I hereby authorize, empower, and direct either

or W lad in my behalf. (Such
person must be over eighteen years of age. Designale relationship, If any.)

2.3 I also understand that If a Total Artificial Heart Is Implanted I
can anticipate considerable postoperative pain and discomfort similar to or
greater than that which would be experienced following the usual type of
cardiovascular surgery, and that additional or prolonged discomfort and pain may
result In the event of further surgery. If In connection with the Implantation
of the Total Artificial Heart my physician, In his judgment, determines that
additional Instrumentation and studies may advance medical science or benefit
me, then he Is authorized to undertake the same. -Before such studies are
undertaken, their processes and risks w!ll be to m to my
Astisfaction. Such studies may Include the use of different forms of heart
drivers in order to determine It my mobility may be Increased, or to develop a
more effective driving systemss.

3.0 I recognize that during the course of the implantation of the Total
Artificial Heart or subsequent surgeries and procedures, unforseen conditions
may -necessitate additional or different procedures than those set forth in
Section 2 above. In such event I authorize my physician to perform such
procedures as are. In his professional judgment, necessary and deslrabli. The
authority granted under this Section 3, shall extend to attempts to treat or
remedy any condition(s) that we not known a the time the surgery or procedure
Is undertaken.

4.t0 I consent to the administration of anesthesia as arranged by my
physician with such assistants as may be designated, and to the use of such
anesthetics as they deem advisable.

s.0 I have also been Informed of the substantial risks involved in
cardiovascular surgery and the administration of general anesthesia, and
understand that there re additional rlsks beyond those normally associated with
cardlovascular surgery, as a result of a Tota Artificial Heart Implantation,
which may result In serious bodily Impairment, or death. These risks Include:

(a) Emboll or blood clots which may lead to stroke, kidney loss,
liver, bowel or lung dysfunction, or damage to other organs or
body functions.

(b) Malfunction or mechanical failure of the Total Artificial
Heart device or breakage of the Total Artificial Heart valves.

Page 2 of 7 pages
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(c) Infection of:
(1) My blood (sepsis).
(2) The drive lines to the Total Artificial Heart device, or
(3) Within the Total Artificial Heart Itself.

(d) Hemorrage resulting from:
(1) The action of the Total Artificial Heart upon the

vessels,
(2) Surgery to expose the natural heart,
(3) Deficiencies In the blood clotting mechanisms secondary

to the Total Artificial Heart,
(4) Anticoagulation medication.

(a) Damage to:
(1) The red blood cells (that carry oxygen and carbon

dioxide).
(2) The platelets (that cause blood to clot),
(3) White blood cells (that act as scavengers against foreign

substances and provide for immunization) which might
cause a change in my blood Immune system or anemia.

() Pneumothorax (air In the chest cavity from my lungs or as a
result of leakage from the Total Artificial Heart Itself).
This may result In breathing difficulties requiring a separate
tube(s) to be placed Id my chest, or an operation to treat the
defect.

(g) Seizures or convulsions due to emboll. metabolic Imbalance or
blood flow imbalances from the Total Artificial Heart placed
in my chest.

(h) Renal failure or Inability of my kidneys to excrete metabolic
waste products or fluids.

(I) Pulmonary Insufficiency causing shortness of breath or
necessitating prolonged respirator support.

Because this Is a highly experimental procedure other unforeeable risks
may arise, and the above listed potential problems should be considered only as
illustrative, and not all Inclusive.

6.0 i further recognize that this procedure is experimental. Similar
Total Artificial Heart devices have been Implanted In two patients In other
Institutions as temporary emergency, life-prolonging procedures until heart
transplants could be obtained. The devices used In these patients were not the
model of the Total Artificial Heart which will be used In my case. With these
two patients the artificial heart was removed and a heart transplant performed.
and both of these patients died within one week from complications.

6.1 On December 1. 182. a 61.year old dentist, Dr. Barney Clark. had
his failing natural heart removed and a Total Artificial Heart Implanted. His
Total Artificial Heart was similar to the one that I will have Implanted In me,
except that the heart valves are a different type. Dr. Clark lived for 112 days
In the University of Utah Hospital until his death which resulted from
Infection. During his life with the Total Artificial Heart, Dr. Clark
experienced kidney arid lung problems, a pneumothorax (air In the lung cavity).
valve breakage, seizures, bleding complications and depression. He remained
hospitalized during the entire I2I-day period. The medical team at the Humans
Hospital-Audubon have thoroughly discussed Dr. Clark's case with me and have
answered all of my questions concerning the case to my satisfaction.

Page 3 of 7 pages
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6.2 The University of Utah has had considerable experience with living
animals implanted with a similar model Of a Total Artificial Heart as will be
used In my case. The present human model has had only limited testing in these
animals. However, the device to be used Is believed to be the most refined and
advanced model which is available for use In a human at this time. To date the
longest an animal (a ram) has lived with a Total Artificial Heart Is
approximately nine months (297 days). Most animals lived for approximately
three months and the majority died from Infections caused by bacteria entering
around the drive tubes or other tubes used to monitor the function of the heart.
Other common causes of death in these animals were: Infected blood obtained
from packing houses which was used in transfusions, Insufficient blood volume
being pumped through the heart as the animals grew, and the mechanical problems
which developed with the Total Artificial Heart. While these complications may
be due to problems which may be unique to animal experimentation, they may also
provide warnings of risks, which should also be considered in addition to other
potential complications outlined In this document.

7.0 No representations or guarantees have been made to me either that
the procedure will be successful, or the length of time or the level at which
the Total Artificial Heart will function. Nor have any guarantees or assurances
been made to me that the Implantation of the Total Artificial Heart will add any
additional time to my life expectancy. In fact, I understand this implantation
may shorten my life and/or r the quality of my remaining life. I recognize
that If the Total Artificial Heart falls, death or serious Illness Is the near
certain result. I nevertheless accept the risks of substantial and serious
harm, Including death, In the hope that the beneficial effects of the
Implantation of the Total Artificial Heart can be demonstrated, and that
scientific Information may be obtained which may be useful to others or myself.

8.0 i acknowledge that my physician has satisfactorily explained to me
the procedure Involved In the Implantation of the Total Artificial Heart and
that all my questions about the procedure and its attendant risks, including
death, the experimental nature of the Total Artificial Heart, its expected
function, and the probability of continued hospitalization and medical care.
have been fully answered to ry satlsfication.

9.0 I have been Informed that In several medical centers cardiac assist
pumps are under development. My physician has satisfactorily explained to me
the development, status, use, function, risks and availability of such cardiac
assist pumps and has answered all my questions concerning such devices.

10.0 I recognize that following surgery I may require extended
hospitalization and/or further treatment, including further surgery.

11.0 I hereby authorize Humana Hospital-Audubon through Its authorized
agents to dispose of or use for medical or scientific purposes, any tissue or
body parts which may be removed during the surgical procedures andlor autopsy.

12.0 POr the purpose of advancing medical knowledge. I authorize and
consent to the presence of medical students and other professional medical
observers, during my surgery(les) and other medical procedures. I also
authorize and consent to the use of video taping through closed circuit
revision, the taking of photographs (including motion pictures), the
preparation of drawings and similar illustrative graphic material, and to the
use of these graphic materials for scientific purposes. I acknowledge that the
U.S. Food and Drug Administration will have access to the data from this
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experiment and that they will make no public use of these materials for purposes
other than scientific presentation, except as may be required by law.

13.0 I am fully aware of the considerable public Interest anticipated In'
my story as a recipient of a Total Artificial Heart. I am also aware that the
Humana Hospital-Audubon has an obligation to disseminate medical Information
concerning my hospital course as deemed appropriate In the judgment of my
physician. In addition to those materials Identified In paragraph 12. the
Humana Hospital-Audubon, as approved by my physician. Is authorized to make, or
permit to be made, photographs, slides, films, video tapes, recordings or other
means of recording and/or communicating hereinafter referred to as
Omstrial(s), that may be used In newspaper, magazine articles, television,
radio broadcasts, movies or any other media or means of dissemination. I
consent to the use of my name, likeness, or voice for such purposes and I
release the Humans Heart Institute. Humans Hospital-Audubon, their officers.
agents, and employees from all claims of liability with respect to the showing,
use or dissemination of such materialss. I understand that the materials which
are made public, as described in this paragraph, will protect my modesty and be
within generally accepted bounds of good taste.

11.0 I have also reviewed with my physician, and those with whom I live,
the considerable financial obligations Including costs of surgery.
hospitalization, continuing Instrumvntation, studies and monitoring that living
with a Total Artificial Heart will Impose upon me. I understand that i am
responsible for such costs to the extent that I may have Insurance or other
third party payment plans that will pay for such costs. Humane Hospital-Audubon
will assume and pay the following costs, and none other, relating to this
experiment which shall extend through my hospitalization and
post-hospitalization period, to the extent not paid by Insurance or third-party
payment plans:

(a) Medical services of physicians and support staff,
(b) Equipment, maintenance and medical supplies related to the

Total Artificial Heart,
(C) Hospital care,
(d) Diagnostic services,
(a) Reasonable long-term or extended medical care as determined

by my physician.
(f) Such other costs as my physician In his sole discretion shall

determine. In the event of dispute as to whether a particular
cost Is to be paid by Humana Hospital-Audubon the decision of
my physician, Dr. William C. DeVrles, shall be final.

IS.0 I understand that by sIgning this document I do not acquire any
right to a Total Artificial Heart Implantation. I further understand that
subsequent to my signing this form I could be deemed not acceptable to receive
an Implantation of a Total Artifical Heart for any reason whatsoever, including,
but not limited to, physiological or medical considerations.

15.1 I also realize that the available Total Artificial Heart may not be
implanted If It Is believed to be malfunctioning. If a crucial membi of the
surgical team Is unavailable at the time surgery Is scheduled, ir my condition
changes (ir either the better or for the worse), or If complications are
experienced during surgery, but within these limitations all decisions will be
based on reasonable medical judgment.
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1152 In the event the Total Artificial Heart, or any parts thereof are
removed from my body, Humana Hospital-Audubon shall have the exclusive right to
possession and control of the same, and that upon my death I consent to the
removal from my body of the Total Artificial Heart.

16.0 I understand that Dr, William C. DeVries• or any other member of
the Total Artificial Heart Evaluation Committee named below may determine In
their sole discretion, that Implantation Is not appropriate and the Total
Artificial Heart will not be Implanted. The Evaluation Committee as Identified
below must be unanimous in Its decision to implant r. Total Artificial Heart.

(Name) (Title) (Position on Committee)

2.

3.

S.

I.0 I understand I am free at any time to withdraw my consent to
participate in this experimental project at any time prior to implantation of a
Total Artificial Heart, thereafter I reserve the right to discontinue additional
participation In experimental Procedures. in which event supportive care will be
continued on my behalf.

13.0 The provisions of this Special Consent shall be binding upon my
heirs, assigns and personal representatives, and shall be construed in
accordance with the laws of the Commonwealth of Kentucky.

1.0 I have discussed all reasonable alternative treatments with my
physician including the possibility of no treatment, further drug treatment,
attempts at possible surgical repair of my own failing heart, and natural heart
transplants. After having these alternatives and their probable effects on my
case explained to me, and with all of the considerations In mind as outlined
above, and with the further understanding and recognition of the risks and the
additional matters set forth In this document, I hereby request and authorize
Dr. William C. DeYries, who Is referred to in this Special Consent as "my
physician,' and such assistants and associates as he may designate, to proceed
with the implantation of an experimental Total Artificial Heart in place of
ventricles of my diseased natural heart.

20.0 This Special Consent contesnlates that after I sign the same a
2 -hour period will elapse before affixing any signature a second time pursuant
to paragraph 22. However, If, in the opinion of my physician my physical
condition begins to deteriorate In such a manner that there Is substantial risk
that I may die before the 20-hour period elapses, my physician Is authorized to
proceed with the implantation of the Total Artificial Heart, I understand that
neither tht waiting period nor my second signature is necessary for this Consent
to be fully. effective.
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21.0 I acknowledge by my signature to this Special Consent that I have
read and understand the foregoing, including the risks involved, that all
questions pertaining thereto have been fully answered to my satisfaction, and
that I have signed the same as my own free act and deed.

Dated M Louisville. Kentucky. this . ..... day of ,.
19. at --. o'clock _ a.m

(Patient's signature)
Witness:

(Signature of physician)
M.D.

22. I acknowledge that I have signed the foregoing Special Consent at
least 24 hours previously, and have since had the opportunity to further
consider the risks of the procedure. After such additional consideration, it Is
still my desire to have my physician proceed with the implantation of a Total
Artificial Heart, and I hereby confirm and ratify this Special Consent and all
provisions thereof.

Dated this day of _ _._ _ to__ at = o'clock __.m.

(Patient's signature) .
Witness:

(Signature of physician)

If you have any questions regarding this experiment you may contact
Dr. William DeYries at 636-7135 or SIK-6e1) after S:00 p.m. or on weekends.
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The patient is free, of course, to decline participation, without

prejudice to his course of treatment. Some of my patients have declined.

In the case of patients %ho cannot'coke off of a heart-lung machinee

(i.e. patients who will die without successful surgical intervention),

or for emergency procedures, the foregoing process does not apply.

Adequate protocols have been developed for patients unable to be

disconnected from a heart-lung machine. Emergency procedures are

complicated and appropriate protocols are being worked out.

Summary of What Has Been Learned Through Clinical Experience To Date

Clinical experience with the artificial heart has yielded a gold

mine of scientific information. Not only have we at the Heart Institute

modified our procedures to the benefit of future artificial heart

recipients, based on the results of four permanent Implants, but data in

some areas open the exciting prospect of "spinoff" advances for related

areas of medicine. In addition, the program's contribution to public

awareness and education, mainly through media coverage, is of

incalculable benefit. I think the average American is better informed

today about heart disease and its risk factors, organ donation and a

variety of related issues as a result of the artificial heart project

than he was before it began.

Our experience in coping with neurological problems suffered by

William Schroeder and Murray Haydon suggests ways of reducing'the

potential for strokes in high-risk patients. The necessity of balancing

the use of anti-coagulation drugs, to minimize strokes, against the
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danger of internal bleeding if the blood is too thin, led us to develop

principles with general application to cardiac surgery. Mr. Schroeder's

valiant rallies from three strokes point not only to his own astonishing

courage and perseverance, but also to our success in developing

rehabilitative techniques. In the field of hemodynamics, ye have changed

the UTAHDRIVE system to give a "softer" pumping action, thus drastically

reducing hemolysis (destruction of red blood cells) in Mr. Schroeder and

Mr. Haydon. As a result their need for risky and debilitating blood

transfusions, which contributed significantly to episodes of renal

failure, has almost disappeared. Finally, we have gained Important new

insights into immunosuppression that suggest application to the general

study of how the body fights infectious diseases. Mechanical circulatory

assistance is an Important future therapeutic reality, whether in the

form of Total Artificial Hearts, Ventricular Assist Devices or

yet-to-be-developed technologies. Studies of patients with the

artificial heart benefit all scientists and physicians engaged in

studying the contact of blood with foreign objects.

1. STROKES: PREDICTION AND MONITORING

The strokes suffered by Mr. Schroeder (three) and Mr. Haydon (one.

with no lasting effects) have given rise to protocol changes designed to

reduce the risk of neurological events and to deal more effectively with .

them if they occur. These modifications have application to anyone

considered susceptible to strokes. It should be noted that animal

studies give little hint of possible neurological problems with the

artificial heart because of fundamental differences in human and animal
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brain circulatory systems, and because only 7 per cent of an animal's

heart stroke volume goes to the brain. (In human beings the figure is 25

percent.)

Mr. Schroeder had preoperative neurologic testing including a CT

brain scan and EEG. Murray Haydon and Jack Burcham had complete

neurological histories and physical evaluations prior to surgery, as

well as CT brain scans, EEGs and carotid ultrasound studies. For future

patients, the preoperstive evaluation will consist of the above, except

that cerebral arterlograms will be substituted for carotid ultrasound

studies. The purpose of the preoperative cerebral arterlograss is to

examine the intracranial circulation in great detail and to evaluate the

carotid arteries more precisely. The study will provide a sensitive

baseline for thromboembolic events as well as a means of eliminating

patients with severe cerebral arteriosclerotic Involvement who are not

appropriate candidates for implantation.

Postoperatively, patients will be monitored from a neurological

standpoint at least every other day for the first two weeks and then

twice a week. An EEG will be obtained during the first postoperative

week and on a monthly basis thereafter. A CT brain scan will be taken at

the end of a month and then every three unthsl cerebral arteriograus

will be made two months after the operation and four to six months

thereafter. The effect of these tests will be to detect early warning

signs of a possible stroke.
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7. STROKES: THROM4BUS FORMATION IN THE ARTIFICIAL HEART

As mentioned earlier, experience with all artificial heart patients

has pointed up the difficulty of achieving a balance between an

anti-stroke regimen, which essentially involves the use of

anti-coagulation drugs, and the risk of internal bleeding if the blood

is too thin. All prosthetic cardiovascular devices currently in use have

shown a tendency to induce thrombus formation, which not only can lead

to strokes (if the thrombi break off and travel to the brain) but can

also compromise the function of the device itself. Blood-thinning

regimens for artificial heart recipients are complicated by the

following considerations:

--The surface areas of the inert biomaterials exposed to the

circulating blood is large, causing some platelet activation and

accumulation which can lead to thrombus formation

--Blood flow is interrupted and very complex

--Hemolysis (red blood cell destruction), though vastly reduced

since the introduction of the new UTAHDRIVE, still exists

--Infection associated with the artificial heart's implantation and

routine functioning is a risk and causes changes in the blood's general

tendency to clot

--A recently operated patient has a greater tendency to bleed.

Our studies have indicated that in assessing the thrombogenic

potential of a prosthetic device like the artificial heart, several

factors come into plays including activation of both the intrinsic and
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extrinsic pathways of the coagulation cascade; activation of the

platelet system; activation of the fibrinolytic system; and the nature

of the antithrombotic/antiplatelet regimen used. These factors interact

with one another as well as with other enzyme and cellular systems in

the body. The main consequence of these complexities is that, although

we have improved preoperative and postoperative testing for platelet and

thrombus formations, there is as yet no foolproof

antithrombotic/antiplatelet regimen for an artificial heart recipient.

This is a door that is already ajar; our experience suggests a detailed

regimen for artificial heart recipients preoperatively. intraoperatively

and postoperatively. It includes the various antithrombotic and

antiplatelet medications, In addition to a laboratory monitoring

schedule appropriate to each period. We believe future implants will

open the door wide enough for us to eliminate strokes as a probable

consequence of artificial heart surgery. Dr. Richard Ward, a scientific

consultant to the program, has developed a means of individualizing

dosages of heparin (a blood-thinning agent) for patients on routine

hemodialysis; his technique holds promise for artificial heart

recipients, and we look forward to testing it.

3. HEMODYNAHICS

The dramatic decline in hemolysis as a consequence of the "soft"

pumping action of the new UTAHDRIVE system has already been related. In

other areas of hemodynamics the results we have obtained have-been

equally exciting. It turns out, for instance, that we have been able to

maintain a constant heart rate when a patient Is exercising because the
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body adjusts to the increased circulatory demands. In other words, we

have found to our surprise that the body is able to autoregulate the

stroke volume of an artificial heart. When a heart recipient exercises,

his heart pumps at the sane rate as it does when he's at rest, but his

body increases the amount of blood per beat to compensate for his

exertion. So what we thought would be a problem -- the fact that our

artificial heart beats at a constant rate, unless it is mechanically

adjusted -- has been solved by the body's own adjustment mechanism.

Our studies of the effect on artificial heart recipients of drugs

that are comonly used for patients with various heart conditions have

yielded results with application to the entire field of cardiology.

Dopamine is a representative example. This drug is used to heighten

blood pressure, cardiac output and systemic vascular resistance in

patients who have suffered heart attacks or who are being weaned from a

heart-lung machine. But in patients with an artificial heart it has the

opposite effect. Both Mr. Schroeder and Mr. Haydon experienced a

reduction in pressure, output and resistance when given dopamine. These

studies suggest several possibilities about the dynamic nature of the

heart, and we hope subsequent implants will enable us to probe further

its interactive role with blood circulation.

4. IPOUNOSUPPRESSION

Preliminary observations of the three JARVIK-7 artificial heart

recipients at Human& Heart Institute International point to another
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phenomenon that is only partially understood -- the tendency of

recipients to suffer severe Irmunosuppression in the first few days

after an implant. This renders their bodies ripe for disease.at a time

when they are already weakened by the trauma of implantation. Experience

with membranes for hemodialysis and with oxygenation systems for

cardiopulmonary bypass Indicite that synthetic materials interacting

with the body tend to hamper Its defense mechanisms. In our studies so

far we have been unable to determine whether the artificial heart itself

induced an alteration in the body's Immune system, or whether it was due

to the patients' concurrent infections, their underlying disease

processes, their nutritional status or the artificial heart's

interaction with their blood. We have developed a new series of tests

for future Implant patients in order to clarify our understanding of the

artificial heart's effect on the Immune system, to identify the exact

causes of iunosuppression and to eliminate or control the phenomenon.

Current Status of Artificial Heart Recipients

Hr. Schroeder continues to recover from a stroke suffered Nov. 10

which necessitated his return to Humans Hospital - Audubon. He is

undergoing physical therapy, occupational therapy and speech therapy.

Although he is not as active as he was before the stroke, he is able to

move all extremities, to recognize family members, friends and hospital

staff and to speak a few words at a time. The other day his family

brought in one of his grandchildren, who was born last spring. He held

the baby and smiled at the baby. I have seen him like this after his two

previous strokes and both times he made remarkable progress. Both times
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he eventually left the hospital and lived in his Louisville apartment --

the first time for a month and the second time for three months. I think

he will be able to do so again.

Hr. Haydon has no neurological damage and has experienced no

neurological events since a mild stroke June 9, but he remains in the

hospital because of his dependence on a respirator. He is gradually

being weaned from the respirator and is still very weak. The dependence

arises from two factors: a mild case of obstructive pulmonary disease

before surgery, and internal bleeding postoperatively. To stop the

bleeding we had first to use multiple tubes and needles to drain his

chest cavity, and in the course of this treatment he developed a cheat

infection that originated in his lungs. We are very encouraged by Mr.

Hsydon's postoperative neurological course. If Mr. Schroeder had been

the only recipient at the Institute we might have been tempted to

conclude that debilitating strokes are a necessary consequence of the

heart, but you only have to go down the hall to Hr. Haydonts room to see

that this is not the case. Last week Hr. Haydon went for a van ride and

was taken across the street, where he spent several hours with his wife

in her apartment.

In such a discussion more general questions about quality of life

naturally arise. Do Bill Schroeder and Murray Haydon have the quality of

life they want, or we want for them? No. Is their quality of life

adequate, considering their preoperative state? Yes. As a physician I

would not implant an artificial heart if I did not think it would give

an improved quality of life, and it has. Bill and Murray would be dead
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if they did not have artificial hearts. Neither has asked me to turn off

the UTAHDRIVE and end his life. Nor has Juanita Haydon or Margaret

Schroeder asked for this, although I have discussed the possiblity at

length with each of them and will continue to discuss it.

Last June the wives of all the artificial heart patients I've

operated on -- Una Loy Clark, Margaret Schroeder, Juanita Haydon and

Jinx Burcham -- were Interviewed together. By that time Barney Clark was

dead, Bill Schroeder had suffered two strokes, Murray Haydon one and

Jack Burcham had died after 10 days on the heart. All four said they did

not regret their husbands' operations and would go through them again.

In December Una Loy Clark said, "I thank God for men of vision with the

courage to face possible failure, but with the stamina and determination

to ultimately succeed. And that's what I think we are faced with at this

point" (3). In an interview published about the same time Margaret

Schroeder commented, "Maybe the doctors can help with the problems the

heart has caused, like the strokes. I hope the doctors can find out if

the artificial heart can really work or if it is only going to be a

bridge, because in the future maybe our grandchildren or their children

night need it. . . I want that heart for all of us. Even for mine when

it runs out" (4).

(3) "The McNeil-Lehrer Report," Dec. 20, 1985.

(4) People, Dec. 16, 1985.
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In the public concern over the setbacks and disappointments

suffered by the heart patients, we tend to forget that without the heart

they wouldn't be here. But they haven't forgotten. I remember the

Christmas morning when I got up with my six kids and moped around the

house and got all the presents opened and finally, about 10:30, my wife

said, "O.K., we can go to the hospital." We vent to the hospital and

down to Bill's room and there was Bill with his grandchildren. He pulled

us over and grabbed our hands and said, "Thank you for giving me this

day." I'll never forget that. It was something that really bolstered my

spirits. It's what, finally, this project is all about.

While we all want Bill Schroeder and Murray Haydon to live normal

lives, we must also bear in mind that the project Is about scientific

research. Good scientific research is not based on one, two, four, or

even a dozen cases. A researcher has to have enough of a patient base to

make a vise and prudent decision about whether an experimental procedure

is worthwhile. The precise number of patients needed, and the amount of

time it takes to reach a conclusion, should be left to the investigator.

He should be trusted to make this determination. I would be delighted if

Bill Schroeder and Murray Haydon were both 100 percent healthy now, but

I would not feel any differently about the artificial heart. It Is still

an experimental device, in the earliest stages of clinical

investigation. There have not been enough recipients to sake a good

decision on Its merit. I's encouraged to see so many institutions

engaging in clinical research, but if you add up all the clinical trials

you still can count them on your fingers and toes.
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And yet, the tremendous public exposure this experiment has

received has created a hunger for quick positive results. No other

experiment in the history of science has been scrutinized as closely by

the media and regulatory agencies as this one'has. Such close attention

has led to a "case mentality" -- a tendency to judge the experiment in

terms of how the most recent artificial heart recipient is doing. The

new FDA reporting rules state this explicitly: I will be given or

refused permission to do another implant based on the FDA's assessment

of the previous one. I submit that this case mentality, though

understandable and well-intentioned, is a threat to the scientific

integrity of this or any other research project. Imagine how the history

of science would have been altered if researchers, in the early stages -"

of an investigation, had to justify Its continuance by an unbroken

string of successes -- as defined by others. Julius Couroe sheds some

light on this prospect in the following passage from his book

Retrospectroscope: Insights Into Medical Discovery.

Trendelenberg, the famous German surgeon, wrote

in 1912: "Twelve times we have done it (pulmonary

embolectomy in man) at the clinic, my assistants

oftener than myself, and not once with success.

And yet, I would continue trying." He did and

continued to be respected. Cutler and Beck

remained respected physicians after six consecutive

patients with mitral stenosis died postoperatively;

Streider did not suffer disgrace when his

patient died after his pioneer attempt to close
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her patent ductus arteriosus. Clarence Dennis

was the first to try open heart surgery in man

using a pump-oxygenator, about a year before

Gibbon; his patient died. John Gibbon, the

great pioneer in surgical research who almost

single-handedly developed the heart-lung

apparatus, was the first to use it success-

fully, for the repair of a large Interatrial

septal defect in an 18-year-old girl. But his

first report told of operations in four

patients, three of whom died. Harken and his

associates were the first to replace a

diseased aortic valve with an artificial

valve, but of the first five patients, only

No. 2 survived.(5)

Had any of these experiments been subject to a case-by-case review,

they night well have been stopped. The medical advances they produced

could have been delayed for many years or sight never have occurred at

all. The spinoff discoveries, which frequently came about as direct

results of "failures," would have been permanently lost to science and

to mankind. Ernest Starling, the great cardiac physiologist, has

eloquently expressed the essence of scientific research: "Every

/

(5) Conroe, Julius H., Jr., Retrospectroscope: Insights into Medical

Discovery. Menlo Park, Cal.: Von Gehr Press, 1977. p. 134.
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discovery, however important and apparently epoch-making, is but a

natural and inevitable outcome of a vast mass of work, Involving many

failures, by a host of different observers."

The FDA's mandated requirements for a bonafide research project

under its domain are three. The project must have scientific merit; any

device employed must be as safe and effective as possible; and patients

must be aware of the risks they undergo through the voluntary informed

consent process. The clinical investigation protocol and the JARVIK-?

device continue to satisfy these requirements. Since the beginning, my

investigation has been characterized by the strictest compliance with

FDA directives. I expect this to continue. But in light of the new

case-reporting requirements it is worth noting the price of this

compliance, and worth asking whether it is aiding the welfare of heart

recipients and fostering scientific progress.

Over the past two months, in preparing for an FDA review of the

project last December and then revising the protocol, I averaged 15

hours a day writing along with taking care of Bill Schroeder and Murray

Haydon. I have co itted my life to developing the artificial heart, yet

I find myself wondering whether to counsel young medical researchers to

enter this field. The constant filing of too-frequent reports on patient

status is not what excites young people about science. Science is

sparked by the challenge of creativity, and that spark can be doused by

overzealous review just as easily as it is kindled by curiosity. I fear

)ur country's leadership in medical research is threatened by

overregulation. If other projects are as closely monitored as the

60-242 0 - 86 - 9
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artificial heart at Humana Hospital - Audubon, I am surprised any

science is being done here at all.

In closing, allow me to pose several questions. The public demand

for information on the status of artificial heart recipients has Its

place, but who is truly in a position to judge whether the research is

effective? Scientists make this judgment. They have access to data that

the public cannot get -- at least not Immediately -- because it relates

to patient privacy and other proprietary issues. Regulatory bodies would

be vell advised to evaluate a project based on scientific reporting,

released when an investigator feels it is ready, and not on reports in

the media. Scientists historically have had sovereignty over when to

publish the results of their own research. Some have done so after one

case; some have waited to complete a long series. I see no compelling

reason why this should not be so with the artificial heart.

Who actually speaks for the public in its concern about

experimAntation? Is it the press? Bioethicists? Once again, the

scientific community bears the ultimate responsibility for medical

advances, because it is uniquely competent to conduct experiments as

well as comment on them.

Finally, what is the real nature of the artificial heart program?

It is clinical research, but it is also a microcosm of life, involving a

number of important domains. It touches on legal issues of patient

consent, the right to life, the right to die. It touches on family

responsibilities for people who are very ill. It touch -on psychiatric
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issues. It is an experiment with as many "soft" data points as "hard"

ones. To say the only thing we are learning in this project is whether

the artificial heart will work or not is to undervalue its utility, and

to minimize its benefits to society as a whole.
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Mr. VOLMER. Thank you very much, Dr. DeVries.
At this time we will recess until 12:50. At that time we will re-

convene.
[Whereupon, the committee recessed, to reconvene at 12:50 the

same day.]
Mr. VOLKMER. The subcommittee again convenes.
At this time I would like to ask all the previous panel to the

table. At this time I would like to have a few questions.
Dr. Annas, it appears from your testimony that you feel that the

informed consent process that has been used in the past for artifi-
cial heart recipients is not adequate. Is that correct?

Dr. ANNAS. think that's a fair statement, yes.
Mr. VOLKMER. And you have elaborated it in your statement,

your reasoning therefor. Are there any additional factors that
would make it more acceptable that you can think of?

Dr. ANNAS. First, just to call the committee's attention to a piece
of information I hadn't had previously which is in today's USA
Today. And it's too bad Dr. Copeland's not here to tell us whether
it's true or not. But he is quoted at page 3 of that newspaper as
saying, about his most recent implant patient, quote: "She didn't
want it. We didn't want to do it, but the alternative was pretty
grim. It would have amounted to throwing in the towel."

If that quotation is accurate, that means he went ahead and did
his last implant without informed consent at all, and even over the
objections of the patient, which--

Mr. VOLKMER. Well--
Dr. ANNAS [continuing]. Clearly-I mean, he's not here to defend

himself, so I--
Mr. VOLKMER. No. And in defense, I would like to say that,

having read newspaper accounts--
Dr. ANNAS. I agree.
Mr. VOLKMER [continuing]. Of statements that I have made, they

sometimes-in other words, it could have been that she didn't want
to do it and he didn't want to do it, but they'd rather have a
human heart for a transplant--

Dr. ANNAS. I understand.
Mr. VOLKMER [continuing]. But none was available. And then she

fully consented, knowing everything, even though she really didn't
want to do it. So--

Dr, ANNAS. Taken as a hypothetical, at least, I would argue, cer-
tainly that's not-I think we all agree, that's not the proper way to
proceed.

Mr. VOLKMICR. Right. And it appears, of course, one of the main
concerns is the full consent as to what can occur in the future,
what happens when a person becomes incompetent or comatose,
knows the chances of probably regaining their full facilities, all of
these things.

Dr. ANNAS. I think that's very important. I think I should under-
line that, because that's likely to happen, predictably likely to
happen,

Mr. VOLMER. And as we've heard from Mr. Schroeder-Mr.
Schroeder, is it true that, as I understand your statement, that be-
cause of the nature of the artificial heart transplant experimental
surgery and the complications that arise and as you've been
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through it, that it's not only on the patient but also affects the
whole family?

Mr. SCHROEDER. Yes, I think the family is very much involved in
it. I think that a person that wants to continue living, you know,
has to have a reason for wanting to do that. And probably one of
the big reasons is because of their family. And we were very sup.
portive of that and we still are. We are an integral part of that, I
believe, not because we have to be but because we want to be.

You know, I think that I can honestly say that not everybody is
suited to have an artificial heart, that they need a strong family to
help them out and that the family needed to become aware of all
the situations as well as the patient on what may occur.

Mr. VOLxMER. Yes, you said to be better prepared for the things
that could possibly ocurr, in your statement.

Mr. SCHROEDER. Right. I think today, since the number of them
has increased, that more and more people have become, including
the doctors, have become more and more aware of what the possi-
bilities will be. And these possibilities need to be passed along to
the patients.

But, you know, there's a problem in there in the fact that, when
you have someone who's going to be receiving this device, they're
coming to you because they have no other alternative. Sometimes,
even though you're sitting there and you're telling them the com-
plications that may arise, they're holding on to the hope that these
complications will not arise and that they will, you know, become
better. So, you have to, I believe, just, you know, emphasize to
them as much as you can the problems. And really the only way
that I can see that you can really educate the people is through the
media telling everybody basically all the different people that have
gone through it. And the more that you learn from the other
people, the more the people down the road are going to, you know,
be better because of it.

Mr. VOLKMER. Who participated in your family other than your
father, of course, in giving the consent, in other words, in his deci-
sion?

Mr. SCHROEDER. I believe my father and my mother signed the
document.

Mr. VOLKMER. And they're the only ones that actually were
present when" the-on discussions as to giving the consent and the
occurrence of what could occur and all that type of thing--

Mr. SCHROEDER. I believe that's so.
Mr. VOLRMER [continuing). Conditions.
Is that my understanding now, that after going through the proc-

ess you feel that the rest of the family, if possible, should be
brought in at that time, or at least alerted so they could participate
in it?

Mr. SCHROEDER. You know, I think, if you're going to become in-
volved in the situation, if you want to become involved in the situa-
tion, that you should learn as much, you know, before everything
happens. Our situation was unique in the fact that the time period
was short. We had a lot of media attention. And a lot of things
were happening real quickly. I kind of blame myself because I
didn't pursue questions that I should have asked. But a lot of
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times, you're more concerned about the situation at hand than you
are at, you know, what might happen later.

We pretty well left the decision up to Dad. I would have liked to
have been involved in the consentment form, but somebody else
may not have. But the decision wouldn't have changed, I am sure,
if I had been involved. The only thing would have been that I
would have been more informed. I probably would have been able
to handle the situation a little bit better.

Mr. VOLKMER. In commenting on that, in the event that-in
other words, that you had been informed beforehand of everything
that was going on, before your father actually gave consent, it
would still be the decision would be made by your father, would it
not, and not by--

Mr. SCHROEDER. Definitely, the decision, it was his decision. We
just supported whatever decision that he made. The information
was given to him. He had to make his mind up as to what he
wanted to do. We each, you know, said we supported him and told
him that, if that's really what he wanted, after hearing everything
that was presented to him, we would support him.

Mr. VOLKMER. Dr. DeVries, you've heard these discussions. Some-
time in the near future I am sure that you will probably be con-
ducting another implant with the Jarvik instrument, one of them.
So, since the Schroeder and the Haydon implants, have you
changed your consent form, or do you plan to make any changes
relative to the things like have been discussed here today?

Dr. DEVRIEs. Mr. Chairman, we have seen that the consent form
is not really a consent form but is a consent process.

Mr. VOLKMER. Right.
Dr. DEVRIES. In the case of Barney Clark, literally hundreds of

hours were spent talking with both he and his wife and his family
about the consent. Now, Barney Clark was interesting because he
said he did not want his wife involved in the process because he
didn't think it was going to work. And he did not want her being
responsible for something that he did to himself.

In the case of Mr. Schroeder, it was exactly the opposite. Mr.
Schroeder wanted his wife Margaret, involved because he recog-
nized the fact that she was going to be involved in it one way or
another, whether she wanted to or not.

We had learned over the experiences of Barney Clark some of
the complications and some of the obstacles that they would meet
and incorporated that in changing the consent form from Mr.
Clark's case to Mr. Schroeder's case.

We also learned that the family was important, as Mel has
stated. Mr. Schroeder was specifically chosen because of the
strength of not only him but his wife and his family support
system. In the time between Dr. Clark's death and Mr. Schroeder, I
had actually turned down patients because they did not have as
food a support system as the Schroeders had. So, we actually

looked at the first-patient with the idea that the patient had to
have a good support system. We had learned that that was impor-
tant.

Now, with the experience of Bill Schroeder-and again, that took
hundreds of hours of talking to Margaret and himself. It started
out in a dialog, I remember very clearly, on October 25, when we
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sat with Bill Schroeder, Margaret Schroeder, his two physicians
from Jasper, and a tape recorder. He wanted to record it so he
could get information back to his kids. We discussed it at length.

After that point, daily visits by myself, psychiatrists, social work-
ers, nurses, multiple doctors, and we basically told them just about
everythingthat we knew about what was going on. Now, we didn't
perceive that strokes were going to be as big a problem as they
were. And that's something we learned. When Mr. Haydon came
along, we emphasized a little more about stroke.

Along with the process of consent form, as things have happened,
and we learned more of the relevance, we felt that we obligated
ourselves to the family and the spouse to explain things to the best
of our knowledge. And we have changed the consent form for the
next group of patients.

That in itself is a difficult process, because it involves not only
myself, a physician, writing the consent form; but it involves law-
yers involved in it and the hospital administration. Then it goes to
the FDA. Then it goes-or the IRB. Then it goes back to the FDA,
and it's modifications up and down the line. A modification of the
consent form can take literally months.

We felt obligated to do it. And we think that our consent form is
not in its final stage and will be changed hundreds of times before
it's available, and are willing to do that if necessary, because we
feel that informed consent is paramount to the entire issue of
human experimentation.

Mr. VOLKMER. And in the present form you contemplate using in
the next surgery, do you take into account a patient becoming in-
competent, unable to communicate, comatose, or a position in that
regard, as to who should make decisions as to that time? Or do you
take-there's other areas, too; in other words, you can anticipate
and have the patient himself in the consent form make that deci-
sion. In other words, if I do, this is what I want you to do. Or you
can say, if this happens, then I want this person to make the deci-
sion, or I want you to make the decisions. Those things can be
done. Do you cover that area in your consent form?

Dr. DEVIEs. Mr. Chairman, we have to deal with several issues
on that aspect. We deal with what is legal in the Commonwealth of
Kentucky--

Mr. VoLaMt. Correct.
Dr. DEVRIEs [continuing]. Plus what is legal in an institution, the

IRB and the FDA. The consent form that was submitted in my
record was one that actually Bill Schroeder and Murray Haydon
signed. That was an example of that. We have a new one that will
be sent to the FDA within the next few days that will have it a
little different.

We have a little bit of problem in the Commonwealth of Ken-
tucky, where there is no living will, no death statutes. To legally
say that we can authorize a wife or a spouse to authorize treat-
ment, to make consent for someone under that condition. What we
basically do on this is that we make it very clear with the spouse
and the next involved in the process that we will tend to be very
sensitive to their wishes and to their desires and will be responsive
to that. We feel very strongly about that.
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We have not committed it to a legal statement saying that so
and so will be able to effect my decisions, because, again, that is
not legal in the Commonwealth of Kentucky as it stands right now.
I think it ought to be. And we are working on legislation at this
time.

Mr. VOLKMER. So, you are basically constrained, of course, by the
legality of whatever you do.

Dr. DEVRIES. Mr. Chairman, we are constrained morally and
ethically and legally. As a physician, I am caught in issues of all of
those concerns. What I want basically is that the patient is in-

........- formed the best he can be informed and the family is involved ap-
propriately and that they have all the information they need. That
is a hard thing to do.

Mr. VOLKMER. What about in the consent form? Dr. Wolfe, in thepreviouss panel, had referred to a publicity clause the Humana
rp., has in the consent form. Let's assume that a patient'says, I

don t want to go along with this. What would be the reaction?
Dr. DEVRISs. If the patient-I think that clause basically existed

because of the experience we had with Barney Clark. When the im-
plantation occurred, we had no idea of the public interest that
would be involved. We had no idea that his house would be broken
into the night of surgery and his photo album taken and sold on
the black market, and so forth and so on. And we were utterly as-
tounded by the fact that suddenly a patient who may not want to
be in the limelight was, in fact, himself in the limelight.

The statement in the consent form was mainly stated to say that
this is the way it probably will be, to the best of our knowledge.
Again, I turned down patients because they did not want their
name released and they did not want to be a public figure, because
I knew that they would, whether they liked it or not.

We were able to change our stance a little bit with Murray
Haydon. Bill Schroeder really enjoyed talking to press and was ex-
cited about the fact of being alive. He did well on television, en-
joyed it. He really thought that was a fun thing for him. But
Murray Haydon was a very private person. He was afraid of cam-
eras and didn't like to talk and things. And he said: if I'm going to
have cameras thrown in my face every time I make a statement, I
don't want to do it. We protected his wishes. And I must admit, the
press has been very respectful of those wishes of his and stayed
away from him.

Mr. VOLCMER. Dr. Annas, you mentioned in your statement
having a national IRB, institutional review board, because local
IRB's may not be capable of monitoring the artificial heart proto-
cols, patient selection, may not be capable of designing adequate
consent forms, processes. As I understand, you advocate the use of
a nonphysician, nonscientist on this national board. Now, could you
elaborate as to who you would have, the type of people you would
have on this board, so that I can understand? I have a difficulty in
understanding if the physicians-and I can understand how some
physicians and administrators, et cetera, on local IRB's are not
able to do it, because they don't have the expertise. I won't argue
that. But how do you get laymen who aren't involved in a field at
all to have the expertise?
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Dr. ANNAS. Well, I don't think the proposal is to have people
who aren't involved in the field at all necessarily involved. We
have a few models, even though most of them were tilted toward
scientists in some of the committees set up by Congress, actually:
the National Commission for Experimentation and Human Re-
search set up in 1974; the President's Commission, which was set
up by Congress later in 1980. Both of those drew a wide variety of
experts in ethics, philosophy, law, sociology, science, medicine. And
the notion is not that these people be people who don't know any-
thing, in other words, someone who has no experience in the area
at-all, but people who don't have any personal stake in whether o
not one heart or another heart is implanted and where it's im-
planted, -and people also who have a broader expertise than just a
scientific. We have to have a scientific expertise, but these are
more-most of these questions actually turn out not to be scientif-
ic; they turn out to be societal, ethical, legal, and moral questions
that require really a very careful review, I think.

Mr. VoLXmicit. Thank you very much, Dr. Annas.
Lrnow recognize the gentleman from California for questions.
Mr. PACKARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Let me follow up with the question just asked, because it was

certainly one that Ihad. I could not help bi.t see the flashing lights
come out of your testimony, your written testimony, when it spoke
of nonscientists and nonphysicians. I can't believe you mean that,
frankly, and -- parently you don't--

Dr. ANNAS. A majority, a majority, not--
Mr. PACKARD. And apparently you don't, from what you've just

said, that they do have to be scientifically oriented, but--
Dr. ANNAS. It depends how you define scientific--
Mr. PACKARD. But what I perceive from your testimony--and

that was a portion of it-is a recommendation to remove this whole
decision-making process as, to how far-and whether we do it at
all-we move in this experimental process of heart replacement or
heart assistance, and transfer that responsibility to society. And
that gives me great concern. I don't really look upon society as
being the place for us to make these decisions. It is a transfer, in
my judgment, of personal rights and personal welfare to govern-
ment, to society; and I am not an advocate of that by any stretch of
the imagination.

But be that as it may, it certainly does bring up some important
questions, I think.

Dr. ANNAS. May I comment on that briefly?
Mr. PACKARD. Certainly.
Dr. AN AS. I don't think it's a new transfer. Technically, the cur-

rent law requires the local IRB to do just that. And all that this
proposal would be is to recognize that the local IRB can't do that,
and that what they can't do, is important to do. And so, we should
give it to someone who can do it.

Mr. PACKARD. If society is to have the control and the authoriza-
tion responsibility of all decision making in these kinds of research
programs I think the question has to be asked, and you've recom-
mended that we halt we halt the experimental process and the inf-
plantation until we have significant answers to, I believe-oh, let
me read to you what I saw in your testimony: Because the rights
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and welfare of potential subjects of experimental artificial heart
implantations are not being adequately protected, I strongly be-
lieve that there should be a moratorium on all implants until their
scientific reasonableness, proper use, clear patient selection crite-
ria, adequate informed consent procedures, clear rules on stopping
individual experiments have been developed and approved by joint
review-et cetera. And all that should be stopped until these are
all answered.

I guess the question has to come, at what point would you then
authorize or recommend an authorization of moving forward with
the experiment?

Dr. ANNAS. When this committee was satisfied that it had a rea-
sonable, scientific basis to go ahead on humans, when the consent
procedures were reasonably in place, and when the patient selec-
tion criteria procedures are reasonably in place.

Remember, every witness who has testified about going ahead
has assumed, their assumption has been, that we are currently get-
ting adequate informed consent, that our current patient selection
criteria is adequate, and that it is scientifically reasonable to go
ahead. I disagree with those things, but it seems to me that what
we need is not me saying that or them saying that, but a represent-
ative cross-section of people appointed by NIH and FDA who are
ultimately--

Mr. PACKARD. But has not the--
Dr. ANNAS [continuing]. Funding and regulating this to do that.
Mr. VOLKMER. If the gentleman will yield just on that point.
Mr. PACKARD. I would be happy to yield.
Mr. VOLKMER. I think you just mentioned the last part. We pres-

ently do have an organizational structure in place that does review
all this and does have to give its approval. And that's the NIH and
FDA.

Then what really comes through, Dr. Annas, that you basically
disagree with those two organizations, that these things are in
place as they should be. Is that correct?

Dr. ANNAS. You have two things on that. First of all, it's not
clear to me-I mean, they're going to testify for themselves wheth-
er they really think that the current situation, at least regarding
temporary artificial hearts, is adequate. I will let them talk to that.
But the second thing is, both of the agencies actually have different
missions and see themselves as having different missions. FDA is a
regulatory agency. NIH promotes research. And they do have dif-
ferent missions. On the other hand, I believe they are both so in-
volved in this particular experiment of artificial hearts that there
really needs to be not just informal communication between the
two agencies but formal communication on this level. And that's
really what I am recommending. Not that we change the law in
the sense of what the rules are, but that we set up a reasonable
way that these agencies can implement the law together.

Mr. VOLKMRR. Well, what I get, though, from the discussion that
you had in your statement about this committee, you really want-
you didn't say do away with the NIH and what they're doing--

Dr. ANNAS. Absolutely not.
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Mr. VOLKMER [continuing]. Not change what FDA's doing, but
we're going to have also now another committee out here that is
going to be basically setting up the IRB.

Dr. ANNAS. Going to be replacing the local IRB for these particu-
lar highly controversial--

Mr. VOLKMER. Experimental--
Dr. ANNAS. Exactly, that's exactly right. You got it.
Mr. VOLKMER. OK. Now, would that also be subject to review by

the FDA, as the local IRB is?
Dr. ANNAS. Could be--
Mr. VOLKMRR. Or would it be--
Dr. ANNAS. It would be a creature of the FDA and the NIH. So,

in that sense, sure. I mean, it would theoretically-I guess theoreti-
cally it would be an advisory committee to NIH and FDA and the
local IRB's.

Mr. VOLKMER. That's a little bit different than what you original-
ly said in your statement. As I understand, you are going to re-
place the local IRB which basically formulates and then sends it to
FDA for approval.

Dr. ANNAS. I guess I wouldn't say replace so much as supple-
ment. You'd have to go through the joint committee. I really don't
care whether you, after that, required local IRB approval or not,
because I don't believe local IRB approval means much one way or
the other. I would be perfectly happy to continue to require that,
perfectly happy to do away with it. What I think we need is a
review committee that can really do the review that's needed in
cases like this.

Mr. VOLXMBR. Well, my question still is, would they replace the
function that FDA presently does, or would it just, say, supplement
it, have another stage to go through before it--

Dr. ANNAS. I guess, you know, before that question is the ques-
tion, what function that FDA currently does do you think it might
be replacing? Because the FDA tells the public and tells me that
they rely on the local IRB for issues of consent and patient selec-
tion. They are not making those decisions now. And this would
force them to become more involved in those decisions.

Mr. VOLKMER. OK. All right.
I yield to the gentleman from California.
Mr. PACKARD. Thank you.
To your knowledge, Dr. Annas, have other human experimental

processes that now have become rather commonplace, kidney
transplants, multitudes of other transplants, for that matter, pace-
makers, coronary bypasses, and a lot of the lifesaving mechanisms
that we now use, would they be now in function and become a way
of life for our medical health care providers, had they been re-
quired to go through the same requirements that you're recom-
mending that this experiment go through? Or would we still be
waiting for those to emerge from the experiments?

Dr. ANNAS. It is absolutely possible that we could slow down the
introduction of some medical devices and some procedures into the
health care system. But I don't-if the purpose of this is to protect
human rights in the meantime, I think that's a small price to pay.

Mr. PACKARD. My own background has led me to do some experi-
menting with the human body. I have learned that much of what
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you need to do in terms of regulation, in terms of control, in terms
of reevaluating your procedural methods, comes out of the very
process of experimenting. Often you don't even know what needs to
be done until you are into the experiment and have some responses
and reaction, and you haven't time to evaluate what you've been
doing in terms of the very things you brought up. So often, isn't
there going to always be in the experimental process the need to go
back and evaluate what your experiment is unfolding and reveal-
ing to you in terms of regulation, in terms of procedures? And
therefore is not the experiment necessary to move forward and
complete it before~you really know what you need to do in terms of
the things you're concerned about?

Dr. ANNAS. Some are and some aren't. As I said, the original im-
plant in Dr. Barney Clark is arguably justifiable because you had
no way, to know how it was going to come out, all right. Dr. De-
Vries just said previously that he thought Dr. Clark would either
die relatively quickly or go home in a relatively short period of
time and lead a--

Mr. PACKARD. I think that's true with every patient that has had
that dealt with.

Dr. ANNAS. But that turned out not to be true, and I am sure he
wouldn't say that again to another heart implant patient, because
we know that there is almost no probability of that. I almost said
no, but there's always some probability of anything. So that, as you
learn that, you're absolutely right; you should change things. I
think the consent process, the consent form should change. I also
think at some point we may learn enough to say: Hey, we shouldn't
do that anymore. And there's no mechanism really in place to say
that now.

Mr. PACKARD. I think, if I understand the testimony that we've
heard thus far, however, of thbse that are involved in the program,
it is clear that they are reevaluating their consent forms. They are
evaluating their mechanical devices. And they are evaluating their
successes and their failures.

Dr. ANNAS. I think--
Mr. PACKARD. That really is experimentation at its best.
I guess all I am trying to say is that the worst decision in experi-

mentation, in my judgment, is to stop the experiment when you see
failure or when you see problems. And that is not experimentation.
And to stop it in the middle of an experiment before you come to
conclusions, before you determine what the problems are, and what
the failures are, and the successes are, often will lead you to no
conclusion and no results if you stop in the middle of an experi-
ment.

So, that's why I guess I have some problems with your testimony
and your recommendations. But let me get to Dr. DeVries.

In your procedures thus far, have you been able to determine an
average cost for the implantation of your Jarvik-7 device?

Dr. DiVlniS. In the case of Barney Clark, his hospitalization to-
taled approximately $250,000. That was at the University of Utah.
We have not figured that cost out at Humana yet. We simply have
not got enough patients, I think, to determine what the average
cost would be.We have done it in three patients. And one of the
things that we are very interested in-while we are very concerned
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about cost containment, we look at this as a clinical experiment. As
long as Mr. Schroeder and Mr. Haydon are alive, their contribu-
tion, their decision to enter into an experiment deals with the fact
that we will use their time to the best of our ability to obtain scien-
tific data.

With that, we have spent, really, many thousands of dollars,
spending money in order to develop the most acute and chronic
and best coagulation study and evaluation procedure so that we
can see every single thing that is going on, that we don't lose any
information or data. So, we have actually escalated, I would say,
the costs on these patients. During the initial period of clinical in-
vestigation, it is absolutely critical that we do not spare money in
order to determine what is a benefit and what is not a benefit. We
need to know in these patients how to prevent strokes or other, so
it will work. If we develop a device that doesn't cause strokes, that
would be much more cost accourqtable in the future in the long
term because of the money we've put into it now than it would be
later in order to save things.

So, we have none-we are very aware of the fact that in the
early future, as soon as this device has become effective and we
show that it can work and we can make it a good quality of life,
that we are going to have to be very accountable for our costs. And
we understand that cost containment is going to be a very strong
issue.

Mr. PACKARD. Who bears the cost of the--
Dr. DEVRiEs. Humana is paying for the--
Mr. PACKARD. The hospital?
Dr. DEVRIs. The Humana Corp.
We believe that the patient is involved in an experiment, and he

shouldn't have to pay for that experiment on himself. We don't be-
lieve that the Government should have to pay for it right now, and
there's a private corporation paying for the experiment. And I
think that s the way of the future.

Mr. PACKARD. Mr. Schroeder, in your case, your father's case, has
the process cost the family anything other than incidental issues,
but as far as the medical care itself?

Mr. SCHROEDER. No, Humana has been real good at providing all
the financial background. The only thing that we've had to, you
know, pay is the trips back and forth and the meals and things of
that nature.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you.
Mr. VOLKMER. Will the gentleman yield on that?
Mr. PACKARD. I would be happy to yield.
Mr. VoLKMER. This relates to it. Involved here at the,.presnt

time are funds from NIH, are there not?
Dr. DzVRiss. No, sir. The NIH has put millions of dollars into

the clinical development of animal models. And they have been
supporting the early years and years and years of the workings
into a clinically acceptable Jarvik-7 ventricle. So, I would say
public funds went in the development--

Mr. VoLKMEa. At the present time, in the case of Mr. Schroeder's
father, Barney Clark, Haydon and those, there's no Federal funds
actually involved in paying the costs?
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Dr. DSVRIES. The entire cost of the hospitalization and the exper-
iment at Humana is paid for by Humana. There is no Federal
funds involved in either of those patients' care right now at this
time.

Mr. PACKARD. I understand-if the gentleman would yield
back--

Mr. VOLKMER. Yes.
Mr. PACKARD. I understand that it has been some time since Fed-

eral Government funds have been involved in the recent clinical
procedures. Is that correct?

Dr. DEVRIES. In the case of Barney Clark, some of his hospitaliza-
tion--I don't recall exactly how much-I can tell you was paid for
by Medicare, but that was not due to the-we had to very carefully
exclude any cost due to experimentation on an unapproved device
or approved device. He was-I think the Federal Government did
pay and Blue Cross did pay for some of his workup initially, and
which was treating his underlying heart disease. But is soon as he
became a patient in an experimental project, funding then left the
public sector and became a matter of raising funds from private
sources.

Mr. PACKARD. So, private grants and hospitals have absorbed the
costs.

Dr. DEVRisS. That's exactly right, sir.
Mr. PACKARD. I'm sure one of the objectives of the procedure is

assuming success will become more and more prevalent, to make it
available to any patient that needs it on an equitable basis. How is
that going to be done? Right now, it appears that, because of the
expense, it would be reserved only for the elite, for the well off.
How is it going to-in the future as you perceive the process, is it
going to become available to the average citizen?

Dr. DEVRIEs. Congressman, first of all, I think--
Mr. PACKARD. Without Federal funds or without public funds.
Dr. DEVRics. Yes, sir. I think that, first of all, we have to answer

to scientists. I have to answer the question, will it work, what are
the complications, what are the benefits of that particular device?
If for a fact it doesn't work and it's too complicated, then the
public will not want it and does not need it; and it will be abol-
ished. So, assuming that it is successful and we do show that it
works and we can show that it is cost containable, then we have to
say, what are the costs of it? Then those issues are going to have to
be addressed sooner or later by society. It will have to be paid for
from Federal grants, funds, or from third-party payment.

I think those are issues that we ought to start looking at as we
get out of the early and initial investigational phases and decide at
that point who is going to bear the cost. It Is possible that we may
make a device that the public can't afford. And that is very possi-
ble. But again it is also possible that we can save hundreds of thou-
sands of people's lives by the device. At this point, it's too early to
determine which is which.

I am saying also that the trick to determine whether the device
is affordable or good to society has a tremendous value in spinoff
technologies that can save literally hundreds of people's lives in
unrelated fields altogether because of our trip to and from the in-
vestigative wishing well.
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Mr. PACKARD. Let me turn to you, Dr. DeVries. Would you indi-
cate how much paper work is generated in the processing of this, in
order to get authorization?

Dr. DEVIEs.- When I started working with the artificial heart,
and when I first started working with the idea of the clinical im-
plantable artificial heart in 1980, I started writing; and I have not
put the pen down till last night, after the State of the Union Ad-
dress. It really has been a ver enlightening situation for me to put
down on paper some of the things, and create documents such as
the informed consent and then go through the experience with the
lawyers and back and forth, and the legislators, and the hospital
administrators. It becomes sometimes, a very burdensome thing. I
can remember over the past 2 months literally taking 4 hours off
Christmas morning out of the hospital and then going back most of
the time, spending very few nights at home. But again, that's
what's reqpred to do. I have a tremendous commitment for Bill
Schroeder and Murray Haydon and to see the project go. And if
that's what it will take, that's what I will do.

Mr. PACKARD. Is it all necessary, in your judgment?
Dr. DzVRis. I think the frequent review and going through the

number of panels that I have had to review have been good for the
project. But again, I look at it a little bit like a car going in for,
instead of a 5,000-mile checkup a 500-mile checkup, because after a
while you find out that the car's in the shop more than you can
drive it to work. And that many times is the feeling of frustration I
have.

Mr. PACKARD. How long does it take to process, to get an approv-
al to proceed with an operation at the present time?

Dr. DEVRIES. Well, the--
Mr. PACKARD. How many days?
Dr. DEVRIss. The first-you mean from the very first time I see

the patient, or to get the project going?
Mr. PACKARD. Well, let me ask it a different way. Is there a dif-

ference in processing a chronic patient and an emergency patient,
as far as paper work is concerned?

Dr. D'VRIEs. I can only address the chronic patient. All I can say
is, as far as regulatory control and paper work, I have been doing it
almost constantly since 1980.

In my hospital, my institution, they do not allow me-the institu-
tional review board does not allow me to do an emergency use. So,
I have not had to cross that bridge at this time. However, most of
the paper work for the emergency use would be donor in the mean-
time.

I think in a case-by-case review the first case of Barney Clark
took about 2 years of review in all different levels tW get approval.

Mr. PACKARD. Well, obviously a patient can die in 2 years.
Let's ask how long Mr. Schroeder-and then I would be interest-

ed in knowing how long the emergencies performed this week have
taken. Now, of course, you're not involved in those, but I think-all
right, Mr. Schroeder. How long did it take to process? Dr. DeVries,
how long did it take to process Bill Schroeder's?

Dr. DEVRIEs. We had approval to do Mr. Schroeder, and it took
approximately 3% months to get the hospital ready to participate
in the experiment. We met Mr. Schroeder for the first time on Oc-
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tober 25. We did the operation on November 25. It took about a
month in order to get him into the system, process him, work him
up, and inform he and his family of what we were going to do to
get on with the project. But at that time all of the regulations from
the IRB and the FDA had already been met and fulfilled. And
what we were doing, in essence, was fulfilling the protocol require-
ments that we had set and determined and provided with help of
the IRB and the FDA.

Mr. PACKARD. How is that going to accommodate an emergency
situation which obviously we are going to have to deal with at
some point in time if this procedure is to become an emergency
treatment?

Dr. DEVRIES. As I understand the emergency use, I would expect
that the institution be filly trained to take that step beforehand,
and then approach the patient, who is literally within probably
hours of death, and go through at that time an informed consent
process of some sort, depending upon how involved you wish to get
it, dealing with issues of whether the patient was unconscious and
able to make the consent or not, or whether the family members
would, and how much of an informed consent you do.

Then as I understand it, and I am not entirely clear on this, you
would have to go through a group of approvals from the institu-
tional review board as well as the FDA, as well as the manufactur-
er, involving those three parties. And as decisions like this usually
occur at 3:30 in the morning, that would be almost prohibitive.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you.
Let me turn to Mr. Schroeder if I may please. In hearing your

testimony and also reading some of the background of your family,
it has certainly changed your family life style, this whole process.
Wl t recommendations would you make or would you give to
better prepare families to cope with the problems that follow the
implant?

Mr. SCHROEDER. That's a pretty tough question. A lot of it we've
just experienced as we went along, and every-I would say every
situation is going to be a little bit different than what ours is.
Hopefully, you know, it could be better. But I think you need to get
either your doctor or possibly a legal type of person to come in and
look over your consent form or at least point out things to you that
you might not see at that particular time because you re concerned
about the thing at hand, what's happening right now. You're con-
cerned that you have a loved one that is on the verge of dying. And
you're not thinking about what might happen 2 or 3 months later.
You're worried about what's going to happen tomorrow.

So, I think, basically if you could get someone that is impartial
and that could maybe point out some things just so that you under-
stand them as best as you can, because there s no way that you can
tell everybody everything. You've just got to tell them as much as
you can.

Sometimes you need to have somebody to ask the question for
you, because you can't think of the question to ask until it's too
late to ask the question. So, I think basically that would be the best
thing. I would recommend that you have an impartial person possi-
bly there to help you ask some questions that you may not be able
to answer, or ask.
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Mr. PACKARD. I appreciate that.
From your perspective and that of the rest of your family, would

you agree with some of the testimony today that the process ought
to be put on hold until we can answer questions that may or may
not be answered at the time? Would you suggest that, as a family
member?

Mr. SCHROEDER. Well, you know, we had some rough times.
There's no doubt about that. But you almost had to be at the hospi-
tal for the first 18 days before the first stroke, and you had to see
how well that the whole system worked. I envisioned tremendous
problems with maneuvering and things of this nature, which is dif-

. icult,- but it can be done. If you have ahealthypersonthatWcapa--
ble of moving around, it is done quite well.

I think that you nelid to continue on with it so that you get away
from things like a 350-pound Utahdrive system and to more of the
portable systems to actually find out if it's going to work or not. At
this point it's hard to really say whether or not it's going to work.
Let's say you leave the hospital and go home. There's a lot of ques-
tions there. We've run across a lot of situations living outside of
the hospital that have been answered, and there's probably a lot
more that need to be questioned.

So, you know, I think if we can continue on and eliminate the
strokes and see how a healthy person can live with an artificial
heart, if that's possible, and then determine from that whether or
not, what kind of quality of life you're talking about, and this
nature. Basically, when we went into it, I was at the very first
meeting, and the things that we talked about were the quantity of
life and the quality of life. We talked about what basically we
hoped we could achieve from it. I think in those first 18 days we
achieved more than what we thought we would. Throughout the
year, we achieved what we thought we would, and sometimes we
didn't. So, it was a kind of a roller coaster type of effect as far as
what your quality of life was. Certain days it was great. Certain
days it was okay. And certain days it was poor.

Mr. PACKARD. I think that's true with all of us, without an artifi-
cial heart.

Thank you very much. I will yield back.
Mr. VOLKMER. I have a few additional questions. Dr. DeVries, I

may have misunderstood, but on the previous panel, Dr. Wolfe at
least led me to a conclusion that, due to the fact that there had not
been a permanent implant in approximately 10 months, that one of
the reasons, or perhaps the reason therefore was that those who
would qualify under the criteria set down can now all be taken
care of with donated hearts, and therefore-by transplants-and
therefore we'll probably not see a permanent transplant again.

Do you wish to comment on that?
Dr. DEVius. Yes, sir. I think that it's been 10 months since we

have done an implant. The reason we have waited that long is we
are waiting for the right patient. I don't understand, I have not--I
do not have a legal moratorium placed on me, and I have not had
an implied moratorium on me personally. I am waiting. As soon as
I find a patient that is as good as Haydon, Schroeder or Burcham, I
will do it again.
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We have had some difficulty, though, in the fact that transplan-
tation guidelines have improved. Now more than ever, we are
starting to do patients that are 5, 55, and 56 years of age. When
Mr. Haydon had that decision, there was no choice available at
that time.

Let me reiterate, though, that at the time that Haydon, Schroe-
der, and Burcham and Clark made their decision for an artificial
heart implantation, there was no option available. All of them had
been turned down by multiple heart transplant programs. All of
them had experimental drugs used on them. And there was no
other option. It was a device of last resort at that time. Since that

...._time, we. have looked for a -patient--that is -the -right-size.We-have-
been concerned that Mr. Burcham died because the device probably
was a little too big for his chest. We have been encouraged with
some of the work of the small Jarvik ;entricle. I must admit that,
if that small Jarvik ventricle had been available over the past 10
months, we probably would have done another three or four.

Most of the patients that we see are under 170 pounds and are
smaller than Mr. Burcham. So as a result of Mr. Burcham's, our
loss by losing Mr. Burcham, we learned that size was critically im-
portant. We immediately lost a group of approximately 70 percent
of the whole pool size. So, I just say from size alone and increasing
transplantation, there just frankly has not been enough.

I also think that another issue why there has not been enough
other artificial hearts implanted, is that the public media, by talk-
ing about the strokes, have scared people away. And I think that's
an issue. That may and may not be appropriate. I am not here to
say. But I can say that that issue probably has had effects in the
decisions.

We had around one or two patients a day patients applying for
the heart. And then around July, in eariy summer, after the
strokes, it's already been coming, obviously, we now have one to
two a week. So, the interest has fallen off by the medical profession
as well as patients. And again, that may be appropriate or may not
be appropriate; it's hard to say.

Mr. VOLxMER. Just to clarify for the record, I know it's obvious
to you, but to clarify it for the record, the patients that do apply
are referred by their physicians, is that not correct?

Dr. DRVRIEs. That's correct, yes, Congressman.
Mr. VOLXMBR. I mean, they just don't write you a letter and say

I'd like to have one of your artificial hearts?
Dr. DEVRIEs. Yes, sir, we have about a third of the patients apply

themselves. About two-thirds of the patients apply from a cardiolo-
gist or their doctors. Those that apply by themselves, we ask them
to get ahold of their doctor and have the doctor apply. So, all pa-
tients come to us as they're referred from their physicians initially.

They're usually-we check them out as far as whether they are
appropriate candidates, sizewise, diseasewise, associated diseases.
The ones that look like they may be a good candidate are brought
into the hospital. After evaluated by the hospital, we feel it is man-
datory to reject them as transplant patients before we proceed. So,
they go on to the transplantation registry. They are evaluated' by
the committee to determine whether or not they are a candidate. If
they are not a candidate for a transplant, then we'll enter the
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scene again, finish up all the evaluation on them, and then have a
meeting where we have the evaluation committee determines how
long a life they've got, what their risks are, how good they are at
fitting into the protocol.

After all of those decisions are made, we present the option to
the patient. Then we start the informed consent and then go on
with the proJect. There is a tremendous amount of controls and re-
straints of different kinds before the final patient is selected.

Mr. VOLKMER. But at this time you do not have a prospective pa-
tient?

Dr. DEVRiEs. I have several patients that have contacted me, and
we're still looking at-them.-But there's not one-that is--

Mr. VOLKMER. Been approved?
Dr. DEVRIes. No; no one has been approved at this point.
Mr. VOLXMER. Along with allthis other work that you have been

doing-and you sound quite busy--I would just like to ask if you
also are a practicing cardiovascular surgeon in that timeframe?

Dr. DEVRIEs. Yes, sir, I was until about 3 weeks before the FDA's
last call, when I attended the advisory circulatory meeting. At that
point my volume considerably decreased to about one case a week.
I have had to do almost, well, essentially full-time work since the
early part of December until this week, which amounts to a total of
probably about 18 hours a day doing nothing but paper work, and
about 15 minutes a day taking care of those two patients.

I have had essentially no time for a private practice at this point.
I look forward to getting back because that's what I really am. I'm
a heart surgeon, and I enjoy clinical care; and that's what it's all
about. "

Mr. VOLKMER. Now, you agree, to look overall at the heart trans-
plant picture instead of the implant picture, that we still have a
shortage of donors for the demand at the pi sent time?

Dr. DEVRIEs. No question about that, because it is estimated by
many groups that as many as 10 to 15 thousand Americans a year
die of heart disease, chronic end-stage heart disease, that could be
candidates for heart transplantation. If you use all of the best allo-
cation of ability to get all the organs you can, you probably have a
pool somewhere of about a 1,000 to 1,500 hundred. So, you have
really about 10 times as many needed as we will be able to get.

As mandatory seatbelt and headgear regulations increase, ourdonor population is going down from that. So--
Mr. VOLKMER. As long as we don't have the accidents, et cetera,

and the deaths, that still preserves the heart.
Dr. DEVUIEs. That's correct.
As you have the public interest by mandatory compliance to

safety and automobile regulations, you're going to have decreased
number of heart transplants performed.

Mr. VoLKinME. Dr. Annas, in light of that, do you also agree that,
even though the number of donors have increased in the last few
years, we still have a short supply of donors for transplants?

Dr. ANNAS. There's no question about that.
Mr. VOLmMER. All right. Now, as we implant more temporary, we

saw three this week, and as we do more, those are ones that-there
wasn't any readily available. If they didn't get the emergency im-
plant, there would be a strong possibility that they would be de-
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ceased and therefore no longer need one. But now they're alive and
they need one. So, we have increased the numbers, haven't we, of
the donors that we need?

Dr. ANNAS. We have increased the number of donors that we
need, right, without increasing the supply.

Mr. VOLxMER. Right.
Now, but we have a permanent heart-temporary can keep them

alive for a while, anyway.
Do you want to comment on that condition that we find ourself

in, as to, is that a positive or a negative?
Dr. ANNAS. Well--
Mr.VOLME-Igue~it depends on who you are individually.
Dr. ANNAS. It certainly does.
Mr. VOLKMER. What about society?
Dr. ANNAS. I raean, you're right. It does depend on who you are

and whether you're a physician or one of the patients who needs a
temporary heart or a physician of one who doesn't have a tempo-
rary heart available whose patient needs a human heart. But on a
system-wide basis, there's no question that until we have some rea-
sonable way to allocate human hearts, we're in an untenable posi-
tion. Because it's unfair, it seems to me, to put the person on the
artificial heart first in line just because they're on the artificial
heart. Whereas, the person who would be first in line otherwise
may die because he or she doesn't get the heart.

I mean, that's the reason. The reason that these things don't
save any net lives is the reason why the vast majority of heart
transplant surgeons in this country do not use and have publicly
said that they will not use temporary artificial hearts until some-
thing can be done about the supply of organs. Dr. Norman Shum-
way, who is the premiere heart transplant surgeon in the country,
has said that time and time again: because temporary artificial
hearts don't save any net lives, they're useless to him and to his
patients. They are just going to change the identity of which of his
patients are going to die on the waiting list. The real public issue is
how to, No. 1, increase the supply' but if you can't do that, No. 2,
how to make a fair allocation of the human hearts that are avail-
able.

Mr. VOLKMSR. Dr. DeVries, would you like to comment on that?
It's not necessary if you--

Dr. DEVRIEs. It's interesting to me that Dr. Shumway's group,
Phil Ouer has done several of these bridge-to-transplants in an
effort to help his patients that die on the waiting list. At Stanford
it is estimated they-well, they specifically say that one-third of
their patients die while wedting, while sitting around in a motel in
Palo Alto, waiting for a heart. And those are issues.

The other issue is that I agree, you may implant an artificial
heart and use it for a temporary. But what if something happened,
as you stated earlier, and the patient develops an infection or a
mild stroke or if the patient-

Mr. VOLJMzR. Kidney failure.
Dr. DsVRu.s [continuing]. Does not have-kidney failure, or even

if the patient is not able to get a heart donor, such as many O-posi-
tive heart patients wait along time. We had a man that waited 12
months at our hospital for an O-positive heart. In these patients a
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temporary device then becomes a permanent device, whether you
like it or not. I have a real problem with offering a patient a tem-
porary device only. And I'm fortunate that at our institution, we're
able to do permanent devices, because I think it involves informed
consent. If the patient signs up for a temporary device and sudden-
ly becomes a permanent device, then he has not been properly in-
formed. And I am just glad that the project that I have had in-
volvement with has those things, and they do have covered perma-
nent living quarters. And they do have covered ways to get around
and the fact that the patient's needs will be taken care of. Because
many times, permanent devices will be-temporary devices will
become, out of necessity, permanent implantations.
. Mr. VOLKMER. Now, Dr. DeVries, I have a couple more questions

before I conclude. One is, it is my understanding that youhave not
published the results of your experiments other than the Barney
Clark experiment. Is that correct?

Dr. DiVRIEs. No, sir, that is not correct. We now have-it's been
published by several papers. We have several peer review publica-
tions right now that are being presented.

We have presented our data probably to a group of eight or nine
international symposiums and presentations within the last year.
We have seen people that are working in this field from all over
the world. I haven t seen Dr. Wolfe at any of these, but I have seen
many that are physicians that work witb. me on this.

When it is appropriate to report your data, is a whole other issue
that needs to be addressed, I think. There are academic surgeons
and academic physicians that feel that nothing should be reported
until after the full series of seven be done. But now there is a tre-
mendous outcry from physicians ths, incomplete or unanalyzed
data should be presented to the medical community, even though it
is not conclusive and results are not out.

I think when the public outcry demands that an investigator
publish premature data is a difficult situation for the scientific
community to understand. And in a way, we are bending to that
cry a little bit and putting in a conscientious effort to get it out as
quick as we can. But we have never hesitated to share our data
with any clinical Investigators. I correspond freely with Dr. Cope-
land, Dr. Joyce, Dr. Sim, all the people, my colleagues; Dr. Pierce,
who represents a competitive device; and we freely dialog among
that group. And we will continue to do so.

Mr. VOLKMKR. Following the seven that have been approved by
the FDA, do you contemplate at that time to-of course, I am sure
you will-make a full public report--

Dr. DzVzuss. No, sir.
Mr. VOLKMER (continuing). Of the total experiments and your

conclusions?
Dr. DRVRizs. Right now, the reporting mechanisms are that we

report to our Institutional review board on a monthly basis of all of
the complications, all of the results and the scientific things that
are going on there. We have reported to the FDA several times
during that period of time. We are in constant communication with
frequent reports to Symbion. We now have-I estimate in the next
6 months we will probably have five or six articles in the national
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publications that anybody can read, these are peer review articles.
They have appeared now in several publications already.

I have no plans after seven patients to make a full public dis-
course on the experiment. I don't think that's really necessary and
called for, but it will be published in multiple times.

The important thing is that we feel we have a great obligation to
society and the medical profession to educate them on what we
have learned. And we plan to carry out that obligation.

Mr. VOLMER. What effect, Dr. DeVries, will the FDA decision
have the recent decision to permit you to proceed but only on a
case-by-case review basis?

How do you see that affecting your research?
As I understand it, it is only partly you could do it through-

once every 3 months, something like that?
Dr. DEVRIEs. Yes, sir.
The formal FDA recommendation was that we submit the revi-

sions for protocol; we did that several weeks ago.
And now we are waiting to hear from the FDA, whether they

have accepted the revisions of protocol, or asking other questions,
or want us to go ahead with the new revisions.

But it has been difficult, and we have had patients that we have
looked long and hard at, that I would think that, you know, in the
long run these regulations are appropriate, in the fact that it has
helped us to get our counseling group a little tighter controlled,
analyze the science a little bit.

It has slowed down the publication; I have had to address all my
issues toward regulatory affairs, and none toward publication and
research, in the last while.

And I think in the long run that, as my opening statement said,
I think that this will slow down the scientific development, and has
slowed down the scientific development of the device.

Mr. VOLKMER. We thank you.
All right, no further questions
The gentleman from Utah have any questions?
Mr. MONSON. Just two, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Schroeder, do you or have any of your family members had

any misgivings with the informed consent process that you wentthrough?.
Mr. SCHROEDER. I don't have any misgivings other than the fact

that if-that we-as I stated in my opening remarks, that we as a
family )ust did not sit down and look at all the possibilities, and
really investigate them, and decide for ourselves what we were
going to do that time.

We pretty well had to address each situation as it came up, and
decide what we were going to do from there. It would have been
helpful to have known beforehand if the situations wjuld arise
what we were going to do.

But, you know, basically this was a decision by my father, and I
know he went through 2 weeks of intensive review and many doc-
tors came in and saw him, and I was just not Involved with it
mainly because I have a family, and I have a job, and I wasn't able
to be there for 2 weeks, next to his side, and go through the whole
process, which they did.
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Mr. MONSON. And your father, has he expressed any misgivings
about the process?

Mr. SCHROEDER. My father is a very determined person, and I
have not yet seen indications from him that he is willing to quit
from this experiment.

Mr. MoNsoN. And, Dr. DeVries, based on information that I have
seen and the statements I have heard you make, some of the ef-
fects of Government regulation have been frustrating, I think.
Have you outlined in your mind, or on paper anywhere, what you
think would be an adequate degree of regulation and allow you to
go ahead keeping in mind the balance that, I think, Congressman
Packard spoke of in his opening statement to insure the well-being
of the patients, as well, and could you share that with us?

Dr. DEVRIEs. Thank you Congressman Monson. Yes, I have.
I think that the Federal guidelines are adequate. I think that in-

suring the fact that the patient is informed, that the risk and the
benefits are in adequate balance, and that there is adequate sci-
ence to be learned from the experiment.

And I think that those are the calls not only from the FDA, they
are also from the IRB. I think that they are appropriate.

I don't think the issues that they should be concerned about are
whether there are societal costs, the effect of society in the future,
any of these issues, or public opinion, should be address in them.
And as far as I can tell they are not addressed in those bodies.

I think it is appropriate that the IRB and a local group make the
decisions and go over the institutional review board very carefully,
and ask the scientific questions and formulate from the institution-
al view with peer review at a local level and the credential of the
physician and the institution, and whether the project is-or the
protocol changes are effective.

At that point I think it is totally appropriate that the FDA
become involved in it. They have a unique position because of their
resources and their ow edge to compare mnultiinstitutional con-
cerns, and they have information on heart valves that local IRB's
do not have. I think it is also in their requirement to look at the
different institutional review boards to determine whether or not
they are appropriately working on the consent form, and whether
they are duty constituted.

And I think that is appropriate.
My only concern is the interpretation of that sometimes goes

over into the fact that you spend all of your time regulating, none
of your time doing anything. But I do realize that this is a highly
visible, and an exciting, and a sexy field, it has a lot of things that
other scientific projects don't have.

And I would just ask that IRB's and the FDA evaluate in a fair
and consistent manner on all projects and according to all institu-
tions. As long as that goes on I think that the actual working is
perfectly appropriate. I do not feel that we need another regulatory
body to determine consent or anything else. I think it is fully con-
tained in the constitutional alignment of tht: device amendment
law.

Mr. MONSON. Thank you very much Mr. Chairman; and I thank
you for allowing me to participate, and I am going to excuse myself
to attend another commitment.

/
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Mr. VOLKMBR. Thank you very much.
At this time we will excuse this panel. And I want to thank all of

you for being here and you have been very helpful in our delibera-
tions and I appreciate your testimony.

We will now proceed to the third panel.
Dr. Claude Lenfant, Director, National Heart, Lung and Blood

Institute, NIH; Dr. Charles McIntosh, National Heart, Lung and
Blood Institute, NIH: and also Mr. John Norris, Deputy Commis-
sioner, Food and Drug Administration.

Gentlemen, I would first like to mention that your statement
that you furnished to the committee will be made a part of the
record, in full, as you appear, and you may either summarize or
review your statement in full, or however you so desire.

We will begin with Dr. Lenfant, and then Dr. McIntosh, and then
complete with Mr. Norris.

Just a moment, does somebody have a time constraint?
Well, let's see, Dr. McIntosh, Dr. Lenfant, you have any time con-

straints. I know you would like to get out of here as soon as possi-
ble. Everybody would like to do that.

But other than that do you have to be somewhere besides back at
the office?

Would you be agreeable with us proceeding with Mr. Norris at
this time?

Voicz. Oh, certainly.
Mr. VOLKMER. All right then, fine, we will proceed in that

method then.

STATEMENTS OF CLAUDE LENFANT, M.D., DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
HEART, LUNG AND BLOOD INSTITUTE, NATIONAL INSTITUTES
OF HEALTH; CHARLES L. McINTOSH, M.D., Ph.D., CHAIRMAN,
CIRCULATORY SYSTEM DEVICES ADVISORY PANEL, U.S. FOOD
AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION; AND JOHN A. NORRIS, J.D., M.B.A.,
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF FOOD AND DRUGS, FOOD AND
DRUG ADMINISTRATION, U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, DE.
PARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED
BY DR. KSHITIJ MOHAN, CENTER FOR DEVICES AND RADIO.
LOGICAL HEALTH
Dr. LaNFANT. Mr. Chairman, I propose to be fairly short since

my full written statement will be introduced in the record.
Wat I would like do is briefly describe the statement and high-

light some of the points of it.
Our statement describes six issues.
First, we describe the artificial heart program since its begin-

ning.
And next we describe how the resources are allocated to this pro-

gram, which is only one of the many programs our institute spon-

We will discuss how we assess and give you the programs, and
you might be interkt -t6°klowMr. Chairman, .that in the 22
years of existence of the program we have had nine full-fledged sci-
entific figures, the last one being summarized in this report which
has been given to the committee.
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My statement also describes, discusses ethical considerations, al-
ternatives to heart replacements and some aspect of risk and qual-
ity of life.

Of all these issues I would like to highlight a few points, and
most importantly the evolution of the program since it was created
some 22 years ago. And indeed, the program started in 1963, under
Congress impetus, which, in fact, in 1964 decided to introduce a
line in the budget of the Institute, and appropriated the specified
amount of $600,000.

In the 1960's and early 1970's, some quite important milestones
resulted from the program, not least was the development of the
series of blood oxygenators, and the intraballoon, which are devices
which are now part of everyday clinical care.

As well short-term circulate assist devices were developed and
have been used quite extensively, mostly in the support of patients
in the postsurgical phase of their treatment.

In the early 1980's we focused our program on the development
of components for the electrically powered ventricular assist
system. And, of course, the Jarvik-7 artificial heart, which was dis-
cussed at length this morning, reached maturation, and moved
from the developed model testing into clinical application.

As you know, five such total clinical replacements have been
done with this device, and another, the temporary bridge-to-trans-
plant application have been made using the Jarvik and other de-
vices, as well.

Currently, we are testing some new devices. One is here, for in-
stance, which eventually will become a fully implantable device,
one which will be another single ventricle, or eventually fully im-
plantable artificial heart.

Having described briefly the history of the program I would like
to mention how we are allocating resources to it. As I said, the first
allocation of the resources were made specifically for this instance,
the artificial heart program.

But progress in 1964, since then the Institute's advisory process
which I will mention in a few minutes, has regularly allocated
some amount of moneys each year from our regular appropriation.

For instance, in 1967 this amount reached $8 million; in 1974, it
reached about $12 million a year- and the same amount has been
allocated to this program since, with an exception in 1976 when we
were allocated as much as $15 million.

It may be of interest to you, Mr. Chairman, that three-quarters
of this amount is given to investigators by way of contract; in other
words, It is a program, targeted program of the Institute, and ap-
proximately one-quarter in reference to awards, grants to investi-
gators who submit applications for us and are previewed through
our peer review system.

Let me now briefly mention the process that we utilize to make
the determinations with what amounts of money will be allocated
to this program.

When it was first started most of the advice given to the Insti-
tute came from other consultants which were called in to provide
advice and again, ad hoc; a somewhat spotty fashion.

Since 104 the Institute has greatly relied on a more formalized
process which includes the cardiology advisory committee, the body
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of experts in cardiology and other disciplines which is advising the
Institute for overall cardiology heart research of the program of
the Institute, of which the heart program is only one component.

The advice of that body, the advisory cardiology committee, goes
to the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Advisory Council, which is
another body made up of the experts in the relative field, as well
as lay individuals, leading, not scientific experts.

With all this advice that we receive, first from the cardiology ad-
visory committee, and then from the national advisory council, the
Director of the Institule makes a final decision as to the allocation
to the various programs of the Institute.

I think it iv important for me to emphasize that the Institute has
many competing priorities. This morning when we started these
hearings, some health statistics were given to you, and, indeed,
about half of the deaths in this country each year are due to car-
diovascular diseases. If we take all the diseases which are within
the purview of our Institute, approximately 68 to 69 percent of all
the deaths in this country are due to diseases which are within our
purview.

I should say that, sir, with regard to this, there is a number of
very significant spinoffs that have come from the artificial heart
programs. 1' should mention a number of cardiovascular implants,
the development of polyurethanes, an inert substance which is used
in many prostheses and many other devices.

The collagen-derived artificial skin is also a spinoff of the pro-
gram.

And finally, materials which are used for the fabrication of con-
tact plants and other devices, are a spinoff of our program.

To conclude my remarks, Mr. Chairman, I would like to empha-
size that the institute mission is to foster and support a broad
range of activities designed to reduce deaths and disability. We es-
timate that as many as 20 to 30,000 Americans suffer each year
from heart failure, with very few, if any at all, preoperative
choices.

Our main goal is to prevent this condition from developing. But
meanwhile, we feel that total heart replacement with a mechanical
device has some potential to become a preoperative alternative.

And, therefore we count on you to support some aspect of the
experiment which Dr. DeVries so aptly described, which hopefully
will demonstrate whether this preoperative choice has some value
or not.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Claude Lenfant follows:]
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Introduction

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I am pleased to have this

opportunity to speak to this Comittee on the National Heart, Lung, and

Blood Institute's (NHLB) Artificial Heart Program.

Since 1964, the NHLBI has fostered the development of a family of devices

to assist or replace the failing heart or lung. Various types of

mechanical circulatory support are required to treat the spectrum of

cardiac dysfunctions attributable to advanced heart disease.

1 would like to categorize the family of devices developed under the

stimulus of the Institute's Artificial Heart Program into two main areas:

(1) mechanical devices, such as a ventricular assist device or intra-aortic

balloons, that function In concert -with, and as an aid to, the natural

heart that remains in place, and (2) the artificial heart, a biventricular

mechanical device, that supports the circulation after removal of the

natural heart. Both types of mechanical circulatory support devices will

be discussed during my presentation.

Heart failure can be regarded as a failure of the pumping action

of the heart to deliver blood in quantities sufficient to sustain organ

function. The causes are many and include coronary heart disease,

heart muscle disease, high blood pressure, and deformed heart valves.

Patients who progress to this stage of heart disease experience severe

shortness of breath, swollen extremities, confinement to a bed-to-chair

existence, and premature death. It is the Institute's belief that in the
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future many of these patients might be returned to a better quality of life

by means of some form of mechanical assist or replacement of the failing

heart.

During its 20-year history, the Program has seen sustained progress, based

on an orderly sequence of developments and the resolution of many

scientific problems leading to the fabrication of prototype devices and

subsequent clinical evaluation of the most promising concepts. As a

result, several devices have emerged, each having a limited range of

applicability and each representing a further refinement in the technology.

Investigations continue towards our ultimate goal, the development of an

untethered, Implantable artificial heart.

1 must emphasize that the only available therapy today for patients with

end-stage or irreversible heart failure is cardiac transplantation. This

strategy has limited applicability because of the scarcity of heart donors.

The Institute, therefore, supports continued research and development of

the artificial heart, with cautious optimism for its success, and with the

4lief that costs may be balanced by benefits.

Description of the Artificial Heart PUgocram

I will now briefly review for you the history of the artificial heart

program and mention in passing some of the milestones achieved en route.

In my Introductiont I alluded to a family of devices. These are the result

of sustained methodical development that has been pursued for more than two

decades. In 1963, the Impetus for a government-supported artificial heart

2
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program originated in the Congress. The program was subsequently endorsed

by the National Heart Advisory Council, and in July 1964, the Artificial

Heart Program was established within the Institute.

In 1964, the enabling legislation provided $581,000 to create the

Artificial Heart Program. Since then, the NHLBI has provided approximately

$218 million of support for the constituent research areas that comprise

the artificial heart program. Since 1969, the annual expenditure of the

Artificial Heart Program has averaged approximately $10-15 million for

support of grant and contract research.

During the late 1960s and early 1970s, while pursuing the goal of an

artificial heart, worthwhile milestones were reached. These included

devices or components such as the intra-aortic balloon pump, blood

oxygenators, air-driven circulatory support devices, implantable pressure

transducers, and blood flowmeters. The intra-aortic balloon pump is today

an Important component used in everyday clinical care for maintenance of

blood circulation in patients with circulatory collapse following cardiac

surgery.

Another important resource developed by the Artificial Heart Program Is a

community of basic scientists, enjpineers, and clinicians with their

expertise and interest committed to the substantial research problems posed

by the artificial het-t such as the biologic interface (or what happens

when blood meets artificial surfaces), engine miniaturization, blood pumps,

energy transmission methods, and physiologic effects.

3
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During this time, short-term circulatory assist devices, which maintain the

circulation for several days or weeks, were developed to the point where

they underwent, between 1974 and 1979, clinical evaluation in selected

patients. These studies demonstrated that the devices could be safely used

In patients with severe, revestible, ventricular dysfunction following

cardiac surgery or myocardial infarction. Better than 25% of these patients,

who would otherwise have died, have had a useful long-term survival.

In the early 1980s, there was significant progress on a number of fronts.

Primarily, the MHLBI Program was directed towards the Integration of

developed components into a tether-free, electrically powered ventricular

assist system capable of functioning in humans for a period of two years

without mechanical failure. In addition, the pneumatically actuated

Jarvik-7 artificial heart, a product of NHLBI support to the University of

Utah, has entered into clinical investigation and into the private sector.

Five patients have received the Jarvik-7 for permanent circulatory support.

Two patients are alive 14 months and 11.5 months after implant. Twenty-one

patients have received mechanical circulatory support as a bridge to

cardiac transplantation, 7 received artificial heart replacement devices,

12 had support with ventricular assist devices, and 2 were supported with a

membrane oxygenator. Ten patients have been successfully transplanted with

human hearts and, as of January 27, 1986, two patients of these ten were

stable on circulatory support awaiting a donor heart. Two patients have a

17-month survival with a quality of life comparable to other heart

recipients. Of note, the longest surviving bridge patient was supported

with an implantable electrically powered ventricular assist device.

4
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Currently, the Institute supports reliability testing of fully implantable

electrically powered ventricular assist systems. The purpose of this,

"Device Readiness* Program is to insure device mechanical Integrity,

safety, and performance In animals before beginning clinical evaluation in
1988.-

Different systems also under development are powered by thermal energy from

an implanted thermal storage unit. The fully Implantable thermally powered

ventricular assist system, which is being readied for clinical evaluation

In the early 1990s, will afford the potential for the most compact system

and a lifetime of S-10 years.

Research on untethered, implantable artificial heart devices has been

supported by Investigator-initiated grants. Recent progress in the

laboratory and In animals has paved the way for an HHL8I targeted program

for developing fully implantable electrically powered biventricular assist

and total artificial heart systems. The program will begin in 1987 and

follow the sequence previously established for the ventricular assist

devices, of validation through bence. and animal testing, followed by

clinical evaluation.

Allocation of Resources

In the first year of the Artificial Heart Progra, $661,000 was contracted

for study of the need and technical feasibility. In 1967, over $8 million

were contracted in over a dozen program areas to test the feasibility of

5
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various design concepts. Since that time, targeted contract funding has

remained stable between $8-12 million.

In the early years of the Program, allocation of resources was based Ayon

recommendations of ad.hoc consultants during periodic reviews. In 1974,

the substantial involvement of a permanent external advisory group, the

Cardiology Advisory Committee was developed. The Committee advises and

assists in the scientific design and review of current programs in the

areas of cardiac diseases, cardiovascular diseases, and relevant

technological developments. This Comittee of experts in cardiology,

cardiovascular surgery, basic science, blomathematics, and biomedical

engineering completed a major review of the Artificial Heart Program in

1977 and has continued a systematic, ongoing review of program'activities

since that time.

Secondary concept review of all ongoing and proposed programs Is-provided

by the NHL81 Advisory Council, which reco-mends a'eas of research to be

supported by contracts and the percentage of the budget to be expended by

contracts. Final decisions on the allocation of resources for artificial

heart research are based on the competing priorities of all the heart,

lung, and blood disease research programs supported by the NHL8I.

The targeted NHt!81 program has supported $187 million in research,

development, and clinical evaluation of mechanical circulatory support

devices. Over $S6 million has focused on the development of several

implantable miniature engines, the smallest of which is about the size of a

C-cell battery. Thrtone million dollars have supported testing and

6
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evaluation of the many developments that have evolved from the programs,

while, coincidentally, another $31 million has gone into biomaterials

research.

While there remain many unanswered questions regarding the Interaction of

blomaterials with blood and other tissues, It is Interesting to note

several biomaterial developments which have resulted as a direct or

Indirect result of work supported by the Artificial Heart Program, for

example, collagen-derived artificial skin, cardiovascular Implants,

polyurethane--durable materials with good blood compatibility--and

multifunctional materials which have been used in contact and intraocular

lenses. Similar developments are identifiable for other program areas.

In conjunction with the targeted program, the Institute has supported $30

million in investigator-initiated grants, primarily on artificial heart

research. Completion of the Program will probably require support through

the 1990s, after which, completion of the transition of the Program to

private industry is planned.

Pr oram Assessment

From the inception of the Artificial Heart Program, the N0LS! has been

keenly aware that the development and clinical application of the

artificial heart would elicit a broad range of questions and issues. Thus,

from the beginning, the HL.81 has sponsored periodic reviews of both

technical and nontechnical issues including the social, ethical, economic,

and other issues related to artificial heart devices. There have been nine

7
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review panels composed largely of nonfederal consultants whose research

interests reside outside the Artificial Heart Program.

Most recently (1983), an ad hoc Working Group on Mechanical Circulatory

Support was established to develop an overview of the Artificial Heart

Program and advise the NHLBI on issues, activities, and policies relevant

to the investigational and anticipated therapeutic use of such devices.

Their report (1985) addresses program direction, needs, and costs as well

as societal and ethical issues. The Working Group estimated that there

would be approximately 17,000 to 35,000 medically eligible candidates

annually for the artificial heart. The group also estimated that the costs

of the initial implantation and an average four and one-half year follow-up

would be approximately $150,000 (1983 dollars). Thus, the gross annual

cost to society for 17,000 to 35,000 implants per year could be in the

range of $2.5-5.0 billion. These costs are comparable to costs incurred

during the treatment of patients with severe burns, some types of cancer,

and similar to recent estimates regarding the costs of treating patients

with AIDS. Thus, the cost of the artificial heart will likely fall within

the broad range of currently accepted, expensive medical procedures.

Ethical Considerations

The Working Group (1985) evaluated the ethical considerations for clinical

investigation of mechanical circulatory support devices and offered the

following guiding principles:

8
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1. The research design should be sound, and there should be adequate

preclinical testing of the mechanical devices before they are used in

humans.

2. The physician-investigators should be competent not only to perform

the research but also to provide good medical care of the

patient-subjects and to minimize risks.

3. There should be a favorable balance of risks and anticipated benefits.

4. There should be informed consent in discussions involving the

patient-subJect, physician-investigator, and others.

5. There should be equitable selection of subjects and patients.

6. There should be compensation for research-induced injury.

The Working Group further commented that the use of these devices in their

earliest phase should be viewed as innovative medical practice and the

device as investigational. Investigative plans to use these devices should

be reviewed by Institutional Review Boards (IRBs) according to standards

established in relevant regulations of the Department of Health and Human

Services (OHHS) and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

9
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Alternatives

The Working Group (1985) reaffirmed that current medical management for

patients with end-stage heart disease is not effective. They noted that

the only alternative therapy is heart transplantation, which is limited by

donor availability,

Clearly the best means of disease control is prevention, and this can only

come with better understanding of the biology and pathobiology underlying

the various heart diseases that lead ultimately to heart failure. Much

progress in prevention of heart disease already has been made as evidenced

by the continued decline in these diseases over the past two decades.

However, the incidence and prevalence of heart failure remains high and is

in need of control through continued investigation.

Risk and Quality of Life

It is hoped that within two to three years, Implantable long-term assist

devices will be available which will provide two years of reasonably good

quality of life. Although this is an intermediate goal, with further

development, at least five years of life can be expected. It is

anticipated that the recipients will be able to engage in most normal

ambulatory activities and some forms of moderate exercise. But even under

the best of circumstances, the patient will have an awareness of the

device. Medication and daily exchange of batteries will be required.

Current research efforts are being focused on prevention of potential

complications such as blood clotting, the risk of stroke, and infection.

10
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At present, there is no way to predict with any certainty the quality of

life for a recipient of an artificial heart. Heart transplantation patients

are perhaps the closest parallel, and data from these patients suggest that

quality of life is quite acceptable. Let me reemphasize that patient-candidates

qualifying for heart transplant have an average life expectancy of 6-12

months and a bed-to-chair existence with medical therapy alone.

Summary

The NHL8I supports a broad range of activities designed to reduce death and

disability from heart disease. Our primary efforts have been and will be

to improve our fundamental understanding of these diseases, their control,

and ultimate prevention. Technical progress suggests that implantable,

safe, and effective artificial heart devices, reliable for several years,

are feasible. It is a reasonable assumption that these devices may provide

an extended lifetime of acceptable quality. The Institute will continue

its policy of reassessing the artificial heart program in light of new

knowledge. With these perspectives in mind and in view of other research

opportunities, we hope to allocate stable and reasonable support to

complete the development and clinical evaluation of the artificial heart.

The potential to relieve the suffering of patients who have severe

congestive heart failure makes this effort worthwhile.

This concludes my statement. I will be pleased to answer any questions.

11
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Mr. VOLKMER, Thank you very much, Dr. Lenfant.
Mr. Norris.
Mr. NORRIS. Yes, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for the opportunity

of representing the Food and Drug Administration before your sub-
committee.

Dr. Mohan, on my right, is head of FDA's Office of Device Eval-
uation, which is part of our Center for Devices and Radiological
Health, headed by Dr. John Villforth.

On my left is Dr. Charles McIntosh, who is Chairman of FDA's
Circulatory System Devices Advisory Panel.

I will present a summary of FDA's testimony. Dr. McIntosh will
speak on behalf of FDA's panel, advisory panel.

Without question, total artificial heart implants have the poten-
tial of creating a dramatic breakthrough in medical therapy. In the
series of artificial heart implants, both as permanent or chronic
organ replacements and as temporary or bridge implants used
until human donor hearts can be found, has generated enormous
public interest, and has commanded front page headlines since De-
cember 1982, when the first Jarvik-7 heart was implanted.

Before I begin my testimony in earnest I would like to spend 2 of
my 10 minutes just giving you a brief background of the context in
which these issues are arising.

Several of the witnesses that have preceded me have given some
of this information, but I just want to summarize in a couple of
charts very briefly, and we will submit the charts as part of our
testimony.

First of all, as I know you are aware, our congressional-our au-
thority and responsibility to regulate in this area was created by
Congress in 1976 as part of the Medical Device Amendments to the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act.

Before the 1976 amendments, our authority and responsibility
was only to do a retrospective review' of marketed devices. And
what we were given by way of 1976 amendments Was prospective
as well as retrospective authority and responsibility.

We have been accomplishing this through a process which is-is
alleged to be cumbersome. I would suggest to you that I think it is
a well-balanced process. The amendments recognize the range of
risk posed by the wide variety of medical products and how they
are used. And it prescribes a tiered system of regulation which is
proportional to those risks. Thus, the greater the risk, the greater
the level of regulation.

For critical care and life sustaining devices, such a.3 the artificial
heart, the law imposes the most stringent set of regulatory require-
ments.

Essentially, prospective manufacturers must seek marketing ap-
proval from FDA based on a proof of product safety and effective-
ness. Safety and effectiveness are what are critical here.

In the first chart (chart 1), it is indicated that for devices manu-
factured after the medical device law was enacted in 1976, the
pathway to securing a PMA or premarket approval involves sever-
al steps.
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IDEs FOR EXPERIMENTAL HEART
IMPLANT DEVICES: SPECIFIC

FACTORS FDA REQUIRED
" Preclinical studies were adequate (toxicity, design,

durability)

" Research goals were achievable

" Safety and effectivness Information could be
derived

" Patients' rights were safeguarded

" Only terminal cases were Included

" Surgical and engineering qualifications were
adequate

" Long-term commitment to patient care was made
CHART 1

The first step is for the company to, on its own initiative, do pre-
clinical animal and laboratory testing. And then they come to the
FDA once they have done what they believe to be a satisfactory job
of the preclinical animal and laboratory testing, and obtain, or re-
quest from us, what is called an IDE-investigational device ex-
emption.

The chart here (chart 2) lays out very briefly the contents of
what an IDE for an experimental device such as an artificial heart
would require. Some of the information that is required is very de-
tailed, some of it is very simplistic.
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CONTENTS OF AN IDE FOR AN
EXPERIMENTAL DEVICE

" Background on sponsor
" Report of prior Investigations (e.g. animal and lab testing)
" Summary of Investigation plan

- Purpose
- Protocol
- Risk analysis
- Description of device
- Monitoring procedures
- Labeling

" Description of manufacturing methods,
facilities, and controls

" Research agreement between the sponsor and
sponsor's certified Investigators

" List of reviewing IRBs and actions
w Informed consent materials

CHART 2

The background of a sponsor, for example, is just a very brief
summary of the background. The report on the prior investigations
goes into some of the detail of the work they have already complet-
ed.

They probably have already prepared by that point a summary
of their investigation and results to that point, anyway--

Finally, or next, a summary of their investigation plan is re-
quired. The chart lays out some of the elements of that.

Next, a description of their manufacturing methods, and the fa-
cilities and controls they intend to employ in the IDE phase of
their work.

Finally, the research agreement between the sponsor and the
sponsor's certified investigators, and a list of reviewing IRB's and
actions.

And finally, and not least, certainly, the informed consent mate-
rials that were required of patients before the experiment would
proceed.

Next, if I could have the third chart (chart 3), I have laid out
here very briefly, and we have had some testimony today on the
artificial hearts to date that have been implanted under IDE's.
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EXPERIMENTAL HEART IMPLANT
DEVICES IDEs GRANTED BY FDA

(as of 213186)

Modellindicallon inatitutiondlnveatgator Maximum No. of ReclplentslLength
Implants Permitted of Implant

JARVIK.7 (100 cc) Humans Hospital 7 - Pt. 1, died 111 days
(Dr. DeVrIes) - Pt. 2, alive 434 days

* Permanent - Pt. 3, alive 450 days
("chronic") - Pt. 4, died 10 days

JARViK.7 (100cc) 1. Univ of Pitt. 10 - Pt. 1, human heart
(Dr. Griffith) trdn sprinted after 4

* Temporary days, currently alive
("bridge") - Pt. 2. alive after

I day
2. Univ. of Ariz. 10 - Pt., human heart

(Dr. Copeland) transplanted after
9 days; currently
alive

3. Abboff.Northwestem 10
Hospital
(Dr. Joyce)

PENN STATE
HEART

* Temporary Penn State Univ. 7 - Pt., human heart
("bridge") Hershey Medical Center transplanted after

(Dr. Pierce) 10 days, died

CHART 3

As you can see from the chart, we have had 4 Jarvik-7, 100 cc
heart implants, which are the largest in the permanent category.
We have had four of those. And the status of the patients today is
laid out; two are alive, and two have died.

Next, we have the institutions and the physicians involved in im-
planting the Jarvik-7 100 cc device as a temporary bridge, or what
is called a bridge-to-implant. Again, the institutions are identified.

Each of the institutions enumerated there have been given au-
thority for a maximum number of 10 implants before they have to
come back to the Food and Drug Administration for authority to
expand those implantations.

To date we have had two implanted at the first institution, the
University of Pittsburgh; and we have had one implanted at the
University of Arizona.

The next line just indicates that there is another heart available
that is called the Penn State heart. And that is authorized for a
temporary bridge implantation as well.

6'o date, one of those has been implanted.
If we could call up the fourth chart here (chart 4), in granting an

IDE the FDA must be satisfied that all elements of the clinical
studies proposed by the sponsors are scientifically sound, and that
the study protocols contain safeguards that will adequately protect
those who are involved in the studies.
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OTHER RECENT ARTIFICIAL HEART
IMPLANTS

(As of 214186)

Model/Indication Institution/Investigator No. of Patients Recipients/Length of
_______Implant

JARVIK-7
* Permanent (100cc) Kerollnska Institute 1 - Pt., died after

("chronic") Sweden approx., 210 days
(Dr. Sembe)

JARVIK-7
* Temporary (70cc) Abbott-Northwestern 1 - Pt., transplanted

("Bridge") Hospital after 45 days, alive
(Dr. Joyce)

Univ. of Ariz. I - Pt., alive after
(Dr. Copeland) 1 day

PHOENIX HEART
* Temporary Univ. of Ariz. 1 - Pt., transplanted

("Bridge") (Dr. Copeland) after 11 hrs., died

CHART 4

As the fourth chart indicates, IDE's for experimental heart im-
plant devices-and I will emphasize experimental in that terminol-
ogy-we require a number of specific factors.

We looked in great depth to see that the preclinical studies were
adequate. And in addition, research goals must be achievable.

We don't want to, and did not want to want this to go forward
without a critical review of that achievability of the research goal.

Safety and effectiveness, as I pointed out earlier, we are required
by statute to review. Patient rights, the safeguarding of the pa-
tient's rights is a critical issue.

In addition, as has been pointed out by various witnesses, only
terminal cases were permitted to be included under the IDE's. Sur-
gical and engineering qualifications had to be adequate.

And finally, long-term commitment of care had to be made.
Now, as was pointed out by some of the earlier witnesses, this

becomes particularly critical as we become more and more involved
in the bridge transplants because, in fact, some of the bridge trans-
plants may turn out to be de facto permanent.

And if a person has implantation, and the institution is not pre-
pared to take on a permanent transplant patient, then we are
going to have a problem. Now, once we were certain that these cri-
teria had satisfactorily been met, the next question we confronted
was how many implants should be permitted.

On one hand, because of the newness of the concept and the po-
tential for significant postoperative trauma, we felt compelled to
limit the number of patients in this investigation more severely
than normal.
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On the other hand, we wanted to allow the investigator a full op-
portunity to accumulate sufficient experience and data about the
performance of the device, to permit him and us to arrive at some
reasonable conclusions about its safety and effectiveness. We also
wanted him to have enough patients in the study so that he could
identify trends and make midcourse corrections as necessary as he
went along.

Based on these considerations we decided on seven as a reasona-
ble number of patients for the permanent implantation series.

From this point onward our role was to watch over the study,
through review of required periodic reports from the company. We
have thus far had occasion to intervene three times during the
study in response to problems that arose.

First, when a valve in Dr. Clark's heart fractured we approved a
change in the protocol that was proposed by the sponsor to allow
the use of another valve type in subsequent hearts.

Second, in order to improve the chances of survival we approved
a change in the study protocol which shortened the mandatory
waiting period between the identification of a candidate and the
implant. This change was also proposed by the sponsor based on
the experience with Dr. Clark.

Third, after observing a trend involving strokes and other com-
plications in the three recipients following Dr. Clark, we imposed
additional restrictions on the investigation.

Let me now describe this latter action in a bit more detail.
It was clear by the summer of last year that although the device

was obviously capable of prolonging life, strokes and kidney
damage were two of the major complications for recipients of the
Jarvik-7 heart.

By that time, three of the four American patients had experi-
enced seizures and strokes, and all of them had experienced kidney
damage, bleeding, and anemia.

Let me emphasize at this point that these were not unanticipated
effects. We knew about their possibility from the preclinical animal
studies.

What concerned us was the severity of the effects, and the con-
sistency with which they were occurring. A major question was,
and still is, whether these complications are inevitable with this
particular model, or whether they can be prevented or ameliorated
by changes in patient management.

In light of these questions, we requested from the company, a de-
tailed report on the clinical management and outcome for all of the
implant recipients to date.

Upon receipt we shared this information with our Circulatory
System Devices Advisory Panel, comprised of outside experts in the
field of cardiology and cardiac surgery. Based on the information
presented in this report, we felt the panel should have the opportu-
nity to meet directly with the manufacturer and with Dr. William
DeVries, in order to further discuss and to evaluate the clinical re-
sults up to that point.

This interchange took place during a specially convened meeting
of the panel last December 20. As a result of these discussions the
panel recommended, and FDA has agreed, that certain additional
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. conditions should be imposed in-the study. Dr. McIntosh will de-
scribe them in his testimony.

Let me just talk briefly now about the emergency use guidance
that has come up a number of times today. Aside from approving
and monitoring the clinical studies, FDA has had to consider the
very difficult issues that arise from the emergency use of artificial
hearts outside of any approved research protocols.

As you may know, an artificial heart not covered under an IDE
was used as a temporary bridge implant in Tucson, AZ last year.
Partly as a result of that incident, we have recently developed and
issued guidelines covering the emergency use of such unapproved
devices.

Briefly, the guidelines provide for a single use of an unapproved
device in an emergency, life-threatening situation, without having
first obtained an IDE from the FDA. Such a one-time use is permit-
ted provided that, first, the emergency use can later be justified.

Second, the user-physician has tried to obtain an independent
medical assessment from an uninvolved physician, informed con-
sent from the patient, or if incompetent, from his guardian, and
clearance from both the medical facility and the local IRB.

And third, the FDA is notified immediately afterward-and I
will stress afterward there-not before, but afterward.

As the chart that is up there shows you, here a number of de-
vices have been implanted without IDE prior approval. One was, of
course, the Swedish implantation, and there was no real responsi-
bility for the Swedish physician to obtain it from us; we list it
there for continuity of information.

We have also, as was indicated in the testimony earlier, had two
additional implantations during the last couple of days. On Febru-
ary 3, of this year, a Jarvik-7, 100 cc bridge device was implanted
at the Texas Heart Institute, by Dr. Cooley, on an emergency, one-
time approval basis. And in addition, at the University of Arizona,
Dr. Copeland implanted a Jarvik-7 bridge device of a 70 cc, or
small Jarvik bridge device, on February 2.

In establishing these guidelines our goal was to protect patients
against the widespread use of untested devices, while at the same
time allowing for legitimate emergency use for the benefit of the
patient, when circumstances require it, for example, while the IDE
is being filed or considered.

A key point is that we cannot allow the continued use of a device
whose performance is unknown, even in an emergency, without the
prompt analysis of data and maximum concern for patient safety.
While FDA does not intend to interfere in emergency patient care
situations, we want to guard against a situation in which a user
could stockpile untested devices and bypass the normal process
through which investigational products are proven safe and effec-
tive, possibly exposing by that stockpiling methodology, patients to
unwarranted risk.

Once the single allowable emergency use has occurred, we be-
lieve it is reasonable that users would be able to anticipate the vast
majority of potential future uses and needs for the device. There-
fore, the guidelines prohibit the manufacturer from shipping more
devices to potential users until we have approved a clinical investi-
gation.
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I should note here that we are required to act by law on an ap-
plication for an IDE within 30 days of its submission.

A case in point is the recent implant of the smaller size version
of the Jarvik-7 heart in a young woman in Minneapolis. As I indi-
cated earlier, this device is not under an IDE. Its one-time, emer-
gency use, did conform to the guidelines, and we have notified the
manufacturer that an IDE must be granted before the small heart
may be used again, absent an extraordinary situation.

A second emergency implantation of the 70-cc heart was done at
Tucson with FDA's knowledge 3 days ago. That implantation took
place with both our knowledge and our consent. We obtained the
advice of our advisory panel. In this case the manufacturer and the
physician contacted us in advance of the implantation and, based
on the success to date of that particular device we were willing to
authorize its use.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I want to stress that the opportunities
and problems surrounding the experimental use of the artificial
heart dramatically illustrate the situation we face in regulating
new medical technologies.

Under such situations, we are required to carefully balance com-
peting worthwhile goals in order to ensure prompt availability of
new safe and effective therapies while maintaining needed safe-
guards for patients and research subjects.

Let me emphasize, too, what often is forgotten in the excitement
surrounding dramatic new technologies. This is very preliminary
research not unlike a phase 1 drug study, and its purpose is to ex-
plore essential but preliminary human knowledge. The device,
simply put, is experimental.

In summary, the first of our goals is to bring to the patients val-
uable new products that can enhance and prolong life, and to do so
with as little delay as possible.

Examples of such breakthrough devices which recently have
been approved by the FDA are:

The magnetic resonance imaging device, which gives clinicians a
window into the human body, without surgical intervention;

Second, the implantable defibrillator, which corrects life-threat-
ening rhythm disturbances of the heart and provides instantane-
ous, life-saving resuscitation;

Third, the cochlear implant, which aids the profoundly deaf;
And fourth, the lithotripter, which relieves the agonizing pain as-

sociated with kidney stones without the trauma and costs of sur-
gery.

In this aspect of our role, we act as a guardian of patient safety
while still serving as a facilitator, a conduit through which new
products are brought to market in a timely, orderly, and properly
accountable fashion.

Our second goal is to assure that human trials of new devices are
conducted only on products with demonstrated promise, that they
are carried out using good science in a well-defined and limited
study population, and that the rights of patients to be fully in-
formed about the risks of participating in these trials are adequate-
ly protected.
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Once the clinical trials are over, we have to be convinced that
the evidence does indeed indicate that the device is safe and effec-
tive before we allow it to be marketed.

There is a dynamic and very delicate balance between these two
goals, in which FDA as the protector of the patient is called upon
to act both as an accelerator pedal and as a brake pedal. To recon-
cile them requires good judgment, as well as good science.

We must do the best we can to avoid holding up new technol-
ogies, while at the same time being careful not to allow patients to
be used in premature or ill-advised clinical trials. In the case of the
artificial heart, we imposed certain restrictions to assure the scien-
tific integrity of the study, yet we recognized the need for some
freedom on the part of the investigator to gather the kind of data
needed to determine the viability of the device.

We have also understood that it is not our role to intervene in
medical practice. We have not stationed ourselves in the operating
room.

But as needed, we have interceded at various points in the study
to ensure that, if appropriate, course corrections were made.

Another general problem that the artificial heart exemplifies is
that we must often make decisions of major importance based on
less-than-perfect information. For example, is there something in-
trinsic about the Jarvik-7 heart that makes strokes highly likely?
Or can changes in patient management or minor changes in design
mitigate the problems?

No one really knows at this point; and so, balancing the potential
benefits and risks very carefully, we will proceed, but with caution.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement.
I would be pleased to answer any questions.
[The prepared statement of John A. Norris follows:]
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4r. Chairman:

I very much appreciate havinq the oooortunity to oarticloate in this

morning's hearing on the use of artificial heart implants and to

discuss with you the role of the Food and Druq Administration (FDA) in

regulating this new technology. With me today is Or. Kshitij Mohan

from our Center for Devices and Radiloloqical Health, which Is the

operational arm of FDA responsible for medical devices. Dr. Mohan

heads up the Center's Office of Device Evaluation, which is charqed

with the responsibility of evaluating and approving new products,

including cardiovascular devices such as the artificial heart.

Without question, total artificial heart implants have the potential

of creating a dramatic breakthrough in medical therapy. The series of

artificial heart implants, both as permanent nrqan replacements and as

temporary implants used until human donor hearts can be found

(so-called-Obridqe-to-transplants"), has qenerated enormous oublic

interest and has contanded front-page headlines since December 1982,

when the first Jarvik-7 heart was implanted.

In my testimony today, I will outline the responsibilities of the FDA

in overseeing and approving the development and marketing of medical

devices generally, and how we have carried out these resonsibilities

in the case of the artificial heart. I will summarize the events

leading,up to FDA's decision to allow human trials of the total

artificial heart in humans, as well as the rationale underlying our
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decision and the conditions we have imposed on this research. I

will then update the Subcommittee on several recent events associated

with the clinical trials involvinq the Jarvik-7 heart at Humana

Hospital. I will also review how we at FDA are attempting to ensure

that new, unapproved products such as the artificial heart may be used

outside of a research protocol during emergencies without subverting

the safeguards for the benefit of oatients that we normally impose on

experimental use in humans of unaooroved products.

FDA REGULATION OF MEDICAL DEVICES

Let me begin with a brief overview of the mechanisms we use in

regulating medical devices, and the leqal authority that underpins

those mechanisms. In 1976, the Congress enacted the Medical Device

Amendments to the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act in an effort to

protect the public further from hazardous and ineffective medical

products. Up to that point, FOA's regulatory authority In the medical

devices area had been limited to its taking action (Jafter a device

was in commercial distribution and was shown to be u~safe. This was

changed by the 1976 Amendments. To a qreat extent, the framework of

the 1976 Device Amendments was modeled after the basic approach we have

used for many years in regulating druqs - that is, a framework there

we evaluate the safety and efficacy of the product before it can be

marketed and where we monitor its performance once it is made available

to clinicians and consumers. The Amendments also recognize the range
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of risks oosed by the wide variety of medical products and how they

are used, and it prescribes a tiered system of regulation which is

oroportional to those risks. Thus, the qreater the risks, the qreater

the level of regulation.

For critical care and life-sustaining devices, such as the artificial

heart, the law Imnposes the most stringent set of regulatory

requirements. Essentially, prosoective manufacturers must seek

marketing approval from FOA based on proof of product safety and

effectiveness.

For devices manufactured after the medical device law was enacted in

1976, the pathway to securing "premarket approval" involves several

steps. The first step involves oreclinical testinq by the manufacturer

to determine whether a new device oerforms according to technical

specifications and meets specified scientific criteria. Preclinical

work can entail laboratory as well as animal testing, and does not

require any oreclearance by FOA. Based on the body of preclinical

evidence amassed from such tests, a manufacturer may then attempt to

initiate the next phase -- human or "clinical" studies.

Before beginning these clinical studies, the manufacturer must first

successfully recruit appropriate numbers and kinds of clinical

investigators and secure approval of its proposed human studies from a

local Institutional Review Board, or "IRB" -- a review group charged

with reviewing the technical and ethical asoects of the study. If the
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IRB determines that the device under investigation Presents a

"non-significant risk" to patients and that adequate informed consent

can and will be obtained, the manufacturer need not obtain FOA approval

to conduct human testing. However, if an IRB decides that the

investigation would present a significant risk, the manufacturer must

formally apply to FDA and receive the Agency's permission to commence

clinical studies. (This permission is known as an Investigational

Device Exemption, or "IOE," because it exempts the manufacturer from

the statutory prohibition and associatad penalties against shipping an

unaporoved device In interstate commerce.)

FOA's aoprovals of IgEs are based on extensive review of the firm's

study protocol by FDA staff, sometimes in consultation with advisory

Panels of outside experts. Among other things, the protocol must

contain the following information: (1) the scientific and medical

objectives of the clinical testing; (2) the size of the study

population needed to yield statistically valid evidence of the device's

safety and effectiveness; (3) oatient followup and data collection and

analysis methods to be used; (4) the identity of the clinical

investigators and Investigational sites; and (5) assurances given to

FDA that patients in the study will understand both the benefits and

risks of participation via Informed consent. Only when we are

satisfied with the soundness of the clinical protocol, do we then

authorize the manufacturer or "sponsor" to begin human testing.
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Uoon completion of clinical studies, a manufacturer vho wishes to

obtain marketing approval must assemble all the patient and device

Performance data developed during prenarket studies into a premarket

aoproval application, or "PMA." In conjunction with an advisory panel

comprised of outside experts in the aporopriate medical speciality, FDA

reviewers evaluate the company's data to determine if the subject

device has heen shown to Perform in a reasonably safe and effective

manner and in accordance with its labeled medical claims. If the

product and accompanying Performance data withstand this scrutiny by

FDA and our panel of medical experts, formal marketing Vproval is

granted. Should the manufacturer wish to make significant changes in

the device, either during the clinical investigation phase or after it

has been aporoved for marketing, he must submit to FDA a suoolement to

the IDE or to the PM4A apolication detailing the proposed changes.

HISTORY OF THE ARTIFICIAL HEART IDEs.

We have qranted IDEs for human studies with two models of total

implantable artificial hearts: the Jarvik-7, manufactured by Symbion,

Inc., and the "Penn State heart,* developed at the Pennsylvania State

University Medical Center at Hershey. The IDEs for the Jarvik-7 heart

permit human studies for two Investightional purposes: as a oermanent

replacement for a human heart, and as a temporary implant (bridge), to

be used in patients who are awaiting the availability of a human donor

heart. The IDE for the "Penn State heart" permits investigation as a

temporary implant (bridge) only. It has been implanted thus far In one

patient for this Purpose.
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The IDE for the Jarvik-7 artificial heart, which we qranted to Kolff

Associates (later Symblon, Inc.) in 1981, specifies Or. William

DeVries as the tmplantinq surgeon, and limits the series of implants

to seven patients. The first implantation under this IDE was

performed on Or. Rarney Clark in 1q82. As is well known by this time,

three other United States patients have subsequently received

permanent artificial Jarvik-7 hearts under this investigational

protocol.

In addition, last year we aoproved three medical centers in this

country to perform clinical studies on the use of the Jarvik-7 heart

as a temporary bridge-to-transplant. To date, three of these

procedures have been performed, the most recent being made just four

days ago in Pittsburgh. Also, a new, smaller-sized version of the

Jarvik heart has now been developed. Although an IDE has not been

approved for the implantation of this callerr heart, it has been

implanted in one case under FDA's emergency guidance which I will

discuss later in my testimony.

In granting an IDE, FOA must be satisfied that all elements of the

clinical studies proposed by the sponsors are scientifically sound and

that the study protocals contain safequards that will adequately

protect those who are involved in the studies. In the case of the IDE

for the Jarvik-7 heart, we began our review by evaluatinq the design

and engineerinq characteristics of the device using the company's

bench testing and animal data. At that stage, we wanted to be sure

that the materials proposed for use in the device were not toxic and

would reasonably be compatible with the body's internal environment.

Another major concern at that stage was the adequacy of the device's

hemodynamlcs -- that is, the device's ability to pump blood without
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undue turbulence or damaqe to blood cells. Finally, we also

carefully examined the ability of the device to function in a

biological environment over a long period of time without breakdown of

vital components, such as the valves.

As is the case with virtually every drug or device, animal testing

cannot fully predict the safety or effectiveness of a product in

humans. Thus, the next step, once ve were convinced that laboratory

and animal testing had been satisfactory, was to review the company's
proposed research orotocol for clinical testing in humans. At this

stage, we oaid particular attention to the following factors:

1. Whether the research qoals were clearly laid out and

scientifically achievable, and whether the research would

yield the type of information needed to support a claim of

safety and effectiveness for this product.

2. Whether patients' riqhts were safeguarded by aoDropriate

measures geared towards adequately informing them and their

families about what to expect. For example, we wanted to be

especially sure that patients and family members clearly
understood the restrictions that would be imposed by having

the recipient tethered to the large external drive system.

In addition, we were careful to see that safeguards existed

to insure that patients were made sufficiently aware of
potential untoward events, such as strokes or kidney damage.

3. Whether, in selecting patients for the study, the sponsors
had been careful to exclude those oatients who might benefit

from less experimental treatment, such as a human heart
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transplant or druq therapy. The goal was to include in the

study only those who had no other treatment recourse and were

considered terminal. In other words, we did not want to

subject patients to this experimental protocol who might

benefit from other, more oroven forms of therapy.

4. Whether the implant and oatient management teams -- first at

the University of Utah and later at the Humana Hospital --

oossessed the specialized surgical and engineering

qualifications to carry out the study.

S. Whether the hosoital was prepared to make a long-term

cow itment to the care of these patients subsequent to their

impl antat Ions.

Once we were certain that these criteria had satisfactorily been

met, the next question we confronted was how many implants should be

permitted. On one hand, because of the newness of this concept and

of the potential for significant post-operative trauma, we felt

compelled to limit the number of patients In this investigation more

severely than normal. On the other hand, we wanted to allcw the

investigator a full opportunity to accumulate sufficient experience

and data about the performance of the device to permit him and us to

arrive at some reasonable conclusions about its safety and

effectiveness. We also wanted him to have enough patients In the

study so that he could Identify trends and make mid-course corrections

as necessary as he went along. Based on these considerations, we

decided on seven as a reasonable number of patients for the series.
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From this point onward, our role was to watch over the study throuqh

our review of required periodic reports from the company. We have thus

far had occasion to intervene three times during the study in response
to problems that arose. First, when a valve In Or. Clark's heart

fractured, we ;ooroved a chanqe in the protocol that was proposed by

the sponsor to allow use of another valve type in subsequent hearts.

Second, in order to improve the chances of survival, we approved a

chanqe in the study protocol which shortened the mandatory waiting

period between the identification of a candidate and the implant. This

change was also proposed by the sponsor based on the experience with

Dr. Clark. Third, after observing a trend involving strokes and other

complications in the three recipients following Dr. Clark, we imposed

additional restrictions on the investigation. Let me now describe this

latter action in considerable detail.

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

It was clear by the summer of last war that, although the device was
obviously capable of prolonging life, strokes and kidney damage were

two of the major complications for recipients of the Jarvik-? heart.

By that time, three of the four American patients had experienced

seizures and strokes, and all of them had experienced kidney damage,

bleeding, and anemia. Let me emphasize at this point that these were

not unanticipated effects -- we knew about their possibility from the

preclinical animal studies. What concerned us was the severity of the

effects and the consistency with which they were occurring. A major

question was, and still is, whether these complications are inevitable

with this particular model, or whether they can he prevented or

ameliorated by chanqes in oatient management.
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In light of these questions, we requested from the company a

detailed report on the clinical management and outcome for all the

Implant recioients to date. Upon recelot, we shared this information

with our Circulatory System Devices Advisory Panel, comprised of

outside experts in the field of cardiology and cardiac surqery.

Based on the Information presented in the report, we felt that the

Panel should have the oOportunity to meet directly with the

manufacturer and with Dr. William DeVries, in order to further discuss

and evaluate the clinical results up to that point. This interchange

took lace during a soecially-convened meetinq of the Panel last

December 20. As a result of these discussions, the Panel recommended,

and FOA has agreed, that certain additional conditions should be

imposed on the study. These are as follows:

1. The FDA will assume a more direct oversiqht role as the

clinical studies proceed, and will permit subsequent implants

on a case-by-case basis. That is, approval for initiation of

each of the remaining implants authorized by the IDE will be

conditioned uoon an analysis of data derived from the

preceding Implant.

2. The sponsor will submit to and have aporoved by FDA a revised

IDE protocol, based on the experience gained with the last

four patients. This Protocol will Include specific

additional steos proposed by the surgical team at Humana

Hospital to be taken in oatient care and in data acquisition,

Including anti-coagulant therapy and pre- and post-operative

druq and nutritional theraov. The revised Protocol will
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delineate changes in oatient management and shall include, at a

minimum, the addition of scientists with needed specialized

medical and scientific expertise vio will collaborate with

Dr. OeVries.

3. The FDA will consult oeriodically with the Panel In carrying

out these orovisions.

E4ERGENrY USE GUIDANCE

Aside from aporoving and monitoring the clinical studies, FDA has had

to consider the very difficult issues that arise from the emergency use

of artificial hearts outside of any aoDroved research protocols. As

you may know, an artificial heart not covered under an IDE was used as

a temoorary bridgee" imolant in Tucson, Arizona, last year. Partly as

a result of that incident, we have recently developed and issued

guidance covering the emergency use of such unaooroved devices.

Briefly, the guidance provides for a si2ie use of an unaoproved

device in an emergency, life-threatening situation without having first

obtained an IDE from FDA. Such one-time use is permitted, provided

that: (1) the emergency use can later be justified; (2) the

user-ohysician has tried to obtain an independent medical assessment

from an uninvolved physician, informed consent from the patient or, if

Incompent, from his guardian, and clearance from both the medical

facility and the local Institutional Review Board; and (3) the FDA Is

notified Immediately afterwards.
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In establishing this guidance, our Qoal was to orotect patients

against the widespread use of untested devices, while at the same time

allowing for legitimate emergency use, for the benefit of the patient,

when circumstances require it -- for example, while the IDE is being

filed or considered. A key point is that we cannot a11ow the continued

use of a device whose performance is unknown, even in an emergency,

without the orompt analysis of data and maximum concern for patient

safety. While FDA does not intend to interfere in emergency patient

care situations, we want to quard against a situation in vtich a user

could "stockpile" untested devices, and bypass the normal process

through which Investigational products are oroven safe and effective,

possibly exposing patients to unwarranted risks.

Once the single, allowable -mergency use has occurred, we believe it

is reasonable that users will be able to anticipate the vast majority

of potential future uses and needs for the device, and therefore the

guidance prohibits the manufacturer from shipping more devices to

potential users until we have approved a clinical Investigation. I

should note here that we are required to act on an application for an

IOE within 30 days.

A case In ooint is the recent implant of the smaller-sized version of

the Jarvik-7 heart In a young woman in Minneapolis. As I indicated

earlier, this device is not under an JOE. Its one-time emergency use

did conform to the guidance, and we have notified the manufacturer that

an IDE must be granted before the smaller heart may be used again,

absent an extraordinary situation.
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CONCLUSION

In closinq, 4r. Chairman, I want to stress that the ooortunities and
problems surrounding the experimental use of the artificial heart

dramatically illustrate the situation we face In regulating new medical

technoloqies. Under such situations, we are required to carefully
balance competing worthwhile qoals in order to ensure prompt
availability of new safe and effective therapies while maintaining
needed safeguards for patients and research subjects. Let me

emphasize, too, what often is forgotten in the excitement surrounding
dramatic new technologies. That Is, this Is very preliminary research

not unlike a Phase I drug study and its purpose Is to explore

essential, but preliminary, human knowledge.

The first of these qoals is to bring to the patients valuable new

products that can enhance and prolong life, and to do so with as little

delay as possible. Examples of such breakthrough devices which
recently wo have approved are: (1) the magnetic resonance imaging

device, which gives clinicians a "window" into the human body without

surgical intervention; (2) the implantable defibrillator, which

corrects life-threatening rhythm disturbances of the heart and provides
instantaneous, life-saving resuscitation; (3) the cochlear implant,

which aids the profoundly deaf; and (4) the lithotripter, which

relieves the agonizing pain associated with kidney stones without the

trauma and costs of surgery. In this aspect of our role, we act as a

guardian of patient safety while still serving as a facilitator, a

conduit through which new products are brought to market in a timely,

orderly, and oroperly accountable fashion.

Our second qoal is to assure that human trials of new devices are
conducted only on products with demonstrated promise, that they are
carried out using qood science in a well-defined and limited study
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pooulation, and that the rights of oatients to be fully informed

about the risks of participatinq in these trials are adequately

protected. Once the clinical trials are over, we have to be convinced

that the evidence does indeed indicate that the device is safe and

effective before we allow it to be marketed.

There is a dynamic and very delicate balance between these two qoals,

in which FDA as the-protector of the patient Is called upon to act both

as an accelerator and as a brake oedal. To reconcile them requires

good judgment as well as good science. We must do the best we can to

avoid holding uo new technologies, while at the same time beinq careful

not to allow patients to be used in premature or ill-advised clinical

trials. In the case of the artificial heart, we imposed certain

restrictions to assure the scientific integrity of the study, yet we

recoqnized the need for some freedom on the oart of the investigator to

qather the kind of data needed to determine the viability of the

device. We have also understood that it is not our role to intervene

in medical practice -. we have not stationed ourselves in the operating

room; but as needed, we have interceded at various ooints in the study

to ensure that, If appropriate, course corrections were made.

Another qeneral problem that the artificial heart exemplifies is that

we must often make decisions of major importance based on

less-than-perfect information. For example, Is there something

intrinsic about the Jarvik-7 heart that makes strokes highly likely?
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Or can changes in patient management

mitiqate the problem? No one really

balancing the ootential heneftits and

proceed, but with caution.

or ninor changes In design

knows at this ooint, and so,

risks very carefully, we will

tr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I would be oleased to

respond to any questions you might have.

60-242 0 - 86 - 11
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Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you very much, Mr. Norris.
Doctor McIntosh.
Dr. McINTOsH. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for inviting

me to participate in today's hearing concerning the proper role of
Federal review of chronic implantation of the Jarvik-7 artificial
heart.

I am Dr. Charles L. McIntosh, Chairman of the Food and Drug
Administration's Circulatory System Devices Advisory Pane,
which recently conducted a review of the 3 years of experience
using the Jarvik-7 mechanical heart.

In way of introduction, let me say that I have been employed by
the National Institutes of Health as a member of the Surgery
Branch of the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute since
1968. I have been an attending cardiac surgeon since 1970, and a
senior investigator whose research has included the systematic
evaluation of numerous mechanical and tissue valves.

My views in testimony today reflect solely those of my own as
Chairman of the Circulatory System Devices Panel, and not those
of the National Institutes of Health.

May I just say a few words about the Circulatory Systems De-
vices Panel.

FDA advisory panels are constituted and managed by the FDA
and consist of individuals with the necessary expertise to evaluate
the safety and effectiveness of devices, and who are free of institu-
tional, investigator, or financial conflict of interest.

The Circulatory Systems Devices Advisory panel, consisting of
physicians, scientists and consumer and industry representatives,
was appointed to make recommendations to the FDA Commission-
er regarding the safety and efficacy of implantable cardiovascular
devices.

In carrying out its charge the panel have used scientific data, in-
cluding in vitro laboratory testing and in vivo animal and con-
trolled human clinical evaluation.

The panel then meets to hear the presentations by the sponsors,
principal investigators, and experts concerning the device under in-
vestigation. Questions are asked by the panel and the FDA for clar-
ification of data to explore areas of concern or labeling for the
device.

The panel then recommends to the FDA Commissioner that the
device be approved with or without provisos or not be approved.

Let me now summarize the recent panel review of clinical experi-
ence with the Jarvik-7 heart to date. As I am sure you know,
stroke, postoperative bleeding, anticoagulation complications, he-
molysis, respiratory and renal problems have posed significant
problems in these patients.

On December 20 of last year the panel convened in Washington,
DC, to review the information supplied by Symbion, and the
Humana research team in response to the panel's questions, and to
discuss our concerns directly with them.

The basic charge to the panel was to evaluate probable causes of
the complications and to attempt to decide whether they were re-
lated to clinical management or the device itself, or both, and to
make recommendations to the FDA concerning the future of the
Mechanical Heart Program at Humana.
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In broad terms, the options included: To allow the program to
continue with no major changes for the next three implants; to
allow the program to continue with specified provisos to the proto-
col, or, to terminate the investigation because major changes in the
devices were necessary.

The panel's review of the data confirm the magnitude and com-
plexity of this investigation, as well as the important scientific in-
formation that has been gained from the four mechanical heart im-
plants. The recipients thus far have not been transplant candidates
on the basis of age and/or coexisting diabetes mellitus.

All patients were critically ill and confined to the hospital sec.
ondary to idiopathic or ischemic cardiomyopathy. All four patients
were judged to be Within days of death despite maximal medical
therapy and intravenous drugs to maintain their blood pressure
and peifusion of vital organs.

Chronic renal insufficiency and mild chronic obstructive pulmo-
nary disease were present in all patients preoperatively which con-
stitutes potential risk for further renal and pulmonary complica-
tions in the postoperative period.

I- would like to briefly discuss the reported complications and so-
lutions proposed by Dr. DeVries and his colleagues.

The major complication has been stroke and the critical question
has been how to prevent this in patients receiving a Jarvik-7 me-
chanical heart. Strokes and complications associated with anticoag-
ulation therapy are not unique to the Jarvik-7. They continue to be
major problems in patients requiring either a tissue or mechanical
heart valve and in other forms of cardiovascular disease.

Multiple causes of stroke include: an embolus or blood clot, origi-
nating from the device, suture lines, or from diseased arteries out-
side the heart; hemorrhage into the brain which may occur sponta-
neously in patients with hypertension or complications related to
anticoagulation use or to infected materials or vegetations which
travel to the brain similar to a clot.

The multiple potential causes of stroke make it difficult to impli-
cate the device using current tests. CAT scans and cerebral arterio-
grams will be routinely performed preoperatively on these patients
to rule out some potential sources of stroke.

Two of the four patients have had a total of five strokes. One pa-
tient has suffered four events, two embolic and two hemorrhagic,
and remains neurologically impaired. The second patient has had
one embolic stroke and has had a good neurologic recovery.

The mechanisms of blood clot formation are extremely complex,
and the Jarvik-7 investigations use both routine and extended mon-
itoring of these parameters and is outlined in my written testimo-
ny. Clinical information gained from the four recipients of this
device and the coagulation symposium sponsored by Symbion pro-
vide the currrent rationale for optimal monitoring of patients.

As important as monitoring is the type and timing of anticoagul.
lation therapy used to prevent clot formation and minimize bleed-
ingcomplications in early and late postoperative periods.

Basically, there are four anticoagulant drugs in current clinical
use: Heparin, sodium warfarin, aspirin, and dipyridarnole.

The proposed anticoagulation regimen uses extended monitoring
of clotting factors and combinations of anticoagulants to minimize
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clot and/or hemorrhagic complications. The panel felt that the
neurologic complications, that is stroke, were both device- and
management-related, and that the new monitoring and anticoagu-
lation regimen may potentially decrease this risk in future pa-
tients.

All four patients required a second operation after having a
Jarvik-7 implanted, three for bleeding complications and one to
repair an air leak from a ruptured bleb on the lung. Postoperative
bleeding from the posterior aortic suture line occurred in two pa-
tients, necessitating large transfusions of blood and blood products
which may potentially affect renal and pulmonary function.

The third patient who was fully anticoagulated, bled after a mon-
itoring line was removed and required multiple transfusions and
reoperation. These bleeding complications have prompted a more
aggressive approach to early reoperation to avoid large transfu-
sions.

Altered suturing techniques and revised handling of monitoring
lines may also decrease the risk Jf postoperative bleeding and will
be added to the new protocol.

In patients with preexisting renal and respiratory insufficiency,
bleeding requiring blood transfusions, as well as other factors, may
further compromise the functions of these systems. All four pa-
tients developed acute tubular necrosis, or ATN, resulting in
marked decrease in urine production and associated fluid, nitrogen,
and potassium retention.

The ATN was self-limited in three patients, but necessitated dial-
ysis in the fourth, which contributed to his death. The breakdown
of blood cells following massive transfusions, or the destruction of
blood cells due to the heart-lung machine, the Jarvik-7, or its drive
system, may overwhelm the filtering capacity of the kidneys, caus-
ing further insufficiency.

The revised protocol will include the use of drugs intra-and post-
operatively to enhance renal function, optimization of drive system
dynamics, and avoidance, when possible, of large transfusions.

Respiratory function may be adversely affected by volume over-
load associated with ATN or by the deposition in the lung of the
breakdown products from blood cells.

Again, the panel felt that respiratory insufficiency could be mini-
mized in future patients by decreasing the direct and indirect effect
of large transfusions on the lungs.

Hemolysis, the breakdown of the red blood cells, may be caused
by turbulent blood flow through a device such as the heart-lung
machine, artificial heart valves, or the Jarvik-7 heart and its drive
system, or be secondary to transfusion or drug reaction. The two
surviving patients continue to require periodic blood transfusions
to maintain their hemoglobin level in an acceptable range.

Specific changes in the operation of the Utah drive system have
decreased the rate of hemolysis and may decrease the need for
tranfused blood in current and future recipients.

Patients receiving the Jarvik-7 heart are subject to the usual in-
fections observed in other cardiac surgical patients, that is pneumo-
nia, urinary tract infections, blood infections, or infection of the
device itself. These patients are unique in that they are tethered to
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the external drive system by lines which enter their chest cavity
via skin buttons.

These skin buttons are potential sites of infection which origi-
nate on the skin and may penetrate along the lines to the mechani-
cal heart and chest cavity.

The new protocol will require complete isolation technique in the
care of these exit sites including, gloves, masks, and gown precau-
tions when areas are inspected or dressings changed. Body CAT
scans will also be utilized to detect potential hidden infections
along these lines.

This concludes the major complications and their causes as well
as possible solutions presented to the panel. The panel's recommen-
dation to continue the protocol was supported by the accumulation
of valuable scientific data some of which are unique to this investi-
gation. These data include hemodynamic changes, observed in re-
sponse to implantation of the total artificial heart; altered cardio-
vascular dynamics; pharmacological response to various cardiovas-
cular drugs; exercise performance and associated hemodynamic
changes, beneficial or adverse effects on other organ systems; long-
term effects on blood cell components and coagulation factors;
chronic monitoring of these patients; and long-term durability of
the Jarvik-7 and the Utah-drive system.

The panel was assured that data management includes accurate
collection, storage, and analysis, and that scientific articles will be
submitted in peer reviewed journals in the near future.

New areas of interest that have been stimulated by the current
investigations include: The nutritional status of these debilitated
patients and methods for supporting acute and chronic metabolic
needs; absorption patterns of drugs; extended monitoring of coagu-
lation profile for optimal anticoagulation therapy, and immunologi-
cal responses observed in these individuals.

Based on the scientific data reviewed and presented to the panel,
the following recommendations were submitted to the FDA Com-
missioner. The panel unanimously voted that the total artificial
heart project at Humana be continued, contingent upon the follow-in conditions.

Kne, the FDA is to assume a more direct oversight role as the
clinical trial proceeds and should approve subsequent plans on a
case-by-case basis. That is, data derived from each succeeding im-
plant must be submitted to the FDA for review on a quarterly
asis as a condition for future implants.
Two, the sponsor should submit to, and have approved by the

FDA, a revised investigational device exemption or IDE protocol,
that specifies the steps to be taken in clinical patient care and data
acquisition. The revised protocol should delineate those changes to
be made in patient management and identify additional collabora-
tors who can bring expertise in the fields of immunology hematolo-
gy, nephrology, biostatistics and other disciplines as needed.

And three, the FDA should consult with the panel in carrying
out these provisions.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I would be pleased
to respond to any questions you- or members of your committee
may have.

We prepared statement of Mr. McIntosh follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

Thank you very much for 'nviting me to participate in today's hearing

concerning the proper role of Federal review of the chronic

implantation of the Jarvik-7 artificial heart. I am Or. Charles L.

McIntosh, Chairman of the Food and Drug Administration's Circulatory

System Devices Advisory Panel, which recently conducted a review of

the three years of experience using the mechanical heart designed by

Symbion, Inc., and implanted in four patients by Dr. William DeVries.

By way of introduction, let me say that I am employed by the National

Institutes of Health as a member of the Surgery Branch of the National

Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute since 1968. 1 have been an attending

cardiac surgeon since 1970 and a senior Investigator whose research

has included the systematic evaluation of numerous mechanical and

tissue heart valves and clinical evaluation and implantation of the

first atomic powered pacemaker. My testimony today solely reflects

my own views as Chaiman of the Circulatory System Devices Panel, and

not those of the NIH.

My association with the Panel began in 1980, when I joined as a voting

member. I served in that capacity for four years and then remained as

a consultant to the Panel. I accepted my current appointment as Panel

Chairman in 1985.
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ROLE OF THE CIRCULATORY SYSTEM DEVICES PANEL

FDA advisory panels are Constituted and managed by FDA and consist of

individuals with the necessary expertise to evaluate the safety and

effectiveness of devices, and who are free of institutional,

investigator, or financial conflict-of-Interest.

The Circulatory System Devices Advisory Panel, consisting of

physicians, scientists, hnd consumer and industry representatives, is

appointed to make recommendations to the FDA Commissioner regarding

the safety and efficacy of implantable cardiovascular devices.

Devices reviewed by the Panel have included heart valves, pacemakers,

oxygenators used in heart-lung machines, vascular grafts, diagnostic

and therapeutic catheters, Implantable defibrillators, and the subject

of today's hearing, the Jarvik-7 mechanical heart. In carrying out

Its charge, the Panel reviews scientific data including in vitro

laboratory testing and in vivo animal and controlled human clinical

evaluations.

Evaluations of a device must be based upon past performances of other

regulated devices as in the case of heart valves, pacemakers, etc. In

the case of the Jarvik-7 mechanical heart, there was no precedent to

rely on.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IRBs, FDA. AND THE PANEL

I would like to briefly comment on the respective roles of local

Institutional Review Boards (IRBs), the FDA, and the Panel In

overseeing and regulating clinical device investigations such as

the Implantation of the Jarvik-7 mechanical heart.

The local IRB is the "watchdog" of the institution in which a clinical

study is being conducted. In this capacity, It is responsible for

evaluating the scientific merit and methodology of the investigation;

the benefits and risks to patients; bioethical issues; and the

environmental impact the study will have on institutional personnel,

costs, and services. Typically, IRBs are comprised of clinicians,

basic scientists, administrators, a bioethicist, and either a

clergyman or lay person from the local community. Mobt clinical

investigations generally relate to drugs, radiation, genetic

engineering, or operative treatment of diseases. Very few focus on a

device such as the Jarvik-7 heart as the primary therapeutic modality.

Depending upon the institution and the device, IRBs may or may not

possess the requisite expertise to evaluate the product in question.

The Division of Cardiovascular Devices in the FDA's Center for Devices

and Radiological Health functions as interpreter of the law,

organizer, preliminary reviewer, and liaison between the

sponsor/investigator and the Panel, and the regulator of devices. The

FDA is a valuable resource to the Panel for It is the "keeper of the

archives" containing past performance, results, complications, and,
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post-marketing surveillance information about devices produced since

the Medical Device Amendments of 1976, Once the laboratory and

clinical trials are completed by the sponsors/investigators and

reviewed by FDA, the scientific data are sent to t04 Advisory Panel

for Its review prior to the formal meeting.

The Panel then meets to hear presentations by the sponsors, principal

investigators, and experts concerning the investigation of the device.

Questions are then asked by the Panel and FDA for clarification of

data to explore areas of concern or the labeling for the device. The

Panel then recommends to the FDA Commissioner that the device be

approved with or without provisos or not be approved.

PANEL REVIEW OF THE JARVIK-7 HEART

Let me now summarize the events leading up to the recent Panel review

of the clinical experience with the Jarvik-7 heart to date. FDA

regulations require that periodic and yearly reports on the progress

of clinical investigations be made to appropriate IRBs, and for

significant risk devices like the artificial heart, sponsors must

submit such reports to FDA. In compliance with these requirea.urts,

officials of Symbion, Inc., the manufacturer of the Jarvik-7 heart,

requested Dr. OeVries, the principal investigator, to submit his data

on the first four implant recipients for review. Members and

consultants of the Panel examined this material and felt that a Panel

meeting would be the appropriate forum to evaluate problematic areas

and possible solutions. As I am sure you know, strokes,
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post-operative bleeding, anti-coagulation complications, and

respiratory and renal problems have posed significant problems In

these patients.

The complexity of review of the clinical results of the four implanted

Jarvik-7 hearts, and the short time period within which this was to be

accomplished, necessitated several changes in the Panel and In the

manner that the Panel review would be conducted. Several areas of

expertise were necessary to review this device which were not present

on the Panel as originally constituted, and therefore four additional

consultants from other FDA panels were asked to participate.

Specifically, specialists in hematology, imunology, neurology, and

biomaterials participated in this latest review.

Normally, one member of the Panel serves as the primary reviewer

of a given device, but since the mechanical heart crossed so many

disciplines, each Panel member was asked to function as a rtyiewer in

his specialized field. Additional data were requested from Symblon

concerning transcripts from a three-day workshop concerning the

problem of strokes and anti-coagulation in patients receiving a

mechanical heart implant. These data were also shared with

appropriate Panel members for review.

There were many questions to be answered In a brief time period and

therefore each Panel member and consultant was requested to submit

his specific questions in writing to the FDA. These questions were

compiled into problem areas and then forwarded to Drs. Jarvik and
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OeVries for the purpose of aiding their discussion and preparation for

the formal Panel meeting. This also permitted the company and Humana

officials to assemble appropriate consultants to participate in the

meeting to facilitate discussion on the wide range of specific issues.

PANEL MEETING

On December 20 of last year, the Panel convened in Washington, D.C. to

review the information supplied by Symbion and the Humana research

team in response to the Panel's questions, and to discuss our concerns

directly with them. The basic charge to the Panel was to evaluate

probable causes of the complications I have discussed previously, and

to attempt to decide whether they were related to clinical management,

the device itself, or both, as well as to make recommendations to FDA

concerning the future of the mechanical heart program at Humana. In

broad terms, the options included: to allow the program to continue

with no major changes for the next three implants; to allow the

program to continue with specified provisos to the protocol; or, to

terminate the investigation because major changes In the device were

necessary.

The Panel meeting was conducted In three stages: a public forum, at

which members of the public-at-large addressed tha Parel; a closed

session, at which Symbion officials and Dr. DeVries and his associates

discussed the experiences of the first four Implant recipients; and an

executive session, at which the Panel held private deliberations about
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the future course of the Jarvtk-7 investigation. Mr. Chairman, I have

attached to my testimony a list of the Panel members and consultants

who participated in this review.

The witnesses who appeared at the public session, many of whom are

participating in today's hearing, and their statements are a matter of

public record, and so I will not try here to characterize the public

portion of the meeting. During the closed session, the Panel received

and reviewed proprietary and confidential patient information. The

data focused on the pre-operative assessment of each of the four

patients, including primary cardiovascular diagnosis, current

functional class, and previous medical regimens, clinical evaluation

of renal, respiratory and hemodynamic status, laboratory evaluations,

and the reasons patients were not considered as transplant candidates.

Operative notes for initial implantation and subsequent operations for

persistent bleeding, as well as the associated anti-coagulation

regimen for each patient, were also reviewed. I have also attached to

my testimony an outline of the data the Panel requested from Symbion

and Dr. DeVries.

BASIS OF THE PANEL'S RECOMMENDATIONS

Background:

The Panel's review of the data confirmed the magnitude and complexity

of this investigation, as well as'the important scientific information

which has been gained from the four mechanical heart Implants. Only

60-242 0 - 86 - 12
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two percent of patients thus far screened as implant recipients have

been accepted or have elected to receive the Jarvik-7. All recipients

thus far have not been transplant candidates on the basis of age (61,

54, 58, and 62 years), or co-existing diabetes mellitus. (Host

trarsplant centers set 50 years of age as the upper limit. This has

recently been increased to 55 years.) Review of medical records

revealed that all patients were critically ill and confined to the

hospital (functional Class IV as defined by the New York Heart

Association), secondary to idiopathic or Ischemic cardiomyopathy. All

four patients were judged to be within days of death despite maximal

medical therapy and intravenous drugs to maintain their blood pressure

and perfusion of vital organs. Chronic renal insufficiency and mild

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease were present in all patients

pre-operatively which constitutes potential risk for further renal and

pulmonary complications tn the post-operative period. Prior to

implantation, patients and their families received approximately 100

hours of information and counseling before consenting to the

operation.

At the time of the Panel meeting, two patients continued to live with

a total mechanical heart (380 and 296 days respectively following

implant). Death in the first patient at 112 days was due to

complications related to long-term antibiotic administration and

bleeding complication following dialysis 10 days post-operatively In

the fourth.
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As I mentioned previously, the Panel's charge was to review the safety

and efficacy of the Jarvik-7 mechanical heart and to decide whether

reported complications were solely device-related, clinical

management-related, or a combination of the two. Because much of the

information concerning the Jarvik-7 heart presented to the Panel

involves proprietary data or patient confidentiality, I cannot discuss

specific details of each patient's clinical course. I can provide a

general overview of the relevant scientific data submitted and

proposed solutions which support the Panel's recommendations.

COMPLICATIONS AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

Stroke, Anti-Coagulation and Therapy:

The major complication has been *stroke" and the critical question has

been how to prevent this in patients receiving a Jarvik-7 mechanical

heart. Strokes and complications associated with anti-coagulation

therapy are not unique to the Jarvik-7, for they continue to be major

problems In patients requiring either a tissue or mechanical heart

valve and In other forms of cardiovascular disease.

Multiple causes of Ostroke" include: an embolus (blood clot)

originating from the device, suture lines or from diseased arteries

outside the heart, hemorrhage into the brain which may occur

spontaneously in patients with hypertension or complications related

to the use of anticoagulants, or Infected material or Ovegetations"

which travel to the brain similar to a clot. The multiple potential
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causes of "stroke" make it difficult to implicate the device using

current tests. CAT scans and cerebral arteriograms are now routinely

performed pre-operatively on these patients to rule out some potential

sources of stroke.

Two of these four patients have had a total of five "strokes." One

patient has suffered four events, two embolic and two hemorrhagic, and

remains neurologically impaired. The second patient has had one

embolic stroke and has had good neurologic recovery.

The mechanisms of blood clot formation (hemostasis) are extremely

complex, and various types of emboli may occur. Routine monitoring of

hemostasis has included tests such as platelet count, prothrombin time

(PT), partial thromboplastin time (PTT), fibrinogen levels, and

bleeding time. More recently, extended monitoring includes

fibrinopeptide A (assays in vivo thrombin activity), platelet Factor

IV, beta thromboglobulin (estimates In vivo platelet aggregation) and

an assay for thromboxane 8-2. 1 list these laboratory tests not to

confuse the issue, but rather to emphasize the complexity of

monitoring blood clotting factors which may indicate Inappropriate

anti-coagulation or a potential set-up for a stroke. Currently, the

two surviving patients have the above tests performed weekly, as will

future patients. Clinical information gained from the four recipients

of the Jarvik-7 heart and from the coagulation symposium sponsored by

Symbion provide the current rationale for optimal monitoring of

patients.
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As important as monitoring is the type and timing of anti-coagulation

therapy used to prevent clot formation and minimize bleeding

complications in the early and late post-operative periods.

Basically, there are four anti-coagulant drugs in current clinical

use: heparin, sodium warfarin (Coumadin), aspirin, and dipyridamole

(Persantine). Heparin and sodium warfarin inhibit key steps In the

clotting mechanism so that fibrin clots will not be produced. Heparin

Is administered intravenously or under the skin and is relatively

short acting. Sodium warfarin is taken orally and may take 3-4 days

to disappear from the blood once stopped, unless reversed by other

agents. Aspirin and dipyridamole act to prevent the aggregation of

platelets, which initiates the clotting mechanism. Aspirin has been

associated with increased risk of bleeding and therefore its use in

these patients is reserved for special indications.

The proposed anti-coagulation regimen uses extended monitoring of

clotting factors and combinations of anti-coagulants to minimize clot

and/or hemorrhagic complications. The Panel felt that the neurologic

complications (i.e., stroke) were both device and management-related,

and that the new monitoring and anti-coagulation regimen may

potentially decrease this risk In future patients.

Reoperation in Patients Implanted With the Jarvik-7:

All four patients required a second operation after having a Jarvik-7

implanted, three for bleeding complications and one to repair an air

leak from a ruptured bleb on the lung. Post-operative bleeding from
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the posterior aortic suture line occurred in two patients,

necessitating large transfusions of blood and blood products which may

potentially effect renal and pulmonary function. It was hoped that

the bleeding would stop once the coagulation profile was optimized and

that a repeat operation with its potential complications would be

avoided. One of these patients also had diffuse bleeding from the

sternum, which had to be removed to permit placement of the Jarvik-7.

This problem may be avoided by pre-operative chest CAT scan to

evaluate chest cavity configuration and size. The third patient, who

was fully anti-coagulated, bled after a monitoring line was removed

and required multiple transfusions and reoperation. These bleeding

complications have prompted a more aggressive approach to early

reoperation to avoid large transfusions. Altered suturing techniques

for posterior aorta line and revised handling of monitoring lines may

also decrease the risk of post-operative bleeding and will. be added to

the new protocol.

Renal and Respiratory Complications:

In patients with pre-existing renal and respiratory insufficiency,

bleeding requiring blood transfusions as well as other factors may

further compromise the functions of~these systems. All four patients

developed acute tubular necrosis (ATN), resulting in marked decrease

in urine production and associated fluid, nitrogen, and potassium

retention. The ATN was self-limited In three patients, but

necessitated dialysis in the fourth, which contributed to his death.

The breakdown products of blood cells following massive transfusions,
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or the destruction of blood cells (hemolysis) due to the heart-lung

machine, the Jarvik-7, or its drive system, may overwhelm the

filtering capacity of the kidneys, causing further insufficiency. The

revised protocol will Include the use of drugs intra- and

post-operatively to enhance renal function, optimization of drive

system dynamics, and avoidance, when possible, of large transfusions.

Respiratory function may be adversely affected by volume overload

associated with ATN or by the deposition In the lungs of breakdown

products from blood cells. Post-operative bleeding or infection may

result in dense scar tissue entrapping the lung, which can decrease

respiratory function, prolonging the need for ventilatory support.

This may be a significant factor in one surviving patient who

continues to require intermittent ventilator support. Again, the

Panel felt that respiratory Insufficiency could be minimized in future

patients by decreasing the direct and indirect effect on the lungs of

large transfusions.

Hemolysis:

Hemolysis may be caused by turbulent blood flow through a device such

as the heart-lung machine, an artificial heart valve, or the Jarvik-7

heart and its drive system, or be secondary to a transfusion or drug

reaction. The two surviving patients continue to require periodic

blood transfusions to maintain their hemoglobin level in an acceptable

range. The Hall-Kaster valves now being used in the Jarvik-7 are

known to produce slight hemolysis, but they are extremely durable
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devices and will continue to be used in future Jarvik-7 mechanical

hearts. Specific changes in the operation of the Utah drive system

have decreased the rate of hemolysis and may decrease the need for

transfused blood in current and future recipients.

Infections:

Patients receiving the JarvIk-7 heart are subject to the usual

Infections observed In other cardiac surgical patients, i.e.,

pneumonia, urinary tract infections, blood infections (sepsis), or

infection of the device itself. These patients are unique in that

they are tethered to the external drive system by lines which enter

their chest cavity via "skin buttons." These "skin buttons" are

potential sites of Infection which originate on the skin and penetrate

along the lines to the mechanical heart and chest cavity. One patient

has a chronic infection of this site, but no evidence of a deep-seated

infection. The new protocol will require complete isolation technique

in the case of these exit sites including, gloves, masks, and gown

precautions when areas are inspected or dressings changed. Body CAT

scans will also be utilized to detect potential hidden Infections

along these lines.

Continued Scientific Data Resource:

The Panel's recommendation to continue the protocol was also supported

by the accumulation of valuable scientific data, some of which is

unique to this investigation. These data include hemodynamic changes
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observed in response to implantation of the total artificial heart,

altered cardiovascular dynamics, pharmacological response to various

cardiovascular drugs, exercise performance and associated hemodynamic

changes, beneficial or adverse effects on other organ systems, long-

term effects on blood cell components and coagulation factors, chronic

monitoring of these patients, and long-term durability of the Jarvik-7

and the Utah drive system. The Panel was assured that data management

includes accurate collection, storage, and analysis, and that

scientific articles will be published in peer review journals In the

near future.

New areas of interest that have been stimulated by the current

investigations include: the nutritional status of these debilitated

patients and methods for supporting acute and chronic metabolic needs;

absorption patterns of drugs; extended monitoring of coagulation

profile for optimal anti-coagulation therapy; and immunological

responses observed In these individuals. Immunologic studies may

delineate the humoral and cellular response of the immune system to a

chronically implanted artificial heart and may be of diagnostic or

therapeutic importance in future investigations of this product.

PANEL'S RECOM ENDATIONS

Based on the scientific data reviewed and presented to the Panel, the

following recommendations were submitted to the FDA Commissioner. The

Panel unanimously voted that the total artificial heart project at

Humana be continued, contingent upon the following conditions:
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1. The FDA is to assume a more direct oversight role as the clinical

trial proceeds and should approve subsequent plans on a

case-by-case basis. That is, data derived from each succeeding

implant must be submitted to the FDA for review on a quarterly

basis as a condition for future implants.

2. The sponsor should submit to, and have approved by FDA, a revised

Investigational Device Exemption (1DE) protocol that specifies the

steps to be taken in clinical patient care and data acquisition.

The revised protocol should delineate those changes to be made in

patient management and Identify additional collaborators who can

bring specialized expertise in the fields of immunology,

hematology, nephrology, biostatistics and other disciplines as

needed.

3. The FDA should consult with the Panel in carrying out these

provisions.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my statement. I would be pleased to

respond to any questions you or members of the Subcommittee might

have.
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Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you very much, Mr. McIntosh-Dr. McIn-
tosh, for your statement.

Before I begin with my questions, I would like to ask Mr. Norris
if he has anything. He had a 3:30 appointment elsewhere. Where is
that so I can give you--

Mr. NORRIS. That is over at Health and Human Services.
Mr. VOLKMER. It was in this building then?
Mr. NORRIS. No, no; it is a 15-minute walk from here.
Mr. VOLKMER. You are not talking about the subcommittee; I

thought you were talking about that--
Mr. NORRIS. No, no, I am sorry.
Mr. VOLKMER [continuing]. The Waxman subcommittee.
You are down a--
Mr. NORRIS. I have got a press conference, that is scheduled for

3:30.
Mr. VOLKMER. All right, I am going to try and do you-I have a

quick question, if we can--
Mr. NoRRIs. Well, Dr. Mohan can answer if I have to leave before

you are completed. Dr. Mohan can answer--
Mr. VOLKMER. Submittal in writing, all right?
[See written questions, p. 345.]
I would like to just go over, when you were mentioning the

bridge--
Mr. NORRIS. Bridge-to-transplant.
Mr. VOLKMER [continuing]. Implants that had taken place in the

last few days, we have information that on, I believe, it was
Monday, Dr. Griffith, also implanted a Jarvik-7, and that he has
approval to do this and also that he has approval to do a total of
10, is that correct?

Mr. NORRIS. Your information is correct. I think that was in an
earlier chart.

Mr. VOLKMER. That's all right. I just want to make sure we get
that. And also now Dr. Copeland has also permission to a bridge-
10 bridges with the Jarvik-7, is that--

Mr. NORRIS. That is correct.
Mr. VOLKMER. And Dr. Joyce?
Mr. NORRIS. Also has 10. These are the Jarvik-7 100 cc hearts.
Mr. VOLKMER. That is the larger one. And Dr. Pierce?
Mr. NORRIS. And Dr. Pierce, yes, at Hershey, that is correct.
Mr. VOLXMER. Are there any others?
Mr. NORRIS. Let me just clear up on that.
Dr. Pierce's are the Penn State heart, not the Jarvik-7.
Mr. VOLKMER. All right, the Penn State for Dr. Pierce?
Mr. NORRIS. That is right.
Mr. VOLKMER. All right now, are there any other physicians ap-

proved for the use of any other artificial device for bridging pur-
poses?

Mr. NORRIS. Yes, Dr. Cooley was approved for an emergency
device implantation.

Mr. VOLKMER. All right, that was after the fact though, mostly,
was it not?

Mr. NORRIS. No, no, it was long in advance of the fact. We gave
him our consent several months ago, in May 1985, we gave him
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consent to-advance consent to implant one bridge-to-transplant
for the 100 cc Jarvik-7 heart.

Mr. VOLKMER. Have they improved the informed consent defi-
ciencies?

Mr. NORRIS. Let me ask Dr. Mohan if he will respond to that.
Dr. MOHAN. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I guess what you are referring

to is the fact that to be conditionally approved, Dr. Cooley. We had,
I believe, some problems with including him as another center in
the bridge study, but we said that, while certain deficiences are
being corrected, if there is an emergency, you can use this heart.
There were some deficiencies, I believe, if my memory is correct,
which were to be corrected. Some of them were, I don t remember
exactly if all of them were or not. And again, I am speaking from
memory here, but we never retracted the original permission that
we had given him.

So the bottom line as far as our records so far seem to indicate is
that the permission that we had granted him for an emergency
holds.

Mr. VOLMER. All right. So, it is contemplated that we will be
seeing in the near future additional emergency type of bridge im-
plants. Is that correct?

Mr. NORRIs. As appropriate, there is a maximum number of im-
plants permitted, as you indicated earlier, 10--

Mr. VOLKMER. I know-within that number?
Mr. NoRRIs. Yes.
Mr. VOLKMER. So we are anticipating we are going to see some?
Mr. NORRIS. We are anticipating that, yes.
Mr. VOLXMER. As we progress with these, where does the feed-

back go back to, as to the data on the conditions, similar to what
Dr. DeVries has to do? In other words, how are we going to learn
from this and the use of it? Who are they going to report it all
back to, as to conditions of patients, et cetera, whether it was blood
clotting, all this, because they are going to be able to take those
heartsback out again, are they not?

The artificial ones; it is contemplated they are going to, and
you're going to have a transplant, so--

Dr. MOHAN. Yes, sir. In the requirements of the proposed emer-
gency guidelines, which are proposed at this time, that we have,
under which people are operating, we do require that once an
emergency implant is done, the results of that be reported back to
FDA. And also, if it is on a device which is already part of another
IDE, the report has to go back to the sponsor of that device, and
then through the normal reporting mechanisms, that information
gets built in.

If I may add, when we were talking about the 70 cc heart, for
example, we already received some of the information on the Min-
neapolis implant. That information was taken into consideration
when we made the decision to allow an emergency implant of the
70 cc heart by Dr. Copeland in Tucson.

Mr. VOLKMER. Is that the only 70 cc that has been implanted?
Mr. NORRIS. No, it is not; no.
Mr. VOLKMER. Well, who else used it?
Mr. NORRIS. On this chart right before you there, the 70 cc has

been implanted by Dr. Joyce at Abbott-Northwestern Hospital. In
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addition, as I stated in my testimony at the University of Arizona,
Dr. Copeland, just a couple of days ago--

Mr. VOLKMER. All right, the one a few days ago, was a 70 cc?
Mr. NORRIs. That is correct.
Mr. VOLKMER. OK. Now therefore, this approval to Dr. Copeland

is for both the 100 and the 70 cc?
He can use either one interchangeably?
Dr. MOHAN. Yes, sir. The approval to Dr. Coland for the 100 cc

heart is for 10 patients all together. And he has permission to do
that.

In addition, as part of the emergency provisions he asked us for
this one case, and he was given permission for this one additional
implantation. He does not at this time have permission for addi-
tional implantations of the 70 cc heart.

Mr. VOLMER. I am glad you cleared that.
That would apply also then to Dr. Joyce in Minnesota, is that

correct?
Dr. MOHAN. Yes, sir.
Mr. NoRRIs. That is correct. Our expectation--
Mr. VOLKMER. So, if anybody wants to use the 70 cc, they are

going to have to come to you to get the consent before they can use
it?

Mr. NORRIS. Until the device is under an IDE, which we are ex-
pecting it to be shortly.

Mr. VOLKMIR. All right. OK.
Now how do you regulate the left ventricle assist devices?
How does it compare to the regulation of the artificial hearts?
Dr. MOHAN. There are again, a number of left ventricular assist

devices which are in the investigation stage. And they are regulat-
ed like the artificial heart is regulated, the same kinds of rules, re-
porting mechanisms, et cetera.

Mr. VOLKMER. OK. Where are the results obtained on the
LVAD's reported?

And are they made public; or could they be made public?
Is there proprietary information there? I am just--
Dr. MOHAN. So far as all investigational device exemption studies

are concerned, we get annual reports on the results, and all these
LVAD's. The results are being reported to us on an annual basis,
unless there is a particular problem with one, and we can ask for
more frequent reports.

We do not, and cannot by law, make that sort of data public and
cannot publish it. That is for the investigator to do, and we certain-
ly encourage it.

Mr. VOLKMER. All right. Now to get back to the approval on the
use of the artificial heart on a typee emergency basis," does that
mean we really don't have a guideline, that as long as the doctor
considers it an emergency, that he can go ahead and use it?

Mr. NoRRIs. We have a guidance, it is a proposed guidance. Our
hope is that through our support of manufacturers that they will
submit IDE's on a timely basis to us. So that we are not "hanging
out there" for even one-time uses outside of an IDE.

What we attempted-
Mr. VOLKMER. Yes, but it is happening?
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Mr. NORRIS. It's happening. What we have attempted to craft is a
methodology that allows us not to involve ourselves in second
guessing physicians who are caught in emergency situations.

Rather, we would prefer to deal with manufacturers in support-
ing them in getting the informatiQol to us on a timely basis.

As indicated earlier, we are required by statute to respond to the
manufacturer once he has a submission to us within 30 days. So,
we can act very, very timely on this if we get the information from
the manufacturer.

Mr. VOLKMER. Oh, I had one-I would like to, because I have got
a vote on, too.

Mr. NORRIS. All right.
Mr. VOLKMER. We are going to recess in just a few minutes. At

that time you will be able to leave.
Do we have any idea when the FDA will respond to Symbion's

and Dr. DeVries' supplement to the IDE, in other words, to. contin-
ue their research?

Mr. NORRIS. We will respond on a very timely basis. We have a
meeting scheduled immediately after this hearing with Symbion to
discuss, among other things, their supplemental submission of a
complete IDE package for the Jarvik 70 cc heart.

We are hopeful that our support of their activities results in
these being completely, these loose issues being completely cleaned
up within 30 days of today.

Mr. VOLKMER. In other words, we're looking at, hopefully, no
longer than a 30-day deadline?

Mr. NORRIS. Thats correct.
Dr. MOHAN. Actually, if I may, I would add, Mr. Chairman, that

30 days really starts from the time we receive the application. We
will respond within 30 days, as we are required to do by law, and
as we do on a regular basis with all IDE applications, within 30
days of receipt.

Mr. VOLKMER. Now, there have been some people that have been
concerned that, until the December 20 meeting of FDA Circulatory
System Device Advisory Panel, there had been little review of the
data obtained on the Jarvik-7, the 100 cc, and the clinical trial.
How do you respond to those concerns?

Dr. MOHAN. We had, as was pointed out, Mr. Chairman, in Mr.
Norris' testimony, we had a few occasions to intercede in this
study. When we got-we started receiving some reports of the
strokes and the continuing problems, some of it through the popu-
lar literature, because the expectations regarding the publication of
this data in refereed journals wasn't really being met, because the
investigator was busy with other things, and so on. So because
there was a paucity of data when we started receiving the reports
of these complications, we got concerned. We asked the sponsor for
a report on the status of the results of the first four patients. We
got that. We had some concerns, and our panel had some concerns
with what was reported to us. And it was thought necessary to go
in and do some more detail. And that is why the panel meeting
was organized.

If I may add, on a very rapid scale-within a matter of a couple
or 3 weeks-we were able to get together people from all over the
country to come and give a thorough scientific scrutiny of this data
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and to come out with the recommendations that the panel did
come out with.

Mr. VOLKMER. Mr. Norris, is Dr. DeVries the ofily physician who
has applied to do permanent implants?

Mr. NORRIS. That's correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. VOLKMER. And with the number of temporary or mercy type

of implants that will be occurring because of the numbers that
have been approved, do you contemplate that some of those may
become permanent?

Mr. NORRIS. I think there's a real risk that we will have some
temporary bridge-to-transplant that will become de facto perma-
nent transplants. I think--

Mr. VOLKMER. What do we do in that instance?
Mr. NORRIs. Pardon?
Mr. VOLKMER. What do we do in that instance?
Mr. NORRIS. Well, I think--
Mr. VOLKMER. Do those patients and the physicians then come

under the same protocol, and so forth, that Dr. DeVries is under?
Mr. NORRIS. Well, first of all, we are requiring the institutions

that are doing bridge-to-transplants to also satisfy protocols that
they would be willing and able to handle a situation that could
arise that the patient would become, de facto, a permanent recipi-
ent. Now, I am assuming no ill will is involved in the transaction,
according to your description. It simply turns out that the patient
is never--

Mr. VOLKMER. Or something occurs: You could have a stroke; you
could have kidney failure; you could have these things while you're
still waiting for the transplant. And then the candidate is no
longer a candidate for a transplant.

Mr. NORRIS. I understand--
Mr. VOLKMER. You're trying to hold the life through the artifi-

cial heart, maybe try and get him to recover.
Mr. NORRIS. That s a real risk. So, we have anticipated that by

requiring institutions that have been approved for the bridge-to-
transplants to be able and willing to take care of a patient who
turns out to, de facto, become a permanent heart recipient, artifi-
cial heart recipient.

Mr. VOLKMER. What other devices do we presently have or that
are being tested that would be as useful as the-for temporary; for
bridging; to maintain a life until a human heart can be found? We
know of the Penn State heart, the Jarvik-7 heart, and the mini-
Jarvik-7. What else do we have?

Dr. MOHAN. Mr. Chairman, there are these left ventricular assist
devices. But again, I would like to emphasize that all these devices
are investigational, and it is a little premature for us to come to a
judgment that one is better than the other. I mean, one may be
very good for a particular situation; the other may be very good for
a particular situation.

Mr. VOLKMER. Do we have any left ventricular assist devices that
have been approved for that purpose--

Dr. MOHAN. As a bridge?
Mr. VOLKMER. As a bridge.
Dr. MOHAN. Yes.
Mr. VOLKMER. But not as experimental any longer?
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Dr. MOHAN. Approved as an investigational device, not--
Mr. VOLKMER. That's what I mean.
Dr. MOHAN [continuing]. Not approved for marketing.
Mr. VOLKMER. Not approved for market. We don't have any ap-

proved for market? That's what I meant.
Dr. MOHAN. No, no.
Mr. VOLKMER. All right.
Does anyone, Dr. McIntosh or Dr. Lenfant, want to comment on

that last statement before, as to the LVAD's, all of them being ex-
perimental, none could be better than the other, at this time?

Dr. LENFANT. Two of the models which are here have been ap-
proved for clinical testing, these two here.

And you also asked if some were in a development phase. These
two are in a development phase.

Mr. VOLKMER. All right.
At this time I am going to recess. Mr. Norris, if we have any ad-

ditional questions, I think we should direct them solely to you. We
will submit them in writing, all right? If not, we will continue
when we return.

Mr. NORRIS. Good. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The information follows:]
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR THE RECORD

US HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY -

SITE 2321 RAYBURN HOUSE OFFCE BOLDING *.*

WASmiF46TON. DC 20515jL
(202) 225-6311

April 7, 1986"Ak .6t

Hr. John NorrIs, Deputy Comissloner
Food and Drug Administration
5600 Fishers Lane
Rockvli le, MD 20857

Dear r. Norris:

Enclosed Is a copy of the transcript from the February 5, 1986 hearing at
which you testified before the Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight
about artificial hearts. Attached to the transcript are Instructions for
submitting requests for changes or clarifications. Please review these
Instructions and the enclosed transcript of your remarks carefully.

The Subcommittee would also appreciate your written responses to the
fol In Ing questIons:

1. Does FDA bel lave that the total artificial heart Is a potentially useful
medical product and what does the Agency see as the future of the total
arti f Ic al heart?

2. Under vwhat circumstances would FDA deny use of the artificial .heart If no
alternative therapy exists for a patient facing Imminent death?

3. Does FDA support the development of a uniform master Implant protocol so
that useful, consistent scientific Information could be obtained from all
the centers using a particular device?

4. How many patients have had heart assist devices Inserted? Hc many of
these patients have died before a donor heart became available?

5. Has FDA revi ewed Symbon s submission follow Ing the panel meeting on
December 20, 1985? If so, what are the results of that review?

6. asa FDA approved the use of the Jarvlk-70 cc under an Investigatlonal
Device Exemption (IDE) yet?

7. Why did FDA decide to conduct case-by-case reviews of the next three
permanent artificial heart Implants?

&W .a. 6 ,
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Mr. John Norris
April 7, 1986
Page 2

8. Given that some temporary Implants may become permanent how can FDA ensure
that temporary Implant patients receive the same protections and rights as
patients receiving permanent Implants?

9. How does FDA guarantee that the hospital In which a temporary Implant has
been performed Is prepared to handle the posslbil Ity of the Implant
becoming permanent?

10. How did FDA decide to a llow only one emergency use of the artificial heart
while an apple icatlon for an IDE Is pending?

Your copy of the transcript, together withany written requests for
changes, and your responses to the above questions should be returned by April
24, 1986 to:

Dr. irene Glowinski
Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight

822 House Annex I
Washington, DC 20515-6307

Your testlmnny at the hearing was extremely valuable to the Members, and I
vent to extend our thanks for your participation and service to the
Subcommittee.

Sincerely,

-Harold L. Voliker
Cha rman
Subcommittee on Investigations

and Oversight

HLY/Gmbh
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Responses to Congressman Volkmer on Jarvik-7 Artificial Heart

question 1: Does FDA believe that the total artificial heart is a
potentially useful medical product and what does the Agency'see as the
future of the total artificial heart?
Response

Part of the mission of the Food and Drug Administration is to ensure
the safety and effectiveness of medical devices presented for approval
by manufacturers or other sponsors. In carrying out this task, the
Agency closely reviews devices like the artificial heart to assess
their potential clinical value and to determine whether the benefits to
the-patient and to society outweigh the risks. FDA believes the
artificial heart has potential clinical value and so approved it for
human clinical testing. Our role is not in gauging the potential
marketability or ultimate impact of a particular technology.

However, speaking as an interested bystander, the Agency believes that,
when perfected, the artificial heart may be a potentially useful
medical device to treat intractable heart failure and for use as a
temporary bridge-to-transplant while patients await the availability of
human donor hearts. Evolution of artificial heart technology could
involve the development of totally Implantable power sources to replace
the present external drive systems. Improvements in biomaterials,
valves and conduit designs will be needed, however, to reduce the high
rate of thrombus formation and blood damage that is currently seen.

Question 2: Under what circumstances would FDA deny use of the
artificial heart if no alternative therapy exists for a patient facing
death?

and

Question 10: How did FDA decide to allow only one emergency use of the
artificial heart while an application for an IDE is pending?

Response: Under FDA's proposed emergency use guidelines, the Agency
wouTddeny the use of an artificial heart if an investigational device
exemption had been filed for that particular product, and after review
by Agency staff, found to be so seriously deficient in concept, design,
and potential medical benefit as to warrant disapproval of the
IDE.

In permitting emergency use of a device that does not have an approved
IDE, FDA was attempting to balance the need for control in preventing
abuse by repeated "emergency" use of such a device with the need for
flexibility to ensure humane treatment in responding to bona fide
emergencies. Only one emergency use is allowed because we presume that
a device requested for emergency use is almost ready for an IDE
application. Consequently, FDA can reasonably expect to receive an IDE
application before a second emergency arises.
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The "one emergency use" rule is not absolute. In exceptional and
well-justified cases, FDA has allowed additional emergency uses before
an IDE was approved; this was the case with the 70cc Jarvik-7 heart,
which has been used as an emergency "bridge" without an approved IOE in
three patients.

question 3: Does FDA support the development of a uniform master
implant protocol so that useful, consistent scientific information
could be obtained from all the centers using a particular device?

Response:

Yes. Since 1985, the Agency has taken steps to assure that the
investigation of each model of artificial heart conforms to a uniform
protocol, with some allowances made for medical needs and the practices
of individual medical centers.

question 4: How many patients have had heart assist devices inserted?
How many of these patients have died before a donor heart became
available?

Response:
Twenty-seven patients have had artificial hearts and left ventricular
assist devices (LVADs) implanted. Nine patients died while awaiting
donor transplants.

Of the 27 implanted devices, 9 were total artificial hearts; 18 were
LVADs.

Of the nine patients who died while awaiting a human donor heart, one
had received an artificial heart and eight had received LVADs.

Question 5: Has FDA reviewed Symbion's submission following the panel
meeting on December 20, 1985? If so, what are the results of that
review?

Response:'Yes. FDA staff and the Circulatory System Devices Advisory Panel and

its consultants reviewed Symbion's revised protocol for the Jarvik-7
permanent artificial heart. In a letter dated April 18, 1986, FDA
approved the protocol, subject to the case-to-case review of future
implants, which was recommended by the panel during its December 20
meeting.

question 6: Has FDA approved the use of the Jarvik-70cc under an
Investigational Device Exemption (IDE) yet?

Response:
FDA is reviewing required data only recently submitted by the company
requesting this IDE.
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question 7: Why did FDA decide to conduct case-by-case reviews of the
next three permanent artificial heart implants?

Response:

Thfirst four recipients of the 100cc Jarvik-7 heart had severe
complications involving strokes, renal problems and bleeding. In view
of these complications, the panel recommended, and FDA agreed, that the
study protocol needed extensive modifications in patient management,
device operating parameters, and data collection and analysis. To
determine if these changes would improve patient outcome, it was
decided that each subsequent implant would be reviewed prior to the
initiation of the next one.

Questions 8 and 9: Given that some temporary implants may become
permanent, how can FDA ensure that temporary implant patients receive
the same protection and rights as patients receiving permanent
implants? How does FDA guarantee that the hospital in which a
temporary implant has been performed is prepared to handle the
possibility of the implant becoming permanent?

Response:
To accommodate the possibility that a "bridge" patient may become a
permanent artificial heart recipient, FDA requires that the informed
consent forms used at the approved medical centers adequately forewarn
patients and their families.

We also require each center to make a written commitment to FDA that
they have the staffing and logistics capability to provide long-term
care for these patients. This commitment forms a part of the IDE.
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Mr. VOLKMER. We will recess now and return at 3:25.
[Recess.]
Mr. VOLKMER. The subcommittee will resume.
Since Mr. Norris had to leave, Dr. Mohan, I do have one addi-

tional question, and I am sure that you could provide the answer.
Dr. McIntosh, could you let him have that microphone?
That is, as changes take place in one of these devices, whether

it's the Jarvik-7 100, or after you have application for an IDE for
what we call the mini-Jarvik, or 70 cc, any of these, whether it's a
left ventricle device or what, if there are modifications proof by
the manufacturer, what do you require as far as addition testing,
that type of procedure, if anything?

Dr. MOHAN. Mr. Chairman, that depends on the nature of the
change to a certain extent. For most significant changes, we do re-
quire a supplement to be submitted with the justification for why
hat change is necessary and whatever scientific data they have re-

garding, substantiating, why that change is necessary and why it
wouldn't affect adversely the safety and effectiveness, of the device.

For minor changes, you know, comparatively less data is re-
quired. For example, if there was a change in the heart valve and
one were going from one heart valve to another, and both were,
let's say, approved heart valves, we wouldn't require too much in
terms of testing. But when the changes are significant, for exam-
ple, to be more specific, when you go from a larger heart to a
smaller heart in which the likelihood is that one can't translate
the experience of the larger heart totally for the smaller heart, in
that case, we would require more data and a fair amount of pre-
clinical work including animal studies.

Mr. VOLKMER. You would perhaps include animal studies within
that, as far as that type of--

Dr. MOHAN. For those kinds of changes-yes.
Mr. VOLKMER. Because it's almost a new different instrument

then--
Dr. MOHAN. That's right.
Mr. VOLKMER [continuing]. From your viewpoint.
But if you're just changing maybe a type of material that was

being used and that type of material already had some studies or
has properties that are not much different from the properties as
far as impacting on the human body and its relations to that, you
wouldn't require necessarily additional testing on that?

Dr. MOHAN. Not necessarily.
The point, Mr. Chairman, is that if there is an open scientific

question about a particular change which has not been addressed
elsewhere and the evidence is not there, then we would require
that data to the extent it's needed to show that change--

Mr. VOLKMER. And it would be fair to say that for each proposed
change you would have to make the decision based on that pro-
posed change, and you can't really make a general statement, com-
plete general statement.

Dr. MO0HAN. That's right.
Mr. VOLKMR. All right.
Dr. Lenfant, as I understand it, clinical trials of the electrically

powered left ventricular assist device-and I believe you have that,
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one of those devices there, do you not?-is scheduled to begin in
1987. Is that correct?

Dr. LENFANT. That's correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. VOLKMER. What information are we expecting to learn from

these trials?
Dr. LENFANT. Let me backtrack a bit and say that just now we

are doing bench testing with the device. Once that is completed
and we are satisfied we are dealing with a reliable device on a
bench, then we move to the next phase-which is using this device
in human clinical applications-and basically assess whether the
match of the device and the patient is something which is work-
able, reliable, and effective.

Mr. VOLKMBR. Is NIH funding any of the clinical evaluation of
the pneumatic systems?

Dr. LENFANT. No. We have done the-supported the work on
the-you are referring to the Jarvik heart?

Mr. VOLRMER. No, I am talking about the electrically powered-
oh, it is the Jarvik, all right. You re not on the Jarvik heart?

Dr. LENFANT. The answer to that is no, not for the Jarvik.
Mr. VOLKcMER. All right. And why? Can you tell us why not?
Dr. LENFANT. Well, because basically the device moved into clini-

cal applications by decision of the private sector and Dr. DeVries
himself. And there was really no consultation between us and Dr.
DeVries at that time. And our feeling is that he felt he was ready
to do it. Therefore, if the private sector is willing to engage in this
kind of activity, we feel that we have no reason to provide support.

Mr. VOLKMER. In other words, if the private sector starts into it,
what I am seeing then, you tell me if the private sector proceeds
with something on their own and it progresses to a certain stage,
then NIH is not going to come in and help out?

Dr. LENFANT. That's correct, especially for clinical applications.
Mr. VOLKMER. All right.
Well, before I go to full panel questions, I will yield to the gentle-

man from California for any questions he may have.
Mr. PACKARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Could I get the name of the doctor again that is replacing Dr.

Norris?
Dr. MOHAN. It is Mohan.
Mr. PACKARD. Thank you very much.
And I am not sure whether this question should be directed to

you, Dr. Mohan, or to Dr. McIntosh, whoever you feel would be the
most appropriate to answer.

Why does FDA handle these on a case-by-case basis? Is there
enough information at the present time to be able to set down
some general guidelines that would make the approval process
much simpler and perhaps quicker, particularly in the case of
emergencies?

Dr. MOHAN. Let me address that, and I think Dr. McIntosh may
want to address it also. Until last December, that is exactly what
we had. We had some general guidelines, and we were not doing it
on a case-by-case basis for the permanent implant study. The ques-
tions that came up regarding the adverse reactions-the strokes,
the kidney problems, and so forth, and the concerns that those re-
actions created were very thoroughly discussed at a panel meeting
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which we organized last December, at which Symbion and Dr. DeV-
ries made very fine and very exhaustive presentations. As a result
of that it was the opinion of our panel that there are enough open
questions-this is a very preliminary study-there are enough open
questions that on one hand one shouldn't stop the study, and pru-
dence should be exercised. And therefore there should be a closer
look at it on a case-by-case basis to see what we did learn from the
last experience and what can we do different for the next one to
maximize the scientific yield from this investigation and to maxi-
mize the benefit to the succeeding patients.

Mr. PACKARD. Does the procedure of authorizing differ in the
case of an artificial device from that of a heart transplant? Does
FDA get involved in heart transplant approvals on the same basis
that they do on artificial devices?

Dr. MOHAN. No, sir, our law does not require us to get into that.
Mr. PACKARD. Are there-and this probably should be directed to

one of the other panel members-but to your knowledge, are there
the same kinds of side effects or contraindications-or complica-
tions is probably a better word-from a transplant as we find from
the devices? In other words, we are not finding now a propensity
toward stroke or toward kidney problems or other problems that
we are now finding in the devices? Dr. McIntosh and then we'll get
to Dr. Lenfant.

Dr. MCINTOSH. That is true. I think the number of patients who
come to transplantation are, first of all, an entirely different cate-
gory of patients. They meet different criteria. All these patients
who were implanted with the Jarvik-7 were not transplant candi-
dates, by virtue of age and coexisting diabetes mellitus. So, we are
looking at a patient population which may be a little bit younger,
that may not have the chronic pulmonary and renal insufficiency
that these four patients have had. And one would predict, as Mr.
Norris pointed out, that these complications may be a bit more ex-
pected if you will, in this small cadre of four patients. They're all
sort of the extremes. And this has sort of been true, I think, of
most new devices, most new medicines in the field of medicine, is
that, when you start out with a new device, whether it's the use of
steroids or the implantation of an artificial valve or a total artifi-
cial heart, you really start dealing with the worse-case situations,
because there's usually some other modality that we can use to
treat those other patients, other medicines, other implantable de-
vices, or what have you.

So I think that, if you stop and look at the fact that Dr. DeVries
and iis colleagues have surveyed now about 175 patients, I think,
and have selected 4, they are only looking at 2 percent of accept-
ance and that accept the device, which is pretty close scrutiny, I
think, and says something, I believe, about the informed consent
from the patient's standpoint as well.

Mr. PACKARD. Dr. Lenfant.
Dr. LENFANT. Yes, I just would like to add to the second part of

your question, that is, whether there are some similar complica-
tions with heart transplants. The complications are not similar, but
there are some complications with heart transplant. Basicall you
have to walk a very thin line between rejection, on the one hand,
and infection, on the other hand. One of these complications, rejec-
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tion, is controlled by drugs such as cyclosporin, which I am sure
you heard of. And the administration of that drug is, of course,
under the aegis of the Food and Drug Administration for this par-
ticular purpose. I don't know if it has passed the experimental
phase. I guess it has.

But cyclosporin is a drug which brings about some complications
in itself, that is, kidney alterations and in some cases elevation of
blood pressure.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you.
Has the-rather, under what circumstances would FDA deny the

use of the artificial heart, knowing or assuming there's no other al-
ternatives and that the patient would die without the use of such
device? Under what circumstances would you normally put a hold
or a stop on the use of it, particularly in light of clinical experi-
ence?

Dr. MOHAN. That's a difficult one, Mr. Packard. You know, we
can't really a priori lay out specific conditions under which, even
in an emergency condition, we would say no; that's difficult to do
in advance. But what guides us? Well, what are the basic principles
that guide us? The way we look at these applications is, we say, is
the risk, whatever that risk is to the patient, is the benefit to the
patient enough for him to take that risk? Or is the benefit to sci-
ence in general-and the latter is the secondary point-in general,
is enough so that the risk and sacrifice which the patient makes is
worth it?

In general terms, that's the kind of balancing we do.
Mr. PACKARD. Is FDA satisfied with the cooperation and the par-

ticipation that you have received from the makers, the surgeons,
the team that is involved in the artificial devices, Jarvik-7 and
others perhaps, are you satisified that they are working with and
cooperating with FDA in an effort to make certain that they
comply?

Dr. MOHAN. Yes, I believe that they are working in good faith
and with due speed and so far in a responsible manner to comply
with our requirements. I think the nature of this study, the de-
mands for a lifesaving device under emergency, that this is-as
this breakthrough kind of technology unfolds, it points out in the
entire system things which we all need to catch up with. And to a
certain extent, I think you see some of that, both at the end of the
sponsor and the investigator and perhaps at the FDA. We all have
a learning process to go through with this technology.

I would, of course, looking at it from FDA's viewpoint, would
want that, whatever requirements we have, get satisfied very, very
quickly so that we can go through our process and get things in the
kind of orderly fashion that we are required to by law so that we
don't have to make judgments 2 o'clock in the morning as to
whether we should or shouldn't allow a patient who's dying, allow
him to be put on an artificial heart. That's not the role that FDA
likes to be in.

Dr. McINTosH. Mr. Packard, may I respond to that? I feel that
Symbion and Dr. DeVries cooperated fully in the preparation of
this additional data for that December 20 panel meeting. We had a
tremendous charge delivered to us of the panel. That was to try
and investigate this device as to whether it was a cause and effect
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of these complications. And they submitted to us, upon our request,
all the data that we have requested, including the transcripts of
the 3-day symposium that they had on anticoagulation problems
held in Utah. Those materials were then passed on to the panel
members. They were asked then to submit questions back to FDA
and to me, which we then put in the problematic areas and got
back, as we had agreed, to Symbion and to Dr. DeVries 1 week
prior to the formal panel meeting.

Mr. PACKARD. What came out of that panel, the panel meeting?
What findings did FDA have or make?

Dr. MCINTIOSH. Well, the findings that were summarized in the
statement were that we would proceed on a case-by-case basis, that
we felt that, in reviewing the complications, whether they were
device related or management related, the major problem we
looked at was stroke. Of the two patients that have had five events
or five strokes, three of those were caused by a blood clot, or an
embolus, and two were hemorrhagic, or more patient-management
related than device related.

The other areas we looked at in terms of renal and pulmonary
insufficiency, breakdown of blood cells, infection, and so forth, we
did not feel that the device was directly related to those.

But I think at all turns then that certainly they cooperated with
us in providing us with the data that we needed to conduct a
rather long and rigorous panel meeting on the 20th. And I think it
was only because of their cooperation that we were able to come to
a decision at the close of that panel meeting.

They have since that time submitted the revised protocol to us as
agreed. I have had a chance to review that protocol The panel will
review that and will comment back to the FDA so they can re-
spond within 30 days' time. But I do think that there has been a
good spirit of cooperation between the panel, the FDA, Symbion,
and Dr. DeVries. And I certainly applaud them for that.

I just assume that, in terms of the IDE that we request for the
small, 70cc Jarvik device, that Dr. Jarvik and Symbion will not
want to tarnish his sterling record to this point in terms of compli-
ance.

Mr. PACKARD. Is it your hope and plan then that, in view of these
findings and as they unfold with additional experience, that the
time will come when it will not be necessary to review them on a
case-by-case basis, that again we can return to general guidelines
and requirements that upon compliance they could move ahead,
particularly on an emergency basis?

Dr. McIwrosH. I think that would be entirely appropriate. I
mean, we have to remember that we are still dealing with a very
small number of devices. There have only been four-

Mr. PACKARD. I understand.
Dr. McImNosH [continuing]. Chronically implanted in this coun-

try, three of which have used a certain kind of valve; and one has
used a different kind of valve. So, we are looking at small numbers
compared to the numbers that we normally look at if we look at
heart valves, pacemakers, catheters, and what have you. The mag-
nitude of the study is overwhelming. We look at them and say,
there's so much data, we must be able to evaluate this device. But I
can tell you as a physician that, having had the opportunity in the
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early 1970's of having to implant an artificial valve in a patient in
which there had been a twenty one-thousandths of an inch engi-
neering change, that we were not informed of in the field, this
before the device amendment, that caused a number of deaths
across this country, because the ball became lodged and stuck in
this device, that I feel that the type of overview that the panel and
the FDA has carried out is appropriate to protect these kinds of en-
gineering changes which take place in the laboratory, which don't
always translate to the benefit of the patient in whom these de-
vices are implanted.

Dr. MOHAN. If I may--
Mr. PACKARD. Please.
Dr. MOHAN. If I may add to that, Mr. Packard, I would just like

to clarify something about the case-by-case situation. The only part
of this whole thing for which we require a case-by-case review by
FDA is for the permanent implants being done by Dr. DeVries. For
the bridge-to-transplant use, at the three institutions, 10 apiece, we
have given them permission, general guidelines, et cetera. They
can do it anytime they want.

Also, I would like to clarify that the guidelines that we have for
emergency use of any medical device, what those guidelines require
is that for the first use the user can assume that FDA will exercise
its enforcement discretion and not take action against them. And
the hope is that after the first use, the scientific data, the IDE ap-
plication, et cetera, will come in. And FDA would then be part of
the picture, and then decisions would be made after that.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you.
We have heard testimony today, as you have, recommending an

umbrella institutional review board. Would you feel that that
would serve any useful purpose in light of FDA's responsibility?

Dr. MOHAN. Again, this is the first time I had heard of that pro-
posal as such, so I will give you an off-the-cuff kind of a personal
reaction. Very frankly, no. I think we have fairly adequate regula-
tory mechanisms within FDA. We have our advisory panel, on
which we can get people with all kinds of expertise, to help us in
resolving questions. I don't think we need another level of regula-
tion.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. VOLKMER. Dr. McIntosh and Dr. Lenfant, I have a question.

Looking to the future, let's assume that fiscal year 1987, both the
100 cc and the 70 cc, pass all tests. And people start living maybe
on the sixth and the seventh one 1 years, 2 years. And we have
very few strokes. And they are ambulatory and everything else is
going great. And sometime in the future they are approved for
marketing. Now, the question I have is, what are the costs going to
be, and who is going to pay for it? Because on permanent trans-
plants right now, we only have, you know, the ones being done at
Humana; and we know who's paying for those. Those costs are run-
ning astronomical. I am sure some of those costs will be able to
come down as we do it. But who's going to pay for it?

Dr. LENFANT. Well, I don't know who is going to pay for it, but I
can tell you how much it is going to cost. In this study here, that
aspect of the artificial heart was considered quite carefully. The es-
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timate, and you heard some figures today, is that there may be
some 20 to 30,000 people a year who might be recipients of the
chronic artificial heart. Although the cost, as you heard it from Dr.
DeVries, is high today, there is an expectation that eventually it
would go down to probably $150,000 a patient, for about a 2-year
survival.

Now, if we multiply that by the number of patients, we are
reaching an amount per year of $2.5 to $3 billion, which is, of
course, a sizable amount of money. Who is going to provide that
money, it is not mine to say. I might only repeat what was indicat-
ed in this report, that there are today some similar long-term
therapies which are in the same order of cost.

Mr. VOLKMER. Renal dialysis, which is--
Dr. LENFANT. For--
Mr. VOLKMER [continuing]. That costs, and the Federal Govern-

ment is picking up a large chunk of that.
Dr. LENFANT. Yes; I surmise. I don't know for sure, but I sur-

mise.
Mr. VOLKMER. So, that isn't part of the study, where the money

is going to come from to pay for it.
Dr. LENFANT. I--
Mr. VOLKMER. I mean, there's not--
Dr. LENFANT. All I can tell you--
Mr. VOLKMER. There's not very many individuals, there are some

in this country, but not very many individuals that are going to be
able to come in and plunk down $100,000 or $150,000 for a perma-
nent artificial heart transplant. We have to recognize that.

The second question is the question about, what about the insur-
ance carriers, whether they would do it. And if they do it, I'll guar-
antee you everybody's premiums are going to go up some.

Dr. LENFANT. Well, I am not in a position to answer that ques-
tion either personally or on behalf of the--

Mr. VOLKMER. Does anybody else wish to comment on it at all?
Dr. MCINTOSH. I think you're absolutely right. In the beginning,

the transplantation procedures, the heart, were not covered by in-
surance, and they are now. If it realistically comes down to a price
equivalent to a transplant, then I think the question becomes per-
haps a little less important. If we can put an artificial heart in
somebody for the same price that we can transplant somebody,
that may be a key issue. And I don't know the answer to that.

Mr. VOLKMER. Dr. Lenfant, in your study we don't get that far
down, do we?

Dr. LENFANT. No, we don't.
Mr. VOLKMBR. I have one that I asked the staff to make sure I

didn't forget, and then I did forget.
Dr. Lenfant, Gramm-Rudman, 4.3 percent reduction, March 1,

approximately 20, 25 percent reduction, October 1 for the following
year. What does that do to all these programs and all these devices
that you have here and others?

Dr. LENFANT. Well, I think it's premature for me to answer this
question, Mr. Chairman. As you saw from the documentation that
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we submitted to the committee, the Institute has been providing
approximately $12 million a year to this program for a number of
years. We feel that it is an adequate and appropriate amount of
money. If nothing was to change today, we would probably not
change that allocation either up or down.

With the implementation of Gramm-Rudman legislation and the
President's budget, I don't know what we are going to do relative
to this particular program. It is premature for me to answer that
question.

But I would like to submit to the committee that our Institute
has many, many priorities. This one, the priorityof this program,
is not the lowest; but it's not the highest, as well. So, therefore,
with our national advisory council and all the experts in the field
who are advising us, we will try to do the best we can.

Mr. VOLKMER. I am assuming everybody in the Government, I
hope, will do the best they can. But still it would have an impact
on some of the programs if you' do receive, let's say, a reduction
next year in funding for all your programs of $3 million.

Dr. LENFANT. I think it is quite reasonable to assume that this
one will have to participate in this reduction.

Mr. VOLKMER. Dr. Mohan, FDA, if you receive a reduction next
year of 20 to 25 percent in funding to administer these programs
and have a review, et cetera, of these programs, how does that
impact on the programs?

Dr. MOHAN. It's a little, difficult to anticipate exactly what might
happen. Again, those decisions are being made in the agency right
now. But given the overall priorities which Commissioner Young
has set forth in his action plan, for example, product approval, it is
a very high priority item.

Mr. VOLKMER. So, you would be impacted less than perhaps other
things within FDA?

Dr. MOHAN. Well, as head of my program, I would hope so.
Mr. VOLKMER. I have no further questions. I want to thank all of

this panel also. You were very good witnesses and have been very
informative and helpful.

I think it has been a very good hearing. Before we adjouin, I
would like to recognize the gentleman from California with a short
statement.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you. I simply wanted to also congratulate
the witnesses. I think that the testimony has been outstanding. It
has been a very interesting and informative hearing. I think it will
certainly help us make some conclusions relative to our involve-
ment as well as our reaction to the experiments that are going on.

I certainly believe there has to be an ongoing assessment of risk
versus benefit. And I think that is being adequately done. I think it
can continue to be adequately done by the private sector as well as
the regulatory agencies that are involved in this program. My per-
sonal feeling before as well as after the hearing is that it would be
irresponsible and perhaps bordering on criminal negligence to actu-
ally abandon the process or the experimentation. I think it ought
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to go forward, recognizing that the safety to the patients and to so-
ciety generally ought to be addressed very carefully, as I think we
have been.

Thank you very much.
Mr. VOLKMER. Thank you.
The subcommittee will stand adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4 p.m., the subcommittee was adourned, subject

to the call of the chair.]



APPENDIX 1
,Table 1. Tabulation of Clintca tpt & ehantcal Circulator, S t Devices

for Bridte to Transplant and Permanent Ipicati (Continued)

Patient Mechanical
Oescriptioa, Implant Implant Site/ Pmpng Clinical Medical

Name Oate P1 Device Used Duration le Indications Comlications

62 yr. old We/ 11/25/64
MllIim Schroeder

58 yr. old male,/
Hrray Maydon

33 yr. old me)*/
Thomas Creighton

2/17/85

3/6/95

16 yr. old ale/ 3/24/85
Michael Jones

39 yr. old male/ 4/3/8S
Terrance Kelly

Humna Hospital- Jarvik-7 TANAudobon

Louisville. KV/
Dr. W. DeVries

INma tospItil- Jarvit-7 TAXAudobon
Louisville, KYV
Dr. W. DeVries

University Ned. Phoenix Heart
Ctr., Tucson, TAN
Dr. Jack Copeland

JeWish Hospital, Pierce-Dowacky
Louisville/ Biventricular
Dr. L. Cray assist made by

Thoratec

Stanford Univ. Novacor 100
Ned. Ctr./ LWAS
r. P. Oyer

continuing Permanent
Implant

continuing Permanent
Implant

CardiomWathy

Cardionyopathy

12 hours Bridge to Viral cardlo-
transplant "Yopathy

days Bridge to
transplant

Acute viral
cardiomyopathy,severe heart
failure and
respiratory
failure

Pulmonary insuffi-
cency. 3 strokes.
Initial one 12/13/84.
Post-op bleeding

I stroke, Post-op
bleeding, requires
respirator

Pulmonary edem.
extended time on heart
lung machine, bleeding,
stroke

Acute renal failurerequiring dialysis
throm 5/26/85.
respiratory insuffi-
ciency, was on respira-tor until 6/22/5,
gall bladder disease,
developed OW, required
physical rehabilitation

16 days Bridge to, End-stae No device related
transplant ischemic heart coplications, renal

disease failure requiring
dialysis, hepatic

Living to date

Living to date

Died 3/8/8S.
pulmonary
hypertension

Alive and doing well

Death 16 days after
transplant, bilateral
fungal pneumonia

Co
C?'



Table 1. Tabulation of Clinica, * of Mechanical Circulator. Sueort Devices
for Brid. to Transplant and Permanent Aplication

Implant Implant Site/
Date PI

Mechanical
Pumping0evce Usd uratfon
ration

Clinical Medical
Use Indications Coplications 0utcmw

47 yr. old msle
Mr. Karp

21 yr. old msle

male/fille
Brordus Nuffels

61 yr. old male/
Dr. Barney Clark

52 yr. old mele
Joseph Zagorsky
25 yr. old male/
Kenneth Bray

51 yr. old OlW
Robert St. Laurent

4/4/69 Texas Heart Inst./ Liotta TAN
Dr. 0. Cooley

2/9/78 Texas Heart Inst./ Thermo Electron
Drs. Nouman/Cooley Model 7 ALVAD

Texas Heart lnst./ Akutzu TAN
7/23/81 Or. Cooley

12/2/82 University Hosp. Jarvik-7 TAN
Univ. of Utah/
Dr. W. DeVries

/3/83 St. Louis Univ./
or. G. Pennington

7116/83 St. Louis Univ./
Dr. G. Pennington

9/s/84

47 yr. old male/ 9/6/84
Ronald Mocha

Stanford Univ.
medical Center/

Or. P. Oyer

Pacific Presby-
terian medical
Center, S.F./
Dr. J.D. hill

£€N0

E04D

Novacor 100
LVAS

Pierce-Donachy
Biventricular
assist made by
Thoratec

63 hrs. Bridge to Heart failure, unable Anatomical fit
transplant to wean from CPS

S4 days Bridge to Post cardiotomy
transplant stone heart syndrome,

acute bacterial
endocarditis

54 hrs. Bridge to Post cardiotomy.
transplant unable to wean from

CPS

112 days Permanent
Implant

Cardiom apathy

3 days Bridge to Acute cardiogenic
transplant shock

5 days Bridge to Acute yocarditis
transplant cardiogenic shock

8.5 days Bridge to End-stage ischemic
transplant disease, cardiac

tamponade

S2 hrs. Bridge to Post myocardial
transplant Infarction, cardio-

genic shock

Acute tubular
necrosis of native
and transplanted
kidneys

Used IAB, TAN on
day 1; on day Z
used .010.
anatomical fit

Broken valve.
seizures

Sepsis

Sepsis. pulmonary
Infarcts

Died I day after
receiving transplant

Died 15 days after
transplant from gram-
negative sepsis

Died of heart rejec-
tion 8 days after
transplant

Died on 112th day

Died I month after
receiving transplant

Died I day after
receiving transplant

W

No device related Transplanted, dis-
complications . charged and doing well

Lost leg due to
IAB left diaphrm
paralysis which
was resolved, mild
episode of infec-
tion, acute renal
failure

Transplanted. dis-
charged from hospital
12/20/84 and doing
well

Patient
Description/

Name



Table 1. Tabulation of Clinical . A!j he nical Circulator, 1 uport Devices

for Bridme to Transolant and Pamanent Application (continued)

Implant Implant Site/
Date Pl

Mechanical
Pumping

Devi ce Used Duration

S3 yr. old sale/ 4/10/85
Lief Stenber

62 yr. old maile 4/115
Jack Burcha

Karolinska Hosp.
Stockholm. Sweden
or. Semb

Iuana Nosp.
Louisvi 1 le.KY/
Dr. W. De Vries

54 year old mle/ 5/14/85 St. Louis Univ.
Donald Croskrey Dr. G. Pennington

24 year old fe- 7/21/85
le/ Brenda Parr

25 year old sale/ 8/291/85
Michael Drumond

Milton S. Hershey
Med Center/Pa.
State Univ./
Dr. V. Pierce

University Medical
Center. Tucson
Dr. Jack Copeland

44 year old Ile/ 10/18/85 Pa. St. Hershey
Anthony MIndIa Medical Center

13 Dr. W. Pierce

42 year old fe-
"le/
Linda Underwood

10/22/85 St. Louis Univ./
or. 6. Pemnington

Jarvik-7 TAN 226 days Permanent
implant

Jarvik-7 TAN 10 days Permanent
Implant

Pierce-Conachy
Biventricular
assist pumps
made by Thoratec

Pierce-Donachy
Biventricular
assist pumps

Jarvik-7 TAN

Penn St. TAN

Pierc-Oonachy
8iventricular
assist pumps
made by Thoratec

Cardiomyopathy

Cardiomyopathy

Stroke

Leading.
anatomical fit
cardiac tmpomade
kidney dysfunction

36 hours Bridge to Acute myocardial
transplant infarction

3 weeks Bridge to End stage cardio-
transplant myopatby. presumed

viral

9 days Bridge to Viral cardiomyo-
transplant pathy

11 days Bridge to Acute congestine
transplant cardioqyopathy

9 hours Bridge to Cardiogenic shock
transplant from post partun

cardiomyopathy

Pulmonary edea
during implant
period, embolic
strokes

Died 11/21/85

Died 10 days after

Transplanted. at
home doing well

Transplanted on
8/11/85 and Is home
doing well

Transplanted on
ninth day. dis-
charged and doing
well

Metabolic Died 7 days after
encephalopatby transplant of

fungal sepsis

Bloding Transplanted, at
home doing well

Patient
Descriptiont

Name
Clinical

Use
Medical

Indications
Coml iatinsOutcom

for Bridoe to Transolant and Permanent=

camo1icatiftnK Out nmp



Table 1. Tabulation of Clinical A Mechanical Circulatory Suppor.t Devices

fo.r BrIdf. to Transplant and Permanent Apljcation (continued)

mechanical
Implant Implant Site/ Pumping Clinical
Date P Device Used Duratton Use

Medical
Indications

47 year old mal/ 10/24/8S
Thomas Gaidosh

sale/
Richard Dalara

27 year old fe-
male/
Glemna Walker

40 year old fe-
sale/Mary Lund

53 year oldIse

47 year old
male

Presbyterian-Univ. Jarvik-7 TAN
Hosp., Pittburgh/
Dr. B. Griffith

10/25/85 Pacific Presby-
terian Medical
Center, S.F./
Dr. 0. H11

10/30/85 Jewish Hosp.
Louisville.KY/
Dr. L. Gray

Plerce-Donachy
Si-Ventricular
assist made by
Thoratec

Pierce-Donachy
Si-Ventricular
assist made by
Thoratec

12/18/85 Abott Northwestern modified
Hosp., Minneapolis Jarvik-7 TAM
Heart Inst./
Dr. L. Joyce Ine

1/9/86 Horley Street
Clinic. England/
Dr. S. Glenville

Pierce-Donachy
LVAD. made by
Thoratec

1/19/86 Texas Heart Inst., Thermedics
Houston, TX/ Model 14-8
Dr. 0. H. Frazier LVAD

4 days Bridge to Cardiogenic shock
transplant with cardiomyopathy

87 hours Bridg to
transplant

Cardlomyopathy

15 hours Bridge to Congestive
transplant cardlomyo athy

45 days Bridge to Falling heart
transplant muscle and resulting

hypoperfusion

12 hours Bridge to CABG Reoperation.
transplant Patient had series

of complications
following initial
CABG 3 m. earlier

Continuing Bridge to
transplant

Cardimyop"athy

none

Mild rejecttion

DIC
Severe pulmonary
hypertension,
acute renal failure
requiring dyalysis/
hypertensioe

Ischemic leg
following ASP.
Superficial drive-
line Infection

Initial biventri-
cular failure for
3 hours followed by
right side recovery

None to date

Transplanted
doing well

Alive and well

Died 12/31/85

Co

Transplanted
1/31/86. alive
doing well

Alive, doing well

Awaiting trans-
plant, doing well

Patient
Description/

name
Cml icationsComolications n.trmrwCc 11cat!ons I frw



* Table 1. Tabulation of Clinical Us4e of Ciani"ca Cjrculat-y- Sport eices

,,for Bridap to Transplant and Permanent Ap9liCation (continued)

Implant Implant Site/
Date PI

Mechanical
PumpingDevice Used Duratin

2/2/86 Presbyterian-
University Hosp./
Dr. a. Griffith

2/3/86 University Med.
Center. Tucson/
Or. J. Copland

2/3/86 Texas Heart
Inst.. Iouston/
Dr. O.H. Frazier

Jarvik-7 TAN Continuing Bridge to
transplant

Modified 70cc Continuing Bridge to
Jarvik-7 TAX transplant

.arvik-7 TAN Continuing Bridge to
transplant

Cardiogenic shock None related to
following R.I. with implant. Patient
IABP and dual ventr- has pre-existing
icular support with lung Injury related
Biomedicus blood pump to acute pulmonary

edema and probable
pulmonary eoli

rot thought to be
related to A.B.)

30 year old
mle/
J ph Burello

40 year old
female/
Berunaette
Chayrev

41 year old
mile/Kent Hall

Transplanted but
donor heart failed.
Second TAN
implanted. oIld
pulmonary edema

Bleeding (corrected)

Alive. improvement
in pulponary status
so that heart
transplant can be
done

Alive, awaiting
second transplant

Alive and stable
awaiting transplant

Patient
Description/

Nue
Clinical

Use . %".a Outcom

Medical

Multiple Organ
failure, rapidly
determining viral
ngor.rditis

Cardiopyopathy

/

ri14 #4 dqL.6. --



APPENDIX 2
2151AC,

SUGARY OF CLINICAL USE OF MECHANICAL CIRCULATORY

SUPPORT DEVICES FOR BRIDGE TO TRANSPLANT AND PERAEN7 APPLICATIONS

Waiting for
Clinical Use Total Attempts Survival to Date transplant

Permanent Implant (TAN)(') 2 N/A

Bridge to Transplant
ECHO 2 0 .
TA4(2 ) 10 6 3
LAD 5 3 1BVAOI " 6 0

Subtotal 24 15

Total 29 17 4

(1) All Jarvik-? TAH devices

(2) One Liotta TAM, no survivor
One Akutzu .TAH, no survivor
One Phoenix TAN, no survivor
Six Jarvik-7 TAN patients (2 modified 70cc), six survivors, three awaiting transplant
One Penn. St TAH, no survivor

(3) One Thermo Electron Model 7 ALVAD, no survivor
Two Novacor 100, LVAD one survivor
One Pierce-Donachy LVAD/Thoratec, one survivor
One Thermedics Model 14-8 LVAD, one survivor awaiting tranpslant

(4) Seven Plerce-Donachy BVAD/Thoratec, six survivors
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APPENDIX 4
THE NEW ENGLANDJOURNAL Or MEDICINE

should not try to regulate these differences away by
applying a single formula to all cases. In the Presi-
dent's State of the Union message on February 4,
1986, he described the family and community as "the
moralcoreof our society, guardians of our values and
hopes for the Future." This rhetoric would seem to be
especially applicable in the treatment of skk infants,'
but it is oddly belied by the regulations of the same
administration. Although it is laudable for a govern-
ment to be concerned about the lives of its vulnerable
citizens, life-and-death decisions are made daily in all
areas of nkedicine. The government simply cannot en-
sure that every one of them is correct - even if it
could define correctness - without harming the very
citizens it is trying to protect. The best we can hope for
is tkat decisions about the treatment of hansdicappsed
newborns are individualized, carefully weighed, and
loving. Such decisions are more likely to come from
parents and physicians than from the government.

MAcA ANott., M.D.
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ARTIFICIAL HEARTS - PERMANENT AND
TEMPORARY

A UTILL more than three years ago, at the Universi-
ty of Utah in Salt Lake City, Dr. William DeVries
implanted a Jarvik-7 artificial heart in a 61-year-old
patient named Barney Clark. The patient lived 112
days with the device before succumbing to renal fail-
ure, infection, and pseudomembfanous colitis.' His
stormy clinical course had been marked by seizures
and episodes of mental confusion, recurrent acute
tubular necrosis, postoperative subcotaneous emplhy-
sema due to ruptured pulmonary blebs, and sudden
congestive heart failure due to a fractured mitral-valve
prosthesis (which necessitated emergency replace-
ment of the prosthetc kft ventricle on the ISth post-
operative day).

Since moving to Louisville, Kentucky. Dr. DeVries
has placed implants in three more patients, William
Schroeder, 52, Murray Haydon, 59, and Jack Bur-
cham, 62. (1 identify them because the intrse public-
ity surrounding this work has made their names
household words.) None of these patients has yet been
described in the medical literature, but the press has
told us a great deal about their clinical courses. As of
this writing, approximately IS months postoperative-

ly, Mr. Schroeder is still alive but he has been inca.
macitated by a series of thromboembolic strokes. Mr.

ydon is also still alive, approximately one year
postoperatively, but he has also had at least one
stroke, and he remains confined to the hospital, where
he requires intermittent assisted ventilation. Mr. Bur.
cham, the last o the series, died of an internal hemor.
rhage 10 days after the initial operation. A fifth pa.
tent, a 53-year-old man, received a Jarvik-7 artificial
heart at the Karolinska Hospital in Stockholm last
year. He survived for 229 days, but died after a mas-
sive stroke.

In other words, three of the first ive patients receiv-
ing thejarvik-7 as a permanent heart replacement are
dead, two are seriously disabled, and none (except
perhaps the Swedish patient) have enijoved even a few
months of life outside the hospital. This is a woberitg
record. It contrasts starkly ith the almost euphoric
atmosphere initially generated by the press, particu-
larly when Dr. DeVries moved to Louisville and re-
sumed his work under the exuberant sponsorship of
Humana, Inc.

After some hesitation, the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration has recently given the Louisville team permis-
sion to do at least one more permanent artificial heart
implantation. Yet most experts now believe that the
time has come to call a moratorium on any further use
of thejarvik-? as a permanent prosthesis, stating that
the problem of thrombogenesis on the blood-contact-
ing surfaces of the device should be solved before addi-
tional long-term clinical trials are justified. Some ex-
perts also believe that resumption of clinical trials
should await the development of a more compact,
portable or implantable power source, which would
allow the patient a better quality of life.

I agree with these experts that we ought not to use
the Jarvik-7 for further permanent implants. How-
ever, despite the good arguments against any Iurther
work on artificial hearts,' I still believe that labora-
tory research on this problem should continue. Heart
transplantation offers a much better therapeutic alter-
native at present, but the number of potential donor
hearts will not nearly meet the need for cardiac re-
placement. Advances in the prevention and treatment
of heart disease will undoubtedly reduce that need in
the future. However, we cannot expect to eliminate
intractable heart failure any time sonei, and there will
almost certainly continue to be many patients who
could benefit from an artificial heart suitable for per-
manent implantation.

Since we do not yet have such a device, what about
using theJarvik-7 or other types of cardiac prostheses
for rea r.ray support of patients awaiting cardiac
transplantation? This issue of the jesrul contains a
remarkable report by Hill and co-workers' if the suc-
cesful use of a prosthetic left ventricle in a 4-year-old
man who had cardingenic shock after massive usyocar-
dial infarction and could not be maintained with phar-
macologic support and an intraaortic balloon pump.
The artificial ventricle functioned for two days, after
which the patient received a heart transplant. He is

644 March 6. IN
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now doing well after more than a year with his trans-
plant. This is apparently the first detailed medical
report of a case of this kind, but the press has recently
carried accounts of similar cases being tried in institu-
tions around the country. In one case, aJarvik-7 heart
was in place for 45 days before transplantation was
carried out; in another, a young woman received a
second artificial heart after her heart transplant failed.
The FDA seems willing to approve (or countenance)
more widespreaJ temporary use of prosthetic devices,
even though it has serious reservations about their
permanent implantation.

Annas argues cogently against the strategy of using
an artificial heart as a temporary bridge to transplan-
tation. "As long as there is a shortage of transplant.
able human hearts." he says, "tetiporary astilicial
hearts cannot increase the total number of huntan
heart transplants performed, they cat osly change the
identity of the individuals who receive them." Hill et
al. acknowledge this point, but counter that "it is arbi-
trary to assign a higher priority to candidates for elec-
tive transplantation." Furthermore, in response to a
different argument, that an implant procedure may
compromise a patient's chances flx subsequent suc-
cesful transplantation, they add: "there are no data to
indicate that carefully chosen patients undergoing
transplantation after a bridge procedure will have a
substantially poorer prognosis." Hill and his tol-
leagues may be right, but I am not con.-inced; the
ethical argument is a standor, and the technical issue
can only be settled by carefully controlled clinical
experience.

That is why I think it is reasonable for the FDA to
allow continued clinical eperimentation with Slmap-
rir, artificial hearts. However, it is important that
these trials be limited to a few research institutions
where personnel and facilities are available to carry
put careful clinical studies and the necessary surgery
can be done safely. The FDA should take the initiative
in organizing a multicenter trial with established pro-
tocols and full reporting of results. In the absence of
protocols and cooperation among institutions, we are
likely to see a proGdration of competing and unplanned
efforts that will not advance the field and may even set
it back. It would indeed be unfortunate if the unregu-
laled use of "temporary" artificial heart implants were
to result in unintended "permanent" implamas.

Research on artilicial hearts should be pursued
vigorously, even as we concentrate on the preven-
tion and treatment or heart disease and attempt to
improve the procurement of heart donors and the
survival of transplants. The development ofa sare and
tolerable permanently implantable prosthesis is evi-
dently still a long way o11 but let us hope that federal
support of the necessary bNsic research will nmitiuw.
Meanwhile, carefully controlled clinical trials slmld
be undertaken to determine how, if at all, temporary
use of the available models can be advantageously
combined with heart transplaistatioti.

ARNOLO S. Rei.EwA, M.D.
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I regret being unable to attend and testify in person before this
Subcommittee on "Investigations and Oversight of the Committee on
Science and Technology" regarding the use ofI and the review of
technology used to date in the artificial heart implants. However,
I appreciate the opportunity to submit my written testimony.

Having no scientific nor medical expertise on this technology; I
believe I can best serve the purpose of this committee by relating
sone pertinent facts isith regard to the way in which Dr. Clark
became aware of the artificial heart, his investigation of it
what influenced him to volunteer and how he, and our family, felt
about that decision once made and the heart implanted.

Dr. Clark became a victim of Cardiomyopathy myocarditis in 1979.
In spite of the excellent and aggressive medicinal regime prescribed
by his cardiologist, and Dr. Clark's strict adherence to it, by early
October, 1982 his heart condition had deteriorated to a point where
he had great difficulty walking a very short distance, was totally
exhausted all the time and literally fought for breath oftimes at
bedrest. Ve investigated the possibility of a donor heart transplant,
but were denied on the grounds that at that particular time, trans-
plants were not available to persons over 50 years of age---Dr. Clark
was then 59.

Because the last of the then-proven drugs had become ineffective in
stimulating his heart muscle, we were referred to Dr. Jeffrey Anderson
in Salt Lake City to try an experimental drug called Amrinone. Dr.
Clark's system could not tolerate this drug and it had to be abandoned.
Dr. Anderson, then realizing we had no other alternative, referred
us to Dr. Wim. DeVries at the Utah A.'edical Center. It was then we
first met Dr. DeVries received extensive and accurate informa'.lon
regardirg the artificial heart, were provided with a copy of the
"Consent Form" to study, and were escorted, b" Dr. DeVries, through
the animal surgery facility where we observed the implanted animals
and studied the results of the animal research conducted over the
past 15 years. Dr. DeVries informed us they had accomplished all
they could through animal experimentation and were screening for a
suitable volunteer to receive the artificial heart implant.

'e did not agonize over our decision, Dr. Clark had had some medical
training himself, h4d a carndologist who was totally "up-front"
with him and was well aware of Ks critical physical condition. He
had long-since faced reality regarding his mortality and concluded
that if he were to receive help, it would be through the artificial
heart. Also, he felt he owed a debt to those who had proven the
drugs that had kept him alive for three years after the onset of
his illness that he met the rigid requirements of the protocol
for the implant and that regardless of whether or not he received
personal benefit, there undoubtedly would be much learned that
would benefit the medical world and future heart patibnts. He
confided in me that he felt he would be somewhat dissatisfied with
himself as a human being if he did not volunteer---that he would
like his life even perhaps his death to count for something. The
children and I could not argue with his reasoning, and we were
totally united in his decision to volunteer.

I do believe that at no time in the history of human experimentation
were the happenings and facts more openly and honestly presented than
by Dr. Chase Peterson---both the good times and the hard times. Never,
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do I believe, did a group of people respond more conscientiously,
with individual effort, to make an experiment successful, and never,
in my experience, have I witnessed the peoples of the world respond
with such hope, with such enthusiasm, and with such caring. Though
my dear husband lived but 112 days, each of' those 112 days were
productive in furnishing something of human and spiritual value
and myriads of medical knowledge. Though he did not receive the
enduring personal benefit he hoped for he did receive satisfaction
in the knowledge he had been the vehicle through which a medical
breakthrough of great magnitude was accomplished---opening the door
through which four other courageous men have now followed and made
tremendous contributions. To these men---Mr. William Schroeder,
K r. Murray Haydon, Mr. Jack Burcham and Mr. Lief Steinberg, and
their fine families, I express my deep respect and my admiration.

Having met and associated with each of these fine men and their
families, with the exception of I.r. Steinberg of Sweden, and through
our conversations, I believe---although this has been a most difficult
time through which they have gone, and are going, they realize the
possibilities the artificial heart provides in the future, and are
constantly striving to do their Very best for the sake of those
who will one day reap the benefits of their sacrifice.

During the-three years since the first implantation, this technology
has been thoroughly criticized, scrutinized, challenged, accepted
as "hopeful" by some and threatened with abandonment by others. I
am told that in an imperfect world, Anhabited by imperfect neople
this is a "healthy atmosphere" in which to work----Nevertheless
have been gravely disappointed in the lack of patience and the lack
of vision manifested in a technology which means so much to so many,
in the rigidity of the rules and regulations imposed ,upon It ahd
its Investigator and in the denial of permission to other very well-
qui lifted Surgeons and their institutions to participate in this .
experimentation. I realize full well that definite guidelines pre
essential and that the number of investigators must be very restricted,
but in a study such as this, surely it would be wise tn employ the
techniques, innovations and medical and scientific In-put of more
than one Investigator, Of course, I am referring to the implantation
of the Permanent Total Artificial Heart as I realize many have been
afforded permission to implant the artificial heart as a "bridge to
transplant."

Three of the major criticisms of this experimen'have been "Informed
Consent", "Quality of Life" and the ,4oral-ethical" issue.

As to "Infornied Consent"---Dr. Clark and I felt we had been made
as fully cognizant of the rioks involved as was humanly possible
within the realm of knowledge concerning it in its first application.
Noone offered us any promises whatsoever; the burden of the decision
was ours alone and in no way were we coerced into volunteering.

"Quality of Life" is a very flexible term and can be present in
varyirng degrees to people under different circumstances and periods
in their lives, 1y husband certainly did NOT have a reasonable
quality of life before his Implant---nor d.1 he have a Quality of
iife he could enjoy after the implant, but he was willing to continue
in the experiment as long as Cod gave him life to do so because he
BELIEVED .HERE WAS A PURPOSE IN IT---that purpose was to furnish
medical knowledge to perfect a technology that he believed had
possibilities of insuring a "Good Quality of Life" for many who might
come after him.
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As to the "oral-Ethi"l. Issue"---This, I believe, is a very personal
Judgment and can, in no way, be decided justly and fairly by a
Committee or Group. This judgment emerges from our individual
views as to right to life, desire to preserve life and from our
deep-seated personal beliefs. It is our belief, Dr. Clerks my
families and mine, that God's greatest gift to us is the pift of
life and the innate intelligence he endowed us with---hopefully
to progress in all things. ..e believe that our desire to protect
and prolong life is a monisfestation of our appreciation for that
gift, and is a form of progression. Therefore we had no problem
with the rmoral-ethical aspect of the artificial heart and believe
this question cannot be ruled upon justly by the community as a whole
until AnTER investigators have been given ample time to resolve the
problems that exist at this early stage of the experiment.

Having had the opportunity to play a supportive role to my dear
husband and the Utah Veart Team as they accomplished this medical
breakthrough, and having had the privilege of serving the American
Heart Association during the past 2j years---fully realizing that
although we are making in-roads in the treatment and prevention
of heart disease, it is still responsible for more deaths than all
other causes coi bined I am deeply grateful to have been involved
in the fight against feart disease.

I am excited with the success experienced through the technolog
of donor heart transplants ---- but I am deeply concerned about tose
not considered as candidates for this therapeutic treatment, about
the shortage of donor hearts and about the thousands of people
who die awaiting a donor heart. Therefore, I believe the further
study of the Permanent Total Artificial Heart, and the Artificial
Heart as a "bridge to transplant" is not only fully justified, but
is essential to medical progress and our efforts to stem the tide
of heart disease.

I thank God for men of vision and the pioneering spirit who posses
the courage to face possible failure, but who exhibit the tenacity
and perseverance to unrelentlessly seek ultir ate success in this
endeavor---Such men are those who have contributed thus far, and
who are still contributing to the Artificial Heart experimentation.

a ~ ~ -V AV--, ~ ~ LL
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/ DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Oc of "e

Wnpowkc0C 2M

The Honorable Harold L. Volker
Chairman
Science and Technology Subcommittee

on Investigations and oversight
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Chairman Volkers

Enclosed is the edited transcript of Dr. Claude Lenfant,
Director, National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute who testified
at the February 5 hearing on artificial heart implants.

If we can be of further assistance, please let me know.

Sincerely your,

Patricia Knight Il
Acting Deputy AsbJtant Secretary

for Legislation (Health)

Enclosure
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U S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES m

COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY ,,,,,,-
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WASHINGTON. DC 206E15 . I -..
1202| 225i-6371 ll a lutI m .
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Dr. Claude Lenfant, Director
National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute
National Institutes of Health
9000 Rockvl I* Pike
Bethesda, 1C 20692

IR CNIVE0
APR 1 0 6m

DIMTR NNWl

Dear Dr. Lenf ants

Enclosed Is a copy of the transcript from the February 5, 1966 hearing at
which you testified before the Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight
about artificial hearts. Attached to the transcript are Instructions for

.,subelttlng requests for changes or cliarlf I s._ Please revi these
Instructions and the enclosed of your r lts-refully. Your copy
of the transcript, togath lth any written requests V ch s, should be
returned by April 24 .- 6 tot

46 Or. frene Glowinski
Subcomrlttee on Investigations and Oversight

" --, )) 822iHouse Annex I
Wahngton, 00 20515-6307

Your teiowl at the hearing was extremely valuable to Members, and I
Vant to exte our thanks for your participation and so to the
Subcommittee.

Sincerely

Harold L. Volkaer
Chat man
Subcommittee on Investigations

and Oversight
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4064

406S

4066

4067

4068

4069

4070

4071

4072

4073

4074

4075

STATEMENTS OF CLAUDE LENFANT, M.D.. DIRECTOR. NATIONAL

HEART, LUNG AND BLOOD INSTITUTE, NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF

HEALTH; CHARLES L. McINTOSH, M.D., Ph.D. CHAIRMAN,

CIRCULATORY SYSTEM DEVICES ADVISORY PANEL, U.S. FOOD AND

DRUG ADMINISTRATION AND JOHN A. NORRIS, J.D., M.B.A.,

DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF FOOD AND DRUGS, FOOD AND DRUG

ADMINISTRATION, U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF

HEALTH AND HUMN& SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY1 DR. XSNZTIJ

MOHAX, CENTER FOR DEVICES AND RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH

STATEMENT OF DR. CLAUDE LENFANT

Dr. LENFANT. Mz. Chairmen, I pZopos, to be fairly short

Just a moment, does somebody have a time constraint?

Well, let's see, Dr. McIntosh, Dr. Lenient, you have any

time constraints. I know you would like to get out of hexe

as soon as possible. Everybody would like to do that.

But other than that do you have to be soaewhere besides

back at the office?

Mould you be agreeable with us prooceeding with Mr. Xorzis

at this time?

VOICE. Oh, certainly.

Mr. VOLKNER. All right then. fine, we will proceed in

that method then.

4076

4077

4078

4079

4080

4081

4082

4083

4084

408S

4086

4087

4088
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4089 since my full written statement will be Introduced In the

4090 xeoord.

4091 Uhat I would likeAdo Is briefly describe Ms. statement and

4092 highlight seime~ olpoints .

4093 our statement Orx e
4094 First, we describe the artificial heert program since Its

4095 beginning.

4096 xt we describe how S resources are allocated to

4097 this program, which is only one of the many programs our

4098 1;stitute sponsors.

4099 We 11 di cuss h w we as s and give you he p ogamss

4100 and you 1g a Into a t know, ' Chairm' , tha in

4101 the 2 years of tence o the pro a h ye had me*

4102 lul fled sole tif gures last o a in

4103 su Ise in t s repo t w h s given to the o ttee.

4104 My statement &lsoI,-iLe discusses ethical

4105 considerations, alternatives to heart replaceaent9'$and some

4106 aspeootof risk and quality of lial.
4107 Of all these issues I woul(Yo highlight a few points.

A
4108 most importantly the evolution of the program since It was

4109 created some 22 years ago. d deed. the program started

4110 in 1963. uen ge s apetus, which C-a i in 1964

4111 a~mip~ I'ns in the budget of the1 titute.

4112 and appropriated the specified amount of $600,000.

4113 in the 60's and early 70's, some impOrtant
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4114 milestones resulted iron the program, not least was ths

411S development 0 of blood oxygenators. and in

4116 balloonjwhioh are O devices 'apart oftA

4117 everyday clinical care.

4118 As well shoxt-term circulatory assist devices were

4119 developed and4have been used quite extensively, mostly In

4120 the support of patients In the post-surgical phase of their

4121 treatment.

4122 in the early 1980's we focused our program on the

4123 development of components forzeleotZioally powered

4124 ventriculat assist system# and, of course, 7he Oazvl-7

412S rtilol I hearg, w ich wu discussed at length this

4126 niN oved from

4127 model testing Into clinical applications.

4128 As you know, five b total replacements have

4129 been done with 0M -eapor ry bridge-

4130 to-transplant applicationthave been made using the Jazvlk

4131 end other devices, as well.

4132 Currently, we are tepting some new devlics, one is hare.

4133 for Instance* 0. W I - OM 1M fully

4134 implantable d*Vices1 8fj..w"no single ventricule,

4133 or eventuallyArully implantable artificial heart.

4136 Raying desoribed briefly the history of the program 1

4137 would like to mention how we are allocating resources to It.

4138 As I said, the first allocation of resouzoes were made
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4139 speolficallyI . pei . .... the artificial heart

4140 program.

4141 11'0' 9-9mej 1inee then the s~titut A *"riW4Wu

4 142 . .... i i ,.. has

4143 regularly &I 1 oatedL~- each year from M

4144 regular appUi. - . 1967 this amount

414S reached $8 millions in 1974, it reached about $12 million a

414i6 years and the same amount has been allocated to this program

4147 since, with an exception In 1976 when we were allocated as

4148 much as *IS million.

4149 It may of Interest to you. r. Chaizan, thth:

4150 ~qua e of this amount Is given to Investigators .. 5 Lr

41SI contrao+ In other words, t s aj qpmd@ targeted pro ra

41S52 of tI ! titutse quarter -ed.sw

11153 'tgzants to investigats who submit applications
4154 for through our pest review system.

1155 Let me mas now briefly mention, the process that we utilive

41S6 to Q -1 . .. .-- -- ' --. what amounts of money will

41S? be allocated to this ptogzam.

4IS8 When 06 4dIWted most of the advice given to the

4159 %sttute a from cPd consultants which were called inw~ft

4161

4162 Since 1974. the Stitute has greatly relied on a more

4163 fozmlised process which inolud4the 5rdiology*visory
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4164 05naitteQ jJ6be body of experts 4w cardiology anA other
416S disciplines 1 dvi O the rStituteo overall

416 W&*6&a onlyjj oos onent.
416 ~4*e~ earra,Aaoh 6=6 program

4167 of which thhlahrtpoqram is only one component.

4168 The advice of 44 body. the dvisory#arzdiology
4169 fanmittee, goes to the Xational Heart, Lung, and blood

4170 Advisory Council, which is another body made vp o4 the SRAieSG.

4171 e p e r t sLW as mel

4172 ~.dM--.eqImSgW'qye
4173 _±B &-4--- advice SeA'....... first from the

4174 4 ardioloqy~dvisozy %omittee, and then from the ational

4175 kvisory $ouncil. the,)ireotoz of the Xstitute makes a

4176 final decision as to the allohetvarious programs

4177 of the'stitute.

4178 1 think It Is Important ArllM to emphasize that the

4179 1stitute has many competing priorities. This mozning when

4180 we tarteI.Ahese hearings, some health statlstlos were given

4181 to you, " indeed, about half of the deaths In this

4182 country each year are due to cardiovascular diseases. If we

4183 take all the diseases which are within the purview of out

4184 ' 1 t;jte.. approximately 1 to 'percent of all the deaths

418S In so country are due to diseases which are within our

.4186 d e cgnioAn 9"re-.Lo
4187 4 toshouldM2~ .L ~ ~ i L..tf

4188 number of very significant Bpinoffswitvecome from the
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4189 artificial heart progra/ I shlul nation -4

4190 cardiovascular implants* the defalopmant of polyuzethaneso

4191 an next substance which is used In many prostheses and many

4192 otherd es.

4193 tIhe ollagen-derived artificial skin Is also a spinoff of

4194 the p ogxa.

'!9S raterial whloh are used lor the fabrication

4196 of contaot.d!.as and other devices, are a spinoff of our

4197 program.

4198 To conclude my remarks* Mr. Chaizaan, X would like to

4199 emphasize that the.kstitutaimission is to foster and

4200 support a broad range of activities designed to reduce

4201 deaths and disability. We estimate that as many as 20,000

4202 to 30,000 Americans suffer each year fron heart failure.

4.203 -Wn- .mrui I Omam

4204 Our main goal is to prevent this condition from

4205 developing. But meanwhile* we feel that W l heart

4206 replacement with %.as hni*&aJ evice has - potential to

4207 become ai1 ql alternative.

4208 And. therefore, we 'uus 111P .to support -

4209 the expeiant which Dr. Devries so ot-ib

4210 kpofullywill demonstrate whether

4211 has some value or not.

4212 thank you very much.

4213 Mr. VOLNKIR. Thank you very much,'r b-L6nfant.
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4214 [Thestatement of Dr. Claude Lenient follous'i

4215

4216 5*5zz5z IXSERT 3 - I 35E35255
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5117 devices that have been approved for that purpose--

5118 Dr. MOHAN. AS a bridge?

5119 Mr. VOLKMEZR. As a bridge.

S120 Dr. MOHAX. Yes.

5121 Mr. VOLKMER. But not as experimental any longer?

5122 Dr. MONAN. Approved as an investigational device, not--

5123 Mr. VOLKMER. That's what I mean.

5124 Dr. MOHAN. --not approved for marketing.

5125 Mr. VOLKMIR. Not approved for market. We don't have any

5126 approved for market? That's what I meant.

5127 Dr. MORAX. No. no.

5128 Mr. VOLXMER. All right.

5129 Does anyone, Dr. McIntosh or Dr. Lenient, want to comment

5130 on that last statement before, as to the LVADs, all of thea

S131 being experimental, none could be better than the other. at

5132 this time?

5133 Dr. LENFAXT. %]iQ Zo of the models which are here have

5134 been approved for clinical testingl"Ihese two(e.

5135 And you also asked It some were In a development phase.

5136 These two are in a development phase.

5137 Mr. VOLKNER. All right.

5138 At t-his time I am going to recess. Mr. Norris, If we have

5139 any additional questions. I think we should direct them

S140 solely to you. We will submit them In writing, all right?

5141 If not, we will continue when we return.
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5196 show that change--

5197 Mt. VOLKiIR. And it would be falt to say that each

5198 proposed change you would have to make the decision based on

5199 that proposed change, and you can't really make a general

5200 statement, complete general statement.

5201 Dr. MOBAN. That's right.

5202 Mr. VOLXHER. All right.

5203 Dr. Lenient, as I understand it. clinical trials of the

5204 electrically powered left ventricular assist device--and I

5205 believe you have that, one of those devices there, do you

5206 not--is scheduled to begin In 1987. Is that correct?

5207 Dr. LEXFANT. That's correct, Mr. Chairman.

5208 Mr. VOLKMKR. What information are we expecting to learn

5209 from these trials?

5210 I -Dr. LEXFANT. Let me back track a bit and say that just

5211 now wU11*" bench testing d4 the device. On: G 4W;s

5212 completed and we are satisfied we are dealing with a

5213 reliable device - %.*moo then we move to the next phase,

5214 which Is humann clinical application&-,

5215 Gp n fag.ssass whether the math of the device and the
5216 patient is mwduorkable, reliable and

5217 effective.

5218 Mr. VOLKXHR. Is NI funding any of the clinical

5219 evaluation of the pneumatic systems?

5220 Dr. LENFANT. C49^ Na be-.. A --.. .•....-A. n
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s221 W- lre kmrxing to the Jazvik heart?

5222 h. VOLKNER. Xo, I an talking about the electrically

5223 powered--oh, it is the Jarvik, all right. You're not on the

S224 Jaxvik heart?

5225 Dr. LEHFANT. The answer to that is no, not fox the

5226 Jarvik.

5227 Mr. VOLKhMER. All right. And why? Can you tell us why

5228 not?

5229 Dz. LEXFAXT. Well, because basically the device moved

5230 into clinical applicationj y decision of K"

5231 .Q Dr. DeVries himself. And there was really no

5232 consultation between us and Dr. DeVzles at that time. CwE

5233 fur feeling QW that he felt he was ready to do it.

5234 Therefore, if the private sector 1 willing to engage in

5235 this kind of activity, we feel that we have no reason to

5236 provide support.

5237 Mt. VOLXMER. In other words, if the private sector starts

5238 into it, what I am seeing then, you tell me if the private

5239 sector proceeds with something on their own and it

5240 progresses to a certain stage, then XIN is not going to come

5241 in and help out?

5242 Dz. LENTANT. That's correct, especially for clinical

5243 applications.

5244 Mr. VOLXMHR. All right.

S24S Well, before I go to full panel questions. I will yield to
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5321 something, I believe, about the informed consent from the

5322 patient's standpoint as well.

5323 Mr. PACKARD. Dr. Lenfant.

5324 Dr. LENFANT. Yes, I Just would like to add to the second

5325 part of your question, that is, whether there areeme

5326 complications with heart transplants. The

5327 complications are not e , but there are some

5328 complications with heart transplant. Basically you have to

5129 walk n very thin line between rejeotion,on the one hand, and

5330 infectionon the other hand. One of these complications,

5331 rejection, is controlled by drugs such as 9yolosporin, which

5332 1 am sure you heard of. And the o oI drxug9

5333 is i under the aegis of the Food and Drug

5334 Administration rl! .... w1t .. _- I don't know if

5335 it has passed the experimental phase. I guess it has.

5336 But cyclosporin is a drug which brings about some

5337 complications in itself, that is, kidney alterations and in

5338 some cases elevation of blood pressure.

5339 Mr. PACKARD. Thank you.

5340 Has the--rather, under what circumstances would FDA deny

5341 the use of the artificial heart, knowing or assuming there's

5342 no other alternatives and that the patient would die without

5343 the use of such device? Under what circumstances would

5344 normally you put a hold or a stop on the use of it,

5345 particularly in light of clinical experience?
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5496 one a year and a half, two yeats. And we have very few

5497 strokes. And they are ambulatory and everything else is

5498 going great. And sometime in the future they are approved

5499 for marketing. Mow, the question I have is, what are the

5500 costs going to be, and who is going to pay for it? Because

5501 on permanent transplants right now, we only have, you know,

5502 the ones being done at Humana; and we know who's paying for

5503 those. Those costs are running astronomical. I am sure

5504 some of those costs will be able to come down as we do it.

5505 But who's going to pay for it?

5506 Dr. LEHFAKT. Well, I don't know who is going to pay for

5507 it, but I can tell you how much it is going to cost. In OMt

5508 CWW1-Vt u dy i -. - 3 was
5509 considered quite carefully, The estimate, and you heard

5510 some figures today, is that there may be M twenty to

5511 thirty thousand people a year who might be 4D"S '

5512 chronic artificial heart. Although the cost, as you heard

5513 it from Dr. DeVries, is high today, there is an expectation

5514 that eventually it would go down to probably $150,000 a

5515 patient, for about a two-year survive' ""

5516 How, if we multiply W by the number of patients, we are

5517 reaching an amount per year of $2.5 to $3 billion, which is,

5518 of course, a sizable amount of money. Who is going to

5519 provide money, it is not mine to ay. I might only

5520 repeat what was indicated In m reportAjthat there are
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5521 a'pu- similar long-term therapies which are in the same

5522 order of cost.

5523 Mr. VOLKMER. Renal dialysis, which is--

5524 Dr. LENFAXT. For--

5525 Mr. VOLKMER. --that costs, and the Federal Government Is

5526 picking up a large chunk of that.

5527 Dr. LENFAXT. Yes. I surmise. I don't know lox sure, but

5528 I surmise.

5529 Mr. VOLKKER. So, that isn't part of the study, where the

5530 money is going to come from to pay for it.

5531 Dr. LEXFANT. I--

5532 Mr. VOLKMER. I mean, there's not--

5533 Dr. LENFAXT. All I can tell you--

5534 Mr. VOLKNER. There's not vary many individuals, there are

5535 some in this country, but not very many individuals that are

5536 going to be able to come in and plunk down $100,000 or

5537 $150,000 for a permanent artIfioial heart transplant. We

5538 have to recognize that.

5539 The second question is the question about, what about the

5540 insurance carriers, whether they would do it. And if they

5541 do it, I'll guarantee you everybody's premiums are going to

5542 go up some.

5543 Dr. LEXFAXT. Well, I am not in a position to answer.b'

5544 question either personally or on behalf of the--

5545 Mr. VOLXMER. Does anybody else wish to comment on it at
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Dr. MCINTOSH. I think you're absolutely right. In the

beginning, the transplantation procedures, the heart, were

not covered by insurance, and they are now. If it

realistically comes down to a price equivalent to a

transplant, then I think the question becomes perhaps a

little less important. If we can put an artificial heart in

somebody fot the same price that we can transplant somebody,

that may be a key issue. And I don't know the answer to

that.

Mr. VOLKMER. Dr. Lenfant, in your study we don't get that

far down, do we?

Dr. LENFANT. No, we don't..

Mr. VOLKMER. I-have one that X"asked the staff to make

sure I didn't forget, and then I did f£Oget. '

Dr. Leniant, Gramm-Rudman, 4.3 reduction, March 1,

approximately 20, 2S percent reduction, October I for the

following year. What does that do to all these programs and

all these devices that you have here and others?

Dr. LENFANT. Well, I think it's premature for me to

answer this question, Mr. Chairman, As you saw from the

documentation that we submitted to the committee, the

'lstitute has been providing approximately-$12 million a

year to this program for a number of years. We feel that it

is an adequate and appropriate amount of money. If nothing
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5571 was to change today, we would probably not change that

5572 allocation either up or down.

5573 With the implementation of Gramm-Rudman legislation and

5574 the President's budget, I don't know what we are going to do

5575 relative to this particular program. It is premature for me

5576 to answer that question.

5577 But I would like to submit to the committee that our

5578 $Tstitute has many, many priorities. This one, the priority

5579 of this program, is not the lowest but it's not the

5580 highest, as well. So, therefore, with our National Advisory

5581 Council and all the experts in the field who are advising

5582 us, we will try to do the best we can.

5583 Mr. VOLKMER. I am assuming everybody in the government, I

5584 hope, will do the best they can. But still it would have an

5585 impact on some of the programs if you do receive, let's say,

5586 a reduction next year in funding for all your programs of $3

5587 million.

5588 Dr. LENFANT. I think it is quite reasonable to assume

5589 that this one will have to participate in this reduction.

5590 Mr. VOLKMER. Mr. Mohan, FDA, if you receive a reduction

5591 next year of 20 to 25 percent in funding to administer these

5592 programs and have a review, et cetera, of thhse programs,

5593 how does that impact on the programs?

559 Dr. MOHA. It's a little difficult to anticipate exactly

5595 what might happen. Again, those decisions are being made in

0
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